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SYNOPSIS

This thesis is an examination of the workings and personnel of the

major administrative institutions in four counties during the

Interregnum. It seeks to identify how those institutions differ from -

and in what ways they are similar to - the bodies that ran the shires

before the Civil War. It also examines the participation of the local

governing class in the army and in Parliamentary elections during the

period.

The theme of the work is continuity. It is demonstrated that the two

major traditional institutions of local government - the Justices of

the Peace acting alone or in Quarter Sessions, and the borough

corporations - carried out the same functions and were run essentially

by the same types of men as they had been pre-war. The thesis also

seeks to show that what is often regarded as a major administrative

innovation of the Civil Wars and Interregnum - the growth of a county

committee structure to administer certain types of taxation and run

the militia in the counties - was in fact merely a logical extension

of pre-war developments, and that the type of work undertaken by

committees did not to any great degree take over the functions of

older bodies.

The high degree of taxation during the 1650s, and the continuous

presence of substantial numbers of regular and militia soldiers in the

counties, were both novel developments in England during peacetime.

These phenomena are examined in terms of the administrative burden they



imposed, and of their effects on the localities.

Some attempt is made throughout the thesis to assess the effect on

public opinion of political changes as expressed through the gentry's

perceived willingness to serve in local administrative bodies. This

analysis is complemented in the final chapter of the thesis which

considers the behavious of voters and candidates in Parliamentary

elections during the period.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of the English Civil War and Interregnum have

tended to emphasise the importance of local events in the chain of

causation leading to the great national developments of the period.

Indeed one could almost argue that the investigation of the

relationship between central government and local community has

dominated the thought of modern historians of the time to the exclusion

of all else. Particularly important has been the work of David

Underdown, Alan Everitt and J. R. Morrill.(1)

It might be possible to summarise the conclusions of such

historians - bearing in mind that any such brief summary is bound to

be something of a caricature - as being that the turbulence of mid-

seventeenth century society was a result of tension between the

successive centralising regimes of the period and the fiercely

independent local gentry who ran the local governing institutions.

These tensions first destabilised the government of Charles I, and

after his execution, the attempt of the successive Interregnal regimes

to reimpose the authority of central government - and indeed to

strengthen it by setting up new local institutions more directly

responsible to the Council of State or Privy Council in London -

caused the chronic instability which led to the Restoration. At the

local level, in the counties, the result of these crises was a constant

(1) Underdown's thesis is summarised in his "Settlement in the Counties
1653-8" in Aylmer (ed). The Interregnum, 1972, pp.165-82. An
important local study by him is Somerset in the Great Civil War and
Interregnum. A.M.Everitt, The Community of Kent and the Great 
Rebellion, was pioneer work in this field. J.R.Morrill, The Revolt 
of the Provinces., deals coherently with relations between government
and the localities in the period before the Civil War. Derek Hirst's
study of "Court County & Policies before 1629" in Faction and
Parliament ed. Kevin Sharpe, Oxford, 1978 throws important light on
relationship between central government and 'country l in an earlier
period.
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quarrel between the proponents of centralisation and the upholders

of local power; the latter have usually been identified with the

"traditional country gentry".

The ground has been well-trodden, and it must be asked - is there

really a need for yet another investigation into this well-researched

area? I hope to be able to answer that question in the affirmative

over the course of the succeeding chapters of this.thesis. But in

the meantime, perhaps the ground may be cleared by a number of

observations about the nature of the work that has been undertaken

in this field.

The mid-seventeenth century was a period of profound change.

Local historians have therefore looked in their work to find the

changes that occurred at national level mirrored in the communities

they have studied. Work has accordingly been concentrated on people

rather than institutions, and on quarrels and turbulence rather than

on the running of the bodies which administered local society.

Underdown, for example, in his study of Somerset, argued powerfully

that there was a split in Somerset society during the period so

fundamental that it obscured all else, and that all local events

during the 1650s must be seen in terms of the dispute between the

centralisers - the minority who supported the government - and the

gent
ry

.
(2) 

Even Everitt - in his excellent study of the Kent county

committee - tended to argue that a small clique monopolised local

power throughout the Interregnum and accordingly split the county

along partisan lines. (3) Furthermore, both men - and others - argued
that the central government actively exacerbated this split by setting

up new and revolutionary institutions with the deliberate aim of

removing power from the traditional local bodies the gentry dominated. (4)
3 UtftrniereZe,pt1/491%4 See, for example, p.15	 below.II
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NO one can deny that there were fundamental differences of

opinion amongst country gentry in the 1650s about how government at

local and national levels should be ordered. Furthermore, it would

be foolish to suggest that there were not important changes in the

way counties were run during the Civil War and Interregnum. However,

quarrels over power and influence were not new. T. G. Barnes, in

his excellently balanced study of Somerset during the Personal Rule

of Charles I, noted that the appointment of local officials was

closely dependent on the relative ascendency of the county magnates

who nominated them, arguing that "The result was a growing factionalism

intruded onto the rural bench which was not calculated to increase

efficiency". (5) In reality, the split amongst the country gentry

after the Civil War was just one in a long line of patronage quarrels,

intensified perhaps by the turbulence of the War years and by the

differing political philosophies of those magnates who took part in

the quarrels.

In order to retain a sense of proportion, it is necessary to see

these struggles for local pre-eminence during the 1650s in the context

of the institutions the country gentlemen serviced during the

Interregnum. By shifting the focus of our examination of the period,

and looking at the workings of the institutions which administered

the localities, it should be possible to make some assessment of how

different the administration was during the 1650s from the periods

which preceded it, to trace the threads of continuity which connected

the county committeemen of the Interregnum with the local commissioners

of the 1630s. For the question needs to be asked - by concentrating

researches on divisive political issues and ignoring the functioning

of the local administrative institutions, is there not a danger of

overemphasising those elements of social and political change which

(5) Barnes, Somerset 16 2 5-40, p.44
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suggest that the period of the Interregnum was one of internal

conflict and instability, and thereby failing to recognise that there

may have been a very real degree of stability and continuity with

earlier periods in the administrative life of the shires in the

1650s? This thesis will attempt to answer that question.

The four counties surveyed - Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, and

Somerset - have been chosen partly because they form a convenient

geographical unit; partly because, along with other areas (6)

they commonly formed a part of two larger administrative jurisdictions -

the Western Assize Circuit, and the Western military command; and

partly because there has been little significant work done on these

areas since the War, (7) with the exception of Underdown's work on

Somerset which has tended to emphasise the divisive elements of

county society during the period. Gloucestershire, Wiltshire,

Hampshire and Bristol have been excluded from the study, partly

because they involve other jurisdictions and partly because of the

limitations upon the time available for research.

(6) Wiltshire and Gloucestershire were the other counties in the
Western military command; Wiltshire and Hampshire were the
other counties of the Western Assize Circuit.

(7) I understand that Stephen Roberts of Exeter University is
currently preparing a Ph.D. thesis on some aspects of Devon
in the 1650s. Coate's study of Cornwall was published in 1930
and is in some respects outdated; Bayley's study of Dorset is
even older, dating from 1910.
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1649 may seem a logical date to commence a study of county

administration during the Interregnum; however, this starting

point does require some justification. The Civil War had ended

in 1646, and the rebuilding of the shattered organs of government

may be said to commence at this date. But between 1646 and 1648,

whilst there seemed some hope that a negotiated settlement with

the King might be reached, county government retained a makeshift,

temporary aspect. The standing county committees originally

formed to supervise the finance of the wartime army, remained in

being until 1650. All attempts to settle control of the militia

proved abortive until 1649. In many areas, Quarter Sessions did

not resume full sitting until the Interregnum. Only after the

execution of the King was a concerted attempt made to reach a

permanent settlement in the counties, and it is from this time

that the organs of local government began to regain the power and

respect that they had lost during the Civil War. It is therefore

appropriate to concentrate the focus of our consideration on this

period.
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The primary manuscript sources for a study of governing

institutions in the south-west during the Interregnum are of two

types: local records, deposited in the city and county record offices,

and public records deposited in the Public Record Office. There are

also various private documents, mainly, but not exclusively,

consisting of letters. These are to be found in the University

Libraries, the British Library, and in a number of,other locations.

The local records deal mainly with the old-established county

institutions (county Quarter Sessions, borough corporations); the

public records deal with the newer centrally-appointed county

committees and with the central governing bodies in London and

Westminster who supervised them.

The Public Records of the Interregnum consist of two main classes

of papers - the State Papers Domestic, Interregnum and the

Commonwealth Exchequer Papers. The State Papers Domestic (SPD),

comprise (under PRO classes SP18 and SP25) the bulk of the records of

the Council of State and Privy Council between 1649 and 1660 (although

a number are held in the Bodleian Library Rawlinson MSS), including

Council minutes, reports, accounts, schedules, and correspondence

between the Council and local governing bodies. They are essential

for any study of local aaministration and its relationship with the

centre. The SPD have been calendared by M.A.E. Green, and the

resulting publication(8) is an invaluable guide to the papers. In

addition the records of two sub-committees of the Council of State -

the Committee for the Advance of Money and the Committee for Compounding -

(8) (ed.) M.A.E. Green, Calendar of State Papers Domestic, Interregnum
(CSPD) 1875-86.
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may be found under SP19 and SP23 respectively. These papers provide

the material for a study of sequestration, and like the SPD have been

calendared. (9)

However, for a detailed study of the workings of the county

committee system, it is necessary to consult the Commonwealth Exchequer

Papers (SP28). These papers, which deal in detail with military and

fiscal matters at the local level, are not calendared; they are often

sorted into loose bundles of single papers; they are not indexed in

detail; many are in poor or deteriorating condition and there are

signs that many papers - particularly to do with the workings of the

county committees for assessment - have been lost, the evidence that

can be gained from this source is therefore incomplete. Nevertheless,

a study of these papers is essential for a proper understanding of the

role of the county committees during the Interregnum.

One other important class of records in the PRO is the Chancery

Records, which is the prime source of information about composition

of the Commissions of the Peace and other local commissions. Four

Libri Pacis exist in this class for the Interregnum. These books,

which comprised the working lists of local justices for the reference

of the central government, cover February 1650, May 1652-October 1653,

September 1656-April 1657, and March 1657-March 1658 respectively.
(10)

Similar lists for October 1650, March 1652, and 1653 exist outside the

(11)PRO.	 In addition, the Crown Office Docket Book for 1643-60 records

chronologically many (but not all) of the changes to the commissions -

i.e., appointments of new justices, dismissals, retirements, deaths -

as they occurred, as well as similar changes in a number of other

(9) (ed.) M.A.E. Green, Calendar of the Proceedings of the Committee for 
Compounding  1889; and Calendar of the Proceedings of the Committee 
for the Advance of Money 1888.

(10) PRO/C.193/13/3; PRO/C.193/13/4; PRO/C.193/l3/6; PRO/C.193/13/5
respectively.

(11) B.L. E.1238 (4); B.L. Stowe MS.577; Cambridge University MS Dd viii.l.
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local commissions. In this class also are recorded the names of

commissions of Oyer and Terminer, sewers commissions, and a number

(12)
of other local commissions.

The Chancery lists of JPs may be supplemented by the Letters Patent

Commissions of the Peace held in the Somerset and Devon county record

offices, which help give us, particularly in the case of Devon, an

almost complete picture of the composition of the Justices' bench

throughout the Interregnum.

The Assize Order Books for the Western Circuit give details of the

administrative work of the Judges of Assize at the twice-yearly Assizes

held in each county. The two books covering this period

orders on a variety of administrative matters from bridges and roads,

to rating, apprenticeship, settlement, and the administration of the

poor law. Furthermore, since the execution of most of the administrative

orders involved JPs, the books give us a partial guide to which JPs in

each county were active in county administration. This is particularly

valuable in the cases of Cornwall and Dorset, for which no Quarter

Sessions Records survive. The posted book for 1656 gives the names of

the attorneys practising in each county during that year.

We now come to the county records. Two counties, Devon and

Somerset, have very full records for the Interregnum. Both counties

preserve Quarter Sessions Order Books for the period, although

Somerset's order books are lost for the period 1656-60. The order

books are supplemented by Sessions Rolls, recognizance books, and

other miscellaneous papers. Collectively, these papers provide the

evidence on the nature of the administrative work carried out by the

justices in and out of Quarter Sessions; and to the activity of

(12) PRO/C231/6. PRO/C/181/6.
(13) PRO/ASSI/24/21; PRO/ASSI/24/22.
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individual:JPs in this work. The Somerset Records Society has

published the Interregnal Quarter Sessions Records for that county.
(14)

The municipal records for this period in the south-west are

particularly rich. Exeter, Dorchester, and Bath have complete sets

of corporation Act Books or Minute Books preserved in the Devon,

Dorset, and Bath City Record Offices respectively. There is a full

set of Plymouth Corporation Accounts preserved in the West Devon Area

Record Office. The Town Hall at Poole preserves a substantial series

of records for that borough; and certain Wells City Records for that

period also survive. In addition, the various county record offices

preserve manuscript records in varying degrees of completeness for

Bridgwater, Bridport, and Dartmouth, all of which provide useful

additions to our knowledge of the working of municipal government for

the period. From these records we may obtain insight into the

personnel who controlled local corporation changes in the bodies

during the Interregnum, the relationships between them and other

jurisdictions, principally the central government, and the routine of

municipal corporations. The charters of several boroughs also survive;

many of these have been published.

The final category of manuscript primary sources is the

collections of family and personal papers. These are generally

deposited in offices or libraries, although a few are still in private

hands. The Somerset Record Office is particularly rich in such

collections, holding the Coker Court MSS, the Hippisley MSS, the

Phelips MSS, the Popham MSS, the Pyne MSS, the Portman MSS, the aydenham

MSS, and the Luttrell MSS. The Devon and Somerset Record Offices hold

(14) ed. E.H. Bates Harbin, Quarter Sessions Records of the County of
Somerset, III, 1912, (hereafter SRS28).
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few private collections for this period, but the Cornwall Record

Office has facsimiles of the correspondence of Captain Robert

Bennett, the prominent baptist military officer, as well as the

papers of Oliver Sawle, the Basset MSS, the Rashleigh of Stoketon MSS,

the Tremayne MSS, and the Vivian MSS. The Ashley Cooper MSS held by

the Public Record Office (15) contain accounts of Cooper's activity

in various national and local bodies. Amongst the many Oollections

held by the Bodleian Library, the Clarendon MSS and the Tanner MSS

contain papers relevant to the South-West during the Interregnum.

In the British Library Manuscript Room are the Additional and other

MSS which contain inter alia the records of the London Major-General's

Office, the papers of the Locke family, the Sydenham correspondence,

a facsimile of the Northumberland papers, and the Stowe MSS. All these

papers are important in that they reveal something of the personality

and the relationships of the local governors. Many of them also throw

more light on the routine of administration and the climate of

opinion within their respective counties.

The most important collection of printed sources for the period

is the Thomason Tracts in the British Library. This collection of

pamphlets, newspapers, and papers contains many contemporary

commentaries on government and governors, national and local. Unlike

many of the surviving collections of manuscript sources, this

collection contains tracts by republicans and radicals as well as

royalists and conservatives. They therefore comprise an unusually

rich cross-section of opinion and provide us with a more balanced guide

to contemporary views than reliance on manuscript sources alone would.

The newspapers also contain many lists of government appointments at

(15) PRO/PRO/30 and. PRO/PRO/31.
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the local level - primarily for militia and militavy commands - for

which in some cases (particularly for the later period) no alternative

source exists.

Many printed town and county histories exist dating from the

17th and 18th centuries. These are frequently a mine of information

on borough customs, corporations, local office holders, and other

local institutions. The histories often give English tilanscripts of

municipal charters, the basis for the organisation of borough

institutions, which are indispensable for examining the relationships

between municipal, county, and national government. Exeter is

particularly well-placed for such histories. There are additionally

a number of more modern collections - such as Mayo and Gould's

The Municipal Records of Dorchester and Dorset - which comprise

useful guides to the local records. Similarly, some volumes of the

Victoria County History provide a useful guide to sources.

Other important printed sources are the reproduced editions and

Calendars of private papers, the most important being those of

Cromwell's Secretary of State, John Thurloe, and of Charles II's Lord

Chancellor Edward, Earl of Clarendon. (16)
These two series look at

royalist conspiracy from opposite viewpoints. Thurloe provides much

detailed information on the operation of local administration,

particularly during the period of the Majors-General. The Historical

Manuscripts Commission Reports also include transcriptions of primary

sources in private hands.

Published diaries, memoirs, and contemporary histories, although

(16) A Collection of the State Papers of John Thurloe, ed. T. Birch,
7 vols., 1742; Calendar of the Clarendon State Papers in the 
Bodleian Library, ed. F. J. Routledge and others, 4 vols., Oxford,
1869-1932. See also J. Rusworth Historical Collections, 8 vols.,
1680-1701.
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adding little to our detailed knowledge of local administration

during the period, throw some interesting light on the chief

personalities on the national stage, and provide insight into the

climate of opinion. But they must be treated with some caution.

Both the histories written by royalists and those written by

republicans tend to emphasise the negative aspects of the Protectorate,

and the one prominent supporter of the Protectorate who compiled a

memoir of the period - Bulstrode Whitelocke - did so after the

Restoration had coloured his attitudes to earlier events. Since all

these accounts were written by politically-motivated men, they must

be treated with some caution. It is as well to remember that Evelyn's

and Clarendon's accounts were written by men who had an interest in

emphasising any weakness or unpopularity of the Interregnal regimes,

and that Hutchinson's and Ludlow's were written by people who believed

that the achievements and stability of the republic had been undermined

by the unscrupulous ambition of Cromwell. (17).
 It is unfortunate that

the opinions of these chroniclers has had such a strong influence on

later historians - and that the prejudices of those persuasive

royalists - Clarendon and Evelyn - have consciously or unconsciously

imprinted themselves on the minds of so many modern writers. (It is no

accident that one modern view of the Interregnum - that it comprised

unpopular, unstable regimes that carried within themselves the seeds

of their own destruction - is virtually identical with that of Clarendon.)

These, then, are the sources for this examination of local

(17) The most important contemporary accounts are provided by Lucy
Hutchinson, Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson, ed.
J. Sutherland, 1973; Ludlow, Memoirs, ed. C. H. Firth, 2 vols.,
Oxford, 1894; Bulstrode Whitelocke, Memorials of English Affairs 
from the beginning of the Reign of Charles the First to the Happy 
Restoration of King Charles the Second, 4 vols., Oxford, 1853;
Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England,
ed. W. D. Macray, 1888, 6 vols.; Evelyn, Diary, 1879.
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administration during the Interregnum. As indicated above, this

thesis attempts to survey both the working of local administrative

institutions and the personnel who participated in them with the

aim of identifying the extent to which continuity was preserved with

pre-War practices and ruling groups. Chapter One examines the

justices of the peace and their work in Quarter Sessions and Assizes.

It seeks to demonstrate that these officials continued to occupy a

key position in county life during the Interregnum, and that they

largely retained their pre-War functions. An analysis of the

personnel involved will suggest that, although political changes in

Westminster were mirrored to some extent on the justices' bench, a

remarkable degree of continuity was preserved during the Interregnum,

and that many of the families from whom JP's had been drawn before the

war continued to provide the county magistracy after the execution

of the King. Chapter Two will examine the functions of municipal

corporations and the relationships between them, the central

government and other admtnistrative bodies. It will demonstrate that

they remained untouched to a surprising degree by political changes

and that they only became drawn into the mainstream of politics after

the Interregnum had finished. Chapter Three looks at the growth of

the County Committee system before and during the Interregnum and

examines in some detail the membership of the county committees. It

examines disputes between various groups of committeemen in the

separate counties and attempts to identify the reasons behind these.

Chapter Four examines the burden of taxation that fell on the counties

during the Interregnum and the work of the Assessment Committees and

assessing and collecting these taxes. It will seek to demonstrate

that the development of a system of Assessment Committees was a logical
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culmination of pre-War trends in this direction. Chapter Five will

analyse the extent of the military presence - both regular and

militia - in the Wet country during the period, and Chapter Six will

consider how these forces were administered and the extent to which

they had an impact on other local governing bodies. It will be

argued that the presence of the military was not generally so

obtrusive as is sometimes imagined, and that not until 1659, when

large numbers of additional, frequently indisciplined soldiers were

recruited was there widespread resentment against the army.

Finally, although it is not the purpose of this thesis to analyse

in any great detail the effect of administrative changes on public

opinion, Chapter Seven will look briefly at the election of MPs and

the extent to which this may be said to illustrate the reaction of

the ruling class in the West country to political change in the

1650s.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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CHAPTER I

The Administrative Functions of Quarter Sessions and Assizes 

In most studies of local society and government during the

Interregnum, attention has traditionally been focused on the county

committees and the military presence. Treatment of the work of the

gentry in the Commissions of the Peace and the other traditional

governing bodies - commissions of sewers, commissions df oyer and

terminer, etc. - has at best been perfunctory. R. L. Taverner's

view is typical:-

With the coming of the war, the direction of affairs
passed largely into other hands than those of the
justices...[Although] much of the routine business
remained in the hands of the justices, and sessions
remained in form much as before the war, [there was]
a marked change of personnel and approach. (1)

Other historians have implicitly agreed with this view. Underdown,

for example, argues that "the old structure of county government by

JPs and quarter sessions was largely superseded by the soon

notorious county committees," and that government "fell into the

hands of men chosen more for their religious and military zeal than

for their social prominence," (2) 
although he does admit that by the

time of the Commonwealth, the commissions of the peace were

"gradually regaining their old functions." 	 commentators,

indeed, miss JPs out of their analyses of post-war administration

altogether. But not all historians see the Quarter Sessions as

insignificant during the Interregnum; Hamilton, for example, writing

in 1878 said of the Commonwealth that the "Quarter Sessions continued

to be held as usual, and the Court issued its orders on the usual

subjects."(4)

(1) 'The Administrative Work of the Devon Justices in the Seventeenth
Century', in T.D.A., vol.0 (1968), PP.74-5.

(2) Underdown, 'The Settlement in the Counties', in Aylmer, The
Interregnum, p.168.

(3) ibid., p.169.
(4) A.H.A. Hamilton, Quarter Sessions from Queen Elizabeth to Queen

Anne, 1878, p.150.
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Where does the truth lie between these statements? Did the

personnel of the Commissions of the Peace change mArkedly during

the Interregnum? Did the work they had been used to doing before

the War remain in their hands? In short, was the old form of local

government superseded, or was it merely complemented by bodies set

up to perform novel functions that arose during the unusual

circumstances of the post-War period? In one form or another,

these questions crop up throughout this thesis; this chapter is

devoted to answering them with regard to the magisterial class

operating in Quarter Sessions, at the Assizes and in a small number

of minor pre-War administrative bodies.

Thomas Barnes describes the pre-War JPs as "the principal

executors of royal justice and administrators of royal policy in the

counties" whose original task as conservators of the peace had been

added to during the Tudor period "by multiplying the responsibilities

of these local gentlemen, and so [increasing] the burden of their

work") 	 new tasks of government developed, the work of the

Justices increased. Of course, not all matters were referred to

the JPs. Taxation was referred to special commissions appointed

under statutory authority, for example, though such commissions

always contained many JPs. But it remains true to say that in the

early Stuart period, governmental interference in the day-to-day

business of the localities increased, and that the work of the JPs

became steadily more onerous. This was particularly true before

the Civil War, after the issuing of the Book of Orders which extended

the machinery of Petty Sessions and instituted a system of

magisterial supervision whose scope is reminiscent of the rule of the

Majors-General.

(5) T.G. Barnes, Somerset 1625-1640, Cambridge Mass., 1961, p.40.
(6) ibid., Chapter VII, passim.

(6)
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In the course of their duties, JPs might, by the time of the

Civil War, act by themselves, act in groups within the county

divisions (the "Petty" or "Privy" Sessions), and also act together

in the shire court or "General Sessions" - what is usually called

the Quarter Sessions. It is here that most of the administrative

work of the Justices was transacted (the Petty Sessions dealing with

the more mundane and criminal matters), and it is these Courts which

have left the most complete records - Order Books survive for both

Devon and Somerset for the Interregnum. By examining these documents,

we may ascertain the administrative competence of the JPs in the post-

War period and assess their contribution to county government.

I.i. Analysis of Quarter Sessions Orders

Taverner, in his study of the administrative work of the Devon

Justices, states that there were 14 basic administrative functions of

the Quarter Sessions courts during the seventeenth century: the

appointment of constables, the repair of bridges, the upkeep of the

highways, the regulation of the corn supply, the supervision of the

parish administration of the poor law, the relief of the poor from

disasters, the instigation of collections for the release of those

in Turkish captivity, the combat of plague and leprosy, the

maintenance of maimed soldiers, the upkeep of hospitals, the upkeep

of gaols and bridewells, the administration of workhouses, the relief

of prisoners of the King's Bench and Marshalsea, the appointment

of county marshals, and the supervision of local officials)

Significantly, he has not included in his list the administration of

Assessments, the Militia, or Religion - all matters which were

controlled by county committees during the Interregnum. We shall

(7) op.cit., pp.61-9.



Type of Order 

Enforcement of poor law
Maimed soldiers
Bridge repairs
Supervision of officials
Appointment of constables
Upkeep of hospitals etc.
Upkeep of highways
County marshals
Plague and leprosy
Corn supply
Turkish captivity
Natural disaster
Relief of poor prisoners

Freou
Devon

569
244
178
157
125
121

32
28
14

9
3
2
1

ency
Somerset

281
59
26

) 8
) 5

37
26

5

7
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take this list of prime functions as our starting point for the

examination of the JPs' jurisdiction during the Interregnum.

If we examine the Order Books of the Devon and Somerset

Sessions, we can see that there were orders relating to most of

the headings listed by Taverner in both counties.

Table I
Frequency of Q$ Orders in Devon and Somerset

In addition to Taverner's categories, there were a large number

of orders relating to criminal matters (1188 in Devon, 25 in Somerset).

There were, in addition, a number of orders that do not fit easily

into any of the heads listed by Taverner (356 in Devon, 156 in

Somerset). The main message from this analysis is that practice in

different counties was not uniform - Somerset for example had no

orders relating to County Marshals or to prisoners in Turkey. Some

differences are procedural rather than concrete. Both Devon and

Somerset Quarter Sessions supervised the appointment of constables,

but whereas in Devon all constables were appointed directly by the

JPs during Quarter Sessions, in Somerset each hundred had its local

tradition, and the JPs only intervened where an unsuitable appointment
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was made.

Nevertheless, despite the differences one fact is clear.

Although county committees of various types were appointed throughout

the Interregnum to undertake specific administrative tasks, the

central position in the day-to-day running of county life was

undertaken by the Justices in their most formal and obtrusive

embodiment - the Quarter Sessions Court. Any emergency - fire,

pestilence, famine - might be dealt with at Sessions; the

communications - whose existence was essential to the fundamental

life of the county - were maintained through machinery controlled

by the Sessions; the poor law in all its forms was controlled by

Sessions; and all subordinate officials - even the constables and

parish officials (who were also aubcollectors for the Assessments

ex officio) - were ultimately' responsible for their actions to the

Quarter Sessions Court. Furthermore, it was to the JPs that the

county looked for action in these and similar matters. The Justices

were petitioned, consulted, and listened to with respect on all

matters of importance.

The fundamental link between the Quarter Sessions and the

county at large was the justice acting alone or in petty sessions.

Most of his work was of a trivial nature - the investigation of

petty crime, the binding over of mothers and base children, and

the investigation of vagrancy and other aspects of the local

operation of the poor law. We have ample evidence of this kind of

work in the supplementary papers of the Sessions Court - the

Quarter Sessions Rolls and other such papers exist in both Somerset

and Devon. Formal records of the monthly Petty Sessions are

difficult to find, although there are isolated references to them in
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the Quarter Sessions and Assize records; one such reference

instructs the Devon constabIesto account for moneys they have

collected to these bodies.
(8)

 The Petty Sessions had been

regularized through the Book of Orders during the 1630s. Like

much of the rest of the county administration, they were tempor-

arily in abeyance during the 1640s, but "with the more settled

conditions of the Commonwealth and Protectorate.. .petty sessions

reappeared". (9) But the formalization of this type of meeting

was recent, and was even now not fully established. The Webbs
(1o)

considered the Petty Sessions to be a "new organization for the

transaction of county business" as late as the first decade of the

eighteenth century, and considered that before that, much of the

business outside Quarter Sessions was done by single justices "in a

private house at all hours without a regular clerk". During the

1650s, this is certainly not the case, although a considerable

amount of work was, of course, done by individual justices.

Many matters, though - particularly the setting of local rates -

had to be done by two or more JPs (usually after a reference of the

matter to them by Quarter Sessions), and even in matters of bastardy

and petty crime, we often find more than one justice investigating

and acting.
(12)

The supplementary papers and rolls of the Quarter

Sessions Court are generally illustrative of this investigative

work of the individual JP out of sessions. These somewhat mundane

MSS mostly relate to minor criminal cases, and shew that the life

of the Justice out of Sessions consisted mainly of a series of

interrogations and enquiries into rapes, bastardy, and petty theft.

PRO/ASSI 201 p.163.
9 Barnes,  op.cit., p.198.

(10 Sidney and Beatrice Webb, English Local Government from the 
Revolution to the Municipal Corporations Act, 1906, vol.I, p.400.

(11)For example, much of the work of examining criminals was done by a
single justice. Also, single JPs sometimes carried out minor
administrative functions (e.g. inspection of a decayed bridge) by
order of the Quarter Sessions. ,

(12) SRO/Q/SRR &c.; DevRO/QS Records/Supplementary Papers &c. passim.
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These tasks were carried out by a single Justice, or by two, or

at most three JPs.

Some indication of the balance and flavour of the individual

Justice's work may be obtained from this letter of John Newton, a

Somerset JP, to the clerk of the peace, written in January 1649 to

apologize for his being unable to attend the Sessions:-

Sir, my selfe and my sonne hath donne our utmost
for the bindinge over of those present, (half)
of which are, but feare they will not obaye our
warrants neither for Tithes alleadginge that they
are of the assotiation and in the states service.
Sir, I shall desire that your will as far as
Justis may to assist one Whellier my Tennant who
has a traverse one an judiement against one Law,
a very knave. I may well calle him so for he
hath by false swearinge procured a judgement
against Whellior above at London, I beleeve by a
Jury of Taylors, he is cast 50 li. damages one an
action of assaulte and battery. No man could do
otherwise than Whellior did to keep his daughter
which was war-the neare 100 li. from marringe such
a roage that was not worth a penny. I have
accquainded my Coussin Jenninge and my selfe
hath bounde over one John Coaker for bastardy,
the wench was delivered in the twelve dayes last
past and came just at the time the examination
mentioneth. This is the seacond base child he
hath and this he hath by a simpell iddiott which
can not leave in brain as base had he not bine a
base fellow he would not have smelled with such
stuff. She can not keepe nor nurse the child
therefore we have sett him 2/-. weeckly; [when]
the order is newly made he fleas out of the
country. I apprehended him at Londton faire
whare he reyled against me; he doth deserve to
be committed. Sir I have wilbe a petition by
one Smallen which had his house wall and yardes
burnt a Micaelles last past to the value of neere
500 li. to his uttern undoinge. I pray stand him
what you may. Likewise I have a recognisance put
in against one Graeon of Taundon St. James. His
surety and he are agreed neither o; t4em can
appeare...; I pray discharge him.-3)

We can see from such references that the major administrative work

of the Justices was done at Quarter Sessions rather than by the

individual justice. T. G. Barnes rightly describes Quarter Sessions

(14)

(13) SRO/Q, SP, letter dated 8 January 1649-
(14) op.cit., p.67.

as "the essential body of the Judges in action".
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Before we examine the business of Quarter Sessions in more

detail, it is necessary to bear in mind the different types of records

left by the JPs and what they reveal about the procedure at the

Sessions. Basically, these records fall into two categories - the

Quarter Sessions Order Books and the supplementary papers. The

supplementary papers comprise petitions to the JPs, and examinations

of criminals and cases. The Somerset supplementary papera in particular

provide valuable additional evidence about the administrative work of the

justices; those of Devon are primarily concerned with criminal cases,

however, and contain few petitions.

A matter might first come to the attention of the justices by means

of a petition which would probably be followed by a Quarter Sessions

order which in turn might be followed by an examination of the case by

an informal subcommittee of up to four JPs who would refer their

findings back to the Quarter Sessions court. Sometimes a fifth tier of

scrutiny might be added if the Sessions saw fit to refer a case to the

Assizes (this only happened rarely, with particularly important matters).

A case might occasionally drag on for several years, and involve more

than one Quarter Sessions Order. For example, when the bridges in the

hundred of Milverton were not repaired, and the money had to be levied

by amercement, an order relating to this appears in the Quarter Sessions

Order Book under the April 1650 Sessions; (15)
this arose from a

petition of the hundred constable which is preserved in the Quarter

Sessions Rolls.	 This did not end the matter, however, and a second

order was issued in October.
(16)

This was evidently not conclusive,

however, as in 1653, a petition relating to an amercement for the repair

of Pooch Bridge in the same hundred five years previously was submitted,
(17)

and a further order issued.
(18)

Other contentious matters such as the

/

151 SRS28 p.114
16 SRO/ Eit2/0, SRS28, p.133.
17 SRO/Q/SP/M7.
18 SRS28 p.216.
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controversy over the repair of Gawbridge, dragged on even longer.(19)

The existence of the petitions is a matter of some importance as

this demonstrates that the population felt sufficiently confident in

the power and impartiality of the Court to approach it for redress of

grievances, and demonstrates an implicit respect for its decisions.

The collection of petitions in the Somerset Record Office form a compact

and coherent group of documents.

The petitioners would come to court in person (except in the

case of petitions from parishes, when one or two representatives

would probably turn up), either with their petition already written

out, or alternatively they would pay a resident secretary at the court

to write out their petitions for them. There are three or four hands

that recur constantly in the collection, in petitions originating from

a wide geographical area and covering a variety of subjects. One of

the petitions informs us that the petitioner, a "listed soldier", had

intended to attend the court in person, but had suddenly been ordered

to ride away by his commander, having attended a substantial part of

the day, and was now "in his absence" suddenly called to appear before

the court.(20)

The subjects in the Petitions class of the Somerset Quarter

Sessions Records and in the Sessions Rolls may be classified as

follows:

19) See below p.28.
20) ERO/Q/SPA8. The petitioner's recognizance against non-appearance

was respited by the court.
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TABLE II

Somerset Quarter Sessions Petitions by type

Type Number

Relief of Individuals 60
Relief of towns/Parishes 18
Relief of official/Prominent parishioners 16
Complaints against individuals 12
Appointment of officials ,10
Requests to build houses etc. 9
Highways and bridges (except amercements) 9
Complaints against officials 8
Settlement 8
Apprentices 7
Applications for alehouse licences 6
Petitions hostile to alehouses 6
Relief of institutionalized poor 4
Royalists 2
Petitions in favour of alehouses 1
Complaints against profanation of the Sabbath 1
Petition for holding Quarter Sessions in
Taunton 1

121
Letters 2
Documents outside the Interregnum 12

121
It is now proposed to analyse these petitions in conjunction

with the Quarter Sessions orders, in order to determine the extent

of the importance of the Quarter Sessions in county administration.

The petitions for "relief" were usually of a financial type - a

request for a pension, for example - but a few were from prisoners

asking for their release from gaol in order that they might carry

on their trade. Twenty-two of these petitions were from former

soldiers. Generally, the Justices were sympathetic to these appeals,

but occasionally, checks were made on the wounds of maimed soldiers

to see if their requests were justified, (21)
and in April 1653, the

(21) e.g. SRS28 p.182.
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General Sessions ordered that "the wounds of all maimed soldiers in

pension in this county be viewed and searched during Taunton Sessions

next" in order that their pensions might be augmented or abolished.
(22)

It was not unusual for parishes to request financial relief -

the hazards of war, the condition of the poor, and visitations of

plague or a serious fire could all have serious results for a small

township. Taunton St. James petitioned three times during the

Interregnum - twice because of the excessive number of poor within

the parish boundaries, and once for relief from the plague.
(23)

Occasionally a group of poor in one of the parish hospitals would

petition independently - for example, the inmates of Curry Revell

almshouse in Langport complained that their pension had been unpaid

for three years, and obtained an order for their satisfaction from

the County funds in 1654. (24) - More often, however, the harassed

local overseers would instigate petitions, either for monetary relief,

or for an order for the resettlement of poor people not "natives"

of their parish of residence. Settlement was a touchy issue, and a

dispute between parishes could go on for months or years. Although

there are a large number of orders covering this issue in the Order

Books, only five petitions relate to the subject. One petition (from

the overseers of Weston Zoyland) involves a dispute which covers five

separate Orders in the Order Book,
(25)

 and one of these orders refers

to a petition which is not preserved in the collection.

The issue of settlement was not concerned with where the person

lived, but whether or not he would become chargeable to the parish:-

22 ibid., p.211.
23 7t:(5744/SP Taunton 11.1, 11.2, 11.3.
24 SROA/SP/C18; SRS28, p.245.
25 sRoNspAl20, 5RS28, pp.269, 259, 272, 280, 323; SRO/q/SR/92/6.
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Whereas this Court is informed by and on the behalfe
of the parishioners of Tolland that one William
Shattocke a poore man about 6 monethes sithence came
with his Wife and children from Crocombe to Tolland
where they yett remaine; and forasmuch as itt
appeareth that the parishioners of Tolland aforesaid
within sixe days next after such their coming thither
haue given notice to the said Shattocke his wife and
children to depart from Tolland aforesaid who have
refused so to doe, In which respect the said
petitioners have desired the order of this Court for
their removall which this Court cannot graunt in
respect they have not as yett been chargeable, to or
desired relief from the said parish but for that its
probable that they may be chargeable to the same
parish:
Ordered that their being there shall not be
prejudicial to the said parish but in case it should
hereafter appear that the said Shattocke his wife or
children to be chargeable to the said parish of
Tolland that then they were to be sent backt2\
Crocombe aforesaid and there to be settled.k2°)

Each county appointed Treasurers of Maimed Soldiers and Keepers of

Poorhouses who were partly responsible for the maintenance of the

poor (the parish churchwardens and overseers maintained many poor

men and women at parish level); in the times after the Wars, the

funds to maintain these officials were often impoverished. Many

of them brewed beer in their premises in order to augment their

income,
(27)

and there were occasional petitions for augmentation of

salary.
(28)

These officials were closely supervized by the Quarter

Sessions, which was the only body capable of organizing the

institutionalizing of the poor on a county level.

The income for the supervision of the poor law came from the

local poor rates; the administration of these was haphazard in the

extreme, and the JPs exerted an important supervizory role here. In

Somerset alone, there were thirty-six Quarter Sessions orders

concerning the rating of parishes. Some parishes - like Ham in 1650 (29)

might complain that they were overrated compared with their neighbours;

(26) 5RS28, pp.213-4.
21 See below p.90f.
28 See p.30 below.
(29) SRS28, pp.132, 148.
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others might complain that they simply could not afford to pay the

rates, either because "divers parcells of land lying within the

perambulations of the said parish...hath noe inhabitants nor payeth

to or for the Reliefe of any poore people"
(30) as in the case of

Ilchester in 1655, or because they were simply too small to help their

poor, as in the case of Charterhousehinton-in-Mendip in 1650.(31)

Similar types of administrative confusion arose when the rates

were levied for the repair of bridges or the maintenance of roads.

The "once and for all" nature of such rates meant that the

opportunities for corruption or sharp practice were greater, because

of the lack of precedent or established procedure. In Somerset, the

Constable of Milverton hundred petitioned that

...he desireth a Rate on the Tithinge of Milverton
for moneys levied on the Petitioners as yssues
forfected att the general Sessions for the defects
of severall highwaies within the said Tithinge..
It appearinge by a receipt of the Greene wax
gatherer of this Countie that fortie shillings and
Eightpence had been levied on the said Petitioner;
the Constables together with the churchwarden and
overseers of the poore of Milverton forth with to
ympose the said forty shillings and eight pence
by an equal a0 roportionable rate on the Tithinge
of Milverton.l32)

Orders on this subject often concerned disputes between parishes since

bridges and highways generally connected parishes, and bridges

connecting the parishes were frequently objects of dispute. A

dispute betwenn Yeovil and Vagg hamlet concerning the repair of

several highways arose from a complaint of Vagg that "several'

persons in Evell [Yeovill] neglect and others refuse to drawe stones

for the amendment of highwaies accordinge as by the said former

order they ought to do". (33) Many orders arose because of non-payment

of masons and other craftsmen who had repaired bridges, either because

(30) S1:tS28, p.276.

(31) ibid., p.110.

(32) ibid., p.114.

(33) ibid., p.115.
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funds were scarce (as in 1650 when the Treasurer of Western Bridges

in Somerset had to put up the money to repair a span which was

strictly speaking the responsibility of the Treasurer of Eastern

Bridges), 	 because a petition to Quarter Sessions was often

the simplest way of obtaining an order to levy a rate (as in the

case of Teignbridge, in Devon, in 1658, when the Treasurer could not

otherwise be persuaded to part with the funds),(35) or simply because

of the negligence of one or more officials (such as when, in 1649, a

ferry was established to create funds for the repair of Topsham

Bridge, and the officials involved failed to account for the profitS).(36)

In cases of disputed jurisdiction - sometimes it was uncertain whether

a bridge should be repaired by the county or the parish - the

controversy frequently lasted several years: the Gawbridge dispute

lasted four years andrequired 5 Quarter Sessions and 4 Assize orders.)

Another matter the JPs regarded as being within their province

was the corruption of local officials and tax collectors, whether

the rate they were collecting was local or national. The JPs did

occasionally involve themselves in the administration of the Excise

and Monthly Assessment, although this was a duty that was usually

left to the county committees specifically appointed by Parliament.

In April 1649, the Devon JPs issued an order that each Justice should

investigate any embezzlement of any rate by petty Constables who had

taken advantage of the disturbed times to cheat their neighbours.
(38)

At various other times, the Devon Justices ordered that money be paid

to the agent of the Committee of the Army from the rates he had

collected, 	 that the monthly assessment of the parishes of

Nettlesworthy and Bettesworthy should be paid to the treasurers of

ibid., p.111.
DevROAB/Records QSOB 12 January 1658 No.6.
ibid., 10 November 1649 No.2.
SRS28, PP . 54, 157, 193, 210, 234; SRS71, Nos.59, 99, 104, 105.
DevROASRecordsASOB April 1649 No.58.
ibid., 10 January 1654 N0.43.

(34

36

37
38
39
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Tiverton hundred, (40 that a militia rate should be paid to

reimburse a parish constable who had raised horse for the service

of the Commonwealth, (41) and that abuses in the levying of the Excise

should be quashed. (42)

At the local level, there are orders and petitions dealing with

parish officials. Several petitions involve complaints against

them, and others are requests by officials for relief against the

burdens of duty. These petitions are interesting in that they reveal

some of the rough-and-ready methods employed by local officials in

getting their duties done. Simple inefficiency was one ground for

complaint, but there were several other abuses of office.

Embezzlement was the commonest, but there were other more subtle ways

of exploiting responsibility, such as making a false statement

relating to rates and taxes:-

We most humbly certifie that the reason of not
assentinge to a certificate made to this cot (sic)
by George Croydon, John Paine, and Walter Baker
was because the said John Paine and Walter Baker
utterly refused to make any view with us of the
exact values of the Tenth accordinge to the order
although wee twice met to that purpose.

William Vigger
John Wadman

Further the said John Wadman certifieth that he
was informed by George Croyden above that he the
said George Croyden was perswaded to put his hand
to the said certificate hee beinge very sicke and
not able to view the said Tenth. Lastly, the
said John Wadman also certifieth that nothwith-
standinge the said George Croyden was sometymes
owner of land in Blackford, yet he said he did
not exactly knowe the valewe of the lande, nor of
any other Tenement there nor in Halton.

John M. WadmanC43)

40) ibid., 1 October 1650 No.13.
41) ibid., 27 April 1653 No.15.
42) ibid., 17 July 1653 N0.64.
(43) "The humble certificate of Willm Viggar and John Wadman, two of

the viewers assigned for the settinge forth of the exacte value
between Blackforde	 jTfee equallinge of rates there",
SROA/SP/B11.

OF BRISTOL.
MARY
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Another common practice was to lay an amercement (for example for

repair of a bridge or a highway) on one individual usually a wealthy

parishioner, in order to place on him rather than on the harassed

official the burden of collecting a rate on the parish in general.

John Light, a Collector of Greenwax - one of the sheriff's officers

was particularly fond of this practice, and there are no less than

seven complaints against him for this and similar malpractices

recorded in the Somerset Quarter Sessions Order Book after 1649.(45)

Occasionally, an official would petition to obtain a more precise

order if he was not certain of his authority. Henry Yawe of North

Petherton, for example, had £5.6s. levied on him as an amercement

for highways. On a complaint to Thomas Wroth, Edward Ceely, and

Richard Bovett, three JPs, an order was made by them to the hundred

constables to make a rate, but the churchwardens and overseers were

not specifically mentioned in the order, and the constables refused

to levy a rate unless the churchwardens and overseers participated. 
(46)

County officials felt the shortage of money as much as local or parish

officers. The uncertainty of the times had left county coffers

impoverished, and John Blynman, the governor of Shepton Mallett House

of Correction had agreed to take a cut in salary because of this.

During the Interregnum, he petitioned that his pay be restored to its

former level. 	 officials were not so ill-behaved as parish

officers, perhaps because the Quarter Sessions were able to exercise a

more direct superivision over them, perhaps also because being

wealthier men, they had less need for the perquisites of office than

the unpaid parish officials. (48) Only rarely were county officials

1

 44 SRs71, No.163.
45 SRS28, pp.122, 123, 162, 203, 265, 277.
46 SR0/Q/SP/P5.
47 ERVQ/sP/s3.

(48 ) During the Interregnum, the Treasurers of the various Hospitals,
etc., received regular salaries, cf DevR0/0 Records/QSOB,
passim.; SRS28, passim.; SRO/OR & Q/SP.
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accused of actual misdemeanour.

Quarter Sessions also maintained ultimate responsibility for

the appointment of local officials, although unlike the Devon

Justices, those of Somerset generally relied upon local tradition

to produce an officer, intervening only if a delinquent or other

unsuitable candidate was appointed, (49) or if petitioned by an

incumbent who could not obtain a successor on his retirement.(50)

Officers, after having been chosen by the local tradition - for

example, a group of households might take it in turn to provide a

tithingman - would give security for the performance of their duty

and be sworn in by the local JP. Often officials so elected would

attempt to escape the burdens of office, and then JPs would be called

in to enforce their service. In Devon, although many officials were

chosen by their respective parishes, others - in particular, the

hundred Constables - were chosen directly by Quarter Sessions, or

very occasionally by the Assizes, usually if a previous constable

required discharging because of corruption. (51)
By and large,

however, the JPs of the two counties operated out of a common desire to

see that the right sort of person occupied the positions of trust:-

Whereas Ellinor Stone of Clehonger widow was elected
the 4th of June last to be supervisor of the
highways there according to the act &c. It is the
opinion of this court (for that she is a woman) that (2)
shee be discharged of the office of supervisorshipp.‘'

(49) In 1652, the Quarter Sessions had to make a specific order to
prevent royalists being elected constables and tithingmen following
the Act of Oblivion - SRS28, p.175; for dismissal of lazy or
corrupt officers cf, e.g., SRS 28 pp.239, 250.

(50) e.g. mo/q/u/A4, where the incumbent, constable of Kingsbury West,
named three possible successors, but despite an order, no action
was taken for three years: SRS28, pp.166, 120.

(51) There were 117 orders of this type at Devon Quarter Sessions, and
five at Assizes; for an example of the latter, cf PRO/ASSI 24/21
pp.132-3.

(52) DevRO/QS Records/QSOB, 11 July 1654, No.14; the appointment of women
officials, though rare was not unknown; in 1658, Bridgent bridge was
repaired under the supervision of Mrs. Honor Beare - ibid.,
13 July 1658, No.64.
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The problem was that many were unwilling to undertake what was

often a troublesome and financially burdensome task. There were

frequent petitions from constables and other officers who had

served for several years to be relieved of their duties. Indeed,

the whole question of the financing of local offices was a troubled

and confused one. Sometimes rates were levied on the parish to

pay the officials therein, or to reimburse their expenses, and

sometimes a group of tenements was responsible for supporting an

official. Both syStems led to resentment and refusals to pay, and

the officials often appealed to Sessions for their money.

The sort of confusion that could prevail is demonstrated in the

following order of Somerset Quarter Sessions of 1649:-

Richard Hellier of Babcary...sheweth that the
Tenements wherein hee dwelleth of the vallew of
30 li. per ann. was to find a Tithingman every
nineth year and now of late the Tenemente being
parted in halfes by Agreement one half parte
thereof was to defray the chardges of the said
office for one halfe yeare and the other halfe
parte the chardges for thother halfe yeare and
hee further sheweth that John Creech Abraham
Marshe William Goodale John Marshe and Thomas
Hole houldinge one halfe of the said Tenemente
ought to pay 13s.4d. for the wages of the
Petitioner who serveth the said office for this
yeare which will end on Tuesday next, and yett
they give out in speeches that they will not
pay the same; This Court doth therefore order
the said Creech and the rest to forthwith
raise the same xiijs. iiijd. proportionably
amongst them accordinge -0 the parts they hould
of the said Tenemente...05)

Disputes more frequently arose over expenses for specific tasks, as

in 1650 when Spaxton refused to repay its Tithingman for disburse-

ments made in the repair of the village stocks and in carrying

prisoners to the JPs. 	 parishes refused to pay

(53) gRS28, pp.89-90.
(54) ibid., p.126.
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officials for (Mies that had been performed at the parish's behest,

such as in 1655 when Middlezoy refused to repay John Coate for

prosecuting John Parsons. (55) Equally, officials sometimes refused

to reimburse moneys levied on behalf of the parish and there were

frequently delays in yielding up parish accounts: in 1650, Wilmot

Farleigh was ordered to repay money to the parish of North Tawton

that her husband had collected; (56)
 and in 1655, the Devon JPs

ordered a general accounting of the officials concerned with gaols,

hospitals and maimed soldiers since the accounts had not been kept

properly for "many years".(57)

The JPs were concerned generally with the maintenance of county

amenities. We have already touched on bridges, highways, hospitals,

and poorhouses. Other groups of orders falling into this category

included the suppression of alehouses to ensure the maintenance of

the supply of corn, and the regulation of the hiring of apprentices.

Associated with this task was the more general duty of ensuring that

the day-to-day life of the county was maintained. This was done in

Quarter Sessions, and by the individual JP acting alone, doing such

tasks as mediating in civil disputes, and generally overseeing the

welfare of his locality.

The central position of the JPs in county life was preserved

during the Interregnum. Although there was some change in the

personnel of the Justices which took account of the political changes

since 1640, the essential character of the office did not alter. The

administrative duties identified by Taverner were all performed by

JPs during the Interregnum,
(58)

 and even at the times of greatest

political upheaval, the JPs remained fundamentally conservative

(55) ibid., p.267.
56 DevROW Records/QS0B.II. 8 January 1650, No.44.
57 ibid., 24 April 1655 No.62.
58 of p.17 f.
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country gentlemen. At the height of 'revolutionary' political

change in 1659, the JPs were enacting orders relating to what was

then the least political of topics, hunting. Dated 12 July 1659

(and therefore after the overthrow of the Protectorate), one such

order complains of the destruction of game "especially by the

vulgar sort", and enacts penalties of twenty shillings for killing

pheasants, partridge, hare, mallard, and pigeons with guns, nets,

and crossbows, and also a similar penalty for destroying eggs and

leveretts, and forty shillings for those keeping greyhounds to

pursue deer or hares, or setting dogs for pheasant or partridge (the

money to be used on behalf of the poor) by men of estate less than

£10 per annum, or real property worth £30, or moveables worth £200.(59)

Even now, JPs were concerned less with revolution than with the

regulation of day-to-day county life; this conservatism was an

important factor in explaining how their central position in the

administration of the locality remained unaltered throughout the

turbulent years of the English Interregnum.

(59) DevROM RecordsASOB.II



The Assize Judges, essentially, were charged with supervising

(2)the local administration on behalf of the central government:

of Assizes".) Assizes even made orders normally considered within
(6)

35.

1.11. The Administrative Functions of the Assize

Before examining the personnel of the JP's bench, we shall

examine the administrative function of the Assize Courts. These

are recorded in the Western Circuit Assize Order Books, which alone

amongst administrative records, survive intact for the four

counties of Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, and Somerset throughout the

Interregnum. (1)

their actions could be instigated by directions from the Council of

State on the Privy Council, by officials and private persons, or by

the grand jury or Justice of the Peace. The Judges could also

settle interjurisdictional disputes, (3) and often did issue orders

on matters which involved more than one jurisdiction -for example,

on the repair of bridges which spanned two counties. 4) During the

Commonwealth period, the Judges on occasion reported on the loyalty

or otherwise of the inhabitants and officials of the county; in

1649, the Western Circuit judges sent a detailed report on the

loyalty and activity of the local governors and governing bodies to

the Council of State.(5)

The most important administrative function of the Judges was the

supervision of the JPs (Barnes describes this as the "raison d'etre

the scope of Quarter Sessions' responsibility and intervened in the

1

 1 PRO/ASSI 24/21 & 22; Somerset administrative orders printedin SRS71.
2 cf Barnes, Somerset, p.89ff.; also SRS 65 and SRS 71, introduction(s).
3 Barnes, op.cit, ., pp .48 , 93.
4 e. g. SRS 71 No.97; PRO/ASSI 24/21 f.182; Assize Judges also took
action on bridges if a single county's JPs had been unable to decide
whose responsibility was the repair - e.g. PRO/ASSI 24/21 f.162.

(5) Bodleian Library, Tanner MS 56 f.89.
(6) op.cit., P.94-
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Justices' work, particularly if they felt that the JPs had

neglected their responsibilities. "To the justices of the peace,

assizes were just two more 'quarter sessions' a year, presided over

by a more exacting and infinitely more fearsome 'chairman'." (7)

Again, bridge repair provides a good example of this. In August

1650, the Assize Judges took steps to repair "Gawbridge Bowe", a

bridge that had been demolished during the Civil War, and whose

repair the JPs had been attempting to effect since 1648;(8) at

the same Assize they made an order for the repair of a bridge between

Somerset and Devon. (9) Assize Judges sometimes appointed officials

if they were lacking in a particular area - frequently, the Western

circuit judges appointed Coroners, for example.
(10)

The Judges were occasionally called upon to take JPs' oaths of

office,
(11)

and were also called upon if any JP was prevented, for

some reason, from pursuing his duty, as in 1651 when William Putt

(12)
of Devon was chosen sheriff of the county.	 The Assizes were

also used more generally as a means of conveying the will of the

central government to the Justices - particularly by means of the

reading of the solemn charge to the Grand Jury (a body composed of

country gentlemen)
(13) - and as a means of conveying government

propaganda.

Apart from the cases where two jurisdictions were involved, and

the action of the Judges was required to co-ordinate their efforts,

another sort of intra-jurisdictional problem was apt to crop up

before the judges. That is, when the sphere of competence of the

Justices was imprecisely defined, or the JPs proved inadequate to

ibid., p.95.
8 au 71 No.99.
9 ibid., No.97

(10 e.g. arts71 Nos.109-10; PRo/Assi 24/21 f.182; 24/22 f.45. The
shortage of coroners seems to have been particularly acute
during the 1650s.

p12
) e.g. in July 1649 in Cornwall PRO/ÄSSI 24/21 f.151.
) ibid., f.182.

(13) SRS65 p.Xvii.
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deal with some problem. For example, in 1649, the Cornish JPs

pleaded that their action to restrict the amount of barley that

was being malted for ale was hindered by the fact that their

jurisdiction was not accepted within several boroughs of the county

"whereby the price of Come remaine (sic) very high and the poore

people like to starue for want of breade".(14)

The other officials of the Assizes included the Cordmissioners

of Oyer and Terminer, the clerks, and the attorneys. The clerks of

the Western Assizes at this time were drawn from the Swanton family,

Francis Swan-ton occupying the post until 1656 when he was succeeded

by his son William. (15) The clerks were given judicial functions

by the patent of association
(16) and indeed, on occasion they

carried out the work of the second judge if only one judge toured

the circuit.
(17)
 As trained lawyers they were fully equipped for

this task. Amongst other functions performed by them was the

swearing in of JPs, (18) and the running of the routine of the court.
(19)

There were other minor officials associated with the Assizes.

The associate Assize Clerks performed many of the clerical functions

that had originally been the duty of the Assize C1erks;
(20)

 the

often corrupt attornies provided witnesses and delivered warrants.
(21)

Two more important bodies were the Grand Jury of lesser gentry which

answered the heads of the charge delivered them by the Judges,
(22)

and the Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer who were technically

PRO/ASSI 201 f.13.
SRS71 p.xiv.
ibid.; cf also SR565 pxvi.
SRS71 p.xxv.
SRO/Pyne MSS; 65.3; PR0/PRO/30/24/8/2.
SRS71 p.xv.
SRS71 pp.xvixvi.
ibid., P.xviii.
SRS65 p.xvii.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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given the power to hear all felonies, misdemeanours, and treasons,(23)

although in practice the two judges alone heard most of the cases.

There are twelve commissions of Oyer and Terminer for the

Western Circuit during the 1650s. (24) All of them date after 1654 -

the book containing the names of earlier commissioners appears to

have been lost - and all of them contain a broadly similar collection

of men. The two exceptions to this appear to have been in spring

1655 and in 1659. The latter is the only Assize held during the

Commonwealth period for which a list of Commissioners survives, and

we might expect the list to be rather different from those of the

Protectorate. The spring 1655 Commissioners were those chosen to

preside over the trial of the Penruddock rebels, and they appear to

have been vetted politically. They include a disproportionately

high number of lesser gentry and Commonwealth men.

There were 158 Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer appointed for

the Western Circuit during this period - of these 45 were appointed

to the 1655 Commission alone, 21 to the 1659 Commission alone, and

8 to the 1655 and 1659 Commissions and no other; of the remaining

84, 19 were appointed to each of the ten other commissions. (25)

Several other Justices were appointed to all twelve commissions or

to eleven of them. But the contrast between the 1655 and 1659

Commissions and the others is marked, and although the members of

these still tended to be JPs - like Arthur Upton, John TUrberville,

and John Blackmore - they tended to be less prominent gentry.

It is interesting to note that there are in addition to the

Commissions covering the entire South-West commissions for Devon

only in the spring of 1659 (the precise date is not known), and

(23) ibid., p.xvi.
(24) Dated 9 February 1652, 13 June 1654, 13 February 1655, 27 March

1655, 19 June 1655, 12 February 1656, 23 June 1656, 3 February
1657, 16 June 1657, 9 February 1658, 28 July 1658, and June 1659.

(25) PRO/C181/6 passim.
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for Poole in May 1659 and February 1655. Why this is so is unclear.

There are no extant administrative orders made by Assize Judges at

any of these Assizes. The commissions for 1659 may have been granted

out because of the crowded prisons that we know existed in the West

in 1659 as the spring Assizes had been postponed. (26)
 On the other

hand, such commissions were sometimes issued to deal with particular

outbreaks of violence (27) - one such was issued to deal with the

Penruddock rebels - and there had been a royalist plot at Poole in

1654, and in 1655 there were disturbances there fanned by radical

republicans and religious leaders who controlled the commissions of

the peace of the town.
(28) As far as the personnel of these

commissions is concerned, the Poole commissioners were drawn from

members of the borough corporation; the Devon ones were prosperous

gentry including a number of Gromwellian knights (the commission

was issued before the overthrow of Richard.)(29)

The administrative orders of the Assizes - indeed, the Assize

Order Books in general - bear a very close resemblance to their

counterparts for the Quarter Sessions. The Administrative Orders

directing JPs to carry out a function might have been penned by the

very same clerk, the wording was often so similar. Often the

cases coming to Assizes were the more difficult or important ones -

the repair of a particularly important bridge, or a case where two

or more jurisdictions were involved - but occasionally it seems that

a JP may have referred amatter to the Assize Court simply because

it occurred before the next Quarter Sessions..

(26) CSPD 1658-9 p.564.

27 of Barnes, Somerset, p .146 n.4-
28 CSPD 1653-4 p.140; Thurloe II P.124.
29 PRO/0181/6.
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TABLE III:

Assize Orders by Subject, Western Circuit 1649-60.

Orders dealing with	 Frequency

Cases, criminal and civil 	  109
Road and Bridge repairs 	 	 71
Supervision of officials 	 	 25
Settlement of paupers 	 	 16
Suppression of Alehouses 	 ADOO	 15
Poor Rate 	 	 15
Appointment of county coroners 	 	 13
Apprenticeship 	 	 7
Miscellaneous orders concerning poor law 	 	 4
Other orders conserving supply of corn 	 	 3
Withcraft and Blasphemy 	 	 3
Sedition 	 	 3
Administration of prisons and workhouses 	 	 3
Maintenance of ministers 	 	 2
Maintenance of maimed soldiers 	 	 2
Planning permission for cottages 	 	 2
Lord's day 	 	 2
Watch and ward 	 	 2
Weights and Measures 	 	 1
Preservation of timber 	 	 1
Monthly assessment 	 	 1
Oaths of JPs 	 	 1

(Note: a very few orders are included in more than
1 category.)

It is interesting to note the number of orders by county at
each Assizes:
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TABLE IV:

Number of Orders issued by each Assizes.

Cornwall Devon Dorset Somerset

March 1649 6 10 1 11
July 1649 8 13 3 7

1 14 2 2March/April 1650
July August 1650 2 8 2 6
March 1651 3 9 6 3
July/August 1651 - 7 5 ,	 10
March 1652 1 10 3 3
August 1652 1 9 1 5
March/April 1653 - 10 1 2

August 1653 - 12 1 2
March 1654 - 11 1 4
July/August 1654 - 8 8 5
March/April 1655 - 3 1 -

August 1655 1 1 - 2

March 1656 - 3 1 -

July 1656 1 1 3 4
March 1657 - 2 - 1

July/August 1657 2 1 2 2

March/April 1658 1 3 3 5
August 1658 2	 - 2 - 1

July/August 1659 6 2 1 2
2 April 1660 1 - - -

Total:
i.

36 139 45 77

The larger number of orders for Devon and Somerset reflects the

size of those two counties. The tailing off of orders after 1653

suggests perhaps that in the more "normal" atmosphere of the

Protectorate, the government saw less need for the judges to intervene

in the day to day work of the JPs, 	 although this conclusion is

necessarily speculative. This might well explain the increase in the

number of Orders between 1658 and 1659. It is also interesting to

note that the decline in the number of orders is less spectacular in

Dorset (25 orders in 1653 and earlier; 20 orders afterwards) and

Cornwall (22 orders before the end of 1653 - 14 of these in 1649

alone - 14 afterwards), than in Somerset (51 and 26) and Devon

(102 and 37), arguing perhaps, that the institution of Quarter

Sessions was stronger in the latter two counties. This might explain
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the lack of surviving Quarter Sessions records in Cornwall and

Dorset.

I.iii. The JPs of Interregnal England

The names of the JPs of the Interregnum may be found, like

those of the justices of other periods, in the Libri Pacis class

of Chancery records. These "books of the peace" were the working

lists of justices compiled by the government in London, and were

updated periodically. 	 These are supplemented by a number of

manuscripts and printed lists of a similar type which have

survived in the British Library.(30)

In certain counties, including Devon and Somerset, there have

survived a number of parchment JPs' commissions. (31) These were

documents sent out to the JPs in the counties empowering them to

act individually and collectively; the former were working lists

compiled in London, and as such were corrected as this or that

(30) The documents are as follows: PROP16/405, Liber Pads de anne 
xii Caroli Regis (1636); PRO/C193/13/3 (1650); B.L. E.1238 (4)
The names of the justices of peace,...this Michaelmas term 1650;
B. L. Stowe MB 577 The Names of the justices of peace for England
and Wales 1 March 16 1- -2 ; PRO/C193/13/4 (May 1652-October
1-67); PRO C193 13 6 Chancery. Justices of the peace in the 
year 1657; PRO C220/9/4 A booke of peace for the Chancery 1660.
I have not looked at Cambridge University MB Dd viii,l, covering
1653, but this period is adequately covered by PRO/C193/13/4.

(31) SRO/g/SR Commissions of the Peace for 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657 and
1659; unfortunately, the last of these is completely illegible,
even by ultraviolet lamp. DevROA/JC 1643, 1649, 1651-2, 1651,
1652, 1653, 1653-4, and 1659. The first post-Restoration
commission is for 1674.
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Justice was added to or expunged from the Commission.

Furthermore, by examining the Quarter Sessions and Assize records,

it is possible to obtain a picture of which JPs were active in

each county. There are also, in some cases, Quarter Sessions Order

Books and Rolls which throw some light - along with the Assize

Records in the Public Record Office - on which JPs were active.
(31a)

In addition, there is one Crown Office Docket Book for 1643-60,

which gives the dates and details of any alterations in the list of

justices.(32)

This section analyses the JPs appointed in each county during

the Interregnum and demonstrates the degree of continuity of service

existing even in the troubled times of the 1650s. In one county,

Devon, these aspects are examined in some detail in order more clearly

to illustrate the inter-relationships amongst the JPs, and between the

Interregnal JPs and the pre-War and post-Restoration justices.

As might be expected, the number of JPs varies with the size

of each county. Dorset has the fewest - 86 - and Devon the most -

147. Yet despite differences in population, wealth and area of the

counties in which they served, the Justices were drawn, broadly

speaking, from similar groups of men. Most were natives of their

counties, although there were a few who were appointed because they

exercised some other form - usually military - of authority in

the area, and it was presumably felt that they needed the respectability

(31a) SRO/Quarter Sessions Records, Rolls and Order Books; DevR0/
Quarter Sessions Records, Order Books and Miscellaneous Papers;
PRO/ASSI 24/21 and 22 and 22/21. See Appendix 1/3.

(32) PRO/C231/6. Unfortunately, the 1659 commissions are listed in here
only as having been renewed "according to a general list" (June-
July 1659); there are similar entries for March 1660. Thus, the
names of the JPs for one of the most crucial periods of local
history are lost to us for most counties, as the national lists
referred to have been lost or destroyed. PRO/C220/9/4 starts in
September 1660. For more information on lists of JPs cf T. G.
Barnes and A. Hassell Smith 'Justices of the Peace from 1558-1688 -
A Revised List of Sources' in B.I.H.R. 1959 PP .221-42 ; also
T.G. Barnes, Somerset 1625-40, bibliographical essay, p.321 ff.
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conferred by the Justice's office to give their actions added

authority. Desborough, the military supremo in the area for

most of the 1650s, was appointed a JP in Devon as early as 1650 for

example, and also held a Justice's commission in other counties

for parts of the interregnum. ) In addition, the commissions

contained certain high officers of state and prominent public

figures, whose presence gave added prestige to the lists.

Ostensibly, these men provided a link between the central government

and the more local jurisdiction exercised by the country justices;

however, in practice, such appointments were strictly 'honorary'

as the legal officers, soldiers, and noblemen so honoured rarely

exercised their authority. In the analysis below, they are

excluded from consideration.

The turnover of justices and their relationships with the

JPs appointed before the Civil Wars and after the Restoration

provide some evidence for the stability or otherwise of the

governing elite of the counties in the face of the rapid political

changes of the mid-seventeenth century. Many JPs appointed during

the early years of the Commonwealth, for example, ceased to serve

after the elevation of Oliver Cromwell to the Protectorate. In

Somerset, the figure is as high as 23 out of the 97 JPs appointed

during the Interregnum; and thirty-four JPs in that county served

only in 1654 or after. In other words, rather more than a third

of the bench retired after 1653, and almost half of the JPs serving

after 1654 were 'newcomers'. 	 This would seem to suggest that

the composition of the Justices' bench was responsive to political

changes of Westminster. However, the picture is somewhat modified

when two other factors are considered: the relationship of each

(33) DevRoASOB 19 July 1650; PRO/Libri Pacis records, passim. Throughout
this chapter, references for appointments as JPs are as for nn.30-1.
above; details of individual justices may be found in Appendix III.

(34) Appendix 1/1 gives details of JPs appointed in the Commonwealth and
Protectorate for each of the four counties.
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group of JPs with pre-War and post-Restoration justices in the county

concerned; and the proportion of active justices (i.e., JPs who

attended Quarter Sessions or who were active in their individual

divisions) in each group. When these factors are taken into

consideration, it can be seen that in each county there was a

relatively small group of active JPs who served throughout the

Interregnum, who tended to be connected by ties of blood with extra-

Interregnal justices,and who, if they did not dominate quarter Sessions

numerically, must at least have made a considerable impact by

providing a reservoir of administrative experience throughout the

period.

In Dorset, for example, 33 out of the 61 JPs appointed during

the Interregnum served during both the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.

Of these, one had been a JP before the Civil War, and 10 continued to serve

after 1660. (35) Four others appear to have been connected by blood with JPs

serving before or after the Interregnum. (36) Of the remaining 28

Interregnal justices, 15 were appointed for the first time during the

Protectorate, and many of these, too, had family connections with pre-War

and post-Restoration JPs• (37) By contrast, few of the Commonwealth JPs

had connections with justices serving outside the Interregnum. (38) And

of the JPs who can be proved to have been active during the Interregnum,

all but three came from the group who were appointed justices during

(35) John Browne was on the 1636-7 commission; Robert Coker, A.A.Cooper,
John FitzJames, John Eanham, Walter Fry, Francis Holles, Edward
Hooper, John Stroud, John Tregonwell, and Sir Hugh Wyndham served
in 1660-2.

(36) Christopher Erie, Thomas Gallop, and John and Thomas Trenchard.
(37) William Constantine, a former royalist, Sir Walter Erie, George

Fulford, and Thomas Moore continued to serve after the Restoration;
George Trenchard and John Fteke appear to have had relatives
serving before or after the period.

(38) Only Sir Thomas Trenchard had been a JP before 1640; Walter Fry
returned to the commission after 1660.
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both Commonwealth and Protectorate. (39)

Similar trends are discernable in Cornwall, where 10 of the

32 JPs who were on both Commonwealth and Protectorate commissions

also sat on the 1637 or the 1660 commission; a further eight of

this group had relatives serving on pre-War or post-Restoration

commissions. (40) Of the 17 JPs in the county who can be proved

to have been active during the Interregnum, 12 were on the

Commission of the Peace during both the Commonwealth and the

Protectorate. (41) In Somerset, where somewhat fuller information

has survived, it can be seen that of the 13 most active JPs

(those who attended Quarter Sessions more than 10 times), 11

served during both Commonwealth and Protectorate.(42)

The degree of continuity of administrative experience may

seem somewhat surprising at first sight, considering the rapidity

of political change in the country at the time. Yet it is only

(39) The names of the active JPs may be ascertained from the Assize
records - PRO/ASSI 24/21 and 22, and 22/21 - and included John
Bingham, John Browne, Richard Burie, Roger Clavell, Robert Coker,
A.A.Cooper, John FitsJames, William Fry, Thomas Gallopp, William
Hussey, John Squibb, John Still, John Tregonwell, Thomas
Trenchard, and John Whiteway of the JPs who appeared on commissions
during both Commonwealth and Protectorate; of the Commonwealth
JPs, only John Fry was active; and of the Protectorate JPs,
William Constantine and James Dewey were active.

(40) Tristram Arscott, Richard Erisey, and John Moyle had been on the
1636 commission; Tristram Arscott, Hugh Boscawen, John Carew,
Richard Carter, John Elliott, Richard Erisey, Edward Herle, Sir
Peter Killigrew, John Moyle, Edward Nosworthy, Lord Robartes,
John St. Aubyn, and John Vivian were on the 1660 commission;
those with relatives serving in 1636 were Tristram Arscott, James
Erisey, Richard Pricey, Edward Herle, Sir Peter Killigrew and
Francis Langdon; and on the 1660 commission, James Erisey,
Francis Langdon, Sir Edmund Prideaux, and Edmund Prideaux the
younger.

(41) The twelve were Colonel Bennett, John Moyle, Anthony Rouse, "Mr.
Arscitt", Andrew Trevill, Richard Lobb, Jacob Daniell, James
Launce, John Vivian, John Elliott, Thomas Hoblyn, Richard Hoblyn;
the other five were John Lampen, Leonard Treis, John Tregeagle,
and Christopher Worthivale of the Commonwealth group, and Anthony
Nicholl of those first chosen after 1654. Source: PRO/ASSI 24/21
and 22/1.

(42) The 13 were: Richard Bovett (who attended Quarter Sessions on
11 occasions), John Gutch (11), Thomas Gorges (12), Henry Bonner
(12), Edward Ceely (13), John Turberville (13), John Pyne (14),
John Gorges (14), Robert Morgan (14), Thomas Syderfin (15)9
Richard Johnes (16), William Ceely (17), and John Cary (24);
Morgan and William Ceely - both close associates of the by then
disgraced John Pyne - were the two who dropped out after 1653.
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to be expected that the more prominent gentry in each county -

apart from a few active royalists - should continue to play a

part in county life whatever the complexion of the national

administration. The seventeenth century squire. after all, was

far more intimately connected to his "country" than he was loyal

to a particular political ideology. The local interplay of

patronage and clientage, where a magnate could exercise an influence

far more real than that which he could hope to exert on the

national stage, remained for most country gentlemen the sphere of

important political activity. Most major gentlemen used a place

on the bench to serve their own interests and to help their friends.

When, as T. G. Barnes argues, "the initial nomination of a new

justice came from some magnate in the county itself", and "loss of

office for the greatest magnate meant a drastic reduction of local

power", then it is natural for those great gentlemen with a

"prescriptive claim to the [JP's] office 43) both to wish for

and to have the ability to secure at will the position - of a

county justice - that they coveted. Thus, throughout the period,

Ceelys, Bennetts, and Elliotts served as JPs in Cornwall; Gorges,

Pyms, and Pynes in Somerset; Tregonwells, Brownes, and Coopers in

Dorset; and Drakes, plotons, and Glanvilles in Devon.

There were, of course, changes in personnel; sometimes these

changes were so considerable and so sudden for some historians to

term them "purges" (Underdown is particularly fond of using this

expression.) 	 often, these changes would coincide with

shifts in the balance of political power at Westminster, since

support of central government could decisively influence the

relative power of the local magnates in the counties. But the

(433 Somerset 1625-1640 pp.42-5.
(44	 e.g., Somerset, p.157.
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changes which brought them about were old fashioned quarrels of

patronage rather than modern disputes about political principle.

It was the minor clients rather than the major gentry who were

displaced.

The best known example of this type of change occurs in

Somerset. This county was divided during the Interregnum by a

bitter struggle for local pre-eminence between John Pyne, a country

gentleman who had risen to a position of considerable local power

through his dominance within the county committee during and after

the Civil War, and John Gorges, a member of a minor branch of a

prominent county family. Their quarrels spread far and wide over

the spectrum of local institutions, and some of these will be

examined in detail in a subsequent chapter.(45)

In 1654, after the fall of the Commonwealth, Pyne's dominance

in the county - hitherto secure although not unchallenged (46)

was quickly undermined, as the new regime curried the favour of

the country gentlemen whose claims to office and influence Pyne

had ignored. Two of Pyne's closest adherents - Robert Morgan and

William Ceely - were removed from the Commission of the Peace, and

a number of other minor gentlemen - Thomas English, John Gay,

Vincent Gookyn, John Harrington the elder, Thomas Latch, Alexander

Pym, George Searle, and Giles Strangeways, for example - who had

risen to magisterial office under Pyne were also removed. Other

more prominent men, such as Henry Bonner, were removed later; still

others, like Richard Bovett, were removed temporarily but then

returned, evidently having made their peace with the new rulers)

A number of more prominent country gentlemen returned, amongst them

John Buckland, Benjamin Mason, Hugh and William Smyth (who had

47rl
See below, chapter 3.

46 Underdown, Somerset, chapter 9, passim.
 PRo/O193/13737-717/O193/13/4; PRO/C193/13/6; PRO/o193/13/5.
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royalist connections), and William Syndeham. (48) Whether Gorges

was ever a patron in the way Pyne had been is uncertain, although

in other spheres his quarrels with pyne suggest that this was so.(49)

There is not, unfortunately, sufficient evidence for the period

1658-60 in Somerset to be able to say for certain whether changes

in the JPs bench during this period reflected the alterations in

the national regime; parallel changes in the county committees suggest

that this might have been so. (50)

With Somerset, as with the other counties, there is striking

evidence that such changes in the personnel of the country justices

should not obscure the fact that there was a considerable amount of

continuity of administrative experience. A number of prominent

gentlemen retained their magisterial status throughout the sudden

political changes of the mid-seventeenth century and many more were

connected through ties of blood to former justices. Furthermore,

what evidence we have suggests that these men from established families

tended to be prominent amongst the Justices, attending more Quarter

Sessions and being more active in their divisions.

Table V: Activity of JPs in Somerset 1649-60 

Attendances at
Quarter Sessions

Justices from
established
magisterial
families

"New" men

21-5 1 -
16-20 - 2
11-15 6 4

6-10 3 5
1-5 6 11
0 32 57

Total 48 79
Of whom active 16 22
% active 33 27

Having examined these tendencies generally, this chapter will

now consider the evidence for the county of Devon in more detail.

48 ) ibid; see also Appendix III.
41 See below, chapter 3.

(50 See below Chapters 3, 5, 6.
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I.iv	 The Devon Justices 1649-60

Rather fuller records have survived for the county of Devon

than for the other three south-western counties, and in the pages

following, I have analysed the trends sketched out above in rather

more detail. Not only is it possible to illustrate the continuity

of services of magisterial families, and the dominance of the

Quarter Sessions by a small group of almost 'professional'

administrators, but the family connections can be examined, and the

extent of inter-relationships between groups of justices and their

families, and the families of royalists may be seen.

The Libri Pacis for Devon names 147 JPs for that county during

the Interregnum. There were also 8 men on the July 1659 parchment

commission who did not appear in any Libri Pacis or in the Crown

Office Docket Book. 
51)

In Devon, as in the other counties, a number of JPs may

(51) These men were John Davey of Kineton, John Fountain, Sir Edmund
Powell, Thomas Gibbons, Sir John Northcott, James Pearse of Exon,
Roger Trowbridge, and Thomas Tyrell. Of the remainder of those
names on the 1659 commission, the majority served during both
Commonwealth and Protectorate; but three had only previously
served before 1653, and eight only between 1654 and 1658. These
men were:-

Commonwealth group: Walter Young, Edmund Arscott, Matthew Hele;
1656-7 group: John Hales, Richard Newdigate, Sir Copplestone
Bampfield, William Fortescue, Edward Wise, Thomas Southcott,
Richard Coffin, Nicholas Duck; main group: William Lenthall,
John Bradshaw, Edmund Prideaux, Francis Drake, baronet, Sir John
Davey, bt., William Fry, John Drake de Ashe, Arthur Upton,
Robert Duke, Thomas Reynell, John Rolle, Thomas Boone, John
Beare, Henry Worth, John Wollacombe, Christopher Martin, John
Champneis, John Elford, Thomas Drake, Robert Rolle, William Morris,
John Quick, William Bastard, William Powell, John Tyrling,
Christopher Wood, Robert Nicholas, William Putt, Edmund Powell,
Henry Walter, John Desborough, John Arscott, Joseph Hunkyn, Henry
Hatsell, Serving-ton Savery, John Copplestone, Thomas Bampfield,
John Serle, John Blundell, Robert Bennett, and John Blackmore.
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hold 'honorary' appointments. (52) This group included as usual

many prominent soldiers and noblemen, and a number of prominent

legal officials and civil servants. Few had any connection by birth

or marriage with the county.

Table VI :	 Devon JPs during the Interregnum

Honorary
Appointments Others Total

Commonwealth JPs 11 32 43

JPs serving during
both Commonwealth
and Protectorate

9 71 80

JPs serving for
first time after 13 21 34
1653

As with other counties, when the 'honorary' appointees are excluded

from consideration, it can be seen that there was a considerable degree

of continuity with pre-war and post-Restoration justices:-

Table VII : Continuity with pre-War and post-Restoration JPs

Devon JPs during the Interregnum

Total

On 1637
commission

On 1660
commission

With Relatives serving on
1637	 1660

commission	 commission

4

4
2

3
23

9

5
17

2

7
13

3

Period of service
1649-53 only	 32

1649-59	 61

1654-59	 21

The most striking feature of the above table is the degree of

continuity between the JPs serving throughout the Interregnum and those

serving after the Restoration. Some 540 of this group either were named

on the 1660 Commission or had relatives on it.

(52) The honorary appointments were Edward Atkins, Oliver Cromwell, Lord
Fairfax, Richard Keble, Lord Northumberland, Lord Pembroke and
Montgomery, Lord Ragland, Alexander Rigby, Sir Henry Rolle, Lord
Salisbury, and John Wilde (before 1653); John Bradshaw, William
Lenthall, John Lisle, Robert Nicholas, Edmund Prideaux, Francis
Rous, Oliver St. John, Philip Skippon, Bulstrode Whitelocke (main
group); and Nathaniel Fiennes, John Fortescue, John Glynn, Lord
Herbert, Edward Montague, Richard Newdigate, Thomas Tyrrill, William
Steele, William Sydenham, John Thurloe, Peter Warburton, Sir Thomas
Widdrington, and Hugh Wyndham (appointed only after 1654).
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This is significant as it suggests that those gentry rising to

county magistracy during the Interregnum were able to preserve their

positions after the Restoration, which suggests that the rulers of

Devon may have been drawn from the county's normal governing clique

even after the execution of the King.(53)

(53) These men were as follows: JPs in 1636 serving during the
Interregnum: 1649-53 group: Sir John Bampfield,,Sir John Pole,
Henry Walrond, Walter Young; main group: Edmund Arscott,
William Bastard, Sir Francis Drake, Edmund Prideaux ('honorary'
appointment), Sir Henry Rosewell; 1656-9 group: John Davy,
Sir Edmund Powell; Interregnal JPs serving in 1660: 1649-53
group: Josias Calmady, Christopher Cloberie, Matthew Hele;
main group: John Arscott, William Bastard, John Burie the
younger, John Champneis, John Copplestone, Sir John Davey, Sir
Francis Drake, John Drake de Ash, 	 Thomas Drake, Robert Duke,
John Elford, John Powell, William Fry, William Morris, William
Putt, John Quick, Thomas Reynell, John Rolle, Oliver St. John
('honorary' appointment), Arthur Upton, Henry Walter, John
Wollocombe, Henry Worth, and Sir John Young; 1656-9 group:
Sir Copplestone Bampfield, Richard Coffin, Nicholas Duck, John
Hale, Henry Northleigh, Sir John Northcott, Thomas Tyrill
('honorary' appointment), Sir Thomas Southcott, Edward Wise;
those with family connections outside the Interregnum were:
1649-53 group: Sir John Bampfield, John Bampfield, John Burie,
Josias Calmady, George Chudleigh, Henry Copplestone, Peter
Speccott, John Tuckfield, Henry Walrond, Walter Young; main
group: John Arscott, Thomas Bampfield, John Beare, Shilston
Calmady, John Carew, Sir John Davey, John Drake de Ash, Thomas Drake,
Arthur Fortescue, Hugh Fortescue, John Fortescue, Edmund Powell,
Henry Henley, Christopher Martin, Edmund Prideaux ('honorary
appointment), Edmund Prideaux of Holdsworthy, Thomas Reynell,
Oliver St. John ('honorary' appointment), Arthur Upton, William
Wollocombe, Christopher Wood, and Sir John Young; 1656-9 group:
Edward Arscott, Sir Copplestone Bampfield, Sir John Copplestone,
John Davy, William Fortescue, Sir Edmund Powell, and William
Sydenham ('honorary' appointment). I have assumed a family
connection when an Interregnal JP and a JP of 1637 or 1660 in
the same county have the same surname; this is a somewhat
arbitrary assumption, but it is as safe as any other method of
working when genealogical evidence is not always forthcoming;
if anything, it probably understates the degree of continuity, since
it does not allow for marital connections, of which (see below)
there were particularly many in Devon. Details of JPs
appointments of 1636 and 1660-2 are given _in Appendix0.
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When we examine the marital ties of JPs, even greater

continuity is revealed. J. H. Hexter has examined one group of

gentry which was important in the elections of 1640, which he

has styled the Bedford-Western Gentry connection. 	 This was

based on the political connection between the Pym and Russell

families. Amongst the JPs, the connections of Sir Francis Drake,

a minor member of this political group, were important._ Sir

Francis was MP for Bere Alston in 1641; the other MP for this

town was Charles Pym, an important Somerset gentleman, the second

son of John Pym, who with his elder brother Alexander, played an

important part in Somerset affairs at this time. Drake married

the second daughter of John Pym, Dorothy; two other members of his

family, John Drake de Ash and Thomas Drake of Winscomb, were

JPs in Devon. 	 family was connected with the influential

Strode family of Somerset and Dorset, Sir Francis being a grandson

of the William Strode who was one of the Five Members. William

Strode was a trustee of the marriage settlement between Dorothy Pym

and Sir Francis Drake, and another influential trustee was John

Upton [I], whose son Arthur was an active JP in Devon during the

1650s. His son, John Upton [II], was a sequestration commissioner, (56)

and another member of the family, Henry Upton, was on the Devon

Assessment committee of 1657. (57) John Upton's daughter married

Thomas Boone, another JP, and a committeeman in Devon and Somerset. (58)

The Uptons and the Boones were involved jointly in a shipping

business that specialised in trade with Spain.

(54) The Reign of King Pym, p.84ff; also Keeler, The Long Parliament,
p. 29f.

(55) J. J. Alexander, "Tavistock as a Parliamentary Borough", in TDA
XLII (1910) p.262.

(56) DevR0/189M/6 (4) Papers relating to the sequestration of Henry
Bidlake.

(57) Acts and Ordinances, II, p.1058ff.
(58) Alexander, op.cit , ., p.353, 366. cf Appendix III for

Boone.
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Drake's sister married Elisha Crymes, recruiter for

Tavistock, (59) and Crymes' on sister married Sir Francis Glanville(60)

who was on the Commission of the Peace for the county. The Cornish

branch of the family were staunch royalists, and a number of them

had been JPs before the Civil War.
(61) Sir Francis Glanville's

daughter married Edmund Powell, the son of John Powell. Along

with another Powell, William, Edmund was an interregnal JP; and

yet another Powell, Sir Edmund, appears on the 1659 commission.

One John Powell was town clerk of Plymouth, and was a Devon county

committeeman.(62)

Another branch of this widespread connection was the Gould

family. William Gould's daughter married Arthur Upton, and the

family thereby became closely associated with both the Upton and

the Boone families. The Uptons were also connected with the

families of Hele, Rous, and Mohun.
(63)

If we investigate further,

still more families become involved. And the Drake-Upton connection

was not the only one in the county. The Arscotts of Tetcott were

connected to the Kendalls, the Walronds, and the Berrys;
(64) the

Walronds were connected to the Fortescues, the Willoughbys, and

the Whitings; (65) and so on. Obviously we should not make too much

of these family connections. But they do suggest that even during

the Interregnum, the business of governing the shire was confined

to a small group of influential families, many of them containing

men who were conservative - even royalist - in outlook. Sir Edmund

Powell, Charles Pym, Francis Drake, Elisha Crymes, Edmund Powell,

and Sir Richard Strode were all secluded members; (66) the Russells

(59) Alexander, "Bere Alston as a Parliamentary Borough" in TDA, XLI,
p.166.

(60) ibid.
(61) Sir Francis Glanville was a JP of 1636. Coate, Cornwall, passim.
(62) Appendix III.
(63) (eds.) G. Oliver and P. Jones, Westcote's View of Devonshire,

1845 edn., Exeter, p.519.
(64) ibid., p.491.
(65) ibid., p.484.
(66) Brunton and Pennington, op.cit, passim.
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were royalists; (67)
 one of the Somerset Pyms, Thomas, was on the

royalist commission of the peace for that county dated 1643; (68)

a royalist branch of the Strode family was active in Dorset;(69)

Sir John and William Glanvile had been active royalists, (70)

although Sir John had become reconciled to the Protectorate by 1659

when he was elected MP for St. Germans. (	Although71)	
changes in

magistracy had occurred, there was considerable continuity: on the

1630 commission of the peace there was a St. John, a Prideaux, a

Pole, a Southcott, a Speccott, a Calmady, a Rolle, a Glanvi1e,

a Sydenham, a Powell, a Reynell, a Rosewell, a Martin, a Bampfield,

an Ackland, a Hele, a Nbrthcott, a Bastard, a Wood, a Walrond, a

Davey, a Young, a Fry, a Ford, an Upton, and an Arscott - members

of all these families appeared on Commissions of the peace during

the Interregnum.
(72)

r6
7) Keeler, op.cit," passim.

68) SRS28 p.xx.
9) Bayley, Dorset, p.356.
70) Coate, Cornwall, p.378; SRS28 p.xx.
71) Coate, op.cit., p.300.
72) The Commission is printed in Westcombe's Devonshire, p.73f. The

JPs named are Lord Bath, Lord Bedford, Lord Chichester, the
bishop of Exeter, Alexander St. John, Sir Edward Seymour, Sir
Francis Vincent, Sir Peter Prideaux, Sir George Chudleigh, Sir
Francis Drake, Sir Lewis Pollard, Sir John Pole, Sir Richard
Grenvile, Sir Ferdinando Gorges, Sir Robert Killigrew, Sir
William Strode, Sir Thomas Prideaux, Sir Thomas Drew, Sir George
Southcot, Sir Edward Giles, Sir Richard Edgcumbe, Sir John
Speccott, Sir Francis Fulford, Sir Shilston Calmady, Sir Samuel
Rolle, Sir Francis Glanvile, Sir Ralph Sydenham, Sir Edmund
Powell, Sir Richard Reynell of Ogwell, Sir John Chichester of
Hall, Sir James Bagg, Sir Henry Rosewell, Sir Simon Leach,
Sir Nicholas Martin, William Peterson, D.D., Thomas Clifford,
D.D., Ed. Cotton, Archdeacon of Totnes, John Bampfield, John
Ackland, Arthur Champernowne, Elias Hele, William Cary, Richard
Waltham, John Northcott, William Bastard, John Wood, Henry
Walrond, Richard Reynell, James Welsh, Thomas Risdon, John
Davey, Walter Young, Henry Ashford, Nicholas Fry, Nicholas
Luttrell, Richard Cabell, Bartholemew Berry, Humphry Berry,
Ednybd Arscott, Thomas Ford, Alexander Maynard, Sampson Hele,
John Upton, Humphry Prous.
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7
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3
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11
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10
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14
17
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8
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14
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18

16
16

3
11

6

Average - Winter Sessions. 12
Spring Sessions
	 13

Summer Sessions
	 14

Autumn Sessions:
	 13

Average:
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We have much better evidence for the activity of the Devon

justices than for the JPs of Cornwall and Dorset. The Order Book of

the Devon Quarter Sessions (which contains the administrative orders

of the Devon Justices), gives a list of the JPs who attended each

Session during the Interregnum.

Table VIII: Attendance at the Quarter Sessions during the
Interregnum:-

It is interesting to note the fall in attendance at the times of political

change throughout the Interregnum. This experience seems to have been

parallelled in Somerset where the time of the foundation of the republic

and the period of Barebones Parliament were times of low attendance.

The one exception to this is the period after the foundation of the

Protectorate - this argues that the Protectorate was immediately acceptable

to the local ruling class, and that it only briefly became unpopular in

the time of the Majors-General.

The highest attendances come in the period between the Humble Petition

and the Advice and the overthrow of Richard. The fall to only a
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handful of JPs in Summer 1659 is all the more remarkable. For

comparison, we may observe attendances for the period immediately

following the Restoration of Charles II are 12 (May 1660), 12 (July

1660), 27 (January 1661), 11 (April 1661), and 15 (October 1661).

Fifty-five JPs attended Quarter Sessions during the

Interregnum. Of these men, 30 appeared there only 10 times or less.

The Sessions were dominated by a small group of men who attended 11

or more times:-

TABLE IX: Activity of Devon J Ps 1649-60

Justices with more than 31 appearances at Sessions 2
Justices with between 26 and 30 appearances

and 25 appearancesJustices with between 21
Justices with between 16 and 20 appearances

and 15 appearancesJustices with between 11
and 10 appearancesJustices with between 5
and 4 appearancesJustices with between 1

Justices not appearing

The leading JPs were:-

John Beare 	  35 sessions
William Putt 	  32
Arthur Upton 	  30
Edmund Powell 	  29
Col. William Fty 	  29
Thomas Reynell 	  28
Thomas Saunders 	  21
John Serle 	  20
John Tyrling 	  17
John Elford 	  17
John Champneis 	  17
Sir John Davey 	  17
John Quicke 	  16
Robert Duke 	  15
John Hales 	  15
John Blundell 	  15
John Blackmore 	  14
Thomas Boone 	  14
Roland Whiddon 	  14
Thomas Drake 	 14
Thomas Bampfield 	 13
John Wbollacomb 	 13
Christopher Wood 	 12
Sir John Copplestone 	 12
Henry Hatsell 	 11

4
1
6

12
11
19

102
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Not surprisingly, all but John Hales, who only served after 16549

came from the group of JPs who were appointed on commissions both

before and after the Protectorate, The six JPs with the highest

number of attendances (Beare, Putt, Upton, Powell, Fry, and Reynell),

were all from families from whom Justices were drawn before or

after the Interregnum, which illustrates the degree of administrative

continuity prevailing both during the Interregnum, and also between

the Interregnum and the periods before and after it.

Many of these JPs also served on county committees during the

Interregnum; others - such as Upton, Reynell, Hele, Fry, Saunders,

Hatsell, and Quick - were elected MPs for the county during the

Protectorate. (73) Many of them were personally strongly committed

to the Protectorate - Copplestone, Bampfield, and Blackmore, for

example - others were soldiers or military administrators - Fry,

Saunders, and Hatsel1. (74) Yet, more importantly, many such JPs,

including soldiers and Cromwellians, came from long-established

magisterial families.

Table X : Frequency of JPs' attendances at Quarter Sessions

Number of
appearances at
Quarter Sessions

JPs serving before 1640
or after 1660, or
connected with JPs
serving before 1640 and
after 1660

JPs not serving
outside Interregnum,
and without
connections

31 or more 2
26-30 4
21-5 1
16-20 1 5
11-15 4 8
6-10 4 3
1-5 17 6
0 26

Total: 58 78
Of whom, appeared at
Sessions

cf Appendix III.
74 cf Appendix III.
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52% of the Justices who came from county families attended Quarter

Sessions, as against less than 25% of the newcomers. The Quarter

Sessions were dominated by established families in Devon; even

when they had the backing of the new republican government, the

small group of active new men promoted to the magisterial bench

were unable or unwilling to exert their dominance at Quarter

Sessions.

On the whole, from the evidence available, it seems likely

that the composition of the justices in the other three counties

was broadly similar to that of Devon, and the changes after the

accession of Oliver to the Protectorate were parallelled elsewhere.

There were, of course, differences in emphasis. In Somerset there

was an old-fashioned patronage quarrel between the prominent radical

John Pyne, who relied for support on a group of friends on the

Council of State, and John Gorges, who seems to have been

representative of the indigenous, middle-ranking, anti-centralising

country gentry. The bitter disagreements between them - of which

more will be heard in subsequent chapters - and the transfer of

central government support from one to the other in 1654, resulted

in a rather larger turnover of JPs during the Interregnum than in

other counties, as the clients of Pyne were replaced by those of

Gorges. On the other hand, in Dorset, where the gentry seem to

have remained more united, the turnover was rather smaller, and the

bench was dominated throughout the Interregnum by Coopers,

FitzJames, Hanhams, Holles, Strouds, Tregonwells, Wyndhams, Foys

and Frys, and Brownes. By and large, it seems that in each county,

the major gentry kept their places on the JPs bench, and with it

their dominance of local affairs, throughout the Interregnum. Such

changes as took place were amongst their clients and depended in

large part on which group of country gentlemen were in favour with

the particular regime then in power in Westminster.
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I. v. Other local administrative Commissions

Before we conclude this chapter, it might be as well to remember

that the Commissions of the Peace were only one (although the most

important) of a number of Commissions that issued from Chancery. We

have mentioned the Commissions of Gaol Delivery and of Oyer and Terminer

that appointed the Assize Judges; others - sewers commissions, piracy

commissions, and so on - were issued periodically to deal with specific

problems. The existence of these commissions illustrates the fact that

central government depended for executive action in the counties on the

local gentlemen acting collectively; in a very real sense this is the

raison d'etre of the ubiquitous "county committees" which increased in

importance during and after the Civil War period. The government had

always depended on such bodies (the Commission of the Peace was in

origin merely a kind of county committee); these lesser ad hoc 

'Chancery' committees blurred the distinction between JPs and

committee men, for they were really only older and more formalised

versions of the ad hoc committees appointed during the Interregnum

by the Council of State or the Parliament.

The major committees - appointed by Acts of Parliament - are

familiar, and will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent

chapter. There were, also, a host of minor committees, appointed

by the Council of State, such as the Counties' Committees to Take

the Engagement. (75) Such bodies, their authority founded on the

e.g., the Commission of the Council of State to Henry Rolle, Sir
Hardress Waller, Hugh Boscawen, Colonel Desborow, John Moyle,
Richard Erisey, John Penwarden, Edmund Prideaux, John Vyvian,
Roger Porter, Colonel John Selley, John Carew, James Erisey,
Colonel Robert Bennett, Colonel Thomas Ceely, Colonel Anthony
Rouse, Francis Langden of Brine, Christopher Worthivale,
Captain Francis Langden of Ernie, Peter Kekewich, John Jago,
John Penros, John Vivian, Richard Penwarne, Captain John
Bawden to take the engagement of all holding public places of trust
in Cornwall (1649) - CRO/FS/3/47 f.183; this was issued by authority
of The Act for subscribing the Engagement of 2 January 1650 -
cf. Acts and Ordinances II, p.325ff.

(75)



Statute by whose provision they were appointed, were essentially

similar bodies to the commissions appointed by Chancery, their

authority and appointment hallowed by long tradition, which are

discussed here.

The Commissions for sewers, their powers originating in ancient

Statute, should be regarded as an extension of the Commission of the

Peace.
(76)

They met at the same time as the Quarter Sessions, and

their powers were broadly speaking the same as those of the JPs

acting in matters of bridge and road repair. There were five

Commissions for Sewers issued for the county of Somerset during the

Interregnum, dated 21 November 1654, 26 March 1656, November 1657,

20 December 1658, and 22 September 1659. None was issued after 1649 for any

other counties (the county of Somerset had special drainage problems.)
(77)

It is probably fair to say that the Sewers Commissioners were as

affected by political changes as the other commissioners, despite

their narrowly-defined functional role (one would have thought that

few offices could be less political than ensuring that drains are

not clogged!) For example, nearly half of the 1659 Commissioners

were newcomers to the office, and a considerable number of those who

had sat in earlier years ceased to be members at the time. (78)

Of the Commissioners, 51 were JPs; two others were JPs for

other counties, and one other, John St. Albon, may be identical with

John St. Aubyn, the Cornish JP. Of the Justices who were Commissioners,

only seven were appointed to a sewers commission for the first time 

in 1659. Not all of the non-JPs were insignificant individuals.

(76) cf. T. G. Barnes, Somerset 1635-1640, PP .144-9 for an excellent
summary of the history and practice of granting special
commissions before the Civil War.

(77) cf. M. Williams, The Draining of the Somerset Levels, Cambridge,
1970, passim.

(78) Of 126 Commissioners appointed between 1655 and 1659, 73 sat on the
1659 Commission, of whom 35 were sitting on a sewers commission for
the first time that year. It follows that 53 men who had been
sewers commissioners between 1655 and 1658 were not appointed to
the 1659 commission (this is a startlingly sudden change when we
remember that as recently as July, the Cromwellian gentry were
still being appointed to the Devon Commission of the Peace.)
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Some had been appointed to county office by the Quarter Sessions,

such as George Smyth the younger who was a surveyor of bridges

and a treasurer of maimed soldiers; he was receiver general for

assessments in Somerset, and sat on one of the county assessments

committees. (79) Others were committeemen like Robert Webb, the

Quaker who was one of the most active supporters of the restored

Commonwealth in 1659. (80)

The other important Commission to be granted out of Chancery

between 1655 and 1659 was that to try Dorset pirates in May 1653.

This seems to have been granted in response to an order of the

Council of State of November 20 1653. (81) There were 16 members,

of whom all were JPs except the three judges of the admiralty

who headed the Commission, and one Robert Chick. (82) In effect,

this was a Commission of Oyer and Terminer granted to one county

for a particular purpose - it is possible that the trials may

have taken place at the same time as the Assizes which were held

at Dorchester on 20 July of that year. (83)

We know that similar Commissions existed during 1649 - 53 before

the Crown Office Entry Book commenced, because their appointments -

though not their personnel - are recorded in the Crown Office Docket

Book - for example, Commissions of Sewers were appointed for Dorset,

Poole, and Somerset in June 1649.°14) Other minor commissions into

charitable uses, church livings, and so on are similarly recorded

for this period without their members being named.

(79.) SRS28 passim; PRO/SP28/306 and SP28/242; PRO/Collection of Acts.
See Appendix III.	 Bates Rarbin, the editor of the
Somerset Quarter Sessions Orders, erroneously believes him (and
several other of the county treasurers) to have been a JP.
ERS28 p.xxii.

(80 cf Appendix III.
(81 PR0/SP25/72 p.131.
(82 The men appointed were not the same as the original commissioners

proposed by the Council of State - John Fitzjames, John Squibb,
and John Still of those originally nominated were not in the event
appointed; the Admiralty judges, Francis Holles, and Robert
Chick served in their places.

(83) PRO/ASSI 24/22 f.32.
(84) PRO/C 181/6 f.164, 167.
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The continuance of these minor commissions is not the least

important factor that argues in favour of the retention of old

forms of governmental processes in the localities during the

Interregnum; clearly, there were changes - we shall examine some

of these in future chapters - but there was also a strong thread

of continuity. This is demonstrated not merely in the survival

of bodies like Assizes, Quarter Sessions, and the other.

commissions, but in their retaining their former powers. The

bench of JPs, too, retained its prestige through the turbulent years

of the Interregnum. Although there were occasional purges of

justices - in March 1657 when many 'old gentry' were reappointed

to the commission, and in 1659 when they were again left out (85)

it is generally true to say that the governments of the day did

their best to ensure the widest possible spectrum of men could be

persuaded to serve, and that the gentry were as well represented

as they could be. When this was not the case, it was because of some

debilitating local quarrel (such as that of Pyne and Gorges in

Somerset), rather than because of government policy. The over-

whelming conclusion from a study of the traditional local

governmental institutions in the 1650s must be that they remained

remarkably stable in their powers, prestige, and personnel,

considering the political instability of the time. At the county

level, traditional hierarchies of government remained remarkably

unscarred by the experiences of Civil War and the temporary

establishment of new forms of central government.

(8 5) PR0/C181/6, f.360 ff.
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So that by and large the task of the Quarter Sessions and

Assizes remained the same, and their practices and personnel

remained startingly similar to the conditions prevailing pre-war.

Even the quarrels referred to in the previous paragraph led to purges

and restructurings of the bench which were in reality old-style

patronage quarrels rather than deep-seated arguments on the matters

of principle; whatever the antagonists might profess. The form of

the Quarter Sessions remained the same, the Sessions retained their

pre-war functions, their personnel remained fairly stable, and they

remained respected local rulers within their respective shires.

The old relationships with Assizes remained, and the Assizes

generally retained their old administrative role. The network of

traditional administrative commissions seem to have remained in

fact throughout the period from the Commission of Oyer and Terminer

at the top to the sewers commission at the bottom.

XXXXXXXXXXXX



CHAPTER II

The Municipal Corporations and the Interregnum 

Although the last twenty years have seen a considerable growth in

the study of local history, and the publication of a number of

excellent regional studies of the Civil war and Interregnum,

comparatively little recent work has been done on the role of borough

corporations during the period.
(1) Yet the curious constitution of

English boroughs, "the homes of self-government",
(2)

 must have had an

influence on the surrounding area, and surely the history of borough

administration has a part in every local history of the Civil War.

Boroughs - even comparatively small ones - returned a disproportion-

ately large number of MPs; they had considerable economic influence;

and because of their walls and castles they were of great military

significance. Furthermore, their independent corporations produced

a large number of efficient local and national politicians and

administrators who must have had considerable influence over their

counties. Dennis Bond of Dorchester became a member of the Council of

State. Sir Edmund Prideaux, recorder of Exeter, was attorney-general.

Many others were county JPs and committeemen.

(1) An exception is Valerie Pearl's work on London. There is one good
modern study of the West Country city of Bath, J. Wroughton, The
Civil War in Bath and North Somerset, Bath, 1973. E.A.Andriette's
book on Devon and Exeter in the Civil War, Newton Abbot, 1971 is
patchy on the municipal administration of Exeter. W. B. Stephens,
Exeter in the Seventeenth Century, Exeter, 1958, is good, but deals
only with economic matters. W. T. MacCaffrey has written a good
study of the administration of Exeter before the War, in Exeter
1540-1640, Cambridge, 1958. The other works are all old compilations,
and are all really only useful as collections of documents: Amongst
them are C.H.Mayo and A.W.Gould, The Municipal Records of the Borough 
of Dorchester, Exeter, 1908; R. W. Cotton, Barnstaple d'aring the
Great Civil War, 1889; G. Roberts, A History of Lyme Regis and 
Charmouth, 1834; H.J.Moule, Weymouth and Melcombe Regis Documents,
1883; R. Peters and 0.B.Peters History of Launceston. Roger Howell,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne and The Puritan Revolution, Oxford 1967. There are
several periodical articles, including that in the Proceedings of the 
Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society, XV, 142-63, by
H.J.Moule, on a Minute Book belonging to the Mayor and Corporation of 
Dorchester.

(2) Gardiner, Commonwealth and Protectorate, IV, p.48.
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It is clearly worth investigating some aspects of borough

corporations in this period. This chapter will attempt to examine

three problems: the wealth and power of the towns; the structure

of municipal government and the composition of the common councils;

and the related problem of the relations of the municipalities with

the central government.

Three boroughs have left full records for the Interregnum -

Dorchester, Exeter and Bath, each of which has left us Council Minute

Books, various accounts and, sometimes, Act Books of various types.

In addition, there are ample records (usually Act Books or accounts),

for Barnstaple, Dartmough, Poole, Bridport, Plymouth, Wells, and one

or two minor Cornish Boroughs.

Because of the widely differing standard of the records surviving

from the West Country boroughs - it has been found convenient to

concentrate this analysis upon the three towns which have left us the

most complete archives. However, it appears from a careful examination

of the material which is available for other boroughs that Dorchester,

Exeter, and Bath were typical in three important respects - in the

fundamental structure of municipal government, in the corporations'

control over the borough's day-to-day life, and in the financial power

wielded by the councils within their jurisdictions. Where examples

from the other boroughs help to highlight a tendency (or illustrate

divergences from one) these have been used in the narrative.

We are not here concerned with the wealth of the boroughs as a

whole, but we shall attempt to ascertain how much money was controlled

by the borough corporations. Some of the corporations controlled every

facet of a town's economic life: others left much of this to the

associated company of freemen, But in the final analysis, a borough's

control of its wealth was vital, and few councils would allow the

freemen more control than was necessary. For instance, though in
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Dorchester the freemen's company controlled the "election" of new

freemen and took their entry fines, it was the corporation that

leased the shops and standings that tradesmen worked at, and also

ensured that "foreigners" did not trade within the borough.(3)

Exeter corporation, on the other hand, controlled even the choice of

freemen,
(4)

 and intervened when a group of newly-elected freemen

refused to take the appropriate oath. (5)

The most important Western towns were ports, and some of these

were very wealthy. The annual income of Exeter corporation before

the War was about £1000,
(6)

 but the War had hit trade which reduced

the value of some of the city's assets. (7) Nevertheless the bald

statement of the corporation's income does not adequately convey the

corporation's wealth. Although the city council was in debt after

the war, (8) its assets were still considerable. The entry fines it

could demand when leasing the mills could individually outstrip the

town's normal revenue - in January 1651, Christopher Clark the elder

negotiated a fine of £560 for various tucking mills, (9) and in

November 1652, Thomas Ford negotiated a fine of £1100 for the

corporation's capital messuage at Awliscombe.
(n)

 In 1655, the council

decided to end the indebtedness into which it had fallen during the

Civil War by leasing out the New Mills and by permitting one of its

tenants to exchange four lives in his lease of a barton under Cowley

Bridge.
(11)

£2300 was raised by this transaction.

(3) DRO/Dorchester Corporation Minute Book passim; also  Freeman's Records.

(4) DevRO/Exeter Corporation Act Books, passim.
(5) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. IX f.74.
(6) MacCaffrey, op.cit., p.57.
(7) DevRO/Exeter, C.A.B. VIII f.48.
(8) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. VIII, pp.45, 69, 87.
(9) ibid., IX f.70.
(10) ibid., X f.12; Clark and Ford were both councillors, which suggests

something of the wealth of the members of that body.
(11) ibid., X f.59.
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Large sums of money raised in this way were often used to put a

town's finances in order at a time of crisis; Dorchester corporation

sold its right to the tithes of the impropriate parsonage of

(12)
Seaton for this purpose, 	 and Plymouth also sold some town

property to pay its debts during the interregnum.

Exeter had substantial debts arising out of the corporation's

expenditure during the siege of 1642-3, and in the 1650s its

contributions to the upkeep of the poor had fallen badly in arrear as

a result. The solution adopted was to permit the council's creditors

to fill up their leases on town property to three or four lives by

paying half of the fine out of their "extents" on the town seal; the

other half was to be paid in ready cash, which was to be used for the

relief of the poor.
(14)

 Both Thomas Ford and Christopher Clark paid

their entry fines in this way.-

The financial accounts of the various boroughs were rendered

each year in the Mayor's accounts or the receiver's accounts, many of

which have survived. These frequently understate the true wealth of

a corporation since the accounts of the borough charities were

generally kept separately. Such charities were usually designated

for the upkeep of the poor or for the education of their children;

Exeter had a particularly fine list of benefactors.
(15)

The Dorchester

Brewhouse Charity will be examined in some detail below.
(16)

As well as giving us some idea of the normal income of a

corporation, the Mayor's Accounts or Receiver's Accounts provide a

(12) See below, p. 85.
(13) WDevRO/Plymouth White Book p.109 ff.
(14) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B., IX f.69.
(15) See DevRO/Cro -s71717-' s MS History of Exeter. Jenkins, A. Civil &

Ecclesiastical History of Exeter, 2nd edn. Exeter 1841, p.403.
(16) See below p. 90f.
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useful guide to the activities of the officials of the corporation

and any unusual expenditure undertaken, such as the expenditure made

by certain boroughs in 1651 and 1655 to provide watches against the

royalists.
(17)

The Plymouth account for 1652-3
(18)

 gives us an idea

of the main sources of income that the town received in that year.

The main source of income was rents and fines on town properties,

though this source was not nearly so lucrative as the equivalent

item for Exeter - the maximum entry fine for this year was only £71.

TWO items indicate the existence of considerable charities accounted

for separately - £70 was received from the hospital's poor account

towards building a new grist mill; and £94. 15s. 5d. was received

from Oliver Ceely, the surplus of his account of the hospital's fund

for aiding poor orphans, which was also put towards the mill. The

other main items were the town customs and duties on such matters as

the farm of the keyage and cranage duties on the harbour (£20),

tonnage (£60. 5s.), duties on beer and ale (£24), fines on the

admission of freemen (£3. 13s. 6d.), licenses to open shops (£5. 19s.),

and measure of salt (£1. 6s. 8d.). The City's total revenue for the

year was £669. 12s.. This was spent on the salaries of officials, the

repair of the town's assets (such as water courses, roads, and so on),

the election of officials, revels, the punishment of criminals, enter-

taining General Desborough, and a host of trivial items. On this

particular year, the account was in deficit by about £50.

Plymouth, being a port like several other West Country towns,

derived a considerable part of its income from port dues. Exeter was

in a similar position. 	 Such towns encountered considerable financial

difficulties when trade decayed. Exeter claimed that its difficulties

were further heightened by the Civil War: the corporation maintained

(17) cf, for example, the measure of Poole against the Penruddock rebels
in 1655, chapter V, p. 273.

(18) WDevRO/Plymouth Receiver's Account Book IV, ff.284-5. This account
is given in full in appendix II, 5, P.433.
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that the Commonwealth owed it a debt of £15,020. 2s. id . which it

had advanced on the public faith;
(19)

furthermore, £52,000 in taxes

had been levied on the City between 1642 and 1646. (20) Clearly, a

borough was in a sorry state when its corporation was impoverished

by debt and its population by taxes - neither the public nor the

private purse was in any position to pull the town from its depression.

But the aftermath of the wars did bring some benefits. The

corporation was able to gain control of the revenue of the Dean and

Chapter of Exeter,
(21)

 and it also secured a grant of lands in Ireland

which it subsequently sold for £1590.
(22)

But the financial situation

was critical: the council at one point refused to pay the fee farm

rent unless it was discounted against the assessment.
(23)

The picture, then, was not completely gloomy. Other towns

benefited from the war. Taunton was granted the income from the

sequestration of the Portman family's lands in return for its

sufferings during the war.
(24)

This sum amounted to £6,271. 14s. 8d.

altogether, and was paid between 1648 and 1653.
(25)

And it must be

said that even those towns suffering from the wars still retained

substantial incomes and properties.

The financial power possessed by boroughs could be converted into

political influence in a number of ways. Towns generally paid their

MPs and gave them gifts for promoting the interests of the town in

Parliament; they were able by these inducements to lure influential

men to be their representatives. Although some, like Ashley Cooper,

refused offers of seats, this was generally because they were able to

get a county seat, or had been given a better offer by another borough;

(19) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. X f.38.
(20) PRO/SP28/153; there was also a bill of £1139 due for quartering

during the siege: SP28/253a p.45.
(21) DevRO/Exeter C A B. X f.34,	 36.
(22) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. IX and X passim.,	 esp. X f.72.
(23) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. X f.23.
(24) SRO/DD/PM 7.
(25) ibid.
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Cooper refused Poole's offer in 1656 - the corporation apparently

took offence because it refused his request to be elected MP for

the borough in 1659.
(26)

Furthermore, some towns kept legal

representatives in London to pursue their interest in any judicial

proceedings. Others paid the great and good to occupy honorary

official positions within the borough - Sir Edmund Prideaux, the

attorney general, was recorder of Exeter, and Serjeant-at-Law John

(27)
Maynard was Recorder of Totnes.

The link with prominent personalities was not merely formal.

MPs in particular were expected to play their part in pressing for

a borough's interest. Corporations did not simply elect MPs and

leave them to go off to London. In the seventeenth century most

Bills in Parliament were so-called 'private bills', which is to say

that they were not initiated by-the government, but by corporations

and private individuals. Not only was liaison maintained with MPs

to obtain such bills, but in cases of urgency, members of the council

might travel the long and expensive journey to London in order to

gain the passage of acts or ordinances. In 1647 the mayor of

Dorchester, accompanied by Richard Burie, a councillor, and William

Benn, the rector travelled to London with servants and horses in

order to push forward an ordinance relating to the impropriate

parsonage of Fordington, a property controlled by the corporation

whose profits were plundered in order to pay the town's three clergymen.(
28)

The cost of the journey, accommodation, and food came to £17. 4s. 3d.,

a not inconsiderable sum by seventeenth century standards.

Some boroughs made certain that their interests would be pursued

in Parliament by electing their burgesses as MPs. Of the five members,

chosen for Dorchester during this period, three (Dennis Bond, John

(26) Poole/Municipal Document no.27 (7).
(27) T.D.A. xxxiii, p.127; DevRo/Exeter C.A.B. IX, 1%44
(28) DRO/B2/23/8.
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Bushrode, and John Whiteway) were common councillors, the fourth

(Denzil Holles) was a distinguished outsider the corporation hoped

would be influential in its favour (he was made a Feoffee of

Dorchester Free School, a corporation controlled charity), and the

fifth, James Gould, was a former alderman. Thus, the Act relating

to Fordington was obtained "by ye helpe and favour of their Burgesses

then sitting in Parliament, by name Mr. Denzil and Mr. Dennis Bond".
(29)

The most significant word in this sentence is "their", which referred

back to the opening phrase of the document - "When by almost twenty

years experience the Corporation of Dorchester...."; the MPs were

regarded by the corporation as representing not the borough, but the

interests of the corporation which elected, paid, and patronised them.

It expected service in return.

Exeter corporation was less inclined to choose members of its

corporation to serve as MPs, but Samuel Clark, a Recruiter of 1646,

was a councillor (he died in 1650).
(30)

Simon Snow, an original

member of the Long Parliament, was also a councillor, until he was

removed in 1662.
(31)

Thomas Bampfield, chosen in 1654 and 1660,

though not actually a member of the council, was city recorder in

1656, sat on two Parliamentary committees appointed for Exeter in

1657 and 1660, and was a prominent Devon JP.
(32)

Exeter Corporation,

like several others, paid its members' expenses: both Samuel Clark

and Simon Snow received payments in 1649, Clark's totalling £55.10s.
(33)

The right of election was in general limited to the corporation,

(29) DRO/B2/28/1
(30) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. VII-XVI, passim.
(31) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. X f.178ff.
(32) Acts and Ordinances, pp.1058ff.; DevRO/Q/JC passim, & QS Records

QSOB passim. Bampfield also sat on Committees for Devon and
Somerset.

(33) DevRO/Exeter, C.A.B. VIII, ff.30 and 35.
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and even where it was not, the corporation's influence must have

been strong. The company of freemen which sometimes held the right

of election, for example, was usually dominated by the group of men

who made up the borough council. In the elections to the Long

Parliament, and also in those elections held after 1658, 22 Cornish

boroughs were represented in Parliament, as were 10 Devon boroughs, 8

Dorset boroughs (including the double borough of Weymouth and Melcombe

Regis), and 7 Somerset boroughs. Thus, 96 borough MPs from the four

counties sat in the Commons, compared with only 8 county members.

The members from the towns were therefore numerically dominant, and

this fact gave the councils who controlled their election important

political influence.

One of the major, though short lived achievements of the Pro-

tectorate was the reform of this anomalous distribution of seats (it

may have been significant that the borough members were thought more

likely to be against the interests of the Protectorate compared with

the comparatively pro-government country gentlemen.) 	 the

Instrument of Government, the Western boroughs were restricted to only

19 MPs altogether, and the number of county members was increased to

36. (35) This is a crucially important change as it meant that the

composition of the House of Commons was no longer dominated by men

chosen by tiny borough electorates. But the larger boroughs retained

their MPs; the richest corporations retained what was one of their

more important fields of political influence.

The borough franchise varied. In some towns, like Bridgwater, the

right of election rested solely with the corporation "according to the

ancient custome of chooseing in the...borough".
(36)

When Thomas Wroth

was chosen MP there, the council gave him instructions that provided

he did nothing to disturb the (new) constitution, he might counsel

anything he chose. (37)

31 CROAS/3/942.

35 Printed in Gardiner, Constitutional Documents, p.405ff.

(36) SRS71, Hunt Memorandum Book, nos.192-4.
(37) ibid.
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In contrast to the custom in that borough, Dorchester's MPs were

chosen by the freemen as a whole. John Whiteway was elected in 1654

"by the voyces and consent of all that were present on a full and

faire summons". (38) In 1660, there was a dispute. John Whiteway, a

common councillor, and Denzil Holles, a distinguished outsider chosen

for his political influence he might use on the town's behalf, were

elected by the freemen; James Gould, a former councillor, also

stood for election, "but came short by 11 . voyces of the inhabitants

in general and by '10 . voyces of the freeholders and freemen") )

The confusion was cleared up the same day, significantly "at a

publique meeting of Mr. Mayor and the capital burgesses and common

council of this borough", which determined that "it was only the

right of freeholders and freemen of this borough to give their voyces

for the election of Burgesses in Parliament". (40) It is also note-

worthy that this meeting and the election were both recorded in the

ordinary Minute Book of the corporation, indicating that though the

franchise was extended to freemen, the real decision was probably

made by the councillors who dominated the official hierarchy of the

freemen's company. (41) This would appear to be borne out by the

number of present and former capital burgesses who were chosen as MPs

for the borough during the Interregnum(42).

There seem to have been a number of disputes in the election of

spring 1660. Exeter corporation resolved that it would send witnesses

to "the committee of priviledges and ye eleccions of Burgesses of

38 DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. f.44
39 DRO/Dorchester C.M.B., 9 April 1660.
40 ibid.

W3 ;eAlagw. x13.79.Appendix III and above p.72.
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Parliament about mayntayning the priviledges of this Cittie in their

right of eleccion,
(43)

 and from Plymouth it was reported that

Aprill 3 was the Election of Burgesses for the Parliament,
and Serjeant Maynard was chosen, and the dispute for the
other was between Mr. Fowell and the Governour of the Fort
and Island, who had equal subscriptions, but going to a
second choice, Mr. Fowel carryed it: This was by the Mayor,
Aldermen, and Common Council; but the Free-men and Free
holders chose under the hall and they have elected Mr.
Morris and Mr. Samuel Trelawny, and do intent to try the
Right of Election.(44)

Clearly the freemen won, because Morris and Trelawny were allowed to

take their seats; but this was a political rather than a legal

decision - Morris and Trelawny as royalists were more acceptable to

the men who made up the Committee of Privileges.
(45)

The numerical dominance of the boroughs was to be an important

factor in politics throughout the English revolution. The

boroughs of the area were instrumental in returning to Parliament

many leading radicals during the Protectorate at a time when the more

moderate country gentry were prepared to support men loyal to the

Protectorate - the county MPs of 1654 and 1656 included a large

number of moderates of substantial means. Certainly, the republicans

and sectaries had high hopes of the boroughs in elections: in 1658,

the Baptist John Clark wrote to his Cornish friend Robert Bennett:

If it shall please the righteous Lord soe to move upon
the hearts of the good people of this Nation in this
juncture of time to act viprously for the chusing of
such as are soe minded [toj love righteousness and hate
iniquity and oppression, I shall have my hopes much
revived, as to the recovery of the good old cause and
good old spirit by which it was managed.. .the election
is put into the old way so that the house will chiefly
consist of corporation men, yet herein we may observe
a providence if the Presbiters have hereby far less
advantage than they had before...as the good people in
your parts bestir yourselves that out of your Corporations,
which as I hear are many, you may send us many fre
publick and righteous spirited men. (46)

(43) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. X, f.132.
(44) B.L. E.182 (14).
(45) Official Returns, p.513. See also George R. Abernathy jnr.

The English Presbyterians and the Stuart Restoration, p.55.
(46)cR00/942, John Clark to Robert Bennett 25 October, 1658.
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An influential local radical (such as the sectary John Powel

at Poole) could severely damage the government's influence in a borough,

and there was little that the government could do about it. The

continuing tendency of the larger boroughs in particular to assert

their independence by returning radical MPs may well have contributed

to the government's decision to purge the borough corporations in 1662.(47)

Borough corporations were also able to command a certain amount of

military importance, mainly because of their control of town works and

fortifications.

Some of them - generally, the county towns - were arsenals for the

militia. There is admittedly no evidence in the Dorchester Corporation

Minute Books of any store of arms or ammunition in the town in the

1650s, but before the first Civil War, the Shirehall in the town had

been the repository of thirty-seven barrels of gunpowder, and 6 more

barrels belonged to the town, 3 in the town store, and 3 in the

brewhouse. (48) On the outbreak of war, the corporation had resolved to

raise two companies of 80 men each, who were to be paid 12d. per day per

man. Several of the capital burgesses had seen active service, amongst

them Joseph Paty, Josias Terry, Edward Dashwood, and Richard Savage, all

on Parliament's side, and the town, like Exeter, lent substantial sums

to the state, as well as contributing towards the fortification of

Weymouth. 49

There does not seem to have been much military activity in the

immediate neighbourhood of Dorchester in the 1650s, but nearby Poole

took steps to fortify itself against Penruddock in 1655. (50) In 1651,

Exeter took action in case forces were required against the Scots,

when in April of that year, the Quarter Sessions court of the town

authorised the constables to impress horses for military service. (51)

(47) See below, p.107ff. Appendix II/I illustrates Powell's influence
in Poole.

48 ) Mayo and Gould, The Municipal Records of Dorchester, Dorset, pp.678-9.
41 Mayo and Gould, op.cit., u.678-9.
50 Poole/Municipal Documents/166 (A5).
(51) DevRO/EXeter 22. f.174.
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The corporation was also involved in the maintenance of the

fortifications and powder stores of the city wall.
(52)

But the military powers of the corporations were not as

important in the 1650s as they were in days when there was no

standing army. Although a town's powder store and arsenal might be

important in the days when the militia of the county was little

more than a disorganized rabble, in the Interregnum that body was

kept efficient and well-organized; furthermore, although many

garrisons were abandoned, the standing army was still strong enough to

overawe any forces the boroughs might hope to raise.

Generally, the corporations did not get on well with the regular

soldiers. Waller had difficulty in obtaining permission from Exeter

corporation to quarter his troops there, and the brutal military

governor, Major Brocklehurst, attempted to overawe the corporation

in 1659.
(53) Meanwhile there were disputes between civilians and

the soldiers which were only resolved in the town's courts.
(54)

In

Poole, matters became heated when the corporation became

engaged in a dispute with John Rede, the military governor, about the

appointment of ministers within the town; the dispute ended with

Rede's dismissal.
(55)

Having examined several facets of the importance of boroughs

during the Interregnum, we shall now turn more specifically to the

internal administration of them by their borough councils. In order

to illustrate this aspect of the boroughs, it is proposed initially

to survey in some detail the work of the Dorchester company of

capital burgesses (the municipal governing body in that town) as a

typical example of the council of a medium-sized borough, and then

compare other South-Western borough corporations with it.

(52) See chapter V, p.255.
(53) See chapter V, p.286 and Chapter VI, p.306.
(54) DevRO/Exeter .223_ f.161.
(55) Poole/Municipal Documents, Old Record Book III, p.117; B.L.

Stowe MS 189 f.52ff. See Appendix 11/2
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Dorchester was and is a small market town nestling in the folds

of the hills that lie in the centre of the county of Dorset. Not

being on any major land route, the town had little intrinsic

importance other than that which attaches to a medium-sized county

town providing the meeting-place for the local county committee,

quarter sessions, and assizes. Like most county towns, Dorchester

was conscious, proud and jealous of the position it occupied.

Presents were given to the assize judges, such as in 1656 when they

were presented with "a gallon of wine, 2 sugar loaves, and a fatt

sheep.
(56)

On that occasion, Desborough, the local major-general,

accompanied the assize judges, and he was invited to lodge privately

at councillor Philip Stansby's house and was presented with a gallon

of sack, a sugar loaf, and a fat sheep for himself alone. In March

1657, "It was ordered that the _like present which was sent to the

Judges the last Assizes be sent to them this assizes, in case the

Lord Cheefe Justice Glyn do come, but if only Judge Warberton come,

and no other, then to present him with 2 sugar loaves, and a gallon

of wyne, and nothing else." (57) A year later the corporation agreed

to meet all accommodation costs of the judges above 5 shillings.
(58)

The corporation and the Company of Freemen associated informally

with it had three distinct functions: the general administration of

the borough; the financial and charitable use of the town stock; and

the regulation of trade. The last of these branches was predominantly

under the control of the freemen. Although this body was only an

offshoot of the town administration, it was important because of its

financial power, and because of the fact that nobody was allowed to

(56) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 18 July 1656.
(57) ibid., 6 March 1657.
(58) ibid., 12 March 1658.
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be elected a common councillor unless he belonged to the company.

Frederick Losse was chosen a capital burgess on 18 January 1658,

but had to be re-elected in January 1659 "since the time he was

sworne a freeman, Because it was scrupuld by some of the Company

Whether Mr. Losse was capeable because he was not a freeman of the

town at the time of the first election".
(59)

The connections

between the freemen and the capital burgesses were close. Although

the Constitutions of the Company of Freemen specifically excepted

capital burgesses from the governorship, assistant governorships,

and receiverships of the company, it was common for the assistant

governors and governors to become town councillors after their term

of office. Lawrence Righton, the governor in 1646, became a capital

burgess in 1658,
(60)

 while of the Assistants to the Governor in 1636

(of whom there were 8), Edward Dashwood, John Hill, Dennis Bond, and

Richard Bury subsequently became capital burgesses, and William Derby

occupied the position of Town Clerk. Furthermore, the capital

burgesses were given an effective veto over the choosing of new freemen

by the fifth item of the Constitutions of 1621:-

5. ITEM, that the said Governor and Fower Assistants
togither with five of the Capitall Burgesses of
the said Borough (which shall be from tyme to tyme
appointed by the then Bayliffes of the said Borough),
or the maior parte of them (soe as there be as many
of the said Capitall Burgesses presente as of the
said Governor and Assistants) shall at all tymes
heerafter have power to allow of for Freemen, all
Free Inhabitants of the said Borough, and all Free
Mens apprentices of the said Borough, which shall
have served out their apprentishippes within this
Borough for the Fyne of Twelve pence for every
handicrafts man, and of two shillings for any other
person, and admitt and infranchise for Freemen of
the said Borough, such other foreigners and strangers
as they shall hold meete and for such Fynes as they
shall agree of... (61)

(59) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B., 7 January 1659.
(60) DRO/B2/13/1: Freeman's Day Book,passim.; Dorchester C.M.B., passim.
(61) Mayo and Gould, op.cit., gives the Constitutions of the Company of

Freemen" in full, p.385ff.; the book also gives a list of the
election of capital burgesses from 1630 onwards, p.716ff.
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This power was of crucial importance for the regulation of trade,

since no person who was not a freeman was allowed to exercise his

occupation without permission from the Governor of the company, or

failing him, four of his assistants. Meanwhile, the same group of

governor, assistants, and capital burgesses were also entitled to

levy taxes "for the good and benefitt of the said Company of Freemen

and the suppressing of forreigners...."; to fine those freemen not

obeying the dictates of the Company; and generally to supervize the

administration of trade. A receiver was to keep the accounts of the

company, a clerk was to keep a register of freemen, and the company

as a whole was to ensure that no apprentice was to be bound without

being registered by the clerk, that no inhabitant of the borough

should take any tenant, inmate, or undertenant other than a freeman

or let any land to such a person (unless permission had first been

granted by the governor, assistants, and five capital burgesses),

that no freeman should take any servant without approval of the

governor, assistant, and five capital burgesses, and that no freeman

should sell any goods or wares of any foreigner other than those he

had bought, utilized as his own property.

The company clearly had great powers, and these were sometimes

invoked to expel foreigners from the borough. It is significant that

when John Jordan a blacksmith came to Dorchester and set up shop, the

blacksmiths complained not to the company of freemen, but to the

corporation, who ordered his expulsion on 24 February 1659. (62)
The

corporation also issued orders on such matters as the enforcement of

the town's toll on corn.
(63)

But the actual regulation of traders was

(62) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B., 24 February 1659.
(63) ibid., 28 November 1655.
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usually undertaken by the Governor's Court (i.e., the Governor of

the Company of Freemen), which was attended by the wardens of the

five companies of traders, namely the Merchants, Clothiers, Iron-

mongers, Fishmongers (which included brewers, carpenters, vintners,

fletchers, wheelwrights, and thatchers, as well as fishmongers), and

Shoemakers and Skinners. In case of dispute, the capital burgesses

were called in to arbitrate.

The structure and obligations of the corporation were outlined

in the royal charter of 1629.
(64)

This document declared the

corporation to be a body politic capable of buying and selling land,

and pleading and being impleaded in any court. Its members were to

be fifteen capital burgesses of whom six were to be aldermen, two

to be bailiffs, and one was to be mayor (the bailiffs and mayor were

re-elected each year by the corporation). The document named the

first fifteen capital burgesses and gave them the power to fill up

their number as required by election (that is to say, the corporation

was given the power of election, not the inhabitants of the borough

as a whole: this was the usual practice). Those refusing to serve

in any office could be fined or imprisoned. The mayor, his

predecessor, the bailiffs, the recorder, and one capital burgess

nominated by the mayor were to serve as JPs within the town, and no

county JP had any right to interfere with the affairs of the borough.

No outsider was to practice trade within the town, and the goods and

chattels of felons were to be forfeited to the use of the mayor and

corporation. The relations of the corporation with the freemen were

precisely outlined, and the duties of the governor, assistants, and

five capital burgesses were summarized.

(64) The charter is given in full, in Latin, in Mayo and Gould, op.cit.,
p.56. It is summarized in English in John Hutchins, History and
Antiquities of the County of Dorset, 3rd edn., Westminster, 1861-73.
vol.II, p.349ff.
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Like all small towns, Dorchester had a strong sense of identity,

and was jealous of its rights and privileges. When Robert Coker was

summoned before a county justice to give evidence, the mayor replied

to the summons

Worthy Sir
I understand that you have sent your warrant for Mr.
Robert Coker of our Towne wherein hee is warranted
to appeare before you, And Mr. Coker acquainting mee
of it, I thought fitt to lett you understand that it
is a breach of our charter for Mr. Coker to bee •
compelled to appear before a Justice of the peace att
large, hee being one of the Corporacion, Therefore Sir
I shall humbly desire you would be pleased not to
require that for which there is noe president, And if
you would have Mr. Coker bound over to the Assizes to
give evidence against the boy in your warrant
mencioned I shall be ready to doe that which the law
requires (65)

The town was always looking for ways to extend its rights. For

example, on 8 October 1652, it ordered an enquiry into the matter of

the probate of wills, which anciently belonged to the town (according

to a document known as the Dorchester Domesday).(66)

The corporation elected all officers major and minor, who dealt

with the administration of the town. Bailiffs, beadles, stewards of

the brewhouse, town stewards, and even paviers, schoolmasters, ushers,

weighters of bread and assizers of beer, searchers and sealers of

leather, viewers of flesh, and street cleaners were chosen and paid

by the corporation. As well as this, the corporation was involved

in all the trivia involved with administering these offices and

regulating the daily life of the town. Orders were issued on a host

of matters, major and minor. During the 1650s, a camel was expelled

from Dorchester, regulations were issued for the playing of petancs

in the bowling alley, a fire-engine was purchased, paving of the

borough's streets was organised, and a i skavenger' was appointed to

(65) DRO/B2/16/3: Dorchester C.O.B. f.40.
(66) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 8 October 1652.
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(67)
collect litter.	 The council had to be consulted on all building

projects and its approval was especially required for alteration to

properties owned or regulated by the town - the brewhouse, the

parsonages, the 'George', and various houses.
(68)

It even controlled

the location of manure heaps,.(69)

Three aspects of the town's financial and administrative

activities shall be examined in rather more detail. All three overlap,

but they may be conveniently categorized as the administration of town

property, the maintenance of the ministry and the free school, and the

running of the brewhouse and other charities.

The annual income of the borough from entry fines and rents on

burgages and 'standings' (open stalls in the main street of the town)
(70)

cannot be precisely defined, since the rents and fines are not

recorded in the minute book unless they changed hands. On 15 July 1653,

one John Hodges paid a £6 entry fine for a shoemaker's standing

formerly belonging to one Peter Devenish, and on 12 November 1649,

Thomas Tolderfield was asked to pay £12 (he eventually agreed to pay

£10) for a butcher's standing, plus Ell for a copy license.
(71)

These

seem to have been fairly standard fees. Tolderfield seems to have

owned a burgage property as well, for on 17 June 1653, he had to pay

£12.10s. entry fine for two lives to be added to the lease of his

house, and at the same time, he agreed to pay £10 per annum rent

thenceforth.
(72)

Sometimes an entry fine was levied in kind: on

(67) Elections of such officials may be found throughout the C.M.B., but
note especially 30 April, 5 May, 29 October 1658; John Burshrode
was steward of the hospital and brewhouse for most of the
Interregnum, except for his year as mayor, cf. 14 September and
1 October 1655. For other refs, see in particular 18 August 1654,
14 December 1649, 22 October 1658, 13 August 1658.

(68) e.g. DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 11 May 1655, 9 February 1655, 30
September 1653.

(69) e.g. ibid., 18 January 1650.
(70) For a list of the town's burgages and standings, cf DRO/B2/26/1.
(71) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 15 July 1653, 12 November 1649.
(72) ibid., 17 June 1653.



13 April 1653, Richard Marsh agreed to pay 3 dozen pairs of shoes

for a shoemaker's standing. (73) Entry fines were also charged for

building manure heaps, and on other minor properties.

Other sources of income, more important than rents and entry

fines, were the fee farm rent (which yielded £20 per annum; it was

purchased for £190 or £200 in 1650) (74) the income from Fordington

Parsonage, and the money obtained from the sale of the parsonage of

Beer and Seaton. This last was known as the 'Seaton Money'.

Dorchester had owned the parsonage for twenty years, but had found

that "the parsonage.. .was so far off [it was in Devon] and that some

of the parishioners refused to pay their tythes and others neglected

to sow their grounds out of frowardnes, by which the Revenues from

these came short of what was expected, and not sufficient to furnish

their ministers".' 	 corporation was able to acquire the

impropriate parsonage of Fordington, which was nearer and more

lucrative, instead, but was then compelled to sell Seaton in order to

meet the bill, since that purchase "was a great charge to the

publique Treasure of the Towne, which was totally lost and exhausted

73) ibid., 13 April 1653.
ri zi-) At first it was expected that a price of £200 would be asked, but

when 4 of the capital burgesses negotiated to buy it privately
(with a promise to surrender it to the corporation within two
years), they asked for a loan of £100 only in order to make the
transaction. However, the accounts for the sale of Beer and Seaton
Parsonage record a loan of £190 for the purpose; it is entered
in the same account for a subsequent year at £200; and in 1657, the
same account records "The ffee farm rent purchased with Seaton
money one hundred pounds at 6 li. p. ann. which is to be paid by
the several mayers for 6 yeares expired at Midsomer last 1656 [there
follows a list of 7 mayors who had each paid E6 into the account]
For the other 0 (sic) [probably a mistake for "C"] pound which
purchased the fee farm rent the Towne Steward is to pay at 6 li. p.
ann. for 7 years exspired at Christide 1657: 45-0-0". The loan
recurs in the accounts for several years, sometimes at £190,
sometimes at £200. As a measure to simplify accounts, this purchase
signally failed. cf DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 18 May 1650, 17 June 1650;
Dorchester C.O.B. ff.95-l04 (Seaton money accounts 1648-61).

(75) DRO/B2/28/1 "The Grounds and Means which moved the Towne...to sell...
Beare and Seaton".
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Rents of ye Town formerly due
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by the late warres, and the Towne much in debt.. 
,,•(76) 

The town

therefore sold the parsonage (reserving £20 per annum to themselves,

which they gave to the vicar of Seaton on condition he preached in

Seaton church every Sunday, "which was don as an expression of ye Townes

acknowledgement and thankfulnes to God for that more liberall

provision which hee had made for their ministers supply and

encouragement"). For the parsonages, a total of £1150 was received, of

which £450 was immediately used to satisfy the debts arising from the

purchase of Fordington. The remaining £700 was put to various uses

within the town. An account made soon after the sale shews how

urgently the money was needed:-
(77)

The account of the Impropriate parsonage of Beer and
Seaton in ye Countie of Devon. Sold...

1. Lent to the Steward of Fordington parsonage for these
several uses following, vidz.
-To pay Mrs Gould of Upcony for what was borrowed of her
for the purchase of the lease of Fordington parsonage....£300
-To pay Robert Godsale borrowed of him for the same use...£100
-To passe ye conveyance and gett ye great seale for
ffordington parsonage 	 £050

2. Lent to the Towne Steward
-To pay our Burgesses for
1648 and 1647 	

-To purchase the fee farm
to the Crown 	

for these following uses, vidz.
their services in Parliament,

-To pay Mr. Reve ye schoolmr. for Arrears of consideracon
of 52 li. for 10 yeares 	 £035
-To pay Mr. Savage for disbursements made by him in the
Warres 	 £025

3. Lent to the Steward of the Hospital for these uses followinge,
vidz.
-To Lent Thomas Clench for a stock to sett ye children to
worke 	 £150
-To ye Hospital Brewhouse to encrease their stocke 	 £100

£1150
====1:1

In the ensuing years, money amounting to £300 was paid to William Benn,

the rector of Allhallows, and £60 was paid to John Loder of Fordington.
(78)

(76) ibid.
(77) DRO/B2/28/1 Beer and Seaton accounts.
(78) ibid.
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Other accounts reveal that in succeeding years, the money was used

to purchase a 100-year lease from Messrs. Gardiner and Alford; to

repair the parsonage barn; to repair the vicarage; for the arrears

and salary of Benn for his work at Allhallows; to rent an outhouse

and garden from John Cobb; to repair Mr. Hammond's house; and to

pay for the spout of the fire-engine.
(79)

The money was accounted for separately from the remainder of

the town stock; in 1661 was compiled the following account of "the

750 li. Seaton money and where it is the 18 Julie 1661...".
(80)

In the hands of the governor of the hospital towards
the keepinge of the poore children on work 	 150-00-00
For the purchasing of the fee farm rents 	 200-00-00
Laid out in the now parsonage house 	 293-00-00
In the brewhouse stocke 	 066-10-00
In Mr. Savage his hands ever sithence Seaton was
	 022-07-00sold

In John Whiteway his hands 	 006-02-06
Money paid for the spoute to quence fire 	 035-00-00

The parsonage of Fordington, as has been mentioned above, was

purchased specifically for the purpose of financing the minsters and

the master of the free school. Of the £240 yearly yielded by

Fordington, only £40 went to the minister of that place, a fact which

gave rise to not unreasonable complaints that the living was

insufficiently maintained.
(81)

To these the corporation replied that

the ordinance of Parliament had specified only £40 for the maintenance

of a minister at Fordington, though they promised to try to give

satisfaction to a future minister if he should try to obtain a stipend

of more than that amount.
(82)

The corporation seems to have exploited

the living mercilessly, even usurping quarry rights not traditionally

associated with the parsonage.
(s3)

Dorchester corporation held the right of presentation to all three

(79) DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. ff.95-104. Beer and Seaton accounts.
(80) DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. f.102.
(81) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 25 April 1656.
(82) ibid., 30 April 1656.
(83) ibid., 21 March 1657
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churches in the town (St. Peter's, Trinity, and Allhallows), and all

three ministers received money from Fordington. When Stanley Gower

was made rector of Holy Trinity Church, his £30 removal expenses were

paid by Dorchester corporation out of the Fordington parsonage account.
(84)

When William Benn displayed his "special love and payne shewed

to the town", the £20 voted to him by the corporation came from the

Fordington money.
(85)

By contrast, three months later, the stipend

of the vicar of Fordington, John Loder, was restricted to £20 per

annum, although it was promised that "if the Fordington men will

make the vicaridge worth £50 p.anno [i.e. above the £200 paid to

Dorchester] that then Mr. Loder shall have an addition of xxx

p. an. made unto him with the former xx li....Provided that Mr. John

Loder do submitt himselfe to be ordained minister within three

moneths or as soon as by his age he be capeable of ordination".(86)

Money from Fordington was also used to augment the salaries of the

schoolmaster, the school usher, and the minister of St. Peter's

parish.(87)

The ministers of Allhallows and Trinity parishes - Benn and

Gower respectively - both received stipends of £80 yearly. At the

same time, since the parish of St. Peter's was kept vacant by the

corporation, they both took turns in preaching there on a Sunday,

for which duty they were periodically voted augmentations to their

stipends. But on 13 May 1653, the corporation, having split the £80

due to St. Peter's between Gower and Benn, asked the two ministers

to assist them in finding a third clerk to fill the vacant living.(88)

Nothing more was heard of this proposal until 26 June 1656 when

(84) ibid., 5 February 1649.
(85) ibid., 2 March 1649.
(86) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 1 June 1649.
(87) ibid., 30 May 1651.
(88) ibid., 13 May 1653.
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Gower suggested the corporation appoint him minister of both Trinity

and Peter's, and obtain an assistant minister to help him preach.
(89)

On 14 September 1657, the corporation resolved that Richard Russell

should be the town's new assistant minister at a stipend of £100

yearly, and that Benn and Gower (along with John Whiteway, a capital

burgess) should write to him to encourage him to come to the town.
(90)

Russell was appointed, and along with Gower and Benn, just after

Oliver's death, he was exorted "out of the sence of the greate need

we have of improveinge the meanes and in braveinge every opportunitie

to the stirrings of cold hearts; the more to be quickened in the

wayes of piety...
u

.
(91)

The timing of this call for greater religious

zeal is interesting.

Clearly the town set great store by the quality of its ministry

and was prepared to spend great sums to maintain its "zealously puritan"

character.
(92)

It was similarly concerned to further the education

in the borough by encouraging the town's free school to take in poor

pupils; the corporation even embarked on a scheme to instruct poor

children to read free of charge.
(93)

The town also established a

trust to send poor scholars along to Oxford and Cambridge

universities.
(94)

 The council's great pride in its school was hurt

when it was forced to dismiss one schoolmaster in 1650 for his

"default or want of care to preserve the reputation of the.. .school,

and by his sufferance It is apparent that the esteme of it is now

lost".(95)

(89) ibid., 26 June 1656
(90) ibid., 14 September 1657. This is not to say that Russell received

more than Benn or Gower, who had the income of their own livings on
top of what they received from Fordington.

(91) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 10 September 1658.
(92) The phrase is from VCH, Dorset 11,1908, p.149, Mrs.E.Fripp,

Political History.
(93) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 15 October 1652; 20 May 1653. The poor

children were also to be clothed at the expense of the town,
although strict controls were put on the classes when it became
known that some parents had sent their children along to be
clothed and then forbidden them to attend reading classes.

(94) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 17 December 1658.

(95) DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. f.51.
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After this, the corporation sought another master very carefully,

appealing to one candidate, a Mr. Kemp, informing him that they had

had many applications for the post.

backed with the sollicitations of powerfull gentlemen,
yett we have hitherto denyed all suitors being resolved
by God's assistance not to admitt any man whose
sincerity for religion did not as well coumiend him to
our choice as his other abilityes...(96)

The post was worth £50 yearly, with a free house and garden; the

school was housed in a large building with a library annexed under

the same roof; the post was held on strict conditions, specifically

that the schoole be free, for all the Townsmens sons
and of the places adiacent, And that the tyme of Mr.
Kemp's entrance upon the schoole master there, doe
commence at midsomer next; and that wee shall
endeavour to geth the feoffees graunt to confirme
this choice. (97)

Kemp at first indicated his willingness to accept, but then, apparently

received "some discouragement" (perhaps from the "powerful gentlemen"

mentioned in the corporation's letter, or possibly from the feoffees

of the school), and asked to be excused from his previous commitment. (98)

The corporation wrote back
(99)

 offering him freedom from rates, taxes,

quartering, and soldiers, and promising to repair the school at the

town's expense. But Kemp was adamant, and on 10 October 1651, the

capital burgesses appointed Samuel Cromleholme to the post.
(100)

Cromlehulme served for 6 years and was succeeded by Anthony

Withers, after the advice of John Loder had been sought "to use all

possible wayes to prevent Mr. Withers' removal from us, and to engage

his friends also to hinder Mr. Withers being chosen to Winchester

school, if possible 
(101)

(96) ibid.,	 f.41
(97) ibid.,	 f.42.
(98) DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. f.42.
(99) The letter is printed in full in Mayo and Gould op.cit., pp.570-1;

DRO/Dorchester C.O.B., f.42
(100) ibid., f.43.
(101) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 3 September 1658.
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Withers served until 1662, when he was probably removed by the Act

of Uniformity. Some months before he left he was granted £20 by

the town in lieu of the £20 per year he had been accustomed to

receive from the Fordington money;
(102)

this must have been

additional to his salary of £50 annually, which all came from the

school lands. On 13 June 1656, the corporation had resolved that

if, by means of an augmentation of £20 they had granted, to the

salary of the minister of Fordington (making his annual stipend £60

in all), "the several sommes payable to the minister of Allhallows

and the Assistant minister of Peters or Fordington shall come short...

that...there bee an equall defaltation and abatement made

proportionally out of all the severall payments issuing of the sayd

parsonage excepting only such as belongs to the schoole Mr. who

shall receive twenty pounds p.Anno without abatement for rates or

otherwise
n

.
(103)

Thus, only the schoolmaster's income was protected

in case of the revenue from Fordington falling below the requirements

of the ministers of the borough.

In addition to the schoolmaster, the corporation also employed

an Usher in the school. His salary was fixed at £20 yearly and he

was given rooms in the Brewhouse.
(104)

The Brewhouse was the town's main charity. This seems to have

been a sort of work house where the poor of the town were "put on

work," and where some of them may have lived. The brewing of beer

was a trade often attached to such institutions, and also to prisons.

When the governor of Shepton Mallett House of Correction (Somerset)

moved for an increase in salary, one of the reasons he gave for so

(102) ibid., 21 March 1662.
(103) DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. 1.41-2 and 45.
(104) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 21 November 1651.
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doing was that "he sells neither beere nor ale, as keepers of other

prisons do".
(105)

A list of the contents of Bridport Coummn Brew-

house and Malthouse (a charity for the relief of "such pore and needy

people...that...shal be resident and wellinge within the sayd Bowrye

(sic)") reveals that it housed "one yetinge fate, one garnett, fowre

timber pumps, and three gibbs or horses [? hoses], In the Brewhouse

one brasse furnace pann, three great fates, and fower Coolbacks or

coller" 
.(106)
s This link between the brewing of beer and the care of

the poor sheds light on the severity with which municipal and county

authorities suppressed unlicensed brewers: these men were not only

a drain on the supply of barley, but they were also detrimental to

the already high expense of the care of the poor, since their

existence would tend to reduce the income of the charitable insti-

tutions.

The steward of the hospital and brewhouse (it was usual for the

two offices to be combined) for most of this period was John Bushrode,

an energetic puritan capital burgess who was mayor for the year 1655-6,

and chosen MP for the borough in 1659.
(107)

He held county office as

well, sitting on 6 Dorset county committees during the Interregnum.

He seems to have acted as financial adviser to the corporation, and

it was he who "doubled" the town's loans to Parliament (this phrase

refers to the use of loans for purchasing lands with the bonds issued

by the government; for each pound paid by bond, a person or body had

to pay El cash).
(108)

Bushrode was at various times an alderman, a

capital burgess assistant to the governor of the freeman's company,

(105) SRO/Q/SP/83: Petition of John Blenman.
(106) DRO/B3/AB/68.
(107) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. passim., and 14 September and 1 October

1655, 7 January 1659. For biographical details, see Appendix III
The steward of the brewhouse in 1655-6 was John Daniell;
Bushrode was finally discharged his office on 25 March 1659,
when Josias Terry succeeded him.

(108) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 7 November 1651. See also Appendix III.
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the steward of Fordington parsonage, and a feoffee of the Bridport

Brewhouse; his attendance at council meetings was more frequent

than that of any other councillor, and he missed no meeting between

January 1649 and May 28 1651. (109)

It is impossible to calculate the value of the Brewhouse stock

over which Bushrode presided. Indeed, the Corporation itself did not

seem certain of it, simply stating in the council minutes that it was

"over 1000 marks".
(110)

The town planned to let the brewhouse in

order to gain a fixed income from it at a rent of some £200; in

addition the council proposed to add the fast money and the almshouse

money to the brewhouse stock in order to obtain an additional rent

thereon (in effect, this would presumably have been an interest

payment on a loan) of £20 annually (the additional stock was worth

£226.1ds.8d.). The tenants (who were to enter into the property from

the Michaelmas following 17 September for three years) were to be

four capital burgesses - Bushrode, Henry Maber, Richard Savage, and

Jonas Palfry.
(111)

The Brewhouse money was used for many purposes. Much was paid

to poor inhabitants of the town, and a fair amount was disbursed to

(109) ibid., 4 October 1658, 24 November 1656, 9 October 1657, and
passim.; DRO/B3/AB/68. His offices were unpaid, though the
minute book records that he was recompensed for his expenses
in running Fordington parsonage, 17 October 1656, and that
as a reward for his work with the Brewhouse stock on 29
November 1650 a debt of £12.1d. was written off (the debt
had mainly been incurred through beer consumption!)

(110) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 17 September 1651. As recently as
July 1646 it had been recorded that the stock of the Brewhouse
and hospital had almost been destroyed during the wars "by the
violence of the soldiers and bad debts, so that the remaining
Stock was not one hundred marks".

(111) ibid., in October 1655, the company noted that of 629 li. of
bad debts given over to the four, 628 li. 14s. had been gathered
in; the company agreed to accept this money, and ordered a
further £50 to be paid over to the steward of the brewhouse.
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place poor children in the care of the town as apprentices to local

tradesmen. In addition, larger sums were given to the churchwardens

and overseers of the various parishes to distribute amongst the poor.

The brewhouse money was also used for larger payments, such as for

the Usher's wages,
(112) for the fuel used by the town's poor,

(113)

for the payment of the monthly assessment of a surgeon in return for

the work he had done amongst the poor,
(114)

 for the purchasing of

new slates for the school house,
(115)

 to pay for a new school house

door,	 toto purchase new tools for the hospital,	 andand to

relieve the poverty of certain prisoners in the town's gaol.
(118)

In short, the charity was put to the widest possible use for the

benefit of the town's poor.

The corporation's generosity and wealth were demonstrated in

various other ways. The 'Good Friday Money' was a fund loaned each

year to more prosperous citizens in need of capital, usually in £.5

lots. The whole charity was worth about £25 yearly, and one of its

beneficiaries was John Bushrode's son, Henry.
(119)

The town also

gave money to other towns which had suffered fires, epidemics, and

so on.
(120)

How does the government of Dorchester compare with that of

other boroughs during the Interregnum? For the towns which have

left us reasonably full minutes, it seems that Dorchester was a

(112) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. 22 March 1650.
(113) ibid., 23 May 1651, et al; the town employed an official for

the supply of its fuel, and paid him to supply it free of
charge to the poor.

(114) ibid., 8 July 1653.
(115) ibid., 12 August 1653.
(116) ibid., 26 February 1658.
(117) ibid., 30 April 1658.
(118) ibid., 16 July 1658.
(119) ibid., 1 April 1659; the money was lent out, as its name

implies, on each Good Friday.
(120) e.g. ibid., 9 July 1652, when a collection was ordered to be

made in the churches for Milborne St. Andrews, which had been

burnt to the ground.
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reasonable example. The surviving charters also suggest that the

form of government in Dorchester was similar to that in many other

towns at this time.

Poole had a mayor and one official known as the mayor of the

staple whose duties were connected with the administration of debts

and who was enjoined by the terms of the borough charter to "amend

and increase" the town's economic life. All the officials were

elected from the burgesses by the burgesses. The number of

burgesses is not named, nor is the method of choosing the electoral

college defined, but since the distinction is drawn between the

burgesses and commonalty, it seems likely that this was a fairly

small body acting as a borough council. This would seem to be

borne out by the Old Record Book of the town, which records repeated

admissions of "free burgesses", most of whom subsequently signed

orders of the corporation.
(121)

There were a total of 54 councillors

during the Interregnum, although never more than 23 signed a single

order. (As we shall see, 24 was a common number of borough

councillors.)	 Also, the mayor, four burgesses, and "one learned

in the law" were to be elected keepers (or justices) of the peace

every year, and the burgesses or "nine, eight, seven, six, five,

four, three, or two of them" were to be the King's justices to

investigate criminal matters. 	 TheThe town was specifically

excepted from any intrusion of the administration of the county of

Dorset.

The corporation seems to have been less active than that of

Dorchester, although the volume of records that has survived - the

Old Record Book noIII - appears to be equivalent to the Order Book

of the Dorchester Corporation, rather than the more detailed minute

(121) Poole/Municipal Documents, Old Record Book III, passim.
(122) The charter is given in full in English in Hutchins, op.cit.

I, p.69ff.
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book. No details of leases of land or of rents are recorded here

(although income from these sources is recorded in the mayor's

accounts which have survived.)(123)	 It may, however, be that the

council took a less active part in the life of the borough than

certain others, since on 2 August 1658, it resolved that

Whereas there have been severall orders made by the
Maior, Magistrates, and Burgesses of this Towne for
there meeting at the Towne Hall to conferr and consult
concerning the well government of this place Which hath
been observed till of late yeares, The Mayor Magistrates
and Burgesses of this place consedering how necessary a
thing it is that the Representatives of this place
should meete to advise togeather and consult about things
do order and constitute that from henceforth the first
Wensday in every month the Maior Magistrates And
Burgesses doe by two of the clocke in the afternoone at
the Guildhall of the sayd Towne meete to consult as
Aforesayd And that the constables of the Towne doe then
attend them. And yf any person abovesayd shall neglect
his attendance hee shall for every time forfitt to the
Towne two shillings to be levyed on his goods by warrant
under the hand and seale of the Major for the time
being... (124)

After the approval of this order, the number of resolutions recorded

(and the number of signatures appended to each) increased. But

certainly the intervention in every field of life that we see in

the minutes of Dorchester corporation is absent here; the most

frequent orders are for the admission of new free burgesses. The

mayor's accounts do reveal the council to be active in more fields

that is recorded in the Record Book; but the corporation in this

town may well have been a less prestigious body than in Dorchester

its annual income was only about £100.
(125)

Bridport, being a smaller, less important port, had no mayor,

although its fifteen capital burgesses were given the power to elect

two bailiffs yearly out of their number, and to choose a recorder.

(123) Poole/Municipal Documents
1653-60.

(124) Poole/Municipal Documents,
(125) Poole/Municipal Documents,

29 (7) and S.105, Various Accounts,

Old Record Book III, f.129.
29 (7) and S.105
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The recorder, the bailiffs, and the preceding year's bailiffs were

to be justices within the town, which like Poole and Dorchester

was also furnished with the privilege of having its own prison and

sergeants-at-mace.
(126)

Like Poole's, the corporation here seems

to have been less prestigious and less wealthy than that of

Dorchester, and had at one point to reassert its authority over

its own officials, two orders specifying that all fines set at the

borough Quarter Session (which by charter belonged to the bailiffs

for the time being) should not be used by the bailiffs for the

"benefitt thereof to their own proper use, but the same shall

remain...for the repairing and amending the highwaies", and that

no official should "doe any act or acts upon his owne head without

the Common consent of the bayliffes and burgesses of this borough",

since the borough was not prepared to meet the legal costs brought

against any such officer for any such action.
(127)

The borough accounts suggest that the wealth of the town was

even smaller than that of Poole. The main charity, the brewhouse,

was farmed out to a group of feoffees for an annual revenue of £50, and

the other main charity, Magdalen House, realized an annual revenue

of about £20.
(128) Both these charities were accounted for separately.

The bailiffs and cofferers accounts reveal that the bailiffs' annual

income amounted to £100-£.150, and that of the cofferers was about

£20-£50.
(129)

The individual items of expenditure were not itemized

on the accounts, which were made only in general each year; we

therefore have even less information about the fields of activity of

this corporation than we have for Poole.

(126) Hutchins, op.cit., II, p.7.
(127) DRO/B3/H1: Bridport, The Red Book Called Domesday, f.461.

(128) ibid., f.465; DRO/B3/AB/68.
(129) DRO/B3/H1: Bridport Domesday, passim.; DRO/B3/M3.



The Weymouth charter of 1616 (it was amended in 1639, but

the charter of that year is illegible) created a corporation of

a mayor, 11 aldermen, and 24 Principal or Capital Burgesses.

Every mayor was to continue an alderman for life (the future mayors

were to be chosen by the corporation), and if, through death or

other reasons, the number of aldermen was to fall below eight, the

corporation was to select replacements; the corporation was to

select new councillors in the event of the death of any one of them.

The mayor, recorder, and the bailiffs were to be JPs, and to keep a

regular quarter sessions.
(130)

Weymouth corporation was, like other corporations, in

considerable debt during the Interregnum. On top of its debts

arising from the Civil War the corporation was also expected to pay

£30 per month for its garrison on top of the monthly assessment.
(131)

When a plea to be exempted from this payment apparently failed, the

corporation borrowed £70 of its poor 's money at interest.
(132) Like that of

other corporations, the authority of Weymouth's within its bounds was

considerable. Orders were issued for a variety of subjects -

beating the bounds, the rent of town lands, the collection of

litter, the rights of the town on the common, the election of MPs

(the corporation resolved to "treate with the great men and nobles"),

and the education of the poor children.
(133)

The City of Bath's corporation was made up of a mayor, between

four and ten Aldermen, and up to twenty Common Councillors. These

men held the right of electing MPs, and of appointing officials and

councillors within the town provided those officials were drawn from

the freemen (the freemen were those who had served a seven year

apprenticeship under a freeman; alternatively, freedom could be

(130) Hutchins, op.cit., II, pp.430-1; H.J.Moule, Descriptive Catalogue 
of The Charters, Minute Books, and other documents of the borough 
of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, Weymouth, 1883, pp.8-10.

(131) Hutchins, op.cit., p.426.
(132) ibid., 426-7; Moule, op.cit., p.143
(133) Moule, op.cit., pp.116-20, and passim.
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purchased for a fine fixed by the corporation). Most officials

responsible for criminal jurisdiction within the City, and the

Mayor, the Recorder, and two Aldermen, sitting as the Court of

Record, could hear civil disputes concerning trespass and debts. (134)

The corporation was very much concerned with all aspects of life

within the City. It owned most of the property, and the vast

majority of orders within the council book during the period 1649-60

were concerned with leases (248 orders out of a total of 456).

There were also orders concerning the appointment of officials and

the regulation of their offices (66 orders), the appointment of

freemen (29), the poor and the charities (28), planning permission

for building (19), the appointment of councillors (15), and the

navigability of the Avon (17). A handful of orders dealt with

bonds, taxation and the town's ministry; five orders dealt with

the election of MPs, and others dealt with various miscellaneous

matters. In effect, like that of Dorchester, the council controlled

all that went on within its walls. The City even issued its own

farthings.
(135)

In the county of Devon, we have substantial corporation records

for Exeter and Plymouth, and a few documents surviving for Dartmouth.

There are few records relating to Dartmouth beyond a handful of

assessments records and borough accounts. There is, however, one

particularly interesting document entitled "A constitution for the

weekly meetings of the Mayor and Common Councell att the Guildhall

made the xvth of November 1649 1 . (136) This document, which enforces

regular attendance at meetings, is a somewhat more formal version of

an order passed by many corporations during this period.

(134) Wroughton, op.cit., pp.6-7.
(135) BathRO/Bath Corporation Book II, f.61 & passim.
(136) DevRO/S.M.2004 Dartmouth Constitution Book p.10.
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I quote the document here in full:-

Forasmuch as the Maior of this Towne with his brethren
and assistants for the tyme beinge have heretofore
[been] accustomed uppon every Thursday in the yeare
not beinge holy daye to make their repaire to the
Councell Chamber within the Guildhall of this Towne of
Dartmouth as well for the hearinge and appeasinge of
complaints and controversyes of the Burgesses and
inhabitants of the same towne from tyme to tyme there
brought before them as also for the well ordering and
disposing of the common affares of the same Towne and
the more firme government thereof And forasumuch as
the performance of the good and necessarye purposes is
not to be neclegted (sic) or discontynued but rather
by all good meanes to be promoted and furthered It is
therefore the day and yeare above written by the consent
and agreement of the Maior of this said Towne and the
twelve masters or councellors of the same with twelve of
the most discreete Burgesses of the same towne for this
purpose called togeather unto them and assembled in the
Guildhall of the Borough aforesaid ordayned and
constituted and the said Maior Masters or councellors
and Burgesses for themselves and every of them and
their successors doe by these presents constitute and
ordayne that the maior doe by these presents constitute
and ordayne that the major and the twelve magistrates or
councellors of this towne for the tyme beinge uppon
every Thursdaye in the yeere not being holy day ymediately
after prayer or at the ringing of the Towne bell
according to the ancient usage and custome of this Towne
shall make their repaire to the councill chamber within
the Guildhall of the said Towne and theire contynue the
space of two howers or longer as occasion shall be
ministered And that every of the Twelve Burgesses to be
from tyme to tyme	 nomynated and called to the making
of constitutions and orders for the good rule and
government of the Burgesses and Inhabitants within this
said Towne make his and their personall appearance at the
Guildhall aforesaid and not to be absent without the
especiall leave or license of the Major for the tyme
being or other iuste or reasonable excuse thereof to be
given and yeilded uppon the paynes and penaltyes hereafter
expressed (viz) if the maior or his deputy in his absence
doe make defaulte in the Guildhall as aforesaid hee shall
forfaite for every such defaulte two shillings the last
precedent Major for every such defaulte one shillinge and sixe
pence and every other of the masters and the Towne clarke of
the same towne for every such defaulte one shillinge and
every of the said Burgesses beinge warned as aforesaid and
not appearinge as aforesaid one shillinge the defaults and
forfeytures of the Major and precedent Maior to be levyed
by way of distress by the Major next followinge if hee in
his Maioraltye refuse to make payment And all defaultes and
forfeytures of other the masters Councellors and Burgesses
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as aforesaid made to be levyed in their goods and
chattelles by way of distresse or otherwise by
imprisonment of their Bodyes in the Guildhall open
accordinge to the ancient usage of Freemen until the
said paynes and penaltyes be duely regestered by the
Towne Clarke in a book as well for that purpose as for
the accompte of all other such like forfeitures from
tyme to tyme hapninge to the use of this Towne to be
duely kept and to be disposed to such good and
charitable uses as by the consent and appointment of
the maior and his brethren for the tyme being shall be
thought most meete and convenyent.

This document calls attention to the arduous nature of municipal

office, and the difficulty with which officials were persuaded to

do their duties. It also illustrates the administrative laxity

which had set in during and after the Civil War, and the efforts

which were made to remove this during the 1650s.

The constitution book does not seem to have been a minute book

and order book in the normal sense - it contained very few entries -

but was a book in which was registered the constitution or

fundamental laws of the town, such as the order of 1625 which sought

to restrict the election of MPs to townsmen by fining any man

giving his voice to a "forryner" 40 shil1ings.
(137)

The receipts

of the town seem to have been approximately £300 yearly. Of this,

a substantial amount would have come from the town lands. A list

of the town's leases dated 1668 gives the rents of 142 town

properties which varied between two shillings and £3.6s.8d. (with

the most common rental being around ten shillings). Many of the

leases - about half - were made in 1655, which suggests that there

may have been a major restructuring of the borough's accounts about

that time.
(138)

The surviving records of Plymouth are mainly accounts and other

financial entries in the town's White Book (which appears to be the

(137) DevRO/S.M.2004 f.7.
(138) DevRO/S.M.2034.
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(139)

There is also a book containing

recognisances and bails for the borough's quarter sessions court.

As might be expected, the corporation records reveal the extent

of the town's involvement in military affairs.

In 1648, for example, the town employed its receiver "in

procureing monies for payment of the garrison and disbandinge them"; (140)

the year afterwards, £18 was spent on "makinge a Guardhouse and other

charges for the souldiers in the Churchyard". (141) In 1650-1 the town

paid E3.15s.2d. to Tavistock to send soldiers who had been impressed

towards the State's service, and E11.0s.3d. towards raising horses

imposed on the town for the State's service.
(142)

In 1655, the

"Towne I4yne" was made up during the Penruddock Rebellion, at a cost

717r)
of E11.3s.4d..

(143)
was also spent on the wages of the town's

MPs (E73.1s. in 1659) 4 and on levying a rate for raising the

Minister's stipend. (145) The income of the town was about £700 per

annum.

Exeter's municipal records have come down to us from the

seventeenth century almost complete - the Act Book contains, in

effect the council minutes in full, and various correspondence

and accounts also survive. The charter of 1627 granted the City

existence as a City and County of itself. A council of 24 was

established (who were removable only for poverty, sickness, and old

age, through the action of the remainder of the councillors). The

Council was to elect persons to fill vacant places from the wealthy

citizens and freemen; it was to choose: four bailiffs, one of

whom was to be named Receiver, from the council and freemen; three

(139) WDev/O/Plymouth White Book; the borough's accounts are in the
Plymouth Receiver's Account Books III (1570-1658) and IV (1658-1730).
The Plymouth Receiver's Account for 1652-3 is given in Appendix II.v.

140 WDev/ROAlymouth Receiver's Accounts III, p.269ff.
141 ibid., p.275.
142 ibid., p.278.
143 ibid., p.288.
144 WDevRO/Plymouth neceiver's Accounts IV p.l.
143) WDevRO/Plymouth Receiver's Accounts III p.296.
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Sergeants at Mace, from the freemen; and two candidates for the

office of mayoralty, from those members of the council who had

previously been mayor and receiver, one of whom was to be chosen

mayor by the "commonalty" (freemen) of the city. All these

choices were to be by secret ballot, except the choice of mayor by

the commonalty. The mayor was to choose the fourth Sergeant at

Mace. The usual provisions for penalties on those refusing office

were reh.earsed. in the Charter, and the council was also given the

power to make by-laws to amend the customs of the town. The

Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen were to act as JPs within the City

(and the city was excepted from interference from the JPs of the

county of Devon), to keep the peace, to correct offences against the

labourers' weights and measures, and to do all other things appertaining

to the office of JP. The Mayor and Recorder and the two senior Aldermen

were to be of the quorum, and could require the service of the sheriff

and coroner for gaol delivery.
(146)

The records of the quarter sessions suggest that the court dealt

mainly with petty criminal matters and contempt of the corporation or

quarter sessions court; but the poor law and regulations relating to

alehouses also fell within the circuit of the court's attentions.
(147)

However, as in most other towns, it was the corporation which undertook

the vast majority of the administrative work within the city, and

administered the town's properties and (often through feoffees)

charities. Unlike in Dorchester, the freemen's company does not seem to

have exercised any significant power over the trade of the city, for

it was the council which farmed out the quay, the cloth hall, and

various other dues, and attended to defects in weights, and so on.
(148)

Like Dorchester corporation, the town was closely concerned with

ecclesiastical affairs: it supervized the division of Exeter Cathedral

(146) The charter is translated in full in I. Jenkins, History of 
Exeter, 2nd edn., 1841, p.136ff.

(147) DevRO/Exeter QS Records/Examinations Book 1642-60, passim.
(148) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. VIII and IX, passim. Exeter C.A.B. X. f.81,

there is an order againsttrading by non-freemen.
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into two separate parishes (St. Peter's East and St. Peter's West)

and authorized the building of a wall within the Cathedral to divide it

into two churches,
(149)

 and it also purchased the town cloisters with

a view to holding a market in them.
(150)

The town's charities were administered by the corporation and

were of considerable value. Over the years, the benefactors of the

City (of whom a full list down to 1660 is given in Appendix II iii),

had left the corporation a whole string of charitable bequests which

were to be used for a variety of purposes - ranging from the upkeep

of the poor to the loan of stock to the City's merchants. Between

1600 and 1640 alone there were separate bequests of £100 (1614),

£400 (1615), £100 (1615), £420 (1625), and £1000 (1616), as well as

a considerable number of minor grants and bequests. Many of these

grantors were former councillors, and the councillors of the

Interregnum were also generous - Thomas Ford left £250 to the town

by a will of 1659, and Richard Evans left £500 in the same year. A

number of them also left gifts after the Restoration.
(151)

Orders were issued on all aspects of the borough's life - the

condition of the city works, the trade of the town, the farming of

the customs and other town dues, the upkeep of the fortifications,

the payment of MPs, and the lease of the (considerable) town

properties, of which the most important were the cloth mi1ls.
(152)

The council also issued orders relating to its own proceedings, such

as the order of October 1653 for the prompt meeting of the corporation,

and the proscription of the appearance of councillors not wearing

their robes of office,
(153)

 the order of June 1654 dealing with

procedure during meetings of the town's court,
(154)

 and the order of

(149) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B.
(150) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B.
(151) Jenkins, op.cit., p

in Appendix II
(152) DevRO/toceter C.A.B.

(159 ibid.., X, f.34.
(154 ibid., f.47.

78, 81
.403ff. This list

passim.

of benefactions is copied
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the same month to return the choice of the sheriff and receiver

"to the old Laudable waye".
(155)

A string of orders had dealt with

the choice of mayor,
(156) and there were also orders dealing with

instructions to the town's MPs, one order of October 1654 specifying

that "instructions be considered of and drawne upp by the committee

to be sent upp to Mr. Gibbons [ial] to that purpose [for sitting in

Parliament]". (157)

What of the men who ruled these corporations? It is difficult

to categorize them into "Puritan", "Independent", "Presbyterian",

"Republican", Protectorian", or "Monarchist", because, as individuals,

they are generally obscure men. There were exceptions of course, like

Dennis Bond, the Rumper and Councillor of State, who has left us in

his Private Chronology a brief account of affairs in Dorset and

London during the 1650s, which includes a hostile account of Cromwell's

dissolution of the Rump.
(158)

Even this account is, generally

speaking, a record of family affairs rather than of political and

administrative history. Of other individuals, we have even less

information.

It is by the Corporations' collective acts that we can judge

(155) ibid., f.48.
(156 ibid., VIII-X, passim.
(157 ibid., X, f.53.
(158 "The 20th of Aprill 1653 Oliver Cromwell Major Hanson and

Coll. Engellsbee entred into the Parlament and Pulled out
the members and so desolved that Parlament. Hareson tackes
the Speker by the hand and pulles him out of the Chaire
and this three put ym all out before them. Hen: Martin
sate in his place betwine Sir Peter Wentworth and Hen:
Nevell. O. C. call out to them corn: downe you : hore-
masters. Hen: Martin asked his two naibors whether ye
Ge: did not speck to them." DRO/D53/1.
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their political complexions best - Exeter's defiance of Waller,

Poole's of Rede, the events leading up to removal of the Assize

courts from Exeter, the corporations' patronage of ministers,

their choice of MPs, and such similar matters. Furthermore, we

can analyze their changes in composition during the English

Revolution and attempt to judge their reaction to national affairs

through such changes. Most of the evidence we have - though

necessarily circumstantial - suggests that the corporations were

conservative, close-knit bodies which were more concerned with

their own internal affairs than with outside events; that they

were at the same time inclined towards zealous, puritan clerks and

often to radical MPs; and that they were not prepared to subscribe

to the provisions of the corporation act of 1662 (though they did

welcome the Restoration).

Many of these aspects will be dealt with elsewhere.
(159)

The boroughs' attitudes to the Interregnal governments were equivocal.

The royalism of Exeter in 1649 (one mayor refused to serve after the

execution of the King, and his successor also had scruples),
(16o)

led	 the Assize judges to remove the court from that town, and to

contemplate doing the same the following year.
(161)

The Burgesses

of Dorchester took the engagement to the Commonwealth "in this

sence onlie that I will live peaceablie under this present power,

and obey them in lawfull things".
(162)

In Exeter, when the King's

execution was announced, and the mayor posted a proclamation for-

bidding the proclamation of a new King, the notice was ripped down

and replaced by one denouncing the King's execution and calling upon

the townspeople to assert their allegiance to the Prince of Wales.
(163)

J.51 See below, Chapter VII and concluding chapter.
160 DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. VIII, passim.; the recalcitrant Mayor, Richard

Crossing, did take office as mayor in 1654. See also Jenkins,
224!lil . , P-165.

161 Bodleian/Tanner MS. 56 f.89.
162 DRO/Dorchester C.O.B. f.133.

(163 Bodleian/Tanner MB 57 f.506.
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On the other hand, the Assize judges received "great entertainment

with ample expressions of good affeccions" from the Mayor and

corporation of Plymouth, and at Tiverton where the Devon Assizes had

been moved to, "we were received with much expression of Love and

good accommodation, And before we came thitheter the sheriffe of

Devonshire and his Attendants...and about 700 or 800 County people

on horsebacke mett us and brought us to Tiverton".
(164)

The Protectorate seems to have been popular in the boroughs,

who seem to have seen no conflict with their preference for radical

clergymen and MPs. When Oliver died, Richard was proclaimed "with

great acclamation" in Plymouth;
(165)

in Exeter, he was proclaimed at

the Guildhall and other places within the City, with the City

(166)	 .
corporation in attendance;	 In Sherborne, "The Magistrates...

in their Formalities, and with all marks of high affection proclaimed

R.C. [with] Ringing of Bells, and making Bonfires.. .it is very

probable that he was likewise proclaimed in the rest of the Cities,

Market Towns, &c., in England, Scotland, and Ireland.. ,,(l67)

Certainly, the accounts of many boroughs include an item for

expenditure on the proclamation of Richard, (168)
 and a large number

of towns sent up addreses to London comparing him to his "late dear

father" (whom the gentry of Dorset referred to as "the father of his

country"), and asserting that "since it was the will of God this

glorious sun should set and even whilest he was ascending, they ought

to submit unto it, It was no small alleviation of their sorrow that

though their sun were set, no night hath followed, but their evening

hath been light by arising into his Royal Fathers seat".
(169)

164) ibid., f.89.
165) WDevRO Plymouth Black Book, f.15
166 DevRO	 eter, C.A.B. X f.111.
167 B.L. E.999 (12).-
(168 e.g., WDevRO/Plymouth Receivers Accounts III f.296, "Item paid

for charges att the proclayming his highness the Lord Protector
of the Commonwealth of England etc. 3 li.10s.0d."

(169) B.L. E.999 (12). There were addresses from Dorchester, Weymouth
Melcombe Regis„Portland, Brownsea, Sandfoot Castle, Taunton,
Wells, Bridgwater, Chart, Ilchester, Barnstaple, Tiverton,
Honiton, Penryn, St. Ives and Penzance.
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Nevertheless, after the fall of the Protectorate, the towns greeted

the subsequent overthrow of the Rump with suspicion, particularly

when faced with renewed freequarter and military occupation. The

granting of a militia commission to several prominent Exeter

councillors was greeted equally suspiciously by the military faction,

one of whom argued in August 1659 that if their opponents were "none

but the...old enemies, we should doe well enough, but the Presbeterian

partie are strong and potent here to work enfluence uppon our militia

soldiery, they being most of that judgement, and to arme the Cittie

and County by way of Militia is to Arnie the enemies which you [Robert

Bennett] and I shall surely finde them to be". (170)
Certainly, Exeter

was one of the first places to declare for a free Parliament, on 28

December 1659.
(171)

After a turbulent winter, the Restoration was

greeted with relief by most of the corporations. But as we shall

see, the relief was short-lived, once the bitter tide of royalist

reaction set in.

When we consider the membership of the corporations during the

Interregnum we find that by and large the political quarrels that

split the country during the 1640s and 1650s passed the boroughs by.

Even where a corporation was directly confronted with an instruction

by the central government to dismiss a member for political leanings,

it sometimes happened that reluctance to do so was displayed. It

seems generally to be true that borough councils kept dismissals to

a minimum during the Interregnum.

Bath corporation was, according to Wroughton, "strongly puritan

in its membership", and continued until long after the Restoration to

(170) CRO/FS/3/47 f.555. Letter of Daniel Child.
(171)DevRO/EXeter C.A.B. X. 5.127.
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cling to "its principles, its belief in parliamentary rights [and]

its strong Puritan faith". (172) But the corporation remained

virtually unaltered during the whole civil war period. Even after the

war, reformed royalists like Philip Sherwood and Henry Chapman remained

on the corporation. Then on 9 September 1647, the Commons passed an

ordinance ordering the removal of former Royalists from public office,

and on the 27th of that month, Robert Hyde, the royalist recorder of

the city, was dismissed. The royalist councillors remained until the

more precise and forceful ordinance of 4 October was passed, at which

point the corporation was compelled to remove the royalist group en

bloc - Samuel Wintle, Philip Sherwood, Henry Chapman, Robert Shepherd,

Robert Fisher, Thomas Gibbs, and Robert Hyde (who had meanwhile been

reappointed recorder). Fisher was reinstated in 1651, but the

remainder had to wait until the Restoration when Shepherd, Wintle, and

Chapman were restored in June 1660 by Writ of Restitution. (173)

However, in September 1661, Chapman was again dismissed for attempting

to stage a coup against the corporation during the election of the

mayor in that year, when as commander of the city's militia he

forcibly carried away eight councillors so they could not attend the

election. Furthermore, he conspired against the election of William

Prynne and Alexander Popham as MPs in 1661, with Sir Thomas Bridges,

by engineering a summons from the Privy Council on a trumped-up

charge to draw the mayor away from the City during the election, and

then by summoning the City freemen made them return Sir Thomas Bridges

(after making several of them drunk "to the great disturbance of the

Citty") after the corporation had already decided on Prynne and Popham.

Ultimately, though, Chapman was overruled - the King supported the

election of Parker as mayor, and the Commons upheld the writ

returning Prynne and Popham.
(174)

(172)Wroughton, op.cit., pp.124, 134.
(173) ibid., pp.112-3. Bath RO/Bath/CB II, p.68ff.
(174)ibid.
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However, Chapman was to triumph ultimately. With the

passage of the Act for the Well Governing and Regulating of

Corporations,
(175)

 all councillors were compelled to swear the

oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and also two oaths declaring

that it was treasonable under any circumstances to take up arms

against the King, and that the solemn league and covenant was an

unlawful oath. Furthermore, the commissioners appointed in the

act were empowered to dismiss any member of any corporation even

if he had taken the oaths, if they deemed it expedient for the

public safety. In Bath, William Russell, a Baptist, refused to

swear any of the oaths, and William Prynne, recorder, and Richard

Druce, alderman, refused to appear before the commissioners and

were dismissed. All the others swore, but the commissioners removed

John Parker, the mayor elected in place of Chapman!, John Ford, John

Boyse, justices, Mathew Cliffe, John Bigg, and John Attwood,

aldermen, and Anthony Colloby, Richard Bigg, Edward Parker, Henry

Moore, and George Reeve, common councillors.
(176)

One of the new

councillors chosen to replace these men was to be Henry Chapman.

The change represented the replacement of over half the members of

the corporation.

In Exeter, six councillors were dismissed after the Civil War,

although only two of these - Lewes Hele and Thomas Modyford - were

(177)
palpably removed for royalism.	 On 8 July 1648, John Loveringe

had requested to be excused membership, but was refused "his excuse

not to be satisfactory". (178) On 30 September 1650, he was dismissed,

not having attended meetings for a year.
(179)

Meanwhile, on 22 July

1650, Roger Mallocks, John Cupper, and Richard Yeo were expelled for

(175) Summarized in Kenyon, The Stuart Constitution, p.376ff.
(176)Bath RO/Documents of the City of Bath, part II, No.44; Bath C.B.II

p.80. Some of the new councillors were not even freemen at the
time of their election.

(177)DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. VIII, p.357.

p

.
1
71 DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. IX f.16.
79 ibid., f.63.
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having been "absent from the meetings of this chamber and the Councell

thereof by the space of three years or thereabouts, and for other

reasonable causes".
(180)

On 5 August 1651 John Martin was expelled

for having been absent 2 years.
(181) But the council did not expel

members when it could avoid so doing. Richard Crossing, the first

mayor elected during the Commonwealth, refused to serve "because the

Kingly Government was then by armed violence obstructed".
(182)

He

was fined for refusing office, but perhaps for reasons not un-

connected with the £500 donation he had made to the Cornmarket, he

was not expelled from the Chamber (corporation), and in 1654, he

returned to his duties, having been re-elected mayor in October of

that year. Further changes to the corporation in this period were

due to the normal processes of resignation or death. Nicholas Brinley

and Francis Lippingcote senior resigned in 1653, Henry Prigg in 1659;

and Samuel Slade, James Marshall, and Bernard Bartlett resigned after

the Restoration (but before the enforcement of the corporation act)C183)

It could well be that these resignations were political, as all came

at times of rapid constitutional change. But we have no direct

evidence that this is so.

Certainly, the continuity in membership of Exeter corporation

is high. In 1634, the corporation included many men - Gilbert Sweet,

Thomas Crossing, John Ackland, Francis Crossing, Adam Bennett,

Christopher Clark, and Walter White, who were still serving or had

relatives serving in the 1650s. Some of those removed in 1662 -

Richard Sweet, Richard Crossing, Christopher Clark the younger - were

relatives of the old councillors. (184)

r1
81 ibid., f.77.
181 ibid., f.78.
82 DevRO/Crossing's History, f.44.
183) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. IX f.22, 34; X, f,122, 150 & 146 respectively.
184) In 1634 the corporation comprised Gilbert Sweet, John Hakewill,

Ignatius Jurdain, Thomas Crossing, John Ackland, John Lyme, Nicholas
Spicer, Thomas Flay, Nicholas Martin, Francis Crossing, James
Tucker, Adam Bennett, Roger Mallack, John Crocker, Robert
Walker, John Mayne, John Penny, Richard Saunders, Thomas Tucker,
Christopher Clark, Henry Batteshill, George Harris, Walter White,
Nicholas Mercer.



In 1662, twelve of the council of 24 were dismissed, and 12 new

members elected. Four of the dismissed men were aldermen - Richard

Sweet, Richard Crossing, James Pearse, and Christopher Clark. All

of these men had been mayors of the City during the Interregnum, and

all had earlier been sheriffs of the county of the city; all but

Pearse had been appointed to the corporation before the execution

of the King. Clark's father, also Christopher Clark, had. been

mayor in 1642 (he was elected to the council in 1634), and Sweet

was probably related to the mayor of 1633-4. Pearse was a Devon

committeeman who was raised to the Commission of the Peace in 1659,

attending the quarter sessions of the October of that year, and

the January following. Crossing had actually stayed away from the

Chamber after the execution of the King, and like Sweet and Clark,

he had relatives on the corporation before him.(185)

Another alderman, Simon Snow, was removed from the corporation

at this time "for the publique safety", despite having subscribed the

oath and declaration in the Act. Snow was a City JP, like the

other four, and had been secluded member for the City in the Long

Parliament. He returned to the Parliament with the rest of the

'Presbyterian' members in 1660. He was mayor of the city in 1653,

and a prominent benefactor thereof.
(186)

As well as these five aldermen, seven common councillors were

dismissed from the corporation: Walter Deeble, William Bruen, John

Pym, Malachi Pyne, Richard White, and John Mayne.

(185) DevRO eter C.A.B. VII-X, passim.; Devon QS Records/'QSOB II,
4 October 1659, 10 January 1660; Crossing's History, f.44 and
passim.; DevRO/Exeter QS Records/Minute Book, passim.

(186) DevRO eter C.A.B. X ff.178-80 gives the orders relating to
the purge. These are transcribed in Appendix II.iv. For Snow,
see Alexander, DCNQ, July 1939, p.308. DevRO eter C.A.B.
IX-X passim.
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The first six all refused the declaration; Mayne was dismissed

on the same warrant as Simon Snow. The Pynes, Deeble, Bruen,

Pym, White, and Mayne were amongst 11 future councillors who refused

to take the freemen's oath in 1651. We do not know the cause of

their refusing to take this oath, (187) but a possible reason might

be that the oath to the King had been struck out at about this

time, and one to the Keepers of the Liberties of England had been

substituted. (188)
 (The other councillors refusing to take the oath -

which was to be taken by every newly-elected freeman - retained

their places after 1662; they were Bernard Sparke, John Cooke,

Nicholas Izaacke, Walter Holditch, and John Ackland; Izaacke and

Cooke were not elected until 1661.) In general, these men had

served for shorter periods than their aldermen, Deeble having been

elected to the Chamber in November 1650 along with Bruen (they

both remained absent from any meeting until August 1651), Pym in

1653, Malachi Pyne in 1655, John Mayne in 1658, and William Pyne

189)
and Richard White in 165. It is noteworthy that these councillors

were the only ones of their surnames serving on the City corporation

between 1633 and 1662, suggesting that they were not so much a part

of the city 'establishment' as the aldermen. However, Malachi

Pyne at least remained influential afterwards despite the expulsion,

and he was elected MP for the City in the late 16705. (190) But

many of the new councillors were as little a part of the establish-

ment as the men they had displaced - only 3 of the 12 men newly

appointed in 1662 were drawn from families which had previously

(187)An early version of the oath is printed in M. Rowe and A. Jackson,
Exeter Freemen, DCRS, 1973, p.xviii.

(188)DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. 11.74, and passim.; X passim.

(189)ibid.
(190) cf. Appendix •ir.
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supplied councillors between 1633 and 1662. (191) One other

councillor, John Martin, having been dismissed in 1651, was re-

instated between the Restoration and 1662.(192)

In Bridport, 9 members of the 15-member corporation were

dismissed in 1662, 8 because of their refusal to take the oath and

declaration, and one (Roger Hill) by warrant for the public safety. (193)

The Dorchester corporation Minute Book had been interrupted

for four years between 1643 and 1647 "by reason of the warres";

because of this gap in the records, it is unfortunately impossible

to tell whether the names of councillors who do not reappear after the

interval were those of expelled royalists, or simply of men who had

died or resigned. One councillor did refuse to serve in any

capacity after the war, but whether this was for political reasons

or not, we have no means of telling. (

The continuity of membership in Dorchester corporation is

striking. The Charter of 1629 had named the original 15 councillors

as: Francis Ashley, John Gould, Richard Blachford, John Perkins,

William Whiteway the elder, Edmund Dashwood, William Jollyff,

Bernard Troop, Dennis Bond, John Hill, John Blackford, James Gould,

William Whiteway the younger, William Derby, and Richard Savage.(195)

Of these men, Richard Blachford, Edmund Dashwood, William Jollyff,

Dennis Bond, James Gould, and Richard Savage were still serving in

1649; William Derby still held the office of town clerk, though he

(191) These were Thomas Walker, James Slade, and Alan Penny. For the
names of the remainder of the new Councillors cf Appendix II.iv.

].91
Th

ibid.
193 1057B3/H1,  e Red Book Called Domesday, f.469.
194 DRO/Dorchester C.M.B., passim., 26 August 1653, 26 May 1654;

Dorchester C.O.B. f.44; James Gould who had been elected
bailiff in 1644, 1645, 1650, and mayor in 1653, refusing to
serve in any office or to take his oath as a borough JP in 1653,
was expelled from the corporation in that year; Stansby was
chosen in his place on 24 August 1654. Gould was overseer of
the poor, served on 1 Dorset county committee, and was elected
an MP in 1659 - he cannot have been a royalist.

(195) Hutchins, op.cit., 11, p.349
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died soon afterwards; (196)
 John Hill was still an alderman, though

he had ceased to attend meetings (he died in 1658, bequeathing E100

\to the boroug4.(197) Of the remainder, John Gould, the two Whiteways,

and John Blachford had relatives serving in 1649. Only Sir Francis

Ashley, Bernard Troop, and John Perkins had no apparent connections

with the Interregnal corporation, and all of these men had died

before 1641. The regularly attending members of the corporation in

1649 were Richard Blachford, Henry Maber, George Cole, William

Jollyff, Richard Savage, John Whiteway, Richard Marie, John Bushrode,

Josiah Terry, George Loder, and Edward Dashwood. James Gould

attended two council meetings on 31 (sic) November 1649 and 21

January 1650; William Derby and John Bill were both officially still

members of the company, but they had ceased attending meetings

because of their old age. In practice at this time the maximum

attendance at council meetings was not more than 14 councillors at one

time.
(198)

Most of the "Capital Burgesses" (councillors) were content to

serve under the Commonwealth, despite the lukewarm spirit in which

the corporation took the engagement. In fact, two of them resigned

during the Protectorate, apparently for political reasons,

suggesting a more than pragmatic attachment to republicanism. On

18 August 1654, Patie

on discharge of my conscience and according to my
duty do resigne my place of a Capital Burgess...
desiring that other men may be chosen in my place,
and therein I desire God to direct and in all the
rest of the affairs to continue to guide and
strength[en].(199)

(191 DRO/borchester C.M.B. passim.; Dorchester C.O.B. f.38.
(197 DRO/borchester C.M.B. passim.; on 26 May 1654 he was threatened

with expulsion unless he attended the corporation by 24 August.
However, although he did not comply with this order, he was not
expelled (an election on 23 August replaced only James Gould
and William Patie who had resigned). Bill was the cousin of
John Whiteway; Daniell was the brother-in-law of Patie, whom
he had replaced. This suggests that the network of relation-
ships which governed selection to the council was even closer
than might be suspected from a simple examination of surnames.

(191 DRO/borchester C.M.B., passim.
(199 ibid., 10 August 1654. My emphasis.
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On 15 February 1656, George Cole resigned his burgessship, "humbly

desiringe Mr. Mayor and his companie to chuse into my place an

honest and Godly man, and shall likewise pray almighty God to

direct them".
(200)

The timing of this resignation might seem to

suggest Cole disliked the military rule of the Major-General,

Desborough; yet it was Desborough who persuaded Cole to rejoin the

corporation:-

[Desborough] very readily and without regreat
Answered an enquiry of the Corporation] that he was
content and did think that [Cole] had been taken
into the company longer agoe upon my last or rather
first speaking to him, therefore I can assure you, it
is not his desire that he should any longer be un-
dutiful to the town as a corporation man, but vill be
rather offended that he is no sooner restored. 201)

Cole continued active in the council. When the corporation exorted

the ministers of the town (in 1658) to have a greater care to the

piety of the townspeople, he urged the council to speak to the

ministers personally rather than simply send a request by letter;

his suggestion was not taken up.
(202)

Possibly because of the Dorchester corporation's evident

attachment to the Interregnal governments, the purge, when it came,

was even more thorough than it was elsewhere. The corporation

recorded no loyal address to the King after the Restoration, and

although a few councillors apparently resigned, (203) the body

continued to function largely as before. When the commissioners did

their work, the corporation, before admitting the new burgesses,

resolved that if any of the expelled burgesses were readmitted at

201 ibid., 15 February 1656.
201 ibid., 10 April 1657, Letter of John Whiteway to the mayor and

corporation; it is Desborough who will be offended if Cole is
not re-elected. It is possible the corporation was seeking
reassurance from a man they knew had not previously been on
good terms with Cole.

202) ibid., 10-September 1658.
203) -51177borchester C.M.B. passim., and 8 January 1661 when Bond,

Jollyff, and Cole were replaced (the last of these had died).
On 16 November 1660 the town had debated, and failed to agree on
new capital burgesses.
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some future date, they would take their places in seniority on the

corporation before the newly-chosen ones. (204) Of the burgesses

who were members of the corporation in 1659, only two continued to

sit after 1662, although as recently as September six others had

sat.
(205)

(There is no set of instruments of the Commissioners

copied in the Dorchester Corporation Minute Book,)

The practice of conferring the title Capital Burgess on a

citizen of Poole was a common one - as we have noted, fifty-four men

received it during the Interregnum. Some of those appointments seem

to have been honorary - and a man, after his election, might only

attend a single council meeting.
(206)

However, there does appear to

have been a fairly closely-knit ruling group in the borough. It

consisted of Moses and Aaron Durrell, William Skutt, Richard Dolebury,

Peter Hall, Haviland Healey, George Skutt the elder, George Skutt the

younger, Lawrence Gigger, Robert Cleeves, Samuel Bond, Peter Healey,

John Grandy, and Edward Taylor. Others were members of this group

for brief periods - William Minty towards the end of the Interregnum,

Robert Lewen at the same time, and also, briefly, Henry Jubber,

Richard Smith, and Stephen Street. (207)
 William Constantine had

been a member of the group before the war, but had been expelled

from his post in the council in 1645 for bearing arms against

Parliament. In a decision that seems incredible, the Commissioners

of 1662 decided to expel him from the council on grounds of danger

(204 ibid., 1 October 1662.
205 ibid., passim.
206 Poole/Old Record Book III, passim. Thomas Cromwell and John

Trottle only attended 1 meeting each after their election in
January 1651. On 11 May 1660, Major Edmund Uvedale who came
to the town "with divers persons of honour" to proclaim the
King was made a burgess but was never active in the town's
affairs.

(207) ibid.
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to the public safety, after he had been restored to his post by

royal writ of return despite the opposition of the (as yet unpurged)

Corporation of Poole.
(208)

The crown had been forced to bring a

second writ of return against the corporation. (209)
The other

members expelled from the corporation in 1662 were John Colbourne,

the sheriff, Alexander Dennett, the water bailiff, William Minty,

Dennis Smith, William Pike, Edward Patten, John Burd, and John Gigger

(councillors) who refused to take the oath, and George Skutt the

younger (his father had died some years earlier), John Spence, John

Pyne, Bartholemew Hall, Robert Dove, John Dove, John Pollen, Elias

Bond, John Trottle James Dewy, Edward Butler, Richard Smith, and

Onisepherous Bond who were removed "for the publique safety". The

commissioners nominated a new sheriff, a new water bailiff, and

seven new councillors; a further eight councillors were chosen by

the corporation, (210)
 all of whom were members of the Commission

which had dismissed the former councillors. Six more new

councillors were chosen between the remodelling and March the

following year. (211)

In Plymouth we have no information on the appointment of

burgesses to the council, and very little information on the

councillors in office; only three orders in the Plymouth White Book

are signed by councillors, and these date from November 1651 (this

order has 21 signatures), October 1653 (19 signatures) and July 1656

(20 signatures). (212)
In total, 32 names appear in these three

(208) Poole/Old Record Book III, f.144; William Constantine's
son, Henry, had been admitted a free burgess (councillor) on 19
May 1660. At about the same time, John Butler, another royalist
who had been dismissed from his position, was restored to the
office of town clerk.

201 ibid.
210 ibid., ff.153-4.
(211) ibid., f.154ff: these were John Pitman (December 6), Josyas

Thomas and Samuel Hookey (December 11), and William Hanham,
John Hanham, and Thomas Constantine (March 9 1663).

(212)WDevRO/Plymouth White Book, passim.
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lists; (213)
in addition, examination of the mayor's lists and the

receiver's accounts give us the names of a further 6 councillors

who served between 1649 and 1660. (214) Bearing in mind that all -

or nearly all - councillors were expected to attend council meetings,

it is likely that Plymouth corporation consisted of 24 members. This

indicates a fairly high turnover of membership during the Interregnum,

but we have no means (since appointments and dismissals of councillors

were not recorded in the borough records), of knowing whether this was

indicative of political discontent or disputes within the council. It

seems equally possible that the changes may have occurred through what

we would nowadays call "natural wastage".

The Commissioners visited Plymouth in August 1662. They removed

15 councillors who refused to take the oath, and a further six for

reasons of public safety, and appointed 21 new councillors in their

place. (215) Two of these men, William Jennens and Johb Gibbes had

(213) ibid.; The 32 are Philip Francis, Timothy Alsopp, Robert Gubbes,
Oliver Ceely, William Byrche, Justinian Peard, Christopher Ceely,
John Paige, Richard Evens, William Geffrie, William Allen, William
Yeo, Thomas Durant, Caleb Brooking, George Rattenbury, Thomas
Yeabsley, Samuel Northcote, Nicholas Carkett, Martin Paris, John
Gubbes, Lawrence Bell, Richard Spurwell, John Maddock, Robert
Gubbes, John Aleyn, Peter Gregor, William Cotten, Samuel Brett,
Daniel Barker, John King, William Risden.

(214)Richard Clapp, William Jennens, John Nicoll, Timothy Desott,
Richard Goodyear, Daniel Ely; cf. WDevROA.R.A. and Collected Papers.

( 215) Those refusing to take the oath were William Allen, mayor,
Oliver Ceely, JP, Christopher Ceely, Samuel Northcote, magistrates,
William Yeo, town clerk and steward of the borough, and
corporation, Thomas Durant, Richard Mayne, Thomas Yeabsley,
John Jope, Nicholas Carkett, Peter Gregor, Samuel Brett, Abraham
Serle, Richard Clapp, and Walter Trout, common councillors; those
removed for the public safety were Justinian Peard, Richard
Evens, and John Paige, magistrates, Richard Tapper, Caleb
Brooking, and Daniel Ely, common councillors. cf . WDevRO/Plymouth
Black Book ff.17-19. The newly appointed councillors were William
Jennens, mayor, Jonathan Sparke, JP, Philip Shapcote, town clerk
and steward, John Harris, John Martyn, John Webb, George Strelley,
John Gubbes, magistrates, Samuel Bury, Ambrose Thomas, William
Warren, Thomas Stutt, Henry Pike, William Symons, John Lanyon,
Richard Fryer, James Jackson, Peter Scadgell, Peter Marke,
Gregory Martyn, Andrew Horsman, common councillors.
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served in the council during the interregnum. (216)
Two more new

members were appointed by a separate instrument. (217)

In Weymouth in 1662, 11 councillors (seven of them aldermen) were

removed, and 11 appointed to replace them. All but one of the

aldermen appointed were former members of the corporation who had been

removed from office before the Interregnum.
(218)

The changes in the corporations in 1662 amounted to more than the

mere removal of a few troublesome members. After the Civil War, those

who had actually served as royalists were removed, and as we have seen,

occasionally corporations resisted even this move. Any other changes

were made at the initiative of the members themselves - by their

staying away from council meetings, or else by outright resignation.

The changes of 1662 were a wholesale shift in the political complexion

of the Council. The provision in the Act for the commissioners to

remove members because of danger to the public safety permitted the

commissioners to make this change even when the councillors attempted

to escape dismissal by taking the oaths prescribed in the act and

subscribing to the declaration. From now on boroughs could not hope

to remain aloof from national political events: in the constitutional

struggles of the late seventeenth century they were frequently used as

pawns in the political game; their power of returning MPs made them

too important politically for them to be left alone.

The tasks of administration of the boroughs were fairly mundane,

and were of the types that were not affected by the turbulence of the

Civil Wars. The administration of the town lands and charities, and

the maintenance of the borough's works and amenities were jobs which

(216) It is likely that Jennens and Gubbes were raised to the mayoralty
and magistracy from their former offices of common councillors;
this would mean that only 19 common councillors were newly-
appointed, and would explain the need for a separate instrument
appointing two further members.

211 ibid.; the two were Henry Webb and Philip Edwards.
218 H.J.Moule, Weymouth and Melcombe Regis Documents, pp.155-6, 119.
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corporations were ideally suited to do, and which only the

corporations could do with efficiency. Even when a company of

freemen existed to regulate the borough's trade, the council in

fact had the predominant influence within it. The presence of

garrisons within the boroughs was a new and disturbing feature

during the Interregnum, but contaJtbetween council and soldier was

infrequent - only rarely were soldiers quartered on the population -

and when conflicts did flare up (for example Rede in Poole, and

Brocklehurst in Exeter), the corporation was usually powerful

enough to hold its own. The corporations were powerful administrative

bodies whose importance in national life during the seventeenth

century should be more closely investigated at all levels.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Chapter III

The County Committees - I: Origins and Membership 

An important feature of county government in the 1640s and

1650s was the development and increasing use of county committees

to perform certain functions of local administration. As we shall

see, these were a wartime improvement on certain nascent,

institutions which had begun to operate in Caroline England. During

the Interregnum, three different types of committee operated in

Western England: (a) the so-called "Standing Committees", the

major organ of county administration in Wartime, which continued to

operate until mid-1650: (b) the ad hoc committees appointed by Act

of Parliament or Ordinance of Council to supervize taxation, the

militia, and the ejection of scandalous ministers; and (c) the

sequestration committees which administered the estates of royalists

and compounded with delinquents and papists for their lands and

property until the mid-1650s, and again for a brief period in late

1659-early 1660.

III.i Origins of the County Committee System.

This section does not pretend to be a comprehensive historical

survey, but before considering the membership of the Interregnal

Committees, I feel that it is necessary to clear up some common

misconceptions about the early committees of the Civil War, the most

important (and the most common) misconception being that the

committees were a "revolutionary" administrative system, or a "new

county government".
(1) In fact, the committee system was based solidly

(1) cf, for example, R.L. Taverner, The Administrative Work of the Devon
Justices, in T.D.A. vol.C, p.75; Alan Everitt, The County Community
at War, in The English Revolution, ed.Ives, 1968, p.67.
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on pre-war experience. In the reign of Charles I, major admini-

strative functions were entrusted to local "committees" or

commissions". (No distinction was drawn by contemporaries between

the two terms).
(la) The best known of these were the Commissioners

of the Peace, but as we have seen in Chapter I, there were also

Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery, who sat at

Assizes, as well as ad hoc bodies of Commissioners who dealt with

such matters as sewers and drains, and piracy. Furthermore, as we

shall see in the next chapter, the practice of appointing local

committees to assess and levy taxes was based solidly on pre-war

precedent, the only change after 1640 being the adoption of the

method of appointment whereby the commissioners were named in the

Assessments Acts, rather than being nominated by the Privy Council,

as had been the practice in pre-War Subsidy Acts.

Under Charles I, the volume of local administrative work

increased. The work of the JPs, for example, grew, due to the

imposition of the Book of Orders,
(2)

 and other Commissions were

appointed, such as those to administer Ship Money, which were

directed to committees of local officials (to the sheriff of the

county and to the mayor, bailiffs, burghers, and community of the

several towns). 	 the habit of ruling through local commissions

was so ingrained, it was natural that as new administrative tasks

arose, they should be entrusted to the various bodies of commissioners,

(la) in that in the seventeenth century, the words "commission" and
"committee" were used interchangeably; the local Assessments
committees were often known as the county "Commissioners for
the Assessments", and so on; the word "committee", incidentally,
was often used to denote an individual member of a committee, as,
for example, "a committee for assessments in the county of..." or
" one of the committees for assessments in the county of..."

(2) T. G. Barnes, Somerset 1625-1640, chapter VII; J.S. Morrill, The
Revolt of the Provinces, 1976, p.22.

(3) Rushworth, II, 257; See also S. Dowell, History of Taxation and 
Taxes in England, 1884, I, Book VIII, chapter III passim., and
appendices IV & V.
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or to new bodies of commissioners specifically created for the

purpose.

But it is in the field of the Militia where the committee system

worked most efficiently. The control of the Militia had long before

the Civil War passed from the Lords Lieutenant of the Counties to his

deputies, who also performed valuable administrative work in the

shires. As Bounton remarks, as early as the reign of Elizabeth I,

"The increasing professionalism of the deputy-lieutenants meant that

their job was not only to organise military levies, but also to govern

the county". (4) Everitt also reminds us that by the outbreak of the

First Civil War "In some counties, committees composed of the deputy

lieutenants of the shire had already been in existence, informally at

least, for a couple of generations. They were now simply given

whatever official status the two Houses of Parliament were able to

accord them by their own ordinances". (5) Whoever controlled the

Militia, controlled the Administration of the shires - or at least, a

very influential part of it. That is why the argument over the Militia

in early 1642 was so important. Parliament nominated its own Lords

Lieutenant and gave them power to select their own deputies, thus

effectively turning over local administration to its own nominees.

Charles' response was to set up a rival network of county committees

through the Commission of Array. Part of the reason for the bitterness

of the quarrel was not the novelty of these ideas, but the fact that

they were founded upon such traditional bases - each side was trying to

usurp the established government of the shires for itself. At first

the Parliament was the more successful since the Commission of Array,

though modelled upon old precedent, seemed the more novel instrument.

E. Bounton, The Elizabethan Militia, 1967, p.176.
5 A. Everitt, The Community of Kent and the Great Rebellion, 1966, p.126.

Joel Eurstfield's essay on 'County Government 1530-1660' in VCH
Wiltshire V p.80ff gives an account of the early growth of the
functions of deputy lieutenants during and after the reign of
Elizabeth. See also TRHS 4th series V, 'The Origins and Growth of the
office of Deputy Lieutenant', G.S.Thompson.

(6) J. L. Malcolm,'The King in Search of Soldiers', in Historical Journal,
III, (1978), pp.231-74, passim., esp. pp.256-7.

(6)
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During the Civil War, local administration had entirely new

functions to fulfil. Revenue had to be raised continuously through

taxation and the sequestration of delinquents' estates, and the

administration of the county had to be co-ordinated to aid

Parliament's war-effort - local and national forces had to be

supplied with food, clothing, and weaponry, to be billeted on the

countryside where necessary, and to be provided with horges and

recruits; fortifications had to be maintained; and the directions

of the central government - particularly of the Committee of Both

Kingdoms - had to be obeyed in these and other matters. As a

result, the committees became even more prominent in county

administration - so prominent, in fact, that the work of the Quarter

Sessions and other traditional authorities tended to be overshadowed,

even where it kept going as normal. In each county there was a

General Committee (in practice the offspring of the old deputy-

lieutenants' committee, and the forerunner of the militia committee),

a Sequestration Committee, and an Accounts Committee. 	 now,

however, the committees were seen as temporary ad hoc expedients with

little formal authority in general administrative matters. As Roots

and Pennington remark: "The County Committee [of Stafford] had no

clearly defined authority over the civilian population, and in general,

it shewed little desire for any. But civil and military affairs were

so closely entangled that it could not avoid taking upon itself the

solution of many overtly civil problems." ( 8 )
 

In practice, however,

the nature of the committees meant that as soon as the military

emergency was over - it did not finally flicker out until September

1651 - the General or Standing Committees (i.e., the future Militia

8N

Everitt, Kent, p.128; DNB pp.ix-xxiv. 	 •
Roots and Pennington, The Committee at Stafford, Manchester 1956,
p.xl.vii.
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Committees) declined greatly in influence, and only the ad hoc

committees were continued in being, the Militia Committee becoming

merely another  ad hoc  committee with strictly limited functions. (8a)

The term General Committee, or Standing Committee, has led some

writers to suggest that the individual committees tended to disappear

under an umbrella committee in each county during the Civil War and

Interregnum. Roots and Pennington argue that although "Throughout

the war and the Interregnum, Parliament continued to nominate new

County Committees for specific purposes. In practice in Staffordshire

at any rate, these functions were automatically absorbed by the

existing Committee, and the various lists of nomination had little

apparent influence on its effective membership". 	 this may

have been true throughout England during the Civil War; it may even

have been true in Staffordshire throughout the Interregnum, although

the records of the Committee at Stafford do not extend beyond 1646,

and it does not seem to me that Roots and Pennington have made any

systematic analysis of the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers for that

county, since they are unable to produce any evidence dating from

later than September 1649 (well before the abolition of the Standing

Committees) for their assertion; but I do not feel that it can be

true of most English counties during the Interregnum. Even Everitt,

who deals with a body that he calls "The county committee" of Kent,

admits that "Although [the Kent Sequestration Committee's] membership

was practically co-terminous with that of the General Committee, its

meetings, its functions, and its secretariat were separate, and

rendered it a separate institution." (1o) Practice varied from county

to county, but it seems to me that after the War there was a clear

division of function and often of personnel between the Assessments

(8a) See below chapter VI, p.304.
(1 Roots and Pennington, op.cit., pp.xvi-xvii.
(10 Everitt, Kent, p.131 and passim.
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Committee on the one hand, and the General and Militia Committees on

the other. Sequestration provided a third very distinct area of

administration. Indeed, quarrels between different committees did

happen - the Somerset sequestration committee quarrelled bitterly

with the Militia Committee in 1650.

During the War, however, the powers of the General Committees

were comprehensive. Those of the West Country were set up by two

Ordinances - those of 1 July and 19 August 1644. The Ordinance of

1 July set up Committees in each of the five Western Counties

(Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset, and Wiltshire) and three County

Towns (Exeter, Bristol, and Poole) to put into execution the

"ordinance for administering the National Covenant, the ordinance

for the fifth and twentieth part, the several ordinances, orders and

instructions for sequestrations, and the ordinance for the weekly

assessment";
Oa)

 by the subsequent Ordinance, these Committees were

empowered to appoint Standing Committees "to advise and direct all

things that they shall think fit for the good government and safety

of their respective Counties, in pursuance of any ordinance or

ordinances of Parliament,"
(12) though the membership of the Standing

Committee was not to remain constant for more than 14 days. The

Ordinance gave yet more powers to the Standing Committees.

However, as early as 18 October the same year, Parliament passed

an Ordinance for Assessment which appointed new committees in each

County with differing personnel (most of the members of either

committee were represented on both committees, but there were a

handful of men in each county appointed to membership of only one or
(13)

the other). Clearly, the concept of an all-powerful committee in

(11 Firth & Rait, Acts and Ordinances, I, 459-461.
(12 ibid., pp.489-96.
(13) ibid., pp.531-53.
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each county could not have been appealing to a centralizing

government. Control of the militia and of sequestration remained

largely in the hands of the Standing Committees until 1650, but

thereafter a profusion of ad hoc committees was set up, each

administering a particular field of activity within its Shire.

III.ii Interregnum Committees

There are several distinct types of County Committees in the

Interregnum, and it will be convenient to analyse the membership

of the more important of them separately. Though most county

committees should be regarded as ad hoc bodies rather than permanently

constituted governing bodies, there are clear differences in practice

and frequency of meeting and the nature of the work done, which are

sufficient to necessitate this.

(a) The Standing Committees

These were established by the two Ordinances of July 1644

and lingered on until the summer of 1650. Originally they were

intended to supervize all the aspects of administration that had

arisen due to wartime considerations. In fact, certain functions were

quickly taken from them, in particular Assessments.

(b) Sequestration Committees

Initially these were probably originally a subcommittee of the

Standing Committees, though the Dorset Committee Minute Book suggests

that in that county at least sequestration remained the principal

function of the main committee. In the summer of 1650 the system was

reorganized, and smaller committees set up; under the Protectorate,

the system grew into disuse as more and more delinquents compounded,

but it was revived again in 1659-60. These Committees were nominated
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by the Committee for Compounding, rather than the individual

commissioners being named in the Act of Parliament.

(c) Militia Committees

The first Militia Committees were appointed in the abortive

Ordinance of December 1648, but shortly after the execution of the

King, a second Act was passed (1650). The Committee men were

nominated by the Council of State. Before this, Militia affairs had

been considered by the Standing Committees. In 1655-6 under the

Majors-General, Militia affairs were managed by "Commissioners for

securing the peace of the Commonwealth", again nominated by the

government. Two further committees were appointed, in July 1639 and

in March 1660, both by Act of Parliament.

(d) Committees for the Relief of Poor Prisoners

This was an ad hoc committee appointed by Act of Parliament in

October 1653.

(e) Committees for the Ejection of Scandalous Ministers

This was another ad hoc committee, appointed in August 1654. The

Committees in each county were to be assisted by a panel of learned

and godly ministers.

(f) Assessment Committees

This was the largest and most permanent closs of ad hoc  committee.

Eighteen of these were appointed by Act of Parliament during the

Interregnum. Some Acts appointed a whole new slate of Commissioners

in each county, others merely confirmed the existing ones and added

a few extra names. Still others merely entrusted the Assessments to

the existing committees.
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(g) Other ad hoc committees were sometimes appointed directly by

the Council of State - for example, the various Committees appointed in

the early months of the Commonwealth in the various counties to take
engagement. (13(a)).

A distinction must frequently be drawn between nominated

membership and active membership. Unfortunately, it is all too

frequently impossible to be certain about either. Where committees

are appointed by Act of Parliament it is possible to be certain about

nominated membership, but in certain other cases - particularly the

committees for militia of 1650 and 1655-6 - records of nomination do

not survive, and it is necessary for us to build up a picture from

what records of a committee's work remain. Unfortunately, this all

too rarely survives complete. For most of the Interregnum, all we

have is scattered letters and papers in the Commonwealth Exchequer

Papers [PR0/SP28], supplemented by correspondence between the

committees and the government in the records of the Council of State

[PRO/SP25], the Committee for Compounding Papers [PRO/SP23], or the

Committee for Advance of Money Papers [PRO/SP19], and a few scattered

papers in local records offices. Whilst this enables us to say that

such and such a man was certainly active in (say) militia affairs,

we cannot say with any degree of precision which members of the

committees were inactive. This is because all too frequently only a

handful of papers survive; sometimes only a single membrane.

Clearly, men who performed their duties conscientiously may well

have been absent from the meeting or meetings producing the letters

and orders which happen to have survived to the present day. The

chaotic state of the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers suggests that a

considerable amount of material has been lost. Although the historian

(13(a)) The Commission from the Council of State to the Cornish
Committee is preserved inCRO/FSN47 f.183.
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must attempt to ascertain which men participated in county business,

he can rarely be certain of doing so with any accuracy when

investigating these committees.

III.iii Membership of the Standing Committees.

During the Civil War, Parliament never systematically appointed

a system of Standing Committees all over the country. However, that

in the West Country was established by two ordinances of 1 July and

19 August 1644 - perhaps significantly, this was the time when Essex

was active in the area. The County Committees were appointed by

Ordinance of 1 July, and that of 19 August ordered that

in every of the aforesaid Counties, out of the severall
respective Committees, there shall be established by
the severall and respective Committees, a standing
Committee of five at the least in the respective
Counties of Dorset and Cornwall, and of seven at the
least in the respective Counties of Wilts, Somerset
and Devon, and of three at the least in the respective
Counties of Bristol, Exon and Poole, to be alwayes
resident in such part of the Counties, as the major
part of the respective Committees of such County shall
appoint... .who at the first meeting shall appoint a
place of their sitting, and the persons that shall sit,
and their turnes; provided that none of the said
Committees shall be enjoyned to sit at one time above
fourteen dayes together, except the Chair-men, who
shall continually be one of the 7. 5. or 3. of the
said standin,Committee for the next fourteen dayes
following. l4)

The names of the members of the County Committees may be found in

the Act of 1 July. Each county's list was headed by an earl or a

knight, and the towns were all predominantly represented by their

councillors. No less than seven knights headed the Devon list. Even

radical Somerset was represented by two knights, and Lord Robartes led

the list of Cornish gentry. Of course, many of these men never served

after the execution of the King, and most of the knights at the heads

of the lists never became leading figures in the committee. The

(14) Firth & Rait, Acts and Ordinances, I, p.490.
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Somerset list was headed by Sir Edward Eungerford and Sir Francis

Popham, but the real leader was John Pyne, the fourth name.

For most of the counties we have unfortunately only a poor record

of the active committee membership. We are best served for Dorset,

where the Committee minute books have survived. These were published

in 1902 under the editorship of C.H. Mayo. Mayo records that 30 men

served on the Standing Committee between 1646 and 1650. (1? ) After

the execution of the king 17 or 18 did. These were John Arthur, John

Bingham, Dennis Bond (?), Elias Bond, Richard Brodrepp, John Browne,

Richard Burie, Robert Butler, Robert Coker, John Fitzjames, Walter

Foy, John Fry, William Hussey, William Savage, John Squibb, William

Sydenham, John Trenchard, and John Whiteway.
(16)

The most active

were John Whiteway and Richard Burie, who appeared at all 22 of the

meetings where attendance was recorded (either at the head of the

entry or as signatories of orders). The next most active man, John

Browne, appears in the minutes only 13 times, and only four more men-

Walter Foy, William Savage, John Squibb, and William Sydenham - have

more than 5 entries. It seems likely then that these men formed

the nucleus of the republican committee. Clearly some men had been

(15) The 30 were John Arthur, John Ashe, John Bingham, Dennis Bond,
Elias Bond, Richard Brodrepp, John Browne, Richard Bury, Robert
Butler, Francis Chettle, Robert Coker, Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper,
Thomas Crompton, James Dewey, Thomas Erie, John FitzJames, Walter
Foy, John Fry, Bartholemew Hall, Henry Henley, John Hill, William
Hussey, Thomas Moore, Richard Rose, William Savage, John Squibb,
William Sydenham, Sir Thomas Trenchard, John Trenchard, John
Whiteway. cf Mayo, DNB, pp.xxvii-xxviii.
These 30 men may be assumed to be the nucleus of the Parliamentary
Party in Dorset.

(16) Mayo op.cit., passim. There are several entries simply "Mr. Bond"
for this period, and one for "Elias Bond". Since both men were
active in other fields at this time I consider it likely both
appeared at the county committee.
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added to the original committee since the Ordinance of 1644. Ashley

Cooper (inactive in all fields for several months after the

execution of the King) does not appear in the original list. John

Whiteway - a member of Dorchester corporation - evidently also

forced his way on to the committee after the original ordinance.

Richard Burie was the last name on the original list, and was one

of only two men who were listed as "gentlemen" (as opposed to

" esquires") in the ordinance.

Although some rotation of membership took place, it did not work

as originally planned by 1649. Burie and Whiteway evaded the system

altogether, and others, such as Browne, served longer than the

required time. Further, on several occasions, there were less than

five men present at a meeting (there were frequently more). This

was an important factor as it clearly failed to guard against the

possibility - implicit in the original legislation - of the

domination of a committee by a small group of men, or by one man in

particular. Yet it seems that in Dorset not quite the same degree

of centralization in administration occurred as in some other places.

The leading figure in the Militia Committee, James Heane, did not

apparently attend the Standing Committee during this period (when its

business seems virtually to have been restricted to sequestration),

and the same applies to other important militia committmen - Dewey,

Pelham, Thornhu11, and Ashley Cooper. Similarly, Burie and Whiteway

never sat on militia business, although John Browne did, and may have

provided a link between the committees.
(17)

It is interesting to

note that Burie and Whiteway, the leaders of the Standing Committee

at this time, were both burgesses of Dorchester; Whiteway was a

(17) Information on attendance at Militia Committees comes from the
diaries of Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, PRO/PRO/3O/24/8/3.
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county JP, but Burie did not become one until some months after-

wards. Neither had been JPs in 1637 (the year of the last pre-war

libri pacis).
(18)

This division in the functions of the various

committees in Dorset is important. It was carried further by the

Committee for Compounding, when, on a petition from reduced officers

in the county, it appointed the Standing Committee to examine the

list of persons presented by the officers as unsequestered

sequesterable delinquents. Specifically appointed commissioners

were John Browne, Sir Thomas Trenchard, Col. John Fitzjames, Col.

William Sydenham, Richard Broderepp, John Trenchard, Col. Robert

Butler, John Whiteway, John Arthur, Richard Burie, Elias Bond, John

Squibb, Walter Foy, Dennis Bond, John Fry, and William Henley,
(19)

but it also appointed a committee of nine (James Baker, Robert Metyard,

Christopher Weare, John Vincent, James Mew, James Dewy, John Trottle,

\0)Edmond Kennell, and Edward Cheek) (2 to peruse the books of the

committee to see what action had been taken. Clearly there was no

monolithic control here - at least three of those appointed to examine

the work of the committee were sequestrators, and therefore would

normally be considered committee servants; Cheek was a future

sequestration commissioner, and Dewy a militiaman.

No greater contrast could be imagined than with Somerset, where

John Pyne was accused of being "a committee in himself, in his

Chamber... [he] there makes Orders, and sends them to his underlings...

to sign"; and Pyne's colleagues were scarcely more popular, being

accused of "having Monopolized the power of the Committee into their

own hands, refusing to sit, and adjourning the Committee, when others

of the Committee have come to sit with them")
(21)

 Pyne and his

1

 18 DRO/Dorchester C.M.B. passim.; PRO/sP16/405; C193/13/3 & 4.
19 PR0/023/248 p.98.
20 PRO/SP23/248 p.100.
21 Articles of Treason.. .committed by Iohn Pine...B.L.669 f.13.
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colleagues were accused of many things, but specific references

were made to raising taxes, pressing and uartering soldiers, and

sequestering persons. (22)
This group of men was clearly active in

assessments, in militia affairs, and in sequestration, and the

Somerset committee clearly held a greater degree of unity and power

than its Dorset neighbour.

Unfortunately no order book has survived of the Somerset

Standing Committee. There is, however, a series of papers authorising

repayment for the Quartering of Jephson's regiment of horse in the

county in 1647. This series commences before the Interregnum, ceases

abruptly in August 1649, and restarts in December 1650 with a

slightly different committee. One paper from 1656 is signed by the

Committee to aid the Major General. (23)
 It seems that the

signatories who attended before 1650 were members of the Standing

Committee (many of the documents are actually headed "Att the

Standing Committee for this County"), and their counterparts after

that time were members of the militia committee - many of the

papers for this period were about matters clearly to do with the

militia, and several were headed "By the Commissioners for the

Militia..." We are concerned in this section, therefore, only with

the earlier series of papers.

The active members of the Somerset Standing Committee were John

Pyne, Richard Trevillian, Edward Ceely, Thomas English, Christopher

Pittard, Robert Morgan, Matthew Clist, Alexander Pym, and Henry

Minterne. Oddly, only three of these men were subsequently important

members of the Militia committee (which Pyne used as a vehicle to

21 ibid.
23 TT57SP28/242. PRO/SP28/59 III, P.485.
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attack the 1650 sequestration committee) - Pyne, Pym, and Richard Ceely.

And Pyne and Pym (with six and nine signatures respectively) were the

only two to sign less than 20 of the orders. It seems possible that at

this stage Pyne was prepared to exercise his authority through sub-

ordinates, whereas later when his authority was challenged he had to

assert his leadership in person. Certainly, the aspect of the list of

active Standing Commissioners that stands out is the sheer insignificance

of many of the men, all of whom were destined to fade from the scene

during the Protectorate when rank and wealth again played a part in the

claims of country gentlemen to rule the shire. Such men may have been

enabled to serve on the Committee by the generous allowance of E2 per

week ordered by the Committee for its members.
(24)

Only Pyne and

Edward Ceely continued to attend Quarter Sessions during the Protectorate;

some, like Trevilian, were not even JPs during the Interregnum. The

Militia Committee contained altogether more prestigious men, like John

Cary and John Gorges. Many of the important gentlemen appointed to the

Standing Committee in 1644 - Sir Edward Hungerford, Sir Francis Popham,

John Ashe, and even the republican Alexander Popham,to name but four -

did not play any part in the proceedings of the committee at this time.

The records for the county of Devon are also to be found in the

Commonwealth &chequer Papers (PRO/SP28/227), and again some of the orders

here are of the Standing Committee, and others are for the Militia

Committee. There is also one instrument of the Devon Standing Committee

dating from September 1649 in the Devon County Record Office. Furthermore,

there is a single document in the records of the Parliamentary Committee

for Compounding signed by the Devon Standing Committee in June 1648.(25)

Although this last document is outside our period, all these men were sub-

sequently active in other fields during the Commonwealth period, so it seems

reasonable to assume that they remained active committeemen after the

(24) SRO/Wil1/10. This paper, dating from 1647, indicates that John
Preston was at that time an active member of the Committee; however,
he seems not to have served after the Interregnum.

(25) DevR0/158011-26;PRO/SP23/255, p.68, I.
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execution of the King.

In the summer of 1649, the Assize judge Alexander Rigby complained

of "a great want of Committee men in severall places, especially in

the County of Devon, which being a large county there are not above

five or six that meete and they but seldome, whereby.. .many notable

delinquents...remayne unsequestered."
(26)

The records of the committee in 1649-50 in the Commonwealth

Exchequer Papers deal with the condition of the clergy, with certain

matters concerning sequestration, and with military and militia

affairs. Since they are collected together, I shall treat these as

"The Standing Committee" records (some documents are headed "Att the

Standing Committee for Devon"); the post-1649 records of the

Committee for Compounding will be dealt with under the section

dealing with sequestration.

The Standing Committee instrument of June 1648 was signed by

John Beare, John Champneis, Thomas Ceely, Timothy Alsop, and Philip

Francis. All but Thomas Ceely of these men signed documents of the

Standing Committee in SP28/227. Ceely was a Cornishman who was

active during the Protectorate; it is quite possible that he

dropped out of county life during 1649-50 (despite his subsequent

friendship with Desborough), since he was a secluded member. Although

he was appointed to the Cornish Commission of the Peace, to two

Devon Assessments Committees, and to the Cornish Militia Committee

in 1649, there is no evidence that he was active on any of them.

Interestingly, he supported the republican Bennett in 1659, and he

may well be a rare example of a man who became gradually more radical

as the Interregnum progressed (although he was moderate enough to be

chosen as a lieutenant colonel in the Cornish Militia of April 1660).(27)

29 Bodleian Library, Tanner ME 56 f.89.
27 Official Returns, p.488; SDI  I, p.145;

Acts and Ordinances  II, p.32, 295-6. B.L. E.182 (26).
See also Appendix III.
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Five other men who signed Standing Committee orders before 1649 did

not serve (as far as the survivong evidence can shew) after the

execution of the King. These were Nathaniel Bacon, John Barton, John

Helyar, John Kelley, and Charles Vaughan. There is no evidance that

any of these men played an active part in county life during the

Commonwealth, though some of them were nominated to the Commission of

the Peace, or to one of the county's Assessment Committees. Those

active on the Standing Committee during the Commonwealth period were

Timothy Alsop, John Beare, Christopher Ceely, John Champneis, Richard

Evans, Philip Francis, William Fry, John Marshall, Justinian Peard,

Arthur Upton and perhaps Edward Anthony. Of these men, only William

Fry signed a Militia Committee order that survives (only two survive),(28)

so again it seems that the personnel of the Standing and Militia

Committees are separate.

For Cornwall, we have even less evidence than for the other two

counties. There are just three documents surviving which may be for

the Standing Committee of this County. The first, dated 2 February 1650

is amongst a series of sequestration papers, but its references to

military payments and monthly assessments suggests that the work its

signatories undertook was of a more general nature. This document

was signed by John Moyle, Anthony Rous, and Nicholas Wadham, and

approved by Nicholas Trefusis, Christopher Worthivale, "and others of

the committee".
(29)

 The second is an account of May 1650 referring

to service in Plymouth garrison of one Henry Wilson, signed by Robert

Bennett, Roger Porter, Richard Carter, and Christopher Worthivale.
(30)

The final document, dealing with the discharge of a recognizance to

behave under the present Government, is dated October 1650, and signed

(28) PROP28/227 and CROS/3/47/369. Edward Anthony did not actually
sign any order; he seems to have been the county Sequestration
Treasurer.

21 B.L. Add.MB 5494.
30 PRO/SP46/128 f.54
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by 'us of the Committee and Justices of the Peace", Christopher

Worthivale, Francis Langdon, Richard Lobb, Leonard Treise, John Humphry,

and Mr. Row. (31)
 It is impossible to say with any certainty that any

of these documents originates from a body that might be termed a

"Standing Committee", particularly the last which falls outside the

time range when such bodies existed (but deals with events of May 1649).

It may in fact refer to the County Committee to take the Engagement.

III.iv Membership of the Sequestration Committees

No difficulties of evidence comparable with those appertaining to

the Standing Committees are presented to us by the sequestration

committees. The sequestration records were supervized in London by

two parliamentary committees, the Committee for the Advance of Money,

and the Committee for Compounding. The records of these committees

are preserved in the Public Records Office as SP19 and SP23 respectively.

Furthermore, a considerable amount of material has been calendared.

Three separate sequestration committees operated during the

Interregnum in each county. The first derived its authority from the

Ordinances establishing the Standing Committees. The County Committees

established in 1644 concerned themselves with sequestration either as a

whole (as in the case of Dorset) or through a subcommittee. This state

of affairs continued until mid-1650 when the system was swept away, and

new, smaller sequestration committees were established in each county.

As more and more delinquents compounded, the system gradually fell out

of use during the Protectorate, but in 1659, the restored Long

Parliament, desperate for money, revived the system for a short period

before the Restoration.

(31 ) CRO/DDT/1641.
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In Cornwall, the three most important members of the old

sequestration committee seem to have been Anthony Rouse, Christopher

Worthivale, and Robert Bennett. These three signed an account of

the debts of the former sequestration committee in 1650 when the

business of transferring the matter of sequestration to a new

committee was underway. (32) However, several other men also signed

letters of the committee, including Francis Courtney and John Jago. (33)

Furthermore, it seems likely that the document referred to above (p.137)

dated 2 February 1650 is a document of a sequestration committee. A

letter of the Cornish committee of April 10 complains that the "old

committee" certified their accounts only in general; the letter of

2 February specified that "Wee have onely sentt you the accompt in

generall conceiving the particulars would be rather a trouble than a

furtherance to you," and the committee included in this account

sequestration, assessment, and the payment of military arrears.(34)

Clearly in Cornwall at this time the administration of sequestration

was closely bound up with the remainder of the work of the Standing

Committee.

This committee was replaced in 1650 by a committee set up

exclusively for the purpose of carrying out the work of sequestration.

This change was also carried out in all other counties. In most

counties, it seems that the change did not take place without incident.

The names of men nominated to serve as county sequestration

commissioners were presented to the Committee for Compounding on 30

January 1650, and on 7 February John Jago, Samuel Kekewich, and Eumphry

Lower were approved as the new sequestration commissioners for the

county. 
c35) These three men did not all continue to serve for long.

p

2) PRO/SP23/252 p.27, I.
33) PRO/SP19/86 p.67.

PRO/SP23/250 p.20; B.L. Add MS 5494.
35 PRO/SP23/9 p.13; SP23/9 pp.19-20.
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Few documents of the Cornish sequestration committee survive for a

period later than 1651, but in those that do, only Samuel Kekewich

of the three men nominated in February 1650 continued to sign his

name. In the place of the others, three men seem to have been

employed. These were Francis Courtney, who replaced Eumphry Lower

in July 1651, and continued to serve until 1653; in August 1653 he

seems to have been replaced by George Williams, although,in November

of that year it was still believed in London that Courtney was a

"fellow commissioner" of Williams who was neglecting to act (despite

an earlier order to discharge him from his trust (36)
The other

commissioner, John Jago, was dead by the autumn of 1652, and his

place on the committee was taken by Peter Ceely. (37) Ceely had

previously been employed as an agent and sequestrator to the

committee. Of the other minor officialsof the committee - such as

Elias Wymond (steward for keeping the courts of sequestered manors)

and George Charleton (agent) we know little.

By and large, the commissioners seem to have gone about their

business energetically, despite the odd complaint that one or other

member was not serving. All were devoted republicans, and indeed

Courtney even ceased serving after the dismissal of the Rump. None

seems to have been otherwise active during the Interregnum except Ceely, who

was a regular soldier and who served on the committee to assist the

Cornish Major General. The committee like those in most other

English counties (and all Western counties in varying degrees apart

from Dorset) did not take over from its predecessor without friction.

Kekewich and Jago complained that the accounts of the former committee

had not been made fully; that the former committee was slow in

(36) PR0/SP23/12 p.563; SP23/25 p.251.
(57) PRO/SP25/74 P . 5; SP25/74 p.l.
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giving over its accounts; that it had allowed many delinquents

to compound at too low a rate; and that many of the "most notorious

and grand delinquents" remained unsequestered. (38) As we shall see,

such complaints were common; the "new" committees were more efficient

than the old ones.

The system petered out after 1654 (only a couple of letters from

the Cornish committee survive even from this year), and it was not

until 1659 that sequestration commissioners were again appointed. In

September 1659, an Act was passed for the sequestration of adherents

of Sir George Booth and other persons who had been in arms against

the Commonwealth since 7 May, by authority of which sequestration

commissioners were to be appointed in each county. In Cornwall, Hunt

Greenwood, George Beare, William Hicks, and John Talbot were

appointed. (39) Only a handful of letters survive from this period,

and it seems that from these only Greenwood, Beare and Hicks were

active in Cornwall; they promised to "putt [the sequestration Acts]

in execucion, and shal bee readie to perform our duties on all...

orders." (40) Talbot may have been active in the Devon committee at

this time. All these men were minor figures; none was a JP; only

Greenwood seems to have been a prominent borough councillor (he was

three times mayor of Liskeard during the Interregnum); and none of

them was active during the Protectorate. It seems probable that the

inclusion of such minor figures in the revived committees heightened

the inevitable resentment at the renewal of the practice of

sequestration in 1659. (The procedure and practice of sequestration

will be discussed in more detail in chapter IV.)

For Devon, like Cornwall, we have little evidence for the activity

CCCI pp.198, 223.
39 T1757SP23/264 p.52.
40 ) PRO/SP25/263 p.37.
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of the sequestration commissioners during the earliest period. It

is possible that this may be because "very few of the Committee of

Devon have acted constantly...since the 24th of July 1647. Some

affronts they receaved by souldiers att that tyme, and the great

alteracions since in the Commonwealth have indisposed many of them

to act as formerly whereby the sequestrations have not bene imposed

to the utmost..."5 41) This letter of Nicholas Row (the splicitor

for the east and south divisions of Devon) was dated 13 September 1649,

and may have been partly responsible for the decision to revamp the

sequestration system that winter. He recommended at the time that

Henry Walrond, John Tyrling, Christopher Savery, Richard Wood,

Richard Pearse, Christopher Martin, William Mottle, and Charles Pearde,

and Walter Deeble be added to the committee. This recommendation does

not seem to have been acted upon since none of these men were

appointed to the new sequestration committees in the winter of 1649-50.

But clearly the commissioners were not working adequately. One

complaint actually came from another official - Robert Spry, the

solicitor for the northern division - that "Its fower years since I

had my Commission, but all this time the Committee sate in my

devision but only thrice, and thatt only fowerteen dayes, and some

time lesse at a sitting...which obstruction was the want of Committeemen

in this North devision...". (42) He, too, recommended 12 possible

appointees for sequestration commissioners - Robert Rolle, Christopher

Wood, John Arscott, William Squier, John Heard, William Mottle, Edmund

Arscott, Hugh Fortescue, Arthur Fortescue, Maurice Rolle, William

Vernier, and Charles Peard. Again the recommendations were not taken up.

So here new light is shed on the accusations against committee

administration. Far from imposing unacceptable burdens on the country,

the sequestration committees at any rate simply did not fulfil their

(41) PR0/SP23/248 p.65.

(42) PROP23/249 P.35.
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intended functions, (whether from lack of conviction or from a

desire to heal old wounds we can only speculate) "to the great

dishartning of the reall party, and the insulting of the adversary

and the Ambodexters". (43) In fact, we do have one document listing

active sequestration commissioners in Devon. This was headed "A-Lt

the Committee of Devon", and dated from Plymouth, 24 September 1649,

and deals with the sequestration of the impropriate parsonage of

Lamerton for the delinquency of Sir John Glanvill. It is signed by

Timothy Alsop, Philip Francis, Richard Evans, and Justinian Peard.(44)

This document suggests that sequestration in Devon was carried out by

the County Committee or the Standing Committee as a whole (as in

Dorset); John Beare, William Fry, and John Marshall also signed

orders of the Standing Committee which dealt with matters of

sequestration. ( 	This is an odd collection of men. Alsop, for

example, was a Commonwealthsman who raised forces on behalf of the

Long Parliament in 1659; yet Francis served as a JP under the

Protectorate, and avoided all employment after the overthrow of

Richard. Evans was an EXeter burgess who continued to serve on the

city council until 1662, and Justinian Peard was a Plymouth corporation

man, who like Alsop was ordered to raise forces for the Commonwealth

in 1659. That such men could work together in Devon demonstrates the

flexibility of the committee system there, when we compare this

committee with the more monolithic committee that served in Somerset.

The Devon committee which was appointed in early 1650 was never

a very happy group of men. Ultimately, it came to be dominated by John

Searle and Richard Clapp, but neither of these men could be persuaded

45rl
ibid.

44 DevRo/189mA13.
 PRO/SP28/227; See p.15f. above.
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to work regularly before 1651. Instead, it was Richard Carter, the

sequestration agent, who virtually kept the system going singlehanded.

The other commissioners had various scruples about their commissions,

and Carter was praised for his "diligence, and pains to set the

business on foot". (46) He can hardly have been pleased when the

other commissioners described him as "a stranger, and commissioned

from the former committee; if you think him sufficient for this

great county, we acquiesce, yet we have been forced to make use of an

assistant for him".' 	 often carried on the work when the

commissioners were in London, (48) and yet incredibly when he himself

was forced to go to the capital, Searle and Clapp alleged that he

refused to hand over the warrants and papers to them, and that "while

we have struggled night and day to dispatch the work, he has not given

us the least assistance". (49) The Committee for Compounding supported

the county commissioners and reprimanded Carter, so that it was little

wonder that on the expiry of the Act for sequestration, he scrupled to

continue his duties, and was ultimately dismissed, early in 1651. (50)

For a considerable amount of time, he was unable even to obtain his

pay
(51)
. 

Like the Cornish Commissioners, the Devon Committee quarrelled

with its predecessor, the county committee. When Richard Carter

demanded the accounts of the old committee from Nicholas Row, the

secretary, he refused to provide them without the consent of the rest of the

committee, who claimed that they could not draw up an account within

six months. When asked to draw up a summary list of estates for rental,

OCC I, p.210. See also PROP23/251 p.128.
ibid.
TR7SP23/256 p.6.
CCC I, p.528.
PRO/SP23/30 p.39; SP23/257 p.27; SP23/16 p.630.
PR0/SP23/73 p.323.
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it was so incomplete that it was useless for practical purposes.

Furthermore, the matter was not helped by squabbles amongst the

servants of the old committee. Robert Spry was accused of refusing to

bring in the accounts of the old committee; but his earlier

accusation that the committee never acted in his area seem to be borne

out by the fact that nobody knew his address.(52)

Of the commissioners appointed in the winter of 1649-50, John

Marshall asked to be excused from the work on grounds of health; a

request was made to London that John Dore be commissioned in his place.

However, he, too, begged to be excused due to his age (although he

did not take any active part in sequestration, he was not finally

excused until September 1650; his commission had been delayed until

July which "prevented much being done". He did turn up once with

Serle and Clapp, but his commission was found to be imperfect.) (53)

Of the other commissioners, Joseph Hunkyn reluctantly started work

in April 1650 along with James Pearse, but quickly complained that

the commission did not give him sufficient powers, and that his age

and health would not permit him to perform his duties.

August 14, Pearse wrote to the Committee for Compounding that a

meeting had taken place, but that "we could sitt only two daies, Capt.

Hunkyn being fourthwith to raise a company of foote as Lieutenant

Colonel to Colonel Bennett, and my selfe the like in the county

militia, so that att present we cannot constantly sitt both as we

desire". 	 too, had already asked to be dismissed, as he

was receiver-general of the assessment, which hindered his work here.
(56)

52 PRO/SP23/251 p.38.
53 CcO 1, pp.198, 293, 321-2, 325.
54 1707SP23/250 p.24; SP23/251 p.38.
55 PRO/SP23/252 P.74.
56) PR0/8P23/251 p.9.
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Ultimately, Hunkyn faded completely from the sequestration

business. The case of Pearse is less clear-cut. Although he did

not work for the sequestration committee after 1650, he seems (on top

of all his other duties) to have been appointed a sequestration agent

for Somerset at the end of 1650 (Desborough intervened personally in

support of his appointment.) 	 March 1654 when the Committee

for Compounding was asked to reduce the costs of the sequestration

administration in view of the small number of delinquents who had

still not compounded, Pearse was appointed sole commissioner in both

Devon and Cornwall, (58) and does actually seem to have been active in

the sequestration work until it trailed off in the following year.(59)

Serle and Clapp were appointed sequestration commissioners of

Devon on June 25 1650, but immediately scrupled that their commission

had been issued only through note of hand, and had not been sealed. 
(60)

Nevertheless they commenced work, and with the subsequent retirement

of Pearse and Hunkyn, they ran the Devon sequestration business

by themselves for most of the next three years. At times they were

aided by Nicholas Tripp, who was appointed in May 1651, but relations

between them and Tripp do not seem to have been good. Serle and

Clapp announced in August that they did not require his services as a

\	 1)commissioner (they made him Treasurer instead),
(6
 and complained

that he had been "uselessly added" the following February, particularly

if his accounts were not accepted (this "endangers the receipts", and,

perhaps more importantly from Serle's and Clapp's point of view

02)
"lessens the salary".) 	 He was dismissed in the summer of 1652, but

made counter-accusations against Serle and Clapp and was restored.
(63)

(51 PRO/SP23/102 p.327. SP25/255 p.146.
(58 pRo/sP23/31 p .794; he was invited to nominate a colleague to work

with him in Cornwall, but I can find no record of an appointment.
(59) cf CCC I, p.681 ff. and passim.
(60)pRO7gT23/252 p.47.
(61)pRo/sp23/30 p.503.
(62) PRO/SP23/151 p.513.
(63) CCC I, p.609.
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But he did little work with the other commissioners.
(64)

It is really hardly surprising to learn that Serle and Clapp

made enemies, and that they were themselves prosecuted for corruption

in the summer and autumn of 1651. The sequestration Act barred any

from serving who had undischarged accounts for previous service on

behalf of the state; Serle claimed early (September 1650) that he

had an undischarged account (though he claimed he had no money in his

hands) from his service as a Treasurer for the army in the West, (65)

and in the same month, he and Clapp wrote that "you interdict any

that are accountants for public money, wherein, though we are

innocent of having money in our hands, yet these niceties may beget

some scruples".
(66)

The Committee for Compounding at first ignored

these scruples, and then insisted that they applied to those holding

sequestration money only, 
(67) 

aridSerle and Clapp kept on in the

work.

Charges were first made against them in July 1651 by Thomas and

Sampson Hele of taking expenses from delinquents without leave, which

both men hotly denied.
(68)

However, more serious charges followed

from Captain Henry Thornton "A great prosecutor against us", and John

Westcombe, Ita notorious malignant". (69) Serle and Clapp were both

accused of failing to account properly for moneys expended during

the Civil War on quarters and other military expenses. The charges

against Serle were the most serious. He was accused of failing to

account for £1139 which he received to be expended on quarters during

cf letters in PRO/SP23, passim.
PROP23/252 p.110.
CCO I, p.321.
PRO/SP23/30 p. 33f.
PRO/SP23/152 p.397; SP23/30 p.36.
CCO I, p.476.1

64
65
66
67
68
69
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the siege of Exeter, and of failing to account properly for money

which should have been disbursed on the regiments of Colonel Shapcott

and Colonel Fry.
(70)

Serle claimed his accounts had been submitted,

but never cleared, and Clapp, that he was merely an under-accountant,

and had already accounted satisfactorily to his superiors.
(71)

 The

matter dragged on slowly: Serle and Clapp were summoned before the

Committee for Accounts, but pleaded that this caused them inconvenience

as one of them was a militia commissioner and the other a lieutenant of

foot and both were required in the county. (72)
When they did finally

go to London, the Committee for Accounts felt unable to reach a

conclusion from the evidence presented to it, and ordered the matter

be referred to a committee of four in the county (each side in the

case was to nominate four persons, and their opponents were to strike

( 3)out two of the names presented)- 	 Meanwhile, as news of the charges

spread, fresh evidence flowed in. Humphry Rawbone pleaded on 18

November that Serle be ordered to pay out £800 he allegedly owed for

quarters in Somerset and Dorset. (74) At this point, Serle protested

against the delays of Thornton and his prosecutors:-

I have obeyed...your orders to attend the determyning
of all my accompts for which my petition is as in
Parliament two years since, and now uppon your summons
have attended heere neere ten weeks and doe appeale to
those gent. who have examined that parte of my accompts
which the prosecutor desyred and have not therein fayled
a day of my attendance, and what delays they have used I
appeale to your judgement. They desire a Commission,
which I decline not, or any thing else that may give a
dispatch to the business... You were pleased some of yew
to appoint the prosecutor for last Thursday to bring in
their interrogatories, but this last Tuesday was the
peremptors day assigned to them, but as I understand they
then pretended an excuse as being necessitated to prepare
500 Interrogatories, which still I decline not were they
1000 so as it be not vexatious... Gent, a great service
to the Commonwealth lies uppon me, and whether the
prosecutors doe obstruct it more for the / Cavaliers or their
owne interest, tyme will make appeare...l75)

(70) PR0/SP28/253a, Order Book of the Committee for taking the Accounts 
of the Kingdom, 1649-56, P-45-
PRO/SP23/255 pp.62, II; 62, IV.

72 PRO/SP23/30, p.503.
(73) PRO/SP28/253a p.47.

(74)PRO/SP28/253a p.62.
(75)PR0/SP28/259 p.228.
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But the delays and obfuscations continued. Rawbone continued to

petition for his £800, and requested that the matter be put to the

four county commissioners - who had by now been named as John Atkyne,

Peter Johnson, Peter Bobby, and John Stapel - and Thornton petitioned

for a fifth of the £5000 he claimed Clapp owed the state. (76)
However

on 27 November, the Committee for Accounts found that Thornton's

exceptions to Serle's account "in no wise answer the expectations of

this Committee", and demanded of him why the Commonwealth's business

should be unnecessarily delayed, 	 he was subsequently informed

that "his Interrogatives as proposed would occasion the trouble of a

great many persons, which by a more regular forming of the same...

might be prevented".
(78)

Nevertheless the case dragged on. In March

1652, the report of the committee in the county was returned to

London, (79) but these documents were found to be copies, and the

Committee for Accounts demanded the originals of the Devon subcommittee

(John Cheeshill, John Blagdon, and Richard Vicary). (80)
 On 4 MAY,

Serle was again summoned to the committee with the receipts and

vouchers in his possession for freequarter. (81)
On 8 July, after a

further examination, the Committee completely exonerated Serie, (82)

but his troubles were not yet over. Thornton promptly reappeared at

the Committee, and alleged that Serle had left London with £1000 of

public money which he intended to put to his own use; (83) however,

the committee did not even consider this subsequent accusation. When

in April 1653, the committee was sent a copy of a court martial

criticizing their conduct of Serle's case, it testily replied that

"this Committee could not but upon just grounds suspect much needless

(76) PRO/SP28/259 PP .2 39, 248, 250.
(77) PRO/SP28/253a, p.77.

82rl

E
P) PRO/SP28/253a p.81.
79) PRO/SP28/255a p.167.

PRO/SP28/255a P.174.
81 PRO/SP28/255a p.197.
 PRO/SP28/253a p.236.

(83) PRO/SP28/253a p.241
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vexation to the Accomptants in their proceedings.. 
."(84) 

Even so,

they sent Serle instructions to satisfy the Commonwealth of any sums

remaining on his account. (85) On 4 June he complained that his

summons to London for the fifth time served only to delight his

enemies, and hold up the business of the Commonwealth,
(86)

 "when so

many have gon off triumphing in their mischeife don, and my selfe as

singled out for my faithfulness in the service losses and pufferings,

and what is yet due to me and in this case for qpartering have no

other reward but to be still made an object of mallice and misery...".

The evidence against Clapp seems never to have been pursued. But

the prosecution against Serle was followed for two years, and caused

him considerable difficulty, since he was frequently called out of the

county. He claimed the accusations were "an absolute conspiracy",

and complained that the case against him was prosecuted maliciously:-

Their chosen Commissioners doe their worke with as
much prejudice as could be acted, Myne only being
chosen as godly persops .vithout any mite of wordly
wisdome or pollicy...87)

Serle claimed the clerk chosen was a royalist; that the prosecutor kept

the commission two months and then gave him only six days warning of

the meeting of the commissioners, and then summoned so many witnesses

that there was insufficient time to examine them properly, the

commissioners meeting for only three days; that on this excuse they

refused to examine his on witnesses, that they overruled his

commissioners when one of them was absent, and suddenly terminated the

commission, and that they tore his interrogatories from the file and

made him entrust his vouchers to the clerk. He further alleged that

the witnesses for the prosecution were plied with drink to make them

say what the prosecution wanted them to. When it is remembered that

(84) PRO/SP28/253a p.345-6.
(85) PRO/SP28/253a pp.363, 375.
(86) PRO/8P28/260 p.428.
(87) PRO/SP28/259 p.467.
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at this time the Devon commissioners were also quarrelling with the

former committee (the Committee for Compounding commenced moves to

proceed against them for non-co-operation in June 1651,
(88)

 but the

accounts were still a matter for dispute twelve months lat$ 89) and

that the relations of the committee with Richard Carter were poor, it

can be seen what difficulties the committee laboured under at this

time. That any real work was done at all is a miracle.

Serle was also chosen for the sequestration committee of 1659;

his colleagues were Richard Sweet the Exeter burgess, John Talbot,

William Harris a former receiver of the Devon assessment who had never

previously been employed on a committee, and John Tooker the collector

of customs at Barnstaple, also new to committee work. None of these

men could be described as in any way prominent in county life apart

from Serle, who had served as a JP under the Protectorate. An offer

of William Ceely to serve as a commissioner in Devon and Somerset was

apparently ignored.
(9o) We have no record of the activity of the

Devon committee, but the London sequestration commissioners thanked

it for its diligence on October 19,
(91) 

and referred to two former

letters of the committee which have now apparently been lost.

We have already noted that the Dorset Standing Committee dealt

mainly with sequestration matters in the period after 1649, and an

analysis of its membership can be found on p.131ff.above. There is no

material additional to the sources quoted in that section. The

only correspondence from the Dorset committee to the Committee for

Compounding between the execution of the King and the appointment of

the new committees is signed by John Trenchard, John Bingham, and

William Sydenham,
(92) all of whom were members of the standing committee.

1

 81 PRO/8P23/30 p.35.
89 PRO/8P23/151 p.441
90 PRO/8P23/263 p.25; SP23/2649 Pp .52 -3.
91) PRO/8P23/59 p.51.
(92) PRO/8P23/251 p.35.
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The new committees appointed on 7 February 1650 were Edward Cheek,

James Dewey, and Samuel Bu11. (93) The committee appointed Edmund

Keynell clerk and William Raymond as SequestratS2 1).) Bull was chosen

Treasurer, although he did not actually commence work; (95) on 11 May it

was reported that he had been called to other service for the state,

and Christopher Weare was appointed in his stead.
(96)

 The transfer of

responsibility retarded the drawing up of accounts, and Bull was

reprimanded. (97) The Dorset commissioners had otherwise enjoyed

unusually good relatibns with the former county committee, and seemed

also to have been in harmony among themselves. On 15th August 1650 the

committee reported "Wee finde a ready compliance of the late Committee

to our desires for the deliverie of any records in their hands", (98)

and it was a sufficiently unusual phenomenon for the Committee for

Compounding to comment upon it in their next letter to Dorset.(99)

Even here, there was some friction, but this seems to have been of an

administrative type rather than a result of personal animosity as was

the case in the other counties.
(loo) When the Committee for Compounding

suspected the former commissioners of neglect in sending up exact

duplicates of their proceedings, the Dorset Sequestration Committee

begged to be excused from having to levy a E20 fine on them.
(101)

In March 1654 when the system was again overhauled, Dewey became

f103)
mmthe sole commissioner 	 had already died.	 However, he

did not serve on the committee of 1659, which consisted of Samuel

Bond, Robert Pelham, John Squibb, John Chaffin, and Henry Waltham. 
(104)

I

93 PRO/SP23/9 pp.19 -20.
94 PRO/SP23/249 p.40.
95 PRO/SP23/251 p.6.
96 PRO/SP23/251 p.35.
97 PRO/SP23/11 p.253.
98 PRO/SP23/252 p.75.
(99 PRO/SP23 11 p.267.
(100 eg. PRO SP23/152 p.595.
(101)PRO/SP23/258 p.11.
(102)PRO/SP23/16 p.483. Thomas Savage was recommended as a replacement

but seems never to have taken up his appointment.
(103)PRO/SP23/31 p.794.
(104) P10/sP23/264 p.4.
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These were less substantial men than Cheek and Dewey who had both

been JPs, (Dewey had also been a member of Parliament). Chaffin was

a minor radical who attempted to rebel against the royalist government

in April 1660; Pelham, though a JP during the Protectorate, was a

Commonwealthsman who was active for the most part before 1653; Samuel

Bond was a burgess of Poole and MP for the town in 1659; Squibb was

an old committeeman and JP; and Waltham, although notorious for his

favouritism towards Quakers, had been mayor of Weymouth and Melcombe

and became MP for the borough in 1660. So even in 1659, none of these

men was representative of the obscure radical gentlemen appointed in

Devon or Somerset. The Dorset commissioners seem to have been drawn

more frequently from the "natural rulers" of the country than the

committeemen from any other South-Western shire.

Not so the commissioners for Somerset. We have already seen the

hostility encountered by John Pyne and his associates in that county

as members of the standing committee. Pyne's centralising policy was

shortly after the abolition of the Standing Committee to bring him

into furious conflict with the newly-appointed sequestration

commissioners and with the London commissioners for compounding.

Insofar as it is possible to tell, sequestration in Somerset was

the responsibility of the Standing Committee. However, all the

evidence suggests that the Committee dragged its feet in matters of

sequestration, and resisted all efforts by the Committee for Compounding

to run the system efficiently. What correspondence there was between

London and the county was conducted with William Hill, the solicitor

to the Committee, who complained in September 1649 that the

sequestrators appointed by the Committee would not co-operate with him,

and that the County Committee refused to order them to pay over or to

account for the arrears of rents of sequestered lands.
(105)

(105)PR0/5P23/248 p.70.
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The committee was discontented that Goldsmith's Hall was attempting

to centralize the system. Pyne wrote in November, that

there hath lately passed an order in the House that
all moneys for sequestrations shall be returned
into Goldsmith's Hall, so the committee of this
county are now disabled to pay one penny unto anyone
whatsoever, though never so deserving, whereas
before, we did by paying and encouraging officers
and soldiers in some part of the dues, we preserved
the interest of Parliament and army amongst them,
notwithstanding many endeavours by some busy and(106)
powerful persons in this county to the contrary.

It was the control of the Standing Committee, then, that was

rescinded when the Committee for Compounding chose new Somerset

sequestration committees in early 1650. Unfortunately, this choice

provoked a bitter quarrel between the old committee (whose power in

the county was perpetuated by its members' control of their powerful new

militia committee) and the Committee for Compounding in London. The

struggle was not between "Conservatives" and "Radicals" as such. The

two expressions are anyway misleading. Was the "new man", republican

Pyne, a radical fighting against the traditional country gentleman

Ashe; or was Ashe the radical administrative reformer, trying to

foster centralized efficiency against the localized backwoods

pragmatism represented by Pyne? In fact, the quarrel was an old-

fashioned patronage quarrel between 'ins' and 'outs'. Ashe was a

career politician who had made his way in Westminster and who served

on several important Parliamentary committees, most importantly on

the Committee for Compounding with delinquents, of which he was the

outgoing chairman. Pyne, although a Member of Parliament, was

essentially a local politician who derived his power from his clients

in the county. When Ashe tried to intrude his own supporters into

the sequestration committee, Pyne - rightly - saw this as a deliberate

(106) HMC, Leybourne -Popham, p.51.
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attempt to challenge his power within the county, and to undermine

the authority of the old committee which he controlled. It was the

sort of quarrel which had taken place for centuries before the War,

and would take place again after the Interregnum.

The men nominated as sequestration commissioners by the Committee

for Compounding on February 18 1650 were John Buckland, Richard Jones,

Latimer Sampson, Thomas Shute, and Benjamin Mason.
(107)

Buckland and

Jones were both active JPs, unconnected with any faction; but Sampson,

Shute, and Mason were minor figures, and clients of John Ashe.
(108)

Worse, Pyne was able to make out some sort of a case against all

three of them for royalism, or delinquency of some sort. With his

client, John Barker, he accused Mason of having let estates to Papists,

and of having married into a papist family, Sampson of having opposed

the taking of the engagement, and Shute of having fought in Hopton's

(109)army.	 But of course the fact of the matter was not in the

charges; the real crime of Mason and his associates was to encroach

on the power of Pyne's allies. In fact Mason had served the old

committee, and Pyne made no complaints against him then.
MO

Pyne

issued threats against the new nominees: he threatened Buckland and

Jones with sequestration if they acted, and then accused them of

(111)
neglect when they withdrew.	 Mason was made of sterner material:

Pyne offered to "extend some mercie" to him if (and only if) he gave

up acting on the committee, but Mason only promised that he "would

diligently goe one in the publique service".
(112)

He now prepared

counter charges against Pyne and the men he hoped to substitute in

(101 PRO/SP23/9.p.23.
(108 Underdown, Somerset, pp .157, 164. Buckland had doubts about

serving under a republic.
109) PRO/SP23/102 pp.311, 323.
110) Underdown, op.cit., p.164

(111) PR0/SP23/118 pp.893 -4.
(112) PROP23/118 p.892.
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Mason's place. Pyne had detained much of the sequestration money

rather than hand it over to Goldsmith's Hall, and sanctioned the

misleading accounts given in by the Colliers and other officials of

the old committee. (113) Mason accused the new committeemen proposed

by Pyne of receiving the money unaccounted for. (114)

The Committee for Compounding nominated William Ceely, Richard

Bovett, and George Sampson to replace Buckland, Jones, and Mason

(who was for a while suspended from duty), and instructed them to

co-operate with Shute and Latimer Sampson; Pyne and the old committee

were reproved for allowing personal disputes to interfere with public

business,
(115) but the quarrel dragged on. Ashe threw his considerable

weight onto Mason's side.
(116)

...I understand.. .that you have cashiered one of
[The Commissioners for Somerset] for that he is
accused for a delinquent, I wrote to you formerly
how the man came recommended to us, and am yet
very confident that the charge can never be made
good... Beware of such Justice, because malicious
men shall charge me or you with a cryme, therefore
unheard, unproved legally, to be cashiered and
disgraced, this wilbe though hard measure, if this
come upon any of us hereafter. Lett justice be
donne, then defy the devill and all his agents.
But what can we expect where there is afailler
amongst you in the plaine and ordinary course of
Justice...

I had noe other ayme by these men than the
perfect service of the parliament, For I know well
that the matters of sequestration had ben most unduely
managed and disposed of by the [late] committee, and
that these men were the most likely to doe the state
the best service because four of them had never any
dealings in the sequestrations, and the fift, to witt
Mr. Shute, knew all the committees by paths and
extravagancys. And now I heare you have nominated
three others and discharged 3 of them because Mr. Pyne
by the hand of Col. Pride would have it soe... Your
reputations may a little suffer for admitting such...
that are the meere creatures of the old committee...
And why? Because Col. Pryde will have it soe, or Col.
Pyne will have it soe, men that are subject to passions
and misinformations as any other. My Deare and faythfull
friend, beware of such doings...

(113) ibid.; cf also Underdown, op.cit., p.163.
(114)TT.57SP23/118 p.892.
(115)PROP23/8 pp.37 -9.
(116)PRO/sP23/8 p.892.
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Pyne, meanwhile, defended the former committee, alleging he could not

deliver over any records to the new commissioners as this was the work

of the sequestrators

I beseech you not to harbour any hard thoughts
against those Gent. that acted formerly against
the late committee [i.e. against Mason Buckland,
and Jones] for I cairn assure you, they continued,
they continued constant in their actings for the
upholding the cause God hath beene pleased soe
gratiously to owne in the hands of the Parliament
and the Army, even then when it was almost /helq a
Crime by most to speake in their behalf...0-17)

Shute and Latimer Sampson started work, but Bovett, Ceely, and George

Sampson declined to work with them, and Pyne and English tried to

claim that they, too, had been superseded by the new nominees.
(110

Meanwhile, Shute and Latimer Sampson supported Mason, and the Committee

for Compounding tried to reconcile them with the other new nominees;
(119)

their efforts were not helped when Mason charged William Ceely with

delinquency,
(120)

 and the willingness of the former committee to hand

over its accounts could hardly have been improved when he proffered

similar charges against Edward Curia., a former sequestrator. (121)

These charges split the new committee right down the middle even before

it met: Bovett, Ceely, and George Sampson accused Shute and Latimer

Sampson of partiality in their proceedings in the case. (122)

Examinations went on in the country on behalf of both sides, but the

work of sequestration languished - by July, it was estimated that £1000

revenue had been lost during the pursuit of the case. (123) Shute and

Latimer Sampson accused Pyne of needlessly lengthening the proceedings. (124)

Briefly, it looked as though Mason's party would triumph. The

1

117)
118)

111120
121)
122)

(123)
(124)

PRO/SP23/102
PRO/SP23/251
PRO/SP23/251
PRO/SP23/102
PR0/SP23/102
PRO/SP23/102
CCal p.281.
101707§P23/102

P.385.
p.102.
p.152.
PP . 47-9, 61.
pp.63-70, 313-5.
pp.387-90.

PP.57-8.
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Committee for Compounding seemed to begin to move round from its

original position of neutrality into discreet support for Shute,

Mason, and Latimer Sampson. But Pyne astutely put his case before

the Somerset militia committee. This Committee quite unconnected

with sequestration business calmly took depositions against Mason,

Shute, and Latimer Sampson, and sent them up to the Committee for

Compounding.
(125)

The documents were signed by Pyne, Desbprough,

Richard Trevilian, John Gorges, John Copley, Alexander Pym, Thomas

English, Robert Morgan, George Sampson, Richard Bovett, George Sampson

the elder, Thomas Latch, Edward Ceely, Giles Strangways, John Cary,

and Edward Ceely, (126)
all of whom were at this period closely

associated with Pie. When the Committee for Compounding appeared

to remain unsympathetic, they referred their case to the Council of

State. Shute and Latimer Sampson protested that "most of them [are]

of the late committee, and some of them under a charge, and others

have accounts to give unto us",
(127) and the Committee for Compounding

resolved that there was no proof of delinquency or misdemeanour on

Mason's part (September 17), and restored him to the Somerset Committee

(October 30), (128) 
but all in vain. The Council of State insisted that

the three offending commissioners be discharged,
(129)

 and the Committee

for Compounding nominated in their place Thomas Latch (whose commission

was shortly revoked), Eumphry Blake, Samuel Whetcombe, and Nathaniel

Quash. John Gorges and Nehemiah Collins were added subsequently, and a

last-ditch effort was made to retain Mason, 
(130) 

but on November 8 the

Council of State ordered his withdrawal "in regard his being there

(125) PRo/sP23/102 pp. 97 -104.
(126) ibid.; also PRO/SP23/254 P-584-
(127) T5.57SP23/252 p.103.
(128) PRO/SP23/11 p.172; PRO/bP23/12 p.l.
(129) PRO/SP23/172 p. 721.
(130) PRO/SP23/11 p.167.
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is inconsistent with the peace of the countrey, hee being married

there into a Popish delinquents familie who have beene active enemies";

they also ordered the leaving out of Latch from the commission

notwithstandinge a large testimonie...concerning his fidelitie".
(131)

Ceely, Pyne, and Bovett were triumphant. Ceely was heard to say that

he wished to return the business of sequestration to the old committee,

and ordered Mason's arrest, (132)
 but the Committee for Compounding

employed him in Hereford. (133) His troubles were not yet over, though,

for he was later prosecuted for not rendering perfect accounts of his

work in Somerset; £400 was levied from his estate, and he was still

in arrear after the Restoration. (134)

The appointment of the new committee did not end the divisions in

Somerset. The new committee did not pursue the matter of the late

standing committee's accounts quickly, (135)
 and Pyne's lofty claim

that he had never held any public money ("I always avoyded defileinge

my fingers therewith. I have not had sallary, pay, debenturs, nor

arrears. ..nor was I a fower pound a weeke member...") appeared to

satisfy the county commissioners if not the Committee for Compounding.
(136)

Meanwhile they arrested Shute and Latimer Sampson. (137) Soon a new

split emerged amongst the Commissioners, between Gorges and Collins

on the one hand and Blake, Whetcombe, and Quash on the other. Gorges

was a respectable Somerset JP of an old county family; Collins was a

burgess of Bristol whom Mason had originally asked to be placed on the

Committee.
(138) The other three were supporters and associates of Pyne.

131 PR0/8P25/13 p.66.
132 PRO/8P23/253 p.85.
133 CCC I, p.515.
134 CCC I, pp.672 -3, 692, 718.
135 PR5/SP28/351.
1.31 PROP23/254 p.10.
137 PRO/8P23/254 p.12.
138 PRO/SP23/253 p.69.
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The first disputes came within weeks of the committee's appointment,

when Pyne's faction dismissed the officials of the committee (despite

the opposition of Gorges and Collins) (139) and employed former

servants of the militia committee instead. When the Committee for

Compounding asked for more information, a deposition was sent down

by Pyne and ten other militia commissioners attesting to the former

officials' delinquency. (140) However, Whetcombe now got into trouble

for not rendering accounts during his service in the siege of Taunton,

and Blake was employed in the Prize Office at London which by July

1652 was taking up his whole time. (141) With two of his opponents

out of the way Gorges moved into the open. He accused William Ceely,

and two former servants of the Standing Committee, William Collins and

William Phelps, of each holding £100 of sequestration money, and

requested that proceedings should be commenced against them.
(142)

Soon, Pyne was writing that "Collonell John Gorges will appear a very

corrupt hypocrite, and it hath pleased God to discover it...had I not

found him a professed enemye unto Godlye and well-affected people and

a lover of the Enemyes of this Common-Wealth I should never have

differed with	 He accused Gorges of taking bribes -

specifically a bribe of £500 from one Richard Cheesman - in cases of

delinquency, and remarked "this you may communicate unto those that

have see high an esteeme of his virtue". When the accusation had

lain for six months, Pyne wrote demanding a commission to examine

witnesses; (144) but the Committee for Compounding, perhaps wise to

Pyne's skill in manoeuvre by now, referred the matter to a neutral

1

 139 PRO/SP23/253 p.132. PRO/SP23/254 p.20.
140 PRO/8P23/254 p.38, I.
141 CCCI,	 P.5349 614, and  passim.; PRO/SP23/30 p.395.
142 717SP23/88 p.801.

(143) PR0/SP23/167 p.237.
(144) PR0/sP23/108 p.1091.
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arbitrator, the Committee for Wiltshire.(145) Gorges meanwhile

complained against the familiar routine designed to drive him from

office, and alleged that his brother, Thomas, had already been

removed from the Commission of the Peace. (146)
 He further said that

Pyne had made the accusations against Thomas only to make him a

party in the case so that he could not testify in favour of his on

brother, and the Committee for Compounding ordered that his

examination be taken notwithstanding before Whetcombe and Quash. (147)

As in all such cases, the hearings took a long time, and it was not

until December 14 1653 that both Gorges brothers were exonerated -

but John Gorges was laid aside from his employment since he had not

acted according to his commission.
(148)

 However, six days later

(after the overthrow of Barebone's Parliament), Gorges' dismissal

was laid aside for further consideration. 	 March 14 the

(150)following year, he was chosen as the sole commissioner for Somerset,

and in January 19 1655, Nathaniel Quash and Nehemiah Collins were

appointed additional commissioners, since Gorges was required in

Parliament.
(151)

From December 1653, Pyne's faction was clearly

in eclipse.

145) PRO/SP25/25 p.111.
146 PROP23/88 p.790.
147 PRO/s1023/25 p.195.
148 PRO/SP23/25 P1).265-75.
149) PRO/SP23/57 p.240.
(150)PRO/SP25/31 p.724. It appears from the letter that Nathaniel

Quash and Nehemiah Collins were also reappointed at this date,
but this can not be so since on 1 July 1654, Gorges wrote to the
Committee for Compounding that "our Justices of the Peace do
generally decline [your desires] but there are two gentlemen of
your late commissioners vide Mr. Nehemiah Collins and Mr.
Nathaniel Quash are very willing to give you the best help they
canne in that [sequestration] busines..." (PRO/SP25/167 p.213).

(151)PRO/SP23/12. p.627.
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However, in 1659, on the return of the Long Parliament, the

situation was reversed: George Sampson and Richard Bovett - two

former associates of Pyne - came back along with five previously

obscure men, Thomas Collins (who along with Sampson vainly asked to

be excused from acting), one Cowley (so obscure that the sequestration

committee in London did not know his first name), William Smith, a

Wells burgess who had been a JP under the Protector, Denni ,s Hollister,

a Quaker, who served on the Council of State during the time of

Barebones Parliament, and Robert Purnel.
(152)

In October, a new

commission was issued omitting those who scrupled to act. This

presumably refers to Bovett and Sampson who had earlier been

instructed to continue working, but we have no record of the

commission,	 and there is no information to be found in the State

Papers over which commissioners laere active.
(153)

It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the changes

in the county sequestration committees because of the vastly different

experience of counties like Dorset and Somerset. It seems in the

first instance that sequestration was undertaken by a subcommittee of

the County Committee or the Standing Committee (in practice these two

bodies were identical), and that these were replaced in the spring of

1650. The decision to restructure the system may have owed something

to the inefficiency with which the commissioners were approaching their

work in 1649, and rather more to their reluctance to acquiesce in the

Committee for Compounding's desire to centralize the system. The

replacement of the old commissioners often caused bitter disputes

within the counties as the old commissioners were reluctant to

account for their past actions, and in at least two counties there were

(152) PR0/sP23/264 p.53.
(153) ibid.; 52-3. the first commission gives only Bovett, Sampson, and

Collins, but this may not be the one referred to in PRO/5P23/59
p.175; the two lists in PRO/5P23/264 may be two separate drafts
of the final commission, and it is uncertain which one was
finally sent. Furthermore, Bovett and Sampson were NOT left out
of the first list.
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arguments between factions within the new committees (Devon and

Somerset). It seems likely that these struggles were usually between

supporters and opponents of the old committee, and may be ascribed

to the reluctance of the latter to relinquish power. In Somerset

where the former commissioners had a strong leader and a power base

within the County on the Militia Committee, they were at first

successful, but ultimately they were defeated by the opposition of

the central government. In 1654, the system was again reorganized,

usually under a single commissioner in each county, for reasons of

cost. When the system was restored in 1659, the new commissioners

were generally minor figures and radicals. Their unpopularity was a

factor in mobilizing public opinion in favour of the Restoration.

III.v. Membership of the Militia Committees

The first Militia Ordinance which appointed county committees was

passed in December 1648; unfortunately, it was repealed shortly

after Pride's Purge and the commissioners never took up their duties.

It was not until 1650 that Militia Commissioners took office, and

the Act that led to their appointment was very different from the

Ordinance of 1648.

Schwoerer argues that the first Ordinance was passed with the

objective of "returning the local government to the substantial

gentry and providing Parliament with a counterweight to the

professional army"
(154)

 whereas J. R. Western considers that of 1650

was passed by "friends of the army", with the objective of "giving

(154) Schwoerer, "Noe Standing Armies!", p.57
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control of the force to members of their own 'party organization".)

Certainly the 1648 Ordinance nominated commissioners of high social

status.

Table I: Social Composition of the 1648 Commissioners 

Peers Knights/Baronets Esquires/Gentlemen

Cornwall 1 - 17
Devon 2 6 33
Exeter - - 13
Dorset 4 3 21
Poole - 2 10
Somerset 1 3 26

Clearly, leadership was expected to lie with the leaders of county

society. The vast majority of committeemen appointed in this

Ordinance who were not peers or knights were esquires - only 2 or 3

styled themselves "gentlemen". The number of lords named appears to

be larger than it is, in fact, since Lords Robartes and Pembroke and

Montgomery each appear twice. Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper of the

Baronets sat on the Committees of both Dorset and Poole, as did Sir

Walter %T.le, knight. The smaller number of Lords and Knights in

Cornwall is probably due to the fact that a greater proportion of the

more prominent gentry in that county was royalist. But even there,

the list is headed by Robartes, probably the most influential man in

the shire, and a Presbyterian who during the Interregnum became

suspect for his royalist sympathies. Members of established county

families are prominent, including men who later became supporters of

the Protectorate, such as the Presbyterian Hugh Boscawen, who was

subsequently to represent the county in the Convention of 1660, the

prominent JP John St. Aubyn, who claimed to be the rightful owner

of the Scilly Isles, and Francis Godolphin, the secluded member for

St. Ives (and a relative of prominent royalist Sir Francis Godolphin).

(155) Western, The English Militia in the Eighteenth Century, 1965,
pp.6-7.
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Although many men who remained prominent during the Commonwealth

and Protectorate sat on this committee, Colonel Robert Bennett, the

anabaptist republican, is conspicuously absent.

The pattern is similar for other counties. In Devon,

Presbyterian moderates predominate, but there are also Commonwealth

JPs, such as William Fry, John Drake de Ash, John Tyrling, William

Putt, and Arthur Upton. In Dorset, peers and moderate baronets rub

shoulders with radicals like Henry Henley, Rumpers like the Dorchester

burgess Dennis Bond, and republican-inclined soldiers like Colonel

William Sydenham. In Somerset, there are Homers, Pophams, Wroths,

and even a Luttrell on the committee, but there are also radicals

like John Pyne, John Palmer, and Richard Cole. In all these counties

it is difficult to pick out the members who might be expected to be

dominant - clearly Parliament expected the social leaders to dominate

the committee, but the experience of Kent in 1647 and 1648, and of

Somerset during the same period (156)
 shows how easy it was for a

small group of radicals to dominate a committee - and there were men

in these lists whose future careers showed them to be capable of

doing just that.

During the Interregnum, there were four separate groups of

Militia Commissioners nominated - these men served in 1649-51, 1655-6,

1659-60, and 1660 respectively. Since the differences between the

counties are less marked insofar as militia administration is

concerned than in the administration of sequestration, we shall

examine the militia committees in a chronological framework, rather

than analysing the membership of each county separately.

The 1649 Commissioners were nominated by the Council of State.

Although the Militia Act was not passed until the Summer of 1650,

(156) Everitt, The Community of Kent, passim.; Underdown, Somerset,
passim.
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the Militia Commissioners had been nominated earlier by the Council

of State (the Act refers to "the Commissioners for the Militia in

the several Counties... which now are or hereafter shall be

appointed by the Parliament or the Councel of State"$ 157) On

1 September 1649, John Moyle had written to Robert Bennett that in

London he "found the Commission of State there very busie about

nomination of gentlemen in every shire...for committees for the

.	 (158)
Militia".	 Clearly, this was in preparation for the impending

demise of the Standing Committees who had formerly supervized

military matters in each county.

In Somerset, the first record of a meeting of the militia

commissioners is early in 1651; the last document of the Standing

Committee located in the same bundle of documents is dated 25 October

1649. It is interesting to note, the differences in the composition

of the two committees:-

Table II: Somerset Committeemen in the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers 

,
Commissioner Signatures on

(a) Instruments
of the
Standing
Committee

(b) Instruments
of the
Militia
Committee

Richard Trevilian 32 0
Edward Ceely 32 36
Thomas English 38 9
Christopher Pittard 22 0
Robert Morgan 36 11
Matthew Clist 23 0
Alexander Pym 6 50
John Pyne 9 64
Henry Mint erne 22 3
Thomas Wroth 0 3
Richard Bovett 0 50
John Gorges 0 18
Thomas Latch 0 27
George Sampson jnr. 0 27
William Ceely 0 46
John Cary 0 8
William Carent 0 9
George Sampson snr. 0 2

(157)Acts and Ordinances, II, p.308
(158) CROAS/3/47/1 6 5 .
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Those dropping out of committee work after the abolition of the

Standing Committee - Trevilian, Pittard, and Clist - tended to be

minor gentry, although one of them, Trevilian, was a JP. Some of the

new men - like Pym and Gorges - were more substantial men; others,

like Bovett and the younger Sampson, were adherents of Pyne. Various

other men signed instruments of the Militia Committee - for example,

Desborough, John Copley, Thomas English, Richard Trevilian, and Giles

Strangeways signed the documents to the Committee for Compounding

which contained Pyne's case against Mason and the agent John Burgess,

in addition to the Committeemen named above. Alexander Popham (along

with Ceely and Pyne), signed two isolated documents of the committee

surviving in the Somerset and Dorset Record 0ffices. (159) Of the

Standing Committeemen, only Pyne and Edward Ceely were JPs after 1653,

though several others were justices during the Commonwealth. By contrast

the Militia Commissioners were more substantial men - Wroth was a JP

under the Protector, Bovett was a parliamentary candidate and purchaser

of £7000-worth of Crown land, and Gorges became the major power in the

county after the fall of Pyne.
(160

For Devon, only two documents survive which can definitely be

regarded as instruments of the militia committee. One of them, dating

from November 1651, was signed by John Wollocombe, Robert Rolle, and

John Fortescue; the other dating from June of that year

(159)PRO/SP28/242, passim.; SRO/CM/64.3; DRO litary. PRO/5P23/2549
p.58: PRO/SP23/102 p.97. For sources of biographical information,
cf Appendix III. A document in the Bodleian Library/Tanner MS 55
gives Pym, Pyne, Wroth, Cary and the Ceely brothers as present at
a meeting of the Militia Committee in September 1651.

(160) Several others, like George Sampson the elder, William Ceely,
William Carent withdrew from public life after the establishment
of the Protectorate. John Cary and George Sampson the younger were
reconciled to the Protectorate, but were not prominent after the
Restoration. See Appendix III for details.
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was signed by John Desborough, William Fry, Robert Rolle, Thomas

Drake, and Thomas Saunders.
(161)

These do not, however, comprise

a complete list of commissioners. This is made evident by a letter

of Serle and Clapp, the sequestration commissioners, dated August

1651, who complained that their work on sequestration was being held

up since one of them was a militia commissioner and the other a

lieutenant of foot, and they were unable to devote sufficient time

to all their public duties.
(162)

These are fairly prominent men:

Desborough, the leading figure in the Militia, later became the

county's Major-General; Fry was a county MP in 1654, and was a

Cromwellian, though he was something of a radical and he disapproved

of persecuting Quakers; Rolle had been sheriff of the county in

1651, and was a county MP in 1654 and 1659, and sat in the Convention

from Callington; Drake, Wollocombe, and Fortescue were JPs from prominent

county families, and of all those signing either of the documents only

Rolle seems to have faded from power during the Protectorate. The

presence of army officers is one noticeable feature of the list.

Desborough, Saunders, and perhaps Fry all held current commissions in

the armed forces. And two more soldiers - Henry Eatsell and John

Blackmore were subsequently added to the committee by order of the

Council of State.
( 163)

Also active in militia affairs was Major

Richard Foxworthy.(164)

The only record of the Dorset Commissioners is in the diary of

Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper. The prominent figure in the committee

(161)PROP28/227; CROS/3/47/369.
(162) (Unfortunately, it does not specify which was which, and the list

of officers of the Devon militia is incomplete, Desborough being
supplied with blank commissions to fill the empty places.)
PRO/SP23/30 p.503; SP25/119.

(163)PRo/sP25/16 p.34; sP25/64 p.275.
(164)It is uncertain whether he actually sat on the committee (though

he was clearly active in other Devon county committees) but he
held a command in the militia, and was engaged in a long-running
dispute with the other commissioners, who sought his dismissal.
Apart from his committee work, he was not a prominent man, being
neither JP nor MP. PRo/sP25/64 p. 435; sP25/16 p.34.
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seems to have been Colonel James Heane. He nominated the

Commissioners,
(165)

 and letters were addressed to "Colonel Heane

and the rest of the Militia Commissioners for Dorset".
(166)

Unfortunately, there is no list of all the men Heane nominated in

the State Papers. Cooper records as active Commissioners himself,

John Browne, John Bingham, William Sydenham, Colonel Heane, James

Dewey, Thomas Yeardly, Robert Pelham, Edward Thornhull, and one Mr.

Foy or Fry(l67) In August 1651, John Whiteway was added to the

committee at its own request.
(168)

 The Dorset committee was an

interesting mixture of military men and country gentlemen. Heane,

Sydenham, and Browne were regular soldiers, and some of the others

held or had held military commissions; but Bingham, Pelham and

Cooper were from prominent county families, and Edward Thornhull

was a prominent committeeman.

The leading figure in the Cornwall committee was Robert Bennett,

although he does not seem to have had the authority that Heane or

Desborough held, (both of whom nominated their own officers in their

respective counties and were influential in the nomination of.

commissioners). Bennett was closely associated with Clarke, Waller,

and Desborough the other regular army commanders in the area, and

he commanded a regular regiment of his own in the west at this time

(169)
(as well as a regiment in the Devon Militia). 	 The other

(165 PRO/u25/8 p.43.
(166 CSPD 1651 p.362.
(167 PRO/PRO/30/24/8/3. The last named could have been John, Walter

or William Fry; he is once referred to as Colonel Fry, and it
seems that William Fry was the only one to hold this rank at
this time; but he was mainly active in Devon. Walter Foy was
certainly active in Dorset on other committees at this time.
Both were sometimes referred to as Foy, or Fry. It is, of
course, perfectly possible that both of them may have served.

(161 PR0/SP25/96 p.430.
(169 CCC I p.293; CSPD 1650 p.163.
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Commissioners were Sir Hardress Waller, Colonel John Moyle, Richard

Erisey, John Penwarne, Hugh Boscawen, Thomas Ceely, Colonel John

Carew, James Erisey, Colonel Anthony Rous, Captain Francis Langdon,

Peter Kekewich, Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Worthivall, John

Penrose, John Vivian, and Robert Rolle. One document of the committee

survives. Dating from May 1651, it was signed by Worthivall, BDUS and

Bennett.
(170)

Although many of these men held military commissions,

all were county gentlemen, and all styled themselves "esquire". Many of

these men were to be active in county administration throughout the

Interregnum, and though some might be regarded as much more radical

than others, there were no factional quarrels. Bennett himself a

Baptist was a protector of Anglicans and royalists, and respected by

all parties (he once refused to enforce the Covenant on an Anglican).
(171)

It was John Carew of Penwarne whom the royalist John Taylor found so

hospitable, "a Gentleman of Noble and ancient descent, and a worthy

Justice of the Peace".
(172)

These, then, were the men who ran the militia from 1651-5,

although, as we shall see in Chapter V, the militia was embodied

comparatively infrequently. During the revolt of Penruddock, a new

commission was granted to 18 men of Dorset, who were instructed to

act to train a regular militia and to suppress the insurrection;

however, no other commissions were raised for the Western counties,

probably because in Somerset and Devon, vigorous moves were made

spontaneously to oppose the royalists, whereas "in that disaffected

county of Dorset" the only moves made were by the various borough

councils.
(175)

The Commission was addressed to John Browne snr.,

Colonel John Bingham, Robert Coker, John Browne the younger, Lewis

Williams, John Whiteway, John Bushrod, Edward Butler, Walter Foy,

1

 170 CRO/FS/5/47 p.165. PRO/SP28A26.
171 Coate, Cornwall, p .335; cRoASN47 p.321 ff.
172 B.L.A.575 (12).
175) cf Chapter V p. 272ff.
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Major Robert Pelham, Captain James Dewey, Major John Lea the

elder, Major George Skutt, Captain John Chaffin, Captain Jeremy

Poticary, Captain Cheeke, James Eyres, gentleman, and Francis

Devenish, gentleman. 	 It is uncertain whether this group acted;

certainly DO documents signed by them exist in the State Papers.

But shortly afterwards the Commissioners appointed to assist the

Majors-General (known variously as Militia Commissioners, or as

Deputies to the Major-General, or by one of a number of other names)

were appointed, and a warrant of this body issuing from the county

of Dorset was signed by John Browne, John Arthur, Richard Lawrence,

Robert Telyane (sic), and by Desborough himself. (175) Letters were

sent from the London Major-General's office to Captain Richard

Southwood, James Dewey, and Captain Chaffin in the county; there was

also communication with John Pitson, the governor of Portland.
(176)

All these men who were active in the affairs of the Militia may be

assumed to have been Committeemen, or subordinate officers of the

Committee. It is noteworthy that those communicating with London

all held military rank, whereas those signing the Committee Warrant

certainly did not use their rank on the document, which was perhaps

an indication that they wished to play down the military aspects of

the work they were performing - the signatories were gentlemen of

importance within the county (Browne was a JP, Lawrence a prominent

committeeman, Arthur the county vice -aamiral) and they were summoning

gentry to give information about the clergy and teachers they

patronised. Yet at least one of them was a military officer - John

Arthur was a regular Captain. Those corresponding with London, on the

(17/ PRO/SP25/76A p.26.
(175 CRO/DDT 1643.
(176) B.L. Add.MS.19,516; MS. 34,014.
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other hand, all rose to their positions of importance through

military careers: Southwood and Dewey were not JPs, nor were they

committeemen; Chaffin was more prominent in committee work, but

Pitson is known in the county only for his tenure of the governorship

of Portland from 1655 until his death in 1658. Indeed, he did not

appear in an almost complete list of the commissioners who met on

December 13 1655 to acknowledge "the goodness and mercy of God in

directing your highness in a work, so much conducing to the good

and quiet of this nation", (177) This list (178) comprised 14 out of

a total of 16 men known to have been appointed as members of the

Dorset county committee and included 6 JPs.

Clearly, in Dorset, control of the Militia seems to have been

vested in the lesser gentry and the professional soldiers, under

the tutelage of a handful of JPs. The situation in Somerset was

similar and Underdown chooses to draw the conclusion that the major

gentry boycotted the commissions: "There was the usual difficulty

about getting influential men to serve: the only active commissioners

were Gorges, Hunt, and a handful of minor gentry like John Cary (!)

(179)
and Thomas Baynard".	 Leaving aside for the moment the status

of Cary, Underdown's conclusion does not necessarily follow. First,

he bases it on the chance survival of two membranes in the state

papers, and the known reluctance of one man, Harrington, to serve.

Second, he assumes that it was natural for the militia to have been

led by country gentlemen, and that since it was not they must have

shunned the government. But although both these points have a grain

of truth in them, they have no more than a grain. It is likely that

the two surviving commissions in the State Papers do not give us an

(177) Thurloe IV, p.305.
(178) Richard Lawrence, John Bingham, John Browne, Edward Butler, John

Arthur, John Caffin (Chaffin), John Lea, Robert Pelham, Edward
Thornhull, John Eyres, James Deny (Dewey), James Barker, Richard
S[outhwood], Henrie Poticary, William Culliford, James Mew.

(179)Underdown, Somerset, p.180.
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accurate picture of the men who served on the commission - it seems

highly probable that much of the paperwork of such ad hoc commissions

must have been lost, Om)
 as were the written records of the county

committees of the 1640s and the borough corporations. As for the

other point, it seems likely that this militia, which was an

unusually professional one, would have been given into the care of

professional soldiers rather than country gentlemen - after all, one

of its functions was ultimately to replace the professional standing

army. Desborough, who was probably responsible for nominating some

of the commissioners, might be expected to put forward the names of

his regular officers, men he had worked with for years. No one has

suggested that because the gentry did not perform functions as

hospital treasurers or tax collectors that they disapproved of the

work - it was merely a job entrusted to lesser men.

For Cornwall, two lists survive in the Thurloe State Papers,

giving us a total of 14 commissioners - John Desborough, Edward

Noseworthy (sheriff), John St. Aubyn , James Launce, John Fox, Peter

Ceely, John Catty, Anthony Nicholl, Stephen Trevill, Thomas Orde,

Andrew Trevill, James Daniell, Tristram Arscott, and William Braddon. (181)

Desborough had been pleased with the co-operation of the gentry in

this county,	 and in these lists, there are several important JPs,

and three Members of Parliament (Nbsworthy, St. Aubyn, and Launce).

Clearly the scruples of the Somerset gentry were not shared by those

of Cornwall. Interestingly, whilst the London Office only corresponded

with John Gorges and John Jenkins of the Somerset commissioners, in

Cornwall letters were exchanged with four men: Braddon, Ceely, Fox,

(182)
and Colonel Anthony Roust

(180) One document Underdown has apparently overlooked is in PRO/8P28/242.
and is dated 16 January 1656. It is signed by John Gorges,
George Sampson, John Cary, John Desborough, Thomas Gorges, Henry
Bonner, and John Barker.

(181)Thurloe iv, pp. 451, 497.
(182) Thurloe IV, 462. B.L. Add MS 19, 516; Add ME 34, 014.
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In Devon, correspondence with London was conducted by Major

Thomas Saunders, Major Blackmore, Captain Hatsell, sheriff John

Copplestone (recently knighted by Oliver), and Lionel Beecher -

and also with Samual Larke for Plymouth. These men were all

military personnel, but Hatsell for example was also a JP and a

frequent attender of Quarter Sessions, as was Saunders, a prominent

republican. Blackmore, a former committeeman, was a Cromwellian

JP, and Copplestone, too, was well-known for his attachment to the

Protectorate. Yet again, there was a close association between

the militia commissioners and the more orthodox county governors.

On July 26 1659, Parliament passed a Militia Act, to meet the

"necessity for the enlargement of their Forces above the number

formerly established".
(183)

Local commissioners were appointed in

each county with the usual powers. The composition of these

committees is interesting. Several men were called to the service

who had not served on any committee since the days of the

Commonwealth (i.e. before 1653), and a larger group was called on

to act as committeemen for the first time. These were mainly army

officers who did not take part in county administration normally.

Desborough and Okey, the commanders of the army and the militia in

the West Country were added to the militia committees of all the

counties by the Council of State. (184)

It is wrong to talk of the committees being 'purged' or

'restructured', for the militia committees were ad hoc bodies

established for a particular task, and called to duty on specific

occasions; they were not continuously established. However, as they

were appointed by central government, they do give us a rough idea of

what sort of people were in favour at the time. The men called up

189 Acts and Ordinances, II, p.1320.
184 Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS, C.179, p.303.
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in 1659 were only infrequently the sort of men who commanded

respect or authority in the counties, and their actions and those

of the militia forfeited any respect they might have hoped for (the

Commissioners for Dorset so alarmed the gentry there that they

asked for, and received, permission to ride about the county armed.)
(185)

The year 1659-60 saw the real beginning of the English dislike for

a standing army.

Table III: The Militia Commissioners of 1659 

Number on
committee

Of whom newly
appointed

Reappointed
Commonwealthsmen

Cornwall 36 10 8
Devon 50 8 2
Dorset 29 1 4
Exeter 23 13 1
Poole 7 2 1
Somerset 58 22 ga

a: The Somerset figure includes the Mayor of Bath, and two
men who were appointed to the Poor Prisoners committee
of October 1653 - not a major county committee - but
does not include John Pearce, an alderman of Bath, who
was appointed to committees set up separately during
the Protectorate for that city.

From Table III, it is clear that there was a wide variation

between counties in the type of committeemen appointed. Somerset and

Cornwall have about 50% of their commissioners drawn from new men and

reappointed Commonwealthsmen, whereas the committees of Devon and

Dorset were clearly much more stable during the Interregnum, with the

equivalent proportions in those counties being 22% and 17%

respectively. It must be noted, too, that the large turnover has no

relation to the size of the committee. A further surprising factor

is the high rate of change in the towns. The Poole committee was so

small that this must be accounted for largely by chance. But in

Exeter the difference seems to be accounted for by the unprecedented

(185) Bodleian Library, Clar. MS,	 71 p.240.
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appointment of large numbers of men who were not members of the

City corporation, perhaps because the government wished to coerce

that body, which had shewn itself disturbingly independent on previous

occasions when confronted by the administrative needs of the soldiery.

It is little wonder that the citizens there did not get on with the

army in 1659-60. One or two of those appointed had admittedly sat on

Devon or other county committees previously - generally before 1654.

As for the counties, what sort of people were the new men? In

Cornwall, there was one prominent army officer amongst the 10 newly-

appointed comissioners
(186) - Eunkyn, the governor of Scilly.

Another, Sir John Carew, was a baronet. One was the son of a secluded

member and sat on the Convention for Saltash. Another was a prominent

JP and former High sheriff. But there were 6 "new" men who had risen

through military service, or who were now called to county government

for the first time. Many of the recalled Commonwealthsmen were

relatively minor figures, too, - like William Blokes and Peter

Kekewich. There were, of course, some major figures like Edmund

Prideaux of Padstow, a relative of the attorney-general, a JP and

committeeman in Devon, Cornwall and Somerset.

In Devon, too, the newcomers were fairly minor characters,

although there were fewer of them. The only one who might be expected

to appear on a county committee in the ordinary way was Samuel

Northcott, the mayor of Plymouth. One of them, William Fovell, may be

identical with one William Fowell who appeared on several other county

committees during the period. Fovel and a couple of others held

military rank. The two reappearances were Henry Pollexphen,
(187)

(186)The 10 were Sir John Carew, Francis Buller the younger, Edward
Herle, Hugh Courtenay, Robert Glynne, Joseph Hunkyn, Robert Rous,
Richard Kelliow, Nathaniel Moyle, Hunt Greenwood.

(187) In 1659 he was described as "Henry Pollexphen jnr." - for all the
other committees to which he was appointed, he was known simply
as "Henry Pollexphen."
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probably a relative of Edmund of that name, a newcomer in 1659,

and Walter Stert. Neither was a first-rank figure in the county.

Dorset's sole newcomer was John Lea the elder, the father of

Captain John Lea, an important committeeman and soldier in the

county. The son was more active in politics, but like his father,

he was not a JP. Those recalled to the committee included John

Chaffyn the deputy major-general who was later to make a last-ditch

effort to rouse the Somerset-Dorset border country against the

Restoration; William White, the governor of the Dorchester freeman's

company; Philip Stansley, the Dorchester burgess; and John Strode

of Chaunte.

Somerset is the most interesting county with as many as 22 new

faces on the commission - more than on the other three county

commissions put together. Underdown has put forward the view that

Somerset was dominated during the Interregnum by a vicious power

struggle between John Pyne, the representative of radical

republicanism on the one hand, and a group of moderates and trimmers

amongst whom John Gorges achieved a kind of leadership on the other.

This thesis is a little overstretched - the quarrel was never one

of principle; it was essentially a struggle over patronage, and at

times (for example, during the Penruddock revolt), it descended to

the level of a petty personal squabble. Nevertheless, the Commission

of 1659 saw many of Pyne's adherents reappear, and Pyne, Bovett,

Sampson and Ceely dominated the committee.
(188)

The new men did

include a number of men of substance such as Sir Henry Vane and

Nicholas Blake; also amongst its members were John Pyne the younger

and Colonel Okey. But Vane and Okey had little real connection with

(188) Underdown, op.cit., p.190 ff.
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the county. Some of the others had been active before - Alexander

Kingsland had, for example, been a major of foot in the 1650 militia,

and William Pitman had been a justices' clerk;
(189)

still others -

some with military ranks, presumably acquired for their service in

the militia - surfaced briefly never to reappear - George Gould,

Henry Gutch, Henry Roch, Captain Emanuel Ewens. The recalled men, on

the other hand, included men who had been very active before the

Protectorate - Giles Strangeways, the JP, Alexander Pym, the JP,

committeeman, and ex-sheriff, and the radical Richard Trevillian;

others, like Thomas Wrentmore, were relatively obscure; but it seems

likely that generally, the "radicals", with the support of the

central government, were able to reassert their control.

Which commissioners were active? Ire have, as usual, only patchy

evidence - and, as always, the chance survival of documents may distort

the overall picture. Nevertheless, from the documents which do

survive, we can build up a partial list for at least three counties.

In Dorset, one document was signed by William Hussey.

Edward Butler, George Pley, Robert Hacker, Edward Thornhull, Francis

Devenish, Edward Cheek, Sir John Lea, and John Lea the younger.
(190)

Some of these men like George Pley, were military figures who had been

active during the Protectorate (Pley had been a committeeman before,

but not during the Protectorate); others were professional

aaministrators whose period of activity extended throughout the

Interregnum - Hussey, Butler, Devenish, Thornhull, the younger Lea,

and Edward Cheek were men of this type, and constituted a majority

amongst the active group of committeemen. In Cornwall, we know

little apart from the fact that Richard Lobb corresponded with Robert

Bennett (who seems to have been in London) about the affairs of the

Militia. There seems to have been some sort of split in the

committee (Iobb refused to sign a letter the rest of the Commissioners

(189) SRS28, p.370.
(190) DRO/D10/F9. Robert Hacker had not been named a Commissioner in

the Act.
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wrote to Parliament), but the business seems otherwise to have gone

well, and Lobb mentions some men who were thought suitable and

willing to raise forces. Those who were also committeemen it seems

reasonable to assume were also active on the committee, and these

included Richard iCilliow, (whom Lobb dismissed as "but little

acquainted with war"), a complete newcomer to the committee scene,

Anthony Rous, a veteran soldier and a committeeman throughout the

1650s, John St. Aubyn, a Cromwellian, Walter Moyle, also a

Cromwellian, William Braddon, Robert R IMS, and Humphry Lower.
(190a)

We have more information for Somerset: in this county 110

less than 23 commissioners signed a letter of 11 August reporting

the progress in the work of the militia, and of these only Pyne and

Okey can be regarded as major figures, and Okey was not a native of

the county. Others - Richard Bovett, John Gay, George Sampson,

Edward Ceely, John Gutch - were former associates of Pyne, and there

were many minor figures. (11 ) have no information for Devon, except

that Blackmore, a Cromwellian, was ordered to command the militia

there and in Cornwall, on 13 July.
(192)

The changes in the militia committees varied from county to

county. In Somerset the changes were the greatest, possibly because

of the split within the ruling class there. In Cornwall, too, there

were many new faces, as Bennett was able to utilise the changed

situation to reassert his declining authority. But "moderates" and

"radicals" were able to work together throughout the period in many

areas - even in Cornwall, command of the militia was given to the

(190a) cRo/Fs/3/47 f.549, 553 . ,
(191)The list appears in SP18/220 p.71.I; this appears to have been

copied from Bodleian Clar. MS., 63 p.185. The 23 were
Nicholas Blake, Edward Ceely, Alexander Kingsland, John Pyne,
John Gutch, Richard Gay, Richard Bovett, Henry Bonner, John
Barker, William Meredith, Benjamin Blake, Giles Strangways,
Thomas Collins, William Gapper, John Gay, John Pyne jnr.,
Henry Gutch, George Sampson, William Pitman, William Whiting,
George Gould, Philip Lissant, Robert Webb.

(192)Bodleian Rawl. MS., C.179 p.181.
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moderate Sir John Blackmore, rather than to Bennett. Only in

Somerset did the "radicals" fail to succumb to the leadership of

the "gentry" - and this was because one of the gentry (Pyne) used

minor figures to advance his own authority in the county against

that of the other gentry there. Flarthermore, in Devon and Dorset,

and to a lesser extent in Cornwall, prominent regular soldiers -

Hatsell, Blackmore, Desborough, Bennett, Pley, and others - had

exercised administrative authority throughout the Interregnum, and

had become part of the county "scene".

Even now the final control of the militia had not been determined.

With the second expulsion of the Rump, splits began to appear within

the committees. In Somerset, for example, Pyne was dismayed by the

expulsion; but others such as Major George Sampson, and Captain

John Barker continued energetically to raise money for the militia

and were subsequently reprimanded for this when Parliament was again

restored. (193) Even prominent figures like Bennett in Cornwall were

examined on this charge. 
194)

After the return of the secluded members, an act was passed on

12 March 1660 which, says Schwoerer, reasserted "the ancient

authority of the gentry in the militia". (195) There was a marked

change in the social standing of the new committeemen:

Table IV: Social Ranking of the 1659 & 1660 Militia Committees 

Cornwall
1659 1660

Devon
1659 1660

Dorset
1659 1660

Somerset
1659 1660

Total
1659 1660

Peers - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1
Knights/
Baronets 1 2 1 8 1 3 3 1 6 14
Others 35 47 49 56 27 22 55 59 166 184

Totals
_

36 50 50 64 29 25 58 60 173 199

191 PRO/SP25/99 p.13f.
194 cRo/n	 1010/3/47	 .575-95.
(195 ibid., p.71
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Although the figures set out here do not appear to be all that dramatic,

closer examination reveals a more marked change. Men like Richard

Killiow and Nathaniel Moyle in Cornwall, Edward Pollexphen, Southcott

Luttrell, Samuel Northcott, and Richard Bennett in Devon, John Lea in

Dorset, and most strikingly of all Philip Lissant, William Gapper, Henry

Gutch, Henry Roch, John Okey, and others like them in Somerset are left

out of the 1660 commission. Their replacements are usually drawn from

more substantial men - like Sir George Chudley and Sir William Courtney

in Devon, both of whom were making their first committee appearances

during the Interregnum; in Dorset, Sir Francis and Denzil Holles were

appointed for the first time, and men like Sir Walter Erie, who had

served during the heyday of the "moderates" in 1657 were recalled; in

Somerset, George Horner, Robert Hunt, William Wyndham, and Francis

Luttrell, were appointed for the first time or reappointed after a

period of obscurity, while men like Pyne, Bovett, and the Ceelys were

left out. We have almost no evidence for who was active on those

committees before the return of the King; an order of the Dorset

committee dated 17 April 1660 was signed by Edward Butler, John

Whiteway, William Culliford, Edward Butler, and Thomas Erie, all of whom

had been active in county affairs during the Interregnum.
(195a)

Yet we must not underestimate the amount of continuity - there were

men who sat on both committees - substantial, influential men, too. The

change was a change of emphasis, and probably also (although it is

impossible to determine this) of influence within the committee. The

unruly elements who caused so much unrest in 1659 were hived off, and

men of prominence in the social hierarchy of the county returned to

power after a temporary interruption in 1659. Some men who had not

sat on committees since the 1648 militia committee did return (e.g.,

Lord Robartes in Cornwall) but the appointment of overt royalists was

rare. Even in Somerset, substantial men like Sir Thomas Wroth, John

Harrington, John Cary, James Ashe, and John Hippisley provided a

(195a) DRO/D10/F9.
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continuity, a nucleus of experienced administrative skill on

committees and commissions throughout the Interregnum, throughout

the turmoils, backbitings, and struggles for influence.

Table • T: Continuity of Membership between the 1659 and 1660 militia
committees 

Those sitting on:-

Cornwall
Devon
Dorset
Somerset

1659 committee only Both committees 1660 committee only

a	 b

23	 6
27	 0.
20	 1
41	 22

c	 d

16	 4
25	 0

9	 0
17	 0

e	 f	 g

33	 1	 13
39	 0	 12
16	 0	 8
41	 10	 5

Key: Column a:Members of the 1659 committee who did not sit on the 1660
committee.

Column b: Those in column a whose appointment to the committee
was their first county committee appointment during
the Interregnum (apart from any appointment in any
other county).

Column c: Men who served on the militia committees of both 1659
and 1660.

Column d: Men in column c whose first county committee
appointment was to the 1659 militia committee.

Column e: Men who served only on the 1660 militia committee.

Column f: Those in column e whose first county committee
appointment was to the January 1660 Assessments
Committee (appointed by the Rump before the
admission of the secluded members).

Column g: Those in column e whose appointment to the 1660
militia committee was their first (and therefore
only) county committee appointment during the
Interregnum.

Table V demonstrates that roughly half of the Cornwall and Devon

militia committees of 1659, and roughly a third of those of Dorset

and Somerset also sat on the 1660 militia committees for their

respective counties. The figure of 10 men carried over from the
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January 1660 assessment committee suggests that even by

this early date a reaction had set in against the members of the

earlier militia committee (note the large figure of 41 men

sitting on the militia committee only) and shows that other men were

loyal to both the Rump and the Secluded Members. Meanwhile, we

can draw the conclusion that 20 men were recalled from pre-1659

committees to the Cornish Militia Committee in 1660; the figures

for the other counties are 27 for Devon, 8 for Dorset, and 26 for

Somerset. Predominantly, these men came from the committeesof the

Protectorate, whereas those discarded after 1659 who had sat in

earlier commissions, came from committees appointed during the

Commonwealth. Of the 20 men recalled for Cornwall, only 5 had not

sat on a committee during the Protectorate; and none at all out

of 26 for Somerset. Thus, although the 1660 committees do include

a high number of men who were not on the 1659 committees, continuity

with earlier committees is high, and a substantial number appeared

on both committees. There were very few people totally new to

committee work on the 1660 militia committees.

III.vi Membership of the Minor Committees.

A large number of minor ad hoc committees were appointed during the

Interregnum, some of them directly by Act of Parliament, and some

of them by Commission from the Council of State. An example of

the first type is the committee to eject scandalous ministers and

schoolmasters of 1654, and of the second the committee to take the

engagement of 1649.
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Details of individuals' membership of these bodies is

recorded in Appendix III.

Such committees were either appointed directly by a legislative

instrument or by the council of state. The latter type of committee

was almost always based upon a previous Act of Parliament - e.g.,

the appointment of commissioners to take the Engagement to the

Commonwealth was based on the Act of 2 January, 1650. (19,6) Broadly

speaking, this process was similar to that used in the appointment

of militia commissioners, described in section III.iii above. It

also had similarities with the system used to appoint Sewers

Commissioners and other more traditional bodies described in

Chapter I.

The membership of the two committees appointed directly by

legislative instrument - in this case, Act of Parliament - during

the 1650s differed considerably. The Act for Ejecting Scandalous

Ministers appointed county committees broadly similar to those

appointed for matters like assessments and militia - that is to say

committees drawn from the country gentry, including a hefty

sprinkling of substantial JPs (although in this case, a group of

clergymen was drafted in to 'assist' each committee); the Act for

Relieving Poor Prisoners appointed men of a far lower social

standing, from which the prominent gentry were absent. This shews

the importance that was attached to the quality of the ministry

during the Protectorate, and the relatively low priority given to

poor prisoners.

(196) Acts and Ordinances II, p.325ff.
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III.vii Membership of the Assessments Committees

As I shall show in detail in Chapter 4, the Assessments Committees

developed from clear pre-war roots. They are also interesting in

that they were the only committees that were in existence throughout

the Interregnum. Taxation was levied throughout the Interregnum and

there were always committees required to administer it. Of course,

in theory, each Act (or, at any rate, most Acts) for Assessment

appointed new committees in each county. But the reality of the

case must have seemed different. Committees were in existence all

the time. A nucleus of men formed the working mainstay of the

committees in each county throughout the Interregnum. The

Committeemen must have seemed as much a regular part of life to the

population of the counties as the Commissioners of the Peace. (The

Committees were usually directed by Parliament to sit at least

every quarter - the Monthly Assessment was collected in three-

monthly instalments). This makes it all the more odd (and all the

more disappointing) that no permanent records - or at any rate,

formal records - appear to have been kept by the committees in the

West country.

Three questions must be asked about the Assessments

Commissioners: What sort of men were they? To what extent can

they be regarded as a continuous body in the way, say, of the

Commissioners of the Peace? And the related question, did the

personnel change with the political complexion of the state?

Like the body of JPs, the number of county committeemen was very

large; also like the JPs, a small number of men stood out as

dominant figures in each county.
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Table VI: frequency of Service of Assessment Commissioners 

Number of men
sitting on Cornwall Devon Dorset Somerset

10 committees 2 14 8 7
9 8 10 9 15
8 7 18 8 8
7 12 21 5 15
6 3 8 6 17
5 6 10 4 9
4 5 16 8 .	 8
3 9 18 8 16
2 14 32 20 42
1 51 75 23 51

Totals: 117 222 99 188

As can be seen from the table, the maximum number of assessment

committees to which it was possible to be appointed was ten. (197)

In Cornwall, Devon, and Dorset rather less than a third of the

commissioners were appointed-to seven or more assessments

commissioners; in Somerset the proportion was lower - somewhat

less than a quarter - illustrating again the higher turnover of

office-holders in that county.

A considerable number of the Assessment Commissioners were JPs -

57 in Cornwall, 115 in Devon, 49 in Dorset, and 81 in Somerset,

that is to say over half of the committeemen in each county except

for Somerset. As we might expect, a considerable number of these

were nominated to 7 or more committees - in Cornwall, JPs accounted

for 24 out of the 29 men named to more than 7 committees; in Devon,

for 47 out of 62; in Dorset, 20 out of 29; and in Somerset 30 out

of 45: in each case, JPs amounted to two thirds or more of the most

(197) The number of legislative instruments appointing assessments
commissioners was rather larger than 10 - in fact, there were
18 - but the balance is accounted for by the fact that several
of these acts or ordinances merely added a handful of members
to the existing committees. Very occasionally a committeeman
is added to a committee to which he has already been appointed;
in such cases, I have considered only the first appointment as
being valid, and the second to be in error. A full list of
Assessments Acts may be found in Appendix iy/4.
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prominent committeemen. Those men appointed to seven or more

assessment committees who were not JPs tended to be minor gentry

who had risen to prominence in the service of the Standing

Committees, like Pyne's client Thomas Wrentmore in Somerset, William

Nottle in Devon, and John Chatty and Roger Porter in Cornwall.

TableVII: Continuity of service of assessment commissioners 

Number of
commissioners
serving on
one or more
Commissions

Cornwall Devon

abcabcabcabc

Dorset Somerset

1649-53 only 34 7 17 68 17 34 35 1 15 77 11	 23

1649-58 8 2 2 50 20 30 20 13 11 12 3	 8

1649-53 &) 15 11 5 2 2 1 4 1 2 5 1	 1
1660	 )
1649-1660 19 9 17 33 24 25 24 15 16 37 30	 25

1655-1658 only 20 - 6 52 - 20 9 - 3 13 -	 8

1655-1660 only 5 - 5 9 - 4 2 - 1 32 -	 15

1660 only 16 - 5 7 - 1 4 - 1 12 -	 1

Key: For each county, column a comprises all assessments commissioners
assessments commissioners with

seven or more appointments
assessments commissioners who
were JPs.

We can see from Table VII that in each county a large number of

committeemen ceased ta serve on assessment committees,

af1er1653, but this number was rather greater in Somerset than in any

other county. In Cornwall, a larger number of Commonwealthsmen were

recalled to service by the 1660 assessment act than in any other

county, and there was also a considerably larger number of committeemen
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in that county serving for the first time in 1660. In each county

there was a group of men who served on committees during each of

the three periods of the Interregnum (that is to say, during the

Commonwealth to 1653, during the Protectorate, and during the

restored Commonwealth in 1659); in many cases, these men were

appointed to seven or more committees. This group was considerably

smaller in Cornwall than elsewhere. In Somerset, fewer of the

committeemen serving only during the two Commonwealth periods were

JPs than in other counties (23 out of 94); but there were

considerably more JPs amongst the committeemen who served during

the Protectorate (56 out of 94).

Nevertheless, the main feature of this table is that the

majority of committeemen with more than seven appointments served

during both Commonwealth and-Protectorate. This is hardly

surprising. But it does suggest - and the large number of JPs in

this group would tend to confirm - that there was in each county a

small number of 'career' administrators who provided a core of

experience in the committees throughout the Interregnum (despite

the large number of changes from committee to committee).

In Cornwall, the only men appointed to the maximum possible

ten assessment committees were Robert Bennett and Anthony Rous, both

of them professional soldiers, and both prominent JPs. Both are

usually associated with the republican-military alliance, but Rous

was 'moderate' enough to accept the governorship of Pendennis under

Monck in the spring of 1660, and was a known persecutor of Quakers.
(198)

Other prominent committeemen included JPs of old county families

like Hugh Boscawen, Edward Elliott, Peter Ceely, and Robert Rolle;

but there were also upstarts like Christopher Wbrthivale, John

Chatty, and Roger Porter. William Hicks, though appointed to seven

(198) CSPD 1659-60 p.325; B.L. E.900 (3).
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committees, and though he did take an active part in committee

business,
(199)

 was unknown in any other field of public

administration save county committee work and the militia (he was

a captain in the Cornish troop) . (200) It is noteworthy that

Cornwall is the only county where a majority of the most active

committeemen were Commonwealthsmen who did not serve during the

Protectorate - only 11 of the 29 of the Assessment Commissioners

with more than seven appointments served during the Protectorate.

These men - men like John Bawden, James Erisey, John Gregor,

William Hicks, and John Jago - were not members of the normal ruling

hierarchy of the county.

Only one document survives signed by the Cornish Assessment

Commissioners. Dated 1650, it is an account of John Bawden, the

county Receiver General, subscribed by Robert Bennett, Richard

Carter, Francis Langden, Stephen Trevill, Anthony Rous, John Carew,

Samuel Kekewich, John Jago, William Hicks, Roger Porter, and Jacob

Daniell.
(201)

 All but Carew and Kekewich had more than seven

assessments committee appointments. (202)

In Devon, the leading commissioners were altogether more

prominent men. There were 63 of them, of whom no less than 44 served

]_91 PROP28/337.
200 PROP25/119. As well as the assessment committee, he served

on the county sequestration committee in 1659 - SP23/263 p.37.
201 PRO/SP28/337.
202 The leading Cornish commissioners were: 10 committees:

Robert Bennett, Anthony Rous; 9: Hugh Boscawen, Jacob Daniell,
Edward Elliott, Richard Erisey, Richard Lobb, John Moyle,
Andrew Trevill, Stephen Trevill; 8: Tristram Arscott, Leonard
Treis, Richard Carter, Peter Ceely, John Chatty, John Lampen,
Francis Langdon; 7: John Bawden, James Erisey, John Gregor,
'William Hicks, John Jago, Peter Kekewich, Eumphry Lower, John
Penrose, Roger Porter, Robert Rolle, Thomas Waddon, Christopher
Worthivale. The moneys collected were handed over to Hunt
Greenwood in the presence of Robert Flamanck. Greenwood was to
account for them to the committee for the army in Parliament.
Both he and Flamanck, though not committeemen at the time, were
appointed county committeemen in 1659. Thus we see the familiar
progress of an administrative career - from collector, to
receiver, to committeeman was the usual progression; but at any
rate, the normal apprenticeship for membership of one of these
influential committees was service as an official.
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during the Protectorate. Certainly there were men of whom little

is known - and we therefore infer that they were not amongst the

county's natural leaders. One such is a Mr. Cholwich of Chudleigh,

who was apparently so unimportant a man, that nobody ever attempted

to find out his Christian name.
(203)

Other men, like Desborough

the major-general, were newcomers to the county raised to positions

of prominence through a military career or through political zeal.

But there were men here of solid county stock, and others who we

would term 'technocrats' to-day - men dedicated to oiling the wheels

of the administrative machine without regard to political changes.

Men like John and Thomas Drake, Sir John Young, Edmund Prideaux,

Arthur Upton, and Arthur Fortescue represented the former group;

lesser men like William Bastard, Richard Foxworthy, John Tyrling,

William Putt, Christopher Wood, and Nicholas Roope the latter.
(204)

In Dorset, it is probably true to say that the prominent

committeemen contained a larger proportion of the old ruling class

than any other county. John Bingham, Dennis and Elias Bond, Sir

Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Salisbury, William aydenham, John

(203) Cholwich's only other recorded administrative appointment
apart from his 7 assessment committees was as a collector
of a county bridge rate, a comparatively unimportant
position.

(204)The leading Devon committeemen were: 10 appointments:
William Bastard, John Beare, Thomas Boone, John Champneis,
Thomas Drake, William Fowel, Richard Foxworthy, William
Fry, Matthew Hele, William Harris, William Putt, Robert
Rolle, Arthur Upton, John Wollocomb; 9: Philip Crocker,
Hugh Fortescue, Sir John Young, Philip Francis, Edmund
Prideaux, John Rolle, Nicholas Roope, John Tyrling,
Christopher Wood, Henry Worth; 8: John Carew, John
Drake of Ash, John Elford, Arthur Fortescue, John Mallack,
John Marshall, Christopher Martin, John Pearce, John Peard,
Henry Pollexphen, John Quick, Maurice Rolle, Francis Rous,
John BDW, Servington Savery, Hugh Trevilian, John Yea;
7: Timonthy Alsop, Edmund Arscott, John Barton, John
Blagdon, Christopher Ceely, Cholwich of Chudleigh, John
Desborough, James Erisey, John Fortescue, John Fountain,
William Mottle, Joseph Hunkyn, Richard Pearse, John Rider,
Nicholas Row, Christopher Savery, John Serle, Philip
Skippon, Peter Speccott, Walter Stert, William Wollocomb,
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Whiteway, and John Bushrodewere all representatives of the old

county families of pre-war days, and lesser men like Henry Henley and

John Tregonwell were also men who might have been expected to have

taken part in county admtnistration in pre-war times. The Somerset

committeemen, too, included figures like Pyne, Sir Thomas Wroth, the

Ashe brothers, the Gorges brothers, a Luttrell, a Strangeways, and a

Pym. However, others like Henry Minterne, Thomas Wrentmore, and John

Merryweather were less prominent. (205)
 As in the other counties,

the commissioners in Somerset were comprised of a mixture of prominent

gentry, lesser men raised for their pro-government leanings, and 'career'

administrators. The first of these groups was smaller than elsewhere,

probably because of the unusually bitter split in the local ruling class.

Evidence for the activity of the commissioners in Devon, Dorset and

Somerset is as scanty as that existing for those of Cornwall. Of two

surviving documents of the Devon commissioners, one is signed by William

Fry, John Marshall, and John Tyrling, and the other by Fry, Arthur Upton

and John Bease. All of these men were members of 7 or more assessment

committees.
(206)

(205) The leading committeemen for Dorset were: 10 appointments:
John Bingham, Dennis Bond, Elias Bond, Edward Cheek, Sir Anthony
Ashley Cooper, William Hussey, John Squibb, John Trenchard; 9:
John Browne, Richard Bury, James Dewey, John Eyres, Walter Foy,
John Lea, Edmund Prideaux, John Still; 8: Edward Butler,
Francis Devenish, Henry Henley, James Mew, Lord Salisbury, William
Sydenham, Edward Thornhull, John Whiteway; 7: John Bushard,
Christopher Erie, John Jay, John Tregonwell, John Whetcomb; for
Somerset, 10 appointments: John Huckland, Richard Jones, John
Merryweather, Alexander Popham, John Preston, John Pyne, Sir Thomas
Wroth; 9: John Ashe, James Ashe, William Blanchard, Henry
Bonner, John Cary, Edward Ceely, Thomas Gorges, John Barrington,
Roger Hill, Thomas Mead, George Milward, Jonathan Pitt, Peter
Roynon, George Stedman, Thomas Syderfin; 8: Thomas Bampfield,
Thomas English, John Hippisley, John Locke, Lislebone Longe,
George Luttrell, John Palmer, Giles Strangeways; 7: Robert
Blake, William Carent, James Cottington, William Doble, Stephen
Easkett, Henry Minterne, Henry Plumley, Edmund Prideaux, Alexander
Pym, John Rowe, George Serle, Charles Steynings, John Turverville,
Thomas Wrentmore, John Wroth.

(206) PRO/SP46/128.
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A handful of orders survive for Somerset relating to a rating

dispute at Keynsham in 1649. (207) These were signed by George

Luttrell, John Buckland, Thomas Bampfield, Richard Cole, James

Ashe, Richard Drew, John Fisher, Thomas Blanchard, and John

Parker of whom Luttrell, Buckland, Bampfield, and Ashe came from

the group of commissioners appointed more than 7 times. No

evidence survives from Dorset at all.

Because there is so little evidence of the deliberations of

the assessments commissioners (as we shall see in Chapter IV),

this analysis of the membership must necessarily be incomplete.

It is one thing to establish that a man was appointed to a committee;

it is quite another to say that he was active. There were several

complaints in 1649 of the inactivity of many county committeemen. (208)

Our picture is therefore only partial. What can be said is that a

very wide spectrum of men was called to the committees, and a very

wide spectrum was called regularly - from Lord Salisbury down to men

like William Hickes. Many JPs were committeemen, but there were

also a very substantial number of committeemen who were not JPs;

many of these men were amongst the most prominent assessments

commissioners. Despite the great political changes, many men served

throughout the Interregnum; but a very large group - particularly

in Somerset and Cornwall - ceased to be appointed after 1653 (although

some of them were recalled to the committees in 1660 along with

several new faces).

To a certain extent this conclusion holds good for the other

types of Interregnum county committee. All committees contained a

sprinkling of 'new' men, from families which had not participated

in county government before the Civil War, and historians who

suggest that the rise of such men to positions of power and influence

207) B.L. Add.MS. 28,273.
208) Bodleian Library/Tanner MS 56/89, for example.
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was resented are probably correct. But social mobility was hardly

new to the 1640s and 1650s, although the turbulence of the Civil

Wars may have highlighted the changes of those years, and 'new'

men had always been resented by the traditional ruling classes.

What is striking about the composition of the committees during

the Interregnum is the presence of men from families who had

always provided the mainstay of local governors. In any other

period this would not seem surprising. But so many historians

have suggested that the Civil War years produced a crop of new

'revolutionary' leaders who dominated county life throughout the

Interregnum that it is now necessary to state that this was not

the true position. There were new men, certainly. But many of

the dominant men in the county committees were JPs and members of

the traditional ruling class. Just as the committees themselves

evolved from earlier administrative bodies, their members were

drawn from the old administrative class.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Chapter IV: The County Committees

II

Taxation and Sequestration

During the Interregnum for the first time, an English government

found itself constrained to levy direct taxes continuously for a

period of eleven years in what was frequently a period of peace, and

to set up permanent local institutions to administer their assessment

and collection. Other novel developments of the Civil War period

which were continued during the Interregnum were the introduction of

certain new types of taxation, some of which, like the Excise, were

centrally administered. In addition, there was the sequestration

system, a device which effectively levied an extraordinary tax on the

successive regimes' opponents.

To a certain extent, all these developments were novel. The

burden of taxation in the 1650s was certainly heavier than it had been

hitherto, and it will be shewn that sequestration made the burden on

royalists particularly hard. However, it is also necessary to

examine the pre-War roots of some of the institutions which became

formalised during the Interregnum, and - with particular respect to

the monthly assessment - to question how far these developments

represented a departure from pre-war practice.

IV.i The Monthly Assessment 

It is important to realise, when considering taxation in the 1650s,

that both the regularity of the assessments and the county committees

that were set up to administer them had been foreshadowed by earlier
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practice. Before the Civil War, the growth in the financial needs

of the Crown coupled with the diminution of its traditional sources

of revenue, had made regular taxation a logical necessity by the

mid-1630s, and the establishment of a regular machinery to collect

it therefore became essential It is possible to observe, by briefly

tracing these trends in pre-War subsidy Acts, how certain features of

the taxation machinery of the 1650s were closely modelled on pre-War

practice.

Before the Civil War, it was the common belief that governments

should raise the greater part of their ordinary revenue from the

Crown Lands. But the chronic inflation of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, coupled with the dissipation of the Crown's landed revenues

through patronage made reliance on this source of income impractical

even in times of peace, and the Crown was constrained to sell a

considerable amount of land in order to make ends meet.

dissipation of capital assets could not have helped the Crown's

finances in the long term, for in truth there were few alternative

sources of revenue for it to fall back on. The customs dues were

profitab1e, (2) but new impositions were unpopular and hotly disputed

in Parliament, and other sources of revenue exploited by the Crown,

such as the sale of monopolies (which brought in E100,000 per annum

by the late 1630s), (3) feudal dues like wardship, and forced loans

were even more unpopular, and in some cases of questionable legality.

The Crown really needed a settled revenue based on taxes, but for a

variety of reasons, agreement between King and Parliament was not

forthcoming either on the scale of the Crown's needs or the means of

1 J.E.C.Hill, The Century of Revolution, 2nd edn., 1 9 67, p.47.
2 ibid., p.48.
3 ibid., p.33.
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satisfying them. In the final analysis, Parliament was not prepared to

tolerate a permanent system of taxation or the alternative sources of

revenue the Crown was in its absence forced to seek. The Commons'

grants of taxation throughout the pre-War period remained far from

adequate; such a stalemate was bound to create friction on either side.

Throughout the reign of James I, the Crown was voted by Parliament

only 9 lay subsidies and 10 fifteenths. This small amount of money -

less than E1,000,000 in a1l (4) - was furthermore not a regular income.

James received no money at all from this source between 1610 and 1621,

for example Furthermore, the yield from the subsidy was falling. It

had stood at E120,000 in 1566; by 1640, it was a mere E50,000. (5)

And the intervening period was a time of continual inflation.

Charles I was no more successful than his father in obtaining

Parliamentary revenue. He obtained E112,000 from his first (1625)

Parliament, and £250,000 from his third Parliament in 1628 in exchange

for granting the Petition of Right. (6) This sum amounted to E372,000

and was the only personal taxation granted by Parliament before the

autumn of 1640.

It is hardly surprising then that during the reign of Charles I,

the government resorted to raising money through forced loans, the

continued (legally questionable) collection of tunnage and poundage,

and various arbitrary devices, the most famous - and the most lucrative

of which was Ship Money. Ship Money, though in form an emergency levy

to support the Navy, was in fact "an extra-Parliamentary method of

(4) Sir John Sinclair, The History of the Public Revenue of the British
Empire, ,ra edn., 1803, p.237

(5) ibid., pp.254-5.
(6) ibid.
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obtaining the result of a tax on property".(7) By the late 1630s the

levy had begun to assume the properties of a regular institutionalised

tax - the first substantial regular levy the English had ever had to

pay in peacetime - bringing the King an amount equivalent to that of 3

or 4 subsidies annually. (8)

The story of the opposition to Ship Money and the gradual decline

in the amount collected is too well known to need repetition here.

The next substantial amount raised was the six .subsidies and. the poll

tax voted to the King by the Long Parliament. The six subsidies

brought in £420,000 between November 1640 and February 1641; the poll

tax, charged upon each individual according to his social status, about

£400,000. These large sums (greater than any individual levy since

1603) were necessitated by the obligation to pay the Scots forces

in the north. (9)

These were the last sums raised before the gradual disintegration

of the peacetime administration, and the slide into war, and the

consequent irregular methods of raising money. How were these pre-war

subsidies assessed and levied? The answer is remarkably similarly to

the better-known levies of the Interregnal period. The administrative

machinery used before the civil war in the localities was based on

county committees. These were appointed by the Lord Chancellor and

other great officers of state and not named in the body of the Act as

the later committees were. 
10

The Commissioners were to appoint high collectors, to divide

themselves into groups to act in each hundred, to call substantial and

(7) S. Dowell, A History of Taxation and Taxes in England, vol.I, 18849
p.228.

(8) ibid., p.234. £104,252 was brought in in 1634; in succeeding years,
over £200,000 was often levied.

(9) The money from these grants came in very slowly. The Acts granting
them may be found in Statutes of the Realm, Charles I and Charles II, 

PP . 58 , 79, 105, 145.
(10) Eg 1 Car.1 Cap II Act for Two Entire Subsidies, printed at Appendix

iv/1.
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discreet inhabitants from each hundred, as well as the hundred

constables and other officers, to make enquiry into the substance of

the persons in each division; the persons rateable (those worth £3 in

personal or El p.a. in real property) were to be called before them

and made to certify the value of their estates; the commissioners

were also given authority to levy money by distress, to appoint and

take recognisance from their subordinate officials, and to have

ultimate authority over the high collectors, the local constables.

This pattern was followed until after the meeting of the Long

Parliament. But soon there was a change In "An Act for the Relief

of His Majesties Armie. 
•"Oa) 

although the commissions were still

to be issued by the great officers of state, the commissioners were

actually nominated by Parliament itself and their names included in the

body of the Act; furthermore, the revenue sent to London was to be

received by commissioners appointed by Parliament rather than the

Exchequer.

So for the first time, a set of county committees was directly

appointed by Parliament. However, it must be emphasised that these were

not really different bodies from those appointed by the Privy Councillors

on the authority of previous Acts; it was simply that Parliament in the

autumn of 1640 was not prepared to entrust the appointment of local

officials to men who might be expected to be unsympathetic to the

Parliamentary cause - the same thought lies behind the appointment of

the commissioners in London to receive the revenue. The King must not

be allowed to gain the resources to build up an army he might use

against his opponents; nor must his supporters. The powers of the

county commissioners were virtually the same as those of commissioners

appointed by authority of previous acts.

(11) 16 Car.I c.2, ibid., p 58ff
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One other important change occurred soon after this. This Act

granted Charles four subsidies, and 16 Car.I cap.4 granted him a further

two. But these were the last subsidies granted by the Long Parliament.

As we have seen, the value of the subsidies was falling; if each of

the 6 subsidies voted in 1640 produced E30,000 as suggested by

Sinclair, (12)
the total would have been only £300,000 - a figure of

less than 3 Elizabethan subsidies, and quite inadequate Tor Charles'

needs. Therefore, in spring 1641, following the practice of the Ship

Money writs, (13) Parliament resorted to passing an Act for a specific

amount of money (E400,000) which it allocated amongst the various

Counties ( 14) Cornwall, for example, was to provide £10,110 15s.9d.;

Devon, E29,035 12s.3d.; Exeter E1,049 48.3d.; Dorset £7,301 2s.3d.;

Poole E80 18s.6d.; and Somerset E16,879 13s. In previous Acts,

persons had been rated at specific amounts - usually at 2s.8d. in the El for

moveables,4s. in the El on the annual value of real estate for protestant

Englishmen - but now the Commissioners merely had to allocate the

assessment amongst the inhabitants of the county. All persons holding

land over El per annum value, and personal estate worth over E3 were to

be assessed; as had been usual previously, aliens and recusants had to

pay double. This was the model for all future Acts. Although these

changes were undoubtedly of some importance, it is worth emphasising

that the outline of the assessment acts of the Interregnum was similar

to that of the old subsidy acts: commissioners were to be appointed,

their duties outlined, and penalties were to be levied on those not

(12)ELSELL . , P.254.
(13) cf Dowell, op.cit., p.265f., Appendix V; see also Appendix IV for

direction of Ship Money writs to local authorities.
(14) Statutes of the Realm, p.145, 16 Car.I cap.32; An Act for raising

and leavying of moneys for the necessary defence and great affairs
of the Kingdomes of England and Ireland, and for the payment of
debts undertaken by Parliament.'
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acting, or those not obeying the commissioners or other officials.

At this point, approximately at the end of the "legal" pre-War

legislation (i.e. that part of the work of the Long Parliament which

had received the royal assent), it is already noticeable that the

burden of taxation had been increasing steadily since the 1630s - from 1635

Ship Money had produced £200,000 per annum. Now, in autumn 1640, six

subsidies produced £300,000, and a poll tax had produced.£400,000 in

1641, (15) and then had come the first of the Parliamentary assessments,

producing also £400,000.

With the commencement of the Civil War, the system was thrown into

confusion. For a while, it was uncertain which side controlled each

county. Parliament, like the King, relied at first on voluntary

contributions, but in November 1642, it passed an ordinance requiring

an assessment of 1/20 on all persons in London who had not voluntarily

contributed, and named commissioners to supervise the Assessment. In

December, an Act was passed for the assessment of "several Counties"

by the "Deputy Lieutenants.. .nominated and appointed by Parliament".
(16)

In January 1643, commissioners were appointed in Devon to assess people

who had not voluntarily contributed, and a separate ordinance gave

power to the Deputy Lieutenants to receive money voluntarily given

Similar legislation was shortly passed for Somerset, (18) and an

ordinance was also passed appointing a county committee there to levy

assessments, by distress if necessary, on the malignants who had

supported Sir Ralph Hopton.
(19)

This was, as we shall see later, the

(15) 16 Car.I c.9.
(16 Acts and Ordinances, vol.I, PP.39-47.
(17 ibid., pp.64-5.
(18 ibid., pp.67-8.
(19) ibid., pp.69-70.
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first step towards establishing a system of sequestration.

These ad hoc arrangements served well enough at the beginning of

the war when neither side really knew who its own supporters were, but

in February 1643, Parliament took the bull by the horns, and passed an

Ordinance "for the speedy raising and levying of Money for the

maintenance of the Army raised by the Parliament, And other great

Affaires of the Commonwealth, by a Weekly Assessment upon the Cities of

London and Westminster, and every County and City of the Kingdome of

England, and Dominion of Wales". (20)
This Ordinance deserves detailed

examination, as it was the first of the general assessments ordinances

of the Civil War period, and as such the basis of all future such

Ordinances. The Ordinance begins with a statement of the justice of the

Parliamentary cause, announcing Parliament's intention to levy money

in support of its army "with as much ease and indifferency to the good

subject as the exigent of the times will permit", followed by a list

of the weekly sums to be charged on each county. The counties nearest

to London and in East Anglia - that is to say those counties most

securely under Parliamentary control - were given first, and then the

remainder, in alphabetical order: Cornwall was charged with £625 per

week, Devon with £1800, Exeter with £50 10s., Dorset with £437 10s.,

Poole with £5, and Somerset with £1050. These were enormous sums of

money. Devon alone, if the Ordinance were to continue in force for a

year, would have paid almost the value of a pre-War subsidy. Clearly

many of the sums could not be levied as the territories were under

royalist control; but the naming of each county in the Ordinance

afforded a means of commencing tax assessment immediately it was brought

under the rule of Parliament, just as the naming of county commissioners

in each county provided the nucleus of a future administration which

could take control immediately Parliamentary authority was reasserted.

(20) ibid., pp.89-100.
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The Ordinance was to stay in force for three months, unless the King's

army was disbanded earlier.

As in previous Acts, all aliens and foreigners were to be rated

doubly; those unjustly escaping taxation were to pay treble. The

Commissioners were as in previous Acts to meet, divide themselves

into hundredal divisions, and appoint collectors and assessors in

their divisions. Those refusing to pay were as formerly rendered

liable to distress. Copies of the assessment were to be returned to

the Treasurers at Guildhall. Officials refusing to act were imprisoned

or fined, but they were to be given the protection of Parliament and

fit allowances in their duty. There were one or two clauses

necessitated by the unusual nature of the times - for example the high

rates on London were specifically excluded from being a precedent;

and because of the high assessments on the capital, those residing

there were not to be assessed for country property worth under £50 per

annum. However, the main impression one gains from reading this

ordinance is that in all its essentials - the appointment of

commissioners, the outline of their duties and obligations, and the

methods of assessment - it was similar to pre-War subsidy Acts, except

in the two detailed changes introduced since 1640 - the naming of the

county commissioners in the Act, and the levying of a particular sum

rather than specifying a rate of tax to be levied on income from or

possession of property.

All Interregnal Assessment Acts followed the form, more or less,

of this Ordinance. However, during the Civil War, the Assessment,

though regularly levied, never quite developed into an established

system. For example, the Act passed in May 1643 did not specify a sum

to be levied on eacy county, though it did appoint commissioners in
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each county; furthermore, it levied Assessments only on those who had not

voluntarily contributed.
(21) The burden of taxation remained

necessarily high throughout the War. An assessment of August 1643

repeated the levy of February for a further two months,
(22)

 and

further general levies in this form followed. Parliament also raised

money through loans and assessments on more limited areas.
(23)

This

rather shaky system continued until 1645 when the first Monthly

Assessment Ordinance was passed, which aimed to raise £21,000 per

month to maintain the Scots army. This was broadly similar to the

earlier weekly assessments, though it did not appoint committees for

areas outside Parliamentary control - broadly speaking, the West

Country and the West Midlands, and Wa1es.
(24)

These were separately

assessed after they were conquered - the West Country in an ordinance

of August 1645 giving power of Assessment to existing county committees.
(25)

And in 1647, an ordinance was passed establishing a monthly rate over

the whole country for a year - Cornwall was rated at £1228 5s.6id.

per mensem, Devon at £3527 6s.1id., Exeter at £127 9s.2id., Dorset at

£935 10s.10id., Poole at £9 16s. Tid., and Somerset at £2050 lls. 5d.(26)

New committees were appointed in each county. After this, further

Assessment Ordinances followed this form until the execution of King.

The first Assessment passed during the Interregnum came on 7 April

1649. Here, because of the newly-settled state of the nation, the

rules for Assessment were made rather more formal. The 1647 Act had

merely provided for the Commissioners to have power "to assesse and

levy the several summes before mentioned upon the Lands, Goods,

Annuities, Rents, Offices, and other Estate reall or personall, in such

(21 ibid., pp.145-55.
22 ibid., pp.225-41.
23 cf ibid., passim., e.g. pp.52-3. An Ordinance for the preservation

of the Westerne Parts of the Kingdome.

26ri
ibid., pp.630-46.

25 ibid., pp.757-8.
 ibid., PP.958-84.
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manner and forme and according to the most equal and usuall rates for

(27)
levying of money.. " 	 The 1649 Act which gave the Commissioners

powers to divide the county and appoint assessors and collectors as

before, specified that

....whereas several complaints have been . .made
by several Divisions....in the several Counties,
....of inequallity in their taxes and assessments
compared with other Divisions....Be it Enacted....
That the several and respective sums of money to
be Rated....shall be taxed and assessed by a pound
rate on the several Divisions... .for all and every
their Lands, Tenements, Hereditaments, Goods,
Chattels, Money, Stock, Merchandize, Office, or
Estate whatsoever, according to the value thereof
(that is to say) so much upon every twenty shillings
Rent, or yearly value of the Land and Real Estate,
and so much upon Money, Stock, and other Personal
Estate by an equal Rule (wherein every twenty pounds
in Money, Stock, or other Personal Estate, shall bear
the like charge as shall be laid upon every twenty
shillings yearly Rent, or yearly value of Land) will
raise the Monethly sum or sums charged on the
respective counties and places aforesaid.

Surviving assessments from Dartmouth indicate that it was the

normal practice to assess landandmoveable goods separately and that in

that town, payments on goods formed the greater part of the money.
(28)

We now come to the Assessments Acts of the Interregnum. These are

listed at Appendix I11/3. Most of these are Acts of Parliament, but

there are several Ordinances of the Protector's Council, and one

declaration of the Council of the Army.

(27) ibid., p.981
(28) Acts and Ordinances, vol.II, pp.54-5. DevROD62696-63416. These

papers dating from between 1641 and 1665 suggest that at the local
level at any rate methods of assessment remained much the same
throughout the period. Generally between 40 and 300 persons were
assessed. The maximum individual payment was about 9s.
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Most of these instruments levied a monthly assessment for a period of

six months; one of them, that of June 1657, levied an assessment for

three years. Throughout the Interregnum England was subject to a

General Monthly Assessment. Indeed, it seems that during one period,

in 1660, two separate Acts were in force at the same time, involving the

overlapping of the jurisdiction of two separate sets of county

(29)

The amount of money levied on each county varied during the

Interregnum (details are given at Appendix IV/4), but the burden was

always very heavy. At the rate of £60,000 per month (the lowest

assessment levied until 1657) the burden was £1400 per month on Cornwall,

£2574 13s. 4d. on Devon, £1121 13s. 4d. on Dorset, and £2333 6s. 8d. on

Somerset, with small additional sums levied on Exeter and Poole.

In addition to these very heavy taxes, other dues were being levied -

customs, excise, local and militia rates, and for the royalists,

sequestration and decimation. The Militia Act of 11 July 1650

empowered the County Committees for the Militia "for furnishing

Drums, Colours, Trophies, Ammunition, and other Emergencies....to lay

a fitting Rate upon their respective Counties, not exceeding in one

whole year the proportion of one Moneths Assessment in each county

after the rate of Ninety thousand pounds per Mensem".
(3o)

Further,

before the battle of Worcester, Parliament passed an Act allowing the

Militia Commissioners to levy an additional Month's Assessment in

order to pay their forces a month's wages before going to fight the

Scots, again at the rate of £90,000 per month.
(31)

In 1659, the

Somerset Militia Commissioners levied an assessment of £1300 on the

(29) Acts and Ordinances II p.1234ff, 1284-6, 1355ff The Act of 1657 was
not cancelled by the Act of 26 January 1660, though it had 6 months
still to run.

p30) Acts and Ordinances II p.400.1) ibid., p.555.

assessments committees.
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county for one month to pay their forces. The Dorset Commissioners also

levied an assessment under this Act.
(32) Finally, the Militia Act of

March 1660 provided for a rough-and-ready assessment to support the

Militia forces raised - those holding land worth £500 per annum, or

having E6000 in goods were to contribute 2s. per day towards the

maintenance of horse and arms for a cavalryman; those with real estate

worth £40 per annum, or personal estate valued at £500 were to

contribute 12d. per day towards the maintenance of a foot soldier.

We can see, then, that during the Interregnum, the rate of direct

taxation was higher than at any time before, apart from during the

unusual circumstances of the Civil War. Furthermore, the regular grant

of taxes meant that there were in operation County Committees for

assessment at all times.

What, then, were the duties of the Commissioners set out in the

Acts? There were differences of detail betwen the various Acts, but,

broadly speaking, the duties of the Commissioners were similar throughout

the period, and were based solidly on pre-War practice. The

Commissioners were to "meet together at some fitting place", and

"divide and apportion the several sums of money...upon the several...

Wards, Divisions, Hundreds, Lathes, and Wapentakes, within the several

Cities, Counties, and places", and, if necessary "agree to divide and

sever themselves for the better execution of this act, into such Wards,

Hundreds, Places, and Divisions...as to them shall seem expedient".(34)

The first Assessment Act of the Interregnum specified that the

Commissioners were to meet "once in every week at the least",

subsequent Acts generally confined themselves to ordering the

Commissioners to meet twice, to apportion the Assessment between the

various hundreds (the six months' Assessments were usually collected

at two three-monthly installments), and leaving subsequent meetings to

the Commissioners' discretion.
(36)

Then, "the said Commissioners...are

p

2) Bodleian Library, Clar. MS, 63, f.185, DRO/D109.
33) Acts and Ordinances, II, pp.1499-50.
34 ibid., p.48.
35 ibid.
36 e.g. ibid., p.315.



37
ibid., p.48.

40
41

38
39 ibid., PP . 48 ,	 316, 486, 683.

ibid., p.1597;	 a similar system was used in 1657, p.1090
ibid., PP . 486, 683, 1091, 1397.
e.g. ibid., D.49.
ibid., PP . 48-9; author's italics.

42
43)
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hereby authorized and required to direct their Warrants to such Persons

as they shall think fit, within their several respective divisions

[Or "two or three of the honest and able Inhabitants in the several...

Divisions4 37) to be assessors of the said rates". (38) Similarly the

Commissioners were empowered to appoint collectors, 	 or, in the 1660

Act, a Headt-Collector (40) in each district to whom the moneys were to

be paid in. The Collectors, and also the Commissioners' . Clerks, were

to be allowed a sum - usually ld. in the El - for their services. (41)

The method of assessment has been touched on above. Assessments

were made by the Assessors and returned to the Commissioners within a

specified time, usually a few days. The Commissioners were to send

duplicates to the collectors and to the authorities in London. (42)

The Assessment was always to be by a "pound rate" - that is to say, by

a fixed per centage levy on every pound's worth of income or moveable

property. As we have seen (above, p.204),there had been complaints of

irregularity and inequality in the levying of previous assessments, but

the pound rate system was difficult to operate. The first three months

of the April 1649 Act had to be levied merely "according to the most

equal and usual rates for assessing and leavying of money....or by a

certain rate upon the true yearly values [of real and personal

(43)property]".	 Though the system of levying by a pound rate was used

in the second three months of this Assessment, and usually in

subsequent Acts, the Protector and Council found it necessary in the

February 1654 Ordinance to direct that "in case the way or manner of

assessing the latter three moneths Assessment [of Barebones Parliament,

24 November 1653] by a pound rate in such sort as is prescribed by the
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said Act shall prove prejudicial, and obstructive to the bringing in

the said latter three Moneths Assessment...by the time...limited...the

said Commissioners...where such obstructions shall bee...are hereby

authorized...to proceed according to the most just and equal way of

rates held in such places". ( 44 )

The Act of 9 June 1657 ordered quite specifically how the

contributions were to be assessed: once the Assessors had notified the

Commissioners of the yearly value of the profits of their respective

divisions, the Commissioners were to "sum and cast up the total of the

surveys of the whole County...both as to the Real and Personal Estate,

and shall then sum and cast up what and how much it will amount unto in

the pound to make up the full and entire sum charged upon the said

County.. .to the end that an equal pound Rate may be apportioned and

apt inted upon every Division".(45)

After the Assessments had been made, the Collectors gathered in

the sums specified from each assessed individual and turned them over

to the Receiver-General of each county, who was to forward the sum, and the

accounts to the central authorities in London. (46) The Receiver-General,

like the other officials, was appointed by the County Committees.

The remainder of the Acts included a variety of detailed

regulations on matters such as the portions of the rates to be paid by

tenants and land1ords. (47) The Commissioners and their officials were

given authority to levy arrears from recalcitrants by distress, and

sometines to fine non-payers; the Commissioners were also given power

to fine officials neglecting their duties up to £20. (48)

A comparison of these ordinances and Acts with Subsidy Acts made

ibid., pp.843-4.
45 ibid., p.1089.
46 e.g. ibid., pp.51, 1397.

47 ibid., p.317.
48 Ibid., pp.49, 486, 683, 1091, 1398.
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before the Civil War reveals a remarkable range of similarities.

This is not surprising. The taxation methods of a century were not

to be overturned easily, even by such an upheaval as a Civil War. The

major difference between the Interregnum county committees, and those

of earlier periods, was that those of the Interregnum sat for much

longer periods and became a more familiar feature of the landscape,

simply because there was so much more taxation to collect. But this

does not make them into some form of "revolutionary" government as some

have tried to suggest. (5° ) They were merely more in evidence than in

previous times.

The records of the Assessments Committees were unfortunately not

kept in an orderly fashion. The lay subsidy rolls - the usual source

for research into the local administration of taxation - contain only

a few isolated references to Interregnal taxation, and most of the

material we have is scattered through PRO class SP 28, the Commonwealth 

Exchequer Papers. Since these are disorganised, unindexed, uncalendared,

and in very poor condition in parts, the task of abstracting any

worthwhile information from them is long and very arduous. It is not

even possible to be sure - and indeed, one doubts - whether the

surviving records comprise the complete set of Interregnum taxation

records. The state of the papers is such that some must surely have

perished before they were properly boxed and stored. Nevertheless, with

the aid of documents in county record offices, and others in the

calendared State Papers, it is possible to begin to make some

generalisation about the local aiministration of the Assessments.

The impression one gains from the surviving local evidence is that

cf 1 Car I Cap VI, extracts are reproduced in Appendix I11/2.
50 R.L. Taverner: The Administrative Work of the Devon Justices, in T.D.A.

vol.100, for example. Taverner is referring to the county committee
system as a whole.
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the commissioners worked fairly and conscientiously for the most part

(unlike, as we shall see, the sequestration commissioners), but that,

despite all their efforts, the Assessments reached London many months -

sometimes even years - in arrear. During the Interregnum, Assessments

were still being collected that had been enacted in 1644.

Before we examine the rate of payment, let us look at one particular

case, the case of Keynsham hundred in Somerset in 1649. 'This is

interesting, because several complete Assessments have - quite by chance -

survived for Keynsham, but also because_it throws some light on the

proceedings of the committeemen when a thorny dispute did arise, which

must have been frequently in an age like the seventeenth century, whose

twin preoccupations were the law and money.

The Somerset Assessments Committee met at,Somerton on 6 July 1649

to apportion the Somerset rate amongst the various hundreds - this was

the rate for the later three months.
(51)

 Keynsham was rated at

£74 18s. 10d. per mensem. This compares with the sum of £121 6s. 8d. the

hundred had paid in 1641 as its share of two subsidies - in other words,

Keynsham's contribution to the Assessment in a single month was what

the hundred would normally have expected to contribute towards an entire

subsidy - in fact rather more. (52)
 We do not know when the meeting was

to determine the rate for the first three months, as the document has

not survived, but on 6 June 1649, five Assessments Commissioners

approved an Assessment made on the hundred by the two hundred constables.

And here the commissioners ran into trouble, since the inhabitants of the

hundred protested against an order which had been made in May, that the

51) Appendix IV/5 gives transcripts of relevant documents.
52) All papers relevant to this dispute are in BL Add.MB 28, 273, Locke MSS.
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rate from the demesnes of Keynsham manor, the Park, and Filwood be used

to ease the contributions of the "In hundred" only (Keynsham was divided

into an "In hundred", and an "Out hundred"). In 1647, Keynsham demesne

had claimed by ancient tradition to be exempt from hundred rates; this

privilege, it was claimed, extended to national taxes, as well as the

local poor and hospital rates. The then committee had ordered that in

future, the Manor and the other lands were to be assessed separately,

but were to "ease" the burden on the whole hundred until the case had

been re-examined - in other words, they were to be assessed as a

separate entity, but their rate was still to be reckoned part of the

contribution of Keynsham hundred.

The protest - that the tithings of the hundred were not evenly

rated - was one which was common: so common, in fact, that the recent

Assessments Act had mentioned the number of complaints on this subject.

The Commissioners reacted with caution and moderation, and appointed five

men from eadhlundred to make a settlement between the two hundreds. The

matter was reported settled by 24 September 1649, and the Commissioners

were able to make an order approving a new rate, which was apparently

acceptable to all. The Constables were accordingly instructed to

collect the proceeds of this assessment which raised an additional £10

to cover the cost of the manor's contribution (31 October 1649).

This case raises one or two interesting points. First, that the

local commissioners were still to some extent feeling their way. The

form of Assessment used in the Interregnum was still sufficiently new

for a code of precedents not to have been perfected, and disputes like

the above were solved on a rough-and-ready ad hoc basis. But they were

solved, by and large, even-handedly and by the consent of the

representatives of those concerned. The second point is the very scale

of the taxation. The commissioners worked out that the hundred was

(53) Acts and Ordinances II, p.26.
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worth E12,119 10s. Od. per annum. Keynsham hundred was rated at

£74 18s. 10d. per mensem at the rate of £90,000 p.m. This was about 8% of

its supposed income, a considerable drain bearing in mind the economic

dislocation recently caused by the wars.

Where the committee was less sympathetic - or less efficient -

than the Somerset committee, there were other avenues of appeal open.

When, in July 1649, the Grand East Division of Devonshirb felt itself to

be over-rated compared with the rest of the county, and was evidently

unable to gain redress from the commissioners, the inhabitants petitioned

the Assizes sitting at Tiverton. The judge ordered the commissioners to

meet and obtain the help of the inhabitants in order to re-rate the

division, or, failing that, to report the obstructions back to him in
(54)

order that he might certify them to Parliament.

The minor officials of the committees are necessarily more obscure

than their masters. Only rarely did their activities come to the

attention of the central government, and generally, all we know of them

is their signatures on receipts or accounts, or occasionally, details

of cases brought against them for inefficiency, corruption, or disloyalty.

By and large they seem to have performed their duties honestly and

reasonably efficiently.

There were a number of complaints against such officials, of course.

In July 1650, the governor of Poole, John Reade, complained about the

employment of "a delinquent lately in armes against the Parliament" as a

collector of assessments,and enjoined the assessors to be vigilant about

taking the engagement before embarking upon their duties; 	 in

February 1651, the Council of State intervened to secure the dismissal

of a Somerset assessment agent who had been negligent in his duties. (56)

Several cases of corruption were investigated by the Committee for

Taking and Receiving the Accounts of the Commonwealth. Some of these

cases referred to taxes originally voted years before - such as that of

Thomas Bolitho, a Cornish high collector of the assessment levied to

PRO/ASSI/24/21/150.
55 B.L.,Stowe MS 189.
C	 VIDA /C,T1r C /‘
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pay the 'British' army in Ireland. 	 Others purported to investigate

misdemeanours perpetrated by former royalist officials. (58) Most of

the cases dealt with collectors for taxes several years in arrears who

still held unpaid levies or who had failed to account for their duties.

Evidence of conscientious and efficient administration is less easy

to find, as it was seldom necessary to remark on it. However, the

account of John Bawden, the Cornish Receiver General for the six months

from March 1649 gives an interesting picture of the arduous nature of

such officials' duties:

Imprimis for the first 3 months 14 dayes, for my
selfe 3 men and fower horses at Truroe 5 days viz. June the
5 & 6, 11 & 13, & 21 at Tregon; at Tregony I day; at
Collumbe Major 1 daie; at Bodmyn 5 daies, viz. May 30th,
June 8, 9, 20, 21; at Pendennis 2 days

- 5 li. 10s. Od.

For the second 3 moneths to receive and issue many and
attendance on the Commissioners 18 days for my selfe,
one man, and 2 horses, at Truro 5 days, viz. July 16,
17 August 7 & 8, September 11; at Bodmyn 8 days, July
10, 11 & 12, July 20 & 21, August 31, September 6 & 7;
at Launceston 2 days July 30 & 31; at Tregony 1 day
August 4; at Collumbe major 1 day July 4; at Pendennis
1 day

- 4 ii. Os. Od.

For the last 3 moneths to receive and pay mony grant
assignations and attendance on the Commissioners 16
days viz. at Bodmyn October 4 & 5, November 6 & 7
December 27; at Truro 9 days, viz. October 1 & 12,
November 3, 11, 20, 26, December 4, 12, & 22; At
Michell October 10, November 1, December 4.

- 3 li. 10s. Od.

For 30 Bagge - 15s.; For paper 3s.; for conveyance of
Letters 20s.

in all	 - 1 li. 18s. ad.

Totall de Charge 14 li. 18s. Od.	 (59)

(57 PRO/8P28/253a p.190.
513 e.g. ibid., p.80, case of John King.
59 PRO/Sfg7-537.
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The claim - which the county committee supported - was over and above

his salary of 1 penny per pound collected. Such payments may seem high

by seventeenth-century standards, but it should be remembered that these

duties were a considerable burden on the men performing them, whose

everyday occupations in common with most country gentlemen of the time,

were probably agriculture.

The ultimate authority over the Assessment Committees was of course

the central government in the form of the Council of State (whose powers

were normally exercised through the Committee for Accounts) or the Privy

Council. For example, when the Devon Assessments were in arrears in

March 1649, it was the Council of State which allowed the committee

additional time to collect the money;
(60)

and when Thomas Salmon, the

receiver of Somerset, embezzled £1200, it was the Council of State to

which the matter was referred.
(61) Ultimately, as we have seen, the

Council of State took responsibility for the committees' agents.

The Council sometimes ordered the local committees to disburse

the receipts of the Assessment locally, rather than pay it to the

Treasurers in London. A general instruction to this effect was issued

in 1656. (62) In fact, despite the wording of successive Acts, this

appears to have been the normal practice. Of the money collected on

the Assessment for 25 December 1650to 25 February 1651 in Cornwall -

in all £5600 - all but £286 4s. 4d. was spent inside the county, the

vast majority paid directly to garrisons and regiments quartered in the

county, and a small amount to the collectors, receivers, and clerks for

their salaries.
(63)

 It is probably true to say that at least some of

the assessment was spent directly within the boundaries of each county during

every six month period. In such cases, committees sent up the receipts

from the local military commanders to London as evidence that the

(60) PR0/SP25/62 p.31.
61 CSPD 1657-8, pp.209. 221. 237.
62 PRO/SP25/65 p.31.
(63) PRO/SP28/337.
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Assessment had been duly assigned.
(64)

In December 1656, the Council

of State gave the Army Committee the power to allocate the Assessment (65)

and on 12 January 1659, on an order of this committee, £1129 14s. 10d. was

paid to Richard Ingioldsby, the local military commander, directly from

the Somerset Assessment.
(66)

It is the evidence of payment by the Committees and Receivers into

the Exchequer or Army Treasurers in London of the collected Assessments

that is our major source for Interregnum taxation. When we examine

these records closely, we observe that the Assessment - despite the

efficiency and dedication of the county committees - was almost always

far in arrear when it was paid in from the counties to London. There

are certain implications evident here:	 the "tax strike" of 1659-60 does

not look nearly so impressive when we realise that the rate of repayment

was not markedly slower during this period othan for other taxes during

the Interregnum.
(67)

We may also note in passing that Assessments levied

in the 1640s (sometimes by royalists) were frequently collected, or at

any rate accounted for, in the 1650s. Some taxes levied in the 1650s

were collected after the Restoration:

At the beginning of the Interregnum there were arrears to be paid

of two types of Assessment - first, the general Assessment on the

county enacted during the years of the Civil War and the period

immediately after it; second, the arrears of the "British Rate", the

tax first levied in 1644-5 to support the Protestant forces in Ireland.

We shall deal with the latter set of arrears first. On 22 March 1649,

the Council of State wrote to the Committees of Cornwall, Devon and

Hampshire,

(64) e.g. PRO/E179/89/394, Lay Subsidy Roll, an order to pay John Rea one
month's pay from the C8rnish Assessment for the officers and soldiers
at Plymouth Fort and Island, in all £159 6s. 8d., from the Cornish
Assessment.
PRO/SP25/77, pP . 553, 940-1.

66 PRO/E179/172/414, Lay Subsidy Roll, Somerset 1657-60.
67 Wbolrych, 'Last Quests for a Settlement'in Aylmer Interregnum, p.201f.
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Gentlemen
Wee are informed that very many letters have been
written unto you by the late Committee at Derby
House for the execucion of the Ordinance of 16
February 1647/8 for the service of Ireland. But
there is not yet proceedings thereupon...The
affairs of Ireland require to have that moneys paid
in by the first of May...[We] have given a command
to the Agent to returne us then the names of
whosoever shall not have done their dutyes if at
that tyme the money be not payd Against whom
though much against our mindes wee shall be
forced to use such meanes to effect that worke
as wee feare will not be acceptable to those that
shall be found delinquent in their duty to the
Commonwealth in this particular which therefore
wee desir9 pu would not necessitate us to put in
practice. 6b)

This order to speed up the payment of arrears is not so fierce in fact

as in appearance - the Council of State could not afford to offend its

friends in the counties (it had few enough of them), and punishment

would only follow blatant irregularities in administration.

Accordingly, by 1649, large accumulations of arrears had been allowed

to remain uncollected in many areas.

For example, in 1650 an account of William Williams, high collector

for Powder Hundred (Cornwall) for 104 weeks, reveals that the rate for

that hundred amounted to E9 12s. 8d. per week - for 104 weeks totalling

£1001 16s. 4d. Of this amount, only £560 15s. had been paid by March

1650; though several payments had been made to soldiers and officers,

£340 was still outstanding at this time. (69) Only £16 was in the hands

of Williams when he made the account.
(70)

The high collector in Cornwall, Thomas Bolitho, paid in to London

£3100 between March 16 1647 and January 25 1648. But his next payment

of £1759 15s. 4id. was not until September 14 1649 - over four years

PRO/5P25/94/45ff.
69 PRO/SP28/152.
70 This document is badly torn, and several of the figures, including

this one, are unclear. This might possibly read £160, but this
figure would still leave £180 outstanding from one small hundred.
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in arrear. On the Ordinance of 15 August 1645, the only payment

recorded is on 26 February 1650, when £618 17s. found its way to

London. This, too, was four years and more in arrear. There is

no record of any money being paid on the other Ordinance, and the

account then proceeds to report "Summe totall receaved out of

Cornwall uppon the said Ordinances - £5478 12s. 4id." Some 40% of

the money received from the Ordinances came in 4 years late - a

testimony both to the build-up of arrears in the years immediately

following the upheavals of the Civil War, and to the attempt to

tighten up on administrative laxity in the early days of the

Commonwealth.(71)

The third document dealing with Arrears of Assessments of the

'British Rates' deals with the arrears of the tax of £20,000 per

month for six months from 16 February 1647. Again, this document

reveals that substantial amounts were paid into London - from all

four counties of the South West - after the execution of the King.

Indeed, the last payments were not made until 1653. This was

(72)

Such administrative laxity led to protracted disputes over the

responsibility of officials. For example, Oliver Sawle had been made

High Collector of Powder Hundred in Cornwall in 1642 for the money

assessed by Act of Parliament for the defence of the Kingdom. This

(71) SP28/258/368. A perfect Accompt of all such moneys as have 
been received by the Treasurers at Grocer's Hall out of the 
Counteys of Devon and Cornwall by vertue of severall Ordinances 
dated the 18th October 1644, 15 August and 9 March 1645, with 
the several tymes of the Receipt thereof, the names of the 
persons of whom it was soe received together with the sallaries 
made and paid for the collection thereof drawen up and presented
according to an Order of the Committee for taking and receiving
the Accounts of the Commonwealth, Date 26th of December 1650.

(72) PRO/SP28/350/7. Repayments given in tabular form at Appendix

some six years in arrear.
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amounted to about £900, but he had only been able to collect

£6 19s. 8d. before he was turned out of office by Sir Charles

Trevanion and Simon Cottle when the county came under royalist

control. The latter collected the remainder of the money. In the

1650s, Sawle was prosecuted for payment of the bond he had made to

hand over the £900-odd. Not unreasonably, Sawle pleaded that he

should be discharged (apart from the E6 19s. 8d., which he was

prepared to pay over), and Trevanion and Cottle be charged with the

debt. The case, however, dragged on for some time. (73)

The confusion arising out of conflicting jurisdictions and

changing allegiances - on top of the simple tendency to let things

slide during the administration chaos of the war - was compounded

when a network of spies and informers arose who were prepared to lay

charges of highly doubtful validity against collectors and

commissioners in the hope of getting a percentage of the proceeds

themselves. The case of John Serle, the Devon sequestration agent is

a good example.

The arrears of the general assessments are set out in a document

in the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers entitled "Receipts of Arrears of

Assessments belonging to the first General Accompt". (74) There is one

entry for a pre-Interregnum Assessment for Cornwall - apparently for

that of l647 	 which indicates a payment by John Sampson, receiver

general for the county, of £1128 5s. 4d., on 26 April 1654. There follow

a number of entries dealing with arrears of Commonwealth Assessments.

However, there are no entries relating to Cornwall, although there are

several for this period relating to Devon, Poole and Somerset.

CROAD/CF/5491.

74 PRO/SP28 260 pp.48 -69.
75 This entry is mutilated.
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This may have been because John Bawden, the Cornish receiver-

general accounted on 28 January 1653 for money collected by him on

the Assessments of March 1649-April 1651. The account does not

specify the precise date on which payments were made to London.

Bawden was a collector of unusual efficiency and dedication (the Cornish

committee requested a special allowance for him), and less than 2%

of the dues were outstanding. However, the fact that the accounts

were not settled until 1653 suggests that some, at least, of the

payments were made in arrear.(76)

From 1652-3 there survives an account of Christopher Kendall and

William Willoughby, messengers, for collection of arrears of the public

revenue in Devon and Cornwall, totalling 	 It is not clear

however whether these arrears relate to the monthly assessments or not.

In the Lay Subsidy Rolls, there is a very detailed set of accounts

for the Cornish Assessments for 1650-4. The first part of these

concerns the account of Richard Martyn, Receiver General of Cornwall

for 15 months ending the 18 June 1652. (78) This consists of a bundle

of printed receipts, giving details of payment into London.

The 1st May 1652 
Received by us whose names are subscribed Treasurers
at Warre by Act of Parliament for the Receiving and
issuing forth of the Moneys to be assessed, leavyed,
and paid by vertue of an Act Entituled on Act for
raysing of Ninty (sic) thousand pounds a Moneth for
Six Moneths to commence the 25th day of December 1651
for the maintenance of the forces in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, raised by the authority of Parliament for
the service of this Commonwealth of Mr. Richard Martin,
Receiver Generall for the sayd Assessment in the County 
of Cornwall the summe of One hundred pounds being in
part of the said Six Moneths collection of the said
Assessment. We say received 100. O. O.

John Blackwell 
William Leman 

[The underlined words are handwritten, the remainder printed].

(76) PR0/s228/337. Account reproduced in tabular form, Appendix TV/6/ii.
(77) PROAP46/128 p.123. A second account of the same two relates to arrears

of revenue received from former royal manors.
(78) PRo/E179/89/343.
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These accounts suggest that nearly the whole of the Assessments

raised in Cornwall during the period March 1651 to June 1652 were

paid to the Treasurers at War in arrear. Even by 1654 it is apparent

that the receipts were incomplete. To take one example, the Assessment

for 6 months from 25 December 1651. The receipts from Cornwall during

this period should have totalled E16,800. These records suggest that

only £1850 was paid on time, whereas over E10,000 of this money was

paid two years late. Virtually all of the moneys levied between March

and December 1651 were paid into London late, and we know from another

document that the Receiver-General was still accounting for these

moneys in 1657. (79) It seems that by May 1654 E5000 remained

unaccounted for, and there is no suggestion in the account that this

money had been disbursed in the county. 
(80)

Records of the 1654 Assessments for Cornwall survive in the

form of an examination by Edmund Prideaux (son of the Commonwealth

Attorney-General) and Robert Hoblyn carried out in 1662, of the

account of William Keate, Receiver-General.
(81)

This reveals that large

quantities of the Assessment remained in arrear until January 1656, over

a year behind. No other document dealing with the Rate of the Assessment

during the early part of the Interregnum survives, although a brief

(79) PRO/6P28/190.
(80) However, it is clear from other accounts that receipts were not

always sent up to London if money was spent in the counties in
which it was levied. For example, a letter of 9 October 1655
referring to the raising of £4130 in 3 months' Assessment in
Cornwall, indicates that E1575 18s. 8d. of this had been
assigned within the county. But no record of this assignation
remains in the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers; nor does any
record survive of the balance being paid into London. PROP18/101 No.25

(81) See Appendix IV/6/iv.
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post-Restoration report (in Latin) does fill up several gaps in the

surviving receipts without indicating whether or not they were paid in

arrear. (82)

The final series of Assessments accounts for Cornwall is of the

£35,000 per month for three years from June 1657 which levied E816.13s.4d.

monthly from the county of Cornwall.
(83)

The dated receipts show that

E13,135.14s.2d. was receipted in London between June 1657 and December

1659, out of £24,600 due from Cornwall during that period. (84) The

account ceases here, and a fresh account commences in March 1660 relating

to the E70,000 per month Assessment commencing 25 December 1659. This

reveals that E9088.10s.0d. was paid into London between March 1660 and

June 1661 (of which almost two thirds was paid before July 1660). (85) A

receipt exists dated 5 December 1662 of the late Treasurers at War of

E8964.19s.04d. in part settlement of the six month's Assessment

commencing 25 December 1659, and there is a further receipt for 30s.5d.

dated three days later. (86)
 The three added together come to E18,054.19s.9d.

- a sum well in excess of the total we would expect to be received from

the Assessment levied over this period. The likely solution is that they

are duplicates, the second set of receipts representing the E9088.10s. with

the various allowances to collectors and other officials deducted.

(82) PRO/SP28/190. There are six separate entries. The first records a
receipt from John Bawden, Receiver-General of Cornwall from 25
March 1649 to 25 February 1651 of E44,727.3s.10id. It is dated 25
August 1671, but this may simply indicate a testimony of that date
that the sum had been paid. The second is a note that on 25 April
1657 there had been received of Hunt Greenwood, Receiver-General
for Cornwall, on the Act of 25 February 1651 3s.8d.. Next there is
an entry referring to the receipt of E505.2s.3d. from Richard Martyn
and James Hill, Receivers-General for the Cornish Assessment from 25
March 1651 to 24 June 1652. This must clearly relate to the Assess-
ment for which the payment was made (cf Appendix	 Next
chronologically is a receipt from James Hill, Cornish Receiver-
General from 24 June to 25 December 1652, of E13,105.2s.3d. Next, a
receipt of E3920.13s.11d. decimation tax from James Launce, the
Cornish Receiver. And finally, a note of the receipt of £39,200
from Robert Quarme, Receiver-General of the Cornish Assessment from
24 June 1657 to 24 June 1660.
PRO/SP28/334.

84 Appendix IV/6/v.
85 PRO/SP28/296 - see Appendix IV/6/vi. This seems to relate to the

Assessment deriving from the Act of 26 January 1660.
(86) PRO/SP28/334-
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A memorandum of 2 June 1662 indicates that E631 Os. 2d. was in

arrear upon Quarme's account - which Quarme claimed he had not been

paid by the various hundred high collectors - but it does not specify

which Assessment these arrears were from. 
87

This detailed examination of the Cornish Receivers' accounts for

the 1650s suggests that despite the undoubtedly conscientious work of

the local committees, the collection of the tax, and certainly its

payment to the Treasurers in London, was usually considerably in arrear.

This impression is confirmed if we examine briefly the corresponding

records of the other counties. The records for the other counties are

of much the same sort as for Cornwall (they are often the same documents),

so we shall not examine them in detail.

For Devon, however, there is one particularly interesting Assessment.
(88)

This shows the arrears of the British Rate broken down into hundreds, as

follows:-

Hundred Amount Assessed Amount unpaid Jan.1649

Witheridge,
West £570-02-05 £168-19-06
East £596-10-00 £281-08-01

North Tawton £688-04-07* £220-06-02
South Moulton E1026-11-07i £224-14-04i
Fremington £958-19-02 £158-18-10
Brampton £1188-15-06 £396-05-02
Hartland £320-09-02 £89-16-09
Sherwell £530-01-08 £61-11-04
Shebbear £948-02-08 £381-01-05
Black Torringt n £1508-04-00 £576-08-06
Winckly £118-04-06 E15-18-00

Totals: 8450-03-04 2675-08-0i

(87) ibid.
(88)TRT=7)SP28/153. The precise date of the Assessment is not clear from

this MS account; it is probably the British rate of 1644-5.
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The division of the account into hundreds demonstrates that the

delay in payment of the Assessments to London was due to difficulties

in collection, and not to an unscrupulous collector using the money

for personal gain before paying it in; it also suggests that the

influence of the hundredal authorities on collection remained

substantial - that wildly differing proportions remained unpaid from

the different hundreds suggests that the county committees' efforts at

centralisation were not so successful as sometimes suggested.

The arrears of the British Rate in Devon, indeed, were slow to

come in, and there is a suggestion that a hint of corruption may have

been there. Of £25,317 is. received from Devon and Exeter on the

Ordinances of October 1644, August 1645, and March 1646, £15,893 8s. 4d.

were paid in after the execution of the King, including E35 from Exeter

(out of £375 levied on the City), and all the money paid in on the

last two Ordinances - £5958 8s.4d. and £6400 respectively. (89)

However, the account of Joseph Davies, the High Collector in Devon,

was eventually approved in 1650; yet this was not the end of the

matter. In 1658, Thomas Whittaker laid information against Thomas Tack

and Thomas Bolitho, sub-collectors, alleging that there still remained

several sums unpaid. After this information had been laid, £77 lls.2d.

was paid in from Devon, but Tack, the Devon collector, was alleged

still to hold £70. Similar accusations had been made in 1652 against

Bolitho, the Cornish sub-collector, who had been accused of falsifying

his account to the tune of E2367 12s., and also of detaining in his

(9o)hands sequestration money.	 Although Whaaker's extravagant

(89) PR0/SP28/258/368.
(90) PRO/SP28/260 p).76 -7, 90.
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accusations on this occasion were unfounded, Bolitho had been ordered

to pay over some £200 which he was unable to account for satisfactorily,

an order which caused him some financial hardship.(91)

There are no other records of pre-Interregnum taxes in Devon being

paid over after the execution of the King (92) but there are

indications that minor sums were paid over in arrear after this date.

On the six months Assessment commencing March 1649, Theeceipt of Arrears 

of Assessment reveals that a sum not exceeding £143 14s. 9d. was paid

in arrear from Devon. (93) In the same account there are details of the pay-

ment in arrear of £25 19s.10d. on the assessment commencing September

1649, £25 16s. 9d. on the 3 months Assessment commencing December 1649,

£36 3s. 5d. on the 3 months Assessment commencing March 1650,

£415 Os. ld. on the 3 months Assessment commencing June 1650,

£191 10s. 4d. on the 3 months Assessnent commencing September 1650,

£178 Os. 6d. on the 4 months Assessment commencing December 1650,

£605 ls. on the 6 months Assessment commencing March 1651, and

£358 3s. lld, on the 3 months Assessment commencing September 1651.

These are trivial amounts when we consider the total amount levied

on the county by these Assessments. We also have a few records of

minor arrears dating from 1652, (94) but the only other records in

existence dealing with arrears of revenue from Devon relate to clerical

rents. (95).

(91) PRO/5P28/253a p .145-6, 173, 190, 178, 221, 270, 274, 285-6, 290, 295.
Some of the money accounted for by Bolitho had been collected by his
late father.

(92) In 5P28/190 there is a note that Justinian Peard assigned £64,629
5s. 5-id. to the security of Poole and Plymouth between February 1646
and June 1649. There are also notes of minor assignations on the
Devon Assessment in SP46/128, as well as the collection of arrears
of £480 in Devon and Cornwall, for which see p.219 above.

(93) The account is torn. The totals from all the other counties added
up and subtracted from the total arrears paid give us a figure of
£143 14s. 9d. for Devon and Poole. PRO/SP28/260.

(94) see above p.219.

(95) PRO/5P28/269.
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The only other records relating to the collection of taxation in

Devonshire are minor references in the State Papers Domestic. In 1655,

for example, we have a letter of Captain Henry Eatsell, the Navy Agent

and soldier, referring to £415 taxation he had collected in Rowborough

and Plympton hundreds, and requesting allowance from it, (96)
and in

the October of the same year, a document survives which informs us that

3 months' Assessment in Devon will come to £7595, but making no

reference to the collection or assignation of it. ')

For the county of Dorset, there are virtually no records of

Assessments arrears. We have already examined the county's repayment

of arrears on one British Rate Ordinance. In addition, there are two

brief references to the Treasurer of the British Money, Richard Bury.

He handed in his accounts in March 1653, and a reference survives dated

1657 to his account being cleared upon payment of several sums totalling

£45 to Stephen Moorcock. Otherwise, the only reference to the

collection of Assessments comes in early 1656, when the accountants in

London instructed Desborough to repay the county Assessments

commissioners £12 taken from them during the Penruddock rising from the

decimation tax if he felt it fit.
(98)

The records surviving for Somerset fall into two main groups:

documents relating to the British Rate, and accounts of the £35,000

per mensem levied in 1657-60; there are also several documents dealing

with other Assessments.

In Somerset, as in Devon, the British Rate remained very much in

arrears, and several of the officials responsible were informed against

is in addition a record of £2700 being paid
December 1661 on the rate of £70,000 for
the calligraphy is unclear) granted by the
presumably the Convention). The

obscure, and I have not been able to identify
the Assessments to which these receipts are connected. The source
is PRO/SP28/296.

(98) PRO/SP28/175. See also above p.217 and Appendix IV/6/i.
PRO/SP25/76 p.546; CSPD 1655-6 p.176-7.

99q

CSPD 1655 p.136.
CSPD 1655 P . 374 . There
over between August and
one month (July 1661? -
"late" Parliament (i.e.
reference here is
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during the Protectorate. There are several accounts of collectors

of the British Rate, of which a typical example is that of Thomas

Wrentmore, dating from 1652:-

An account of all such sums of the Irish
contribution Monie which was received and
paid by Thomas Wrentmore of Adbridge, Receiver
thereof in the Easterne Division of the County
of Somerset until this 17 of November 1652.

Imprimis, Received the sum of
	

£6739 Ols. 04d.

Of which there is returned into the
Grocer's Hall London
	

£5724 10s. lid.
Item: Paid according to severall
orders received from the Honourable
the Standing Committee of this County
for quartering Col. Jephsons Regiment
of Horse
	

£0733
More paid to severall Agents and
souldiers employed in bringing the
said contribution according to order
received from the said committee
	

£0088
More allowed Him for his sallary at
llij per li by the order of the
aforesaid committee
	

£0112

£6698

Resteth in his hand	 0040
ii..s	 ..d

Which said sum of xl xij vij and
above 40 li. more as soone as it shall
be brought in, is to be paid into the
Inhabitants of the parishes of Worle
and Kewstocke, Uphill and Weston-Super-
Mare in discharge of their Quartering
Coll. Jephsons Regiment of Horse according
to the ordinance of Parliament and order
of the Standing Committee of this County...

Tho: Wentmore

Other receipts reveal that a further £2961 07s.11d. arrears of various

'British Rates' Assessed between 1644 and 1646 were not paid until after

the beginning of 1649. (99)

Records of several other collectors' accounts have survived for

Somerset; amongst the most comprehensive is that of Robert Webb, for

several Assessments between 1647 and 1649, which shows that all payments on

03s. 10d.

07s. 08d.

06s. 04d.

08s. 09d.

12s. 07d.

(99 ) PRO/3P28/297
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these assessments were made well in arrears - in some cases by as

much as eight years.
(loo)

Chronologically, the next significant

document is a receipt of Thomas Wrentmore dated 25 December 1656,

further to his account of 1652; by 1656 he had received £6749 16s. 00d.

on the British Rate. He had paid out no more to Grocer's Hall, but

had paid out for quartering the sum of £822 is. 6d. - some £90 more

on top of what he had paid out by 1652. His other disbursements

came to E212 10s. ld., and he claimed that there was due to him

£9 13s. 3d. Clearly, now, Wrentmore was under suspicion, for he was

in frequent correspondence with the Committee for taking Accounts in

London(101) - information had been laid against him and Jaspar Chaplin

and William Hall by one Elias Palmer. That such a length of time

should elapse before proceedings were taken made it all the more

difficult to prove innocence in such matters, and proceedings were

invariably long and complex. It seems from the records that Wrentmore's

case was never resolved one way or the other.

The Receipts of Arrears and Assessments
(102) reveals that the

Somerset Receivers tended to be far more in arrear with their payments

to London than those in either Devon or Dorset. The Assessment of

1 February 1645 was not fully paid until February 11 1657, and a total

of £899 15s. 5d. arrears were paid in by James Churchey, the Receiver-

General between May 1653 and this date. There were no arrears recorded

for any other pre-Interregnum tax, but on the Assessment commencing

25 March 1649, Robert Webb, the Receiver-General, paid £757 9s. arrears

between August 1653 and March 1656. The next set of arrears did not

occur until the Assessment of 24 June 1650, when George Smith paid over

(100)PRO/SP28/297. The Assessments were those of March 1648, October
1648, March 1649 and September 1649. The account is given in
tabular form at Appendix IV/6/vii.

(101)PROP28/260 pp .509, 511 , 555 . PRO/SP28/253a pp.465, 466-7. 472,
473; PRo/8P28/242 exists because a copy of the orders of the
Somerset committee was sent to the Committee for Accounts for use
in Wrentmore's case.

(102)PR0/SP28/260, pp.48 -69.
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£97 us. 3d. between September 1653 and March 1656. On the Assessment
commencing 29 September 1650, George Smith paid in £35 2s. 9d. arrears

on 24 March 1656, and on that commencing 25 December 1650, he paid in

£35 2s. 2d. on 24 April 1655. On the Assessment commencing 24 March

1651, Smith paid in £266 10s. 10d. arrears between November 1653 and

December 1656, and on that of 29 September 1651, he paid £42 15s. 8d.

in on 24 March 1656. Although some of these sums are fairly small

(particularly for the later Assessments), the account does indicate

the time that could elapse before Assessments were fully accounted

for, and confirms that administrative delay was the order of the day.

Somerset, like Cornwall, has left a fairly full set of accounts for

the Assessments of 1657-60. This is important, for it is during the

period 1659-60 that the government of the Interregnum was supposed to

have run down, and the collection of the revenue in particular is

alleged to have suffered because of the unpopularity of the regime.

But a detailed examination of the account of the Somerset Assessments

demonstrates that in Somerset, too, this was not so. Whether

this is due to the remoteness of the county from London, or simply to

the quietness of the area in general, it is difficult to say. Certainly

the well-kept accounts do not suggest the widespread administrative

chaos that seems to have prevailed in other areas. Indeed the rate of

repayment of Assessments to London is, if anything, a marginal

improvement on earlier periods. The only period between the death of

Oliver and the Restoration when Assessments do appear to have been

substantially in arrear was after the Christmas of 1659 when Monck

mArched south and the administration of the Rump finally broke down.
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This suggests that the delays were due to confusion over whether

officials had authority to collect taxes, rather than wilful

disobedience by those assessed to an unpopular government.

The account of Robert Dawes, Receiver-General of Somerset between

December 1657 and June 1659, for example, indicates that all but £844

of the E24,500 Assessment due from the county during this period was

paid into London on time - a remarkable rate by seventeenth century

standards, and more efficient than for any other Assessment on the

West Country during the Interregnum.
(103)

Dawes' successor between June 1659 and June 1660 was Robert

Haviland, and several sets of receipts cover this period for Somerset.

The first is an undated receipt in Latin indicating that Robert

Haviland, Receiver-General in Somerset between June 1659 and June

1660 paid over £32 13s. 04d. in full of the Assessments of £35,000

and £100,000 per month which together covered the period. (104)

However, it does not give us a 'spread' of the receipt, and it is

necessary to turn to other documents for this information.

Three separate accounts cover the £100,000 Assessment.
(105)

These show that although this tax was in arrears, the bulk of the money
due had been paid in by August 1660.

Date	 Account paid into 
or accounted for 

in London 

April 1660	 £2637-01-00
May 1660	 £4732-04-10
June 1660	 £1250-00-00
July 1660	 £2983-18-04
August 1660	 £4079-18-05

Total:	 £15323-03-05

103 The account is tabulated at Appendix IV/6/iii. PR0X179/172/414.
104 PRO/SP28/190. £1 6 ,333 7s. Od. for the former; £16 9333 7s. 7d.

for the latter.
(105) PRO/SP28/200, 293 and 296. The Assessment was levied for the

six months from December 1659 - cf Appendix IV/4.
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This was out of a total due of £16,333 07s. 07d.

Haviland's account for the twelve months' Assessment from June 1659 (106)

is chiefly remarkable for the large amount of money that was paid in on

time at this period.

Date Account paid into or
accounted for in

London

September 1659 E3484-00-00
October 1659 E 785-00-00
November 1659 E 600-00-00
December 1659 E 620-00-00
January 1660 E 435-00-00
February 1660 £2666-00-00
March 1660 E2064-00-00
April 1660 E 782-05-05
May 1660 E 300-00-00
June 1660 E2018-12-11
July 1660 E 770-00-00
August 1660 E	 68-15-06

This amounts to a total of £149593 13s.10d., and is virtually the whole

of the amount due during the period (which in total amounted to

£16,333 7s. Od., of which a part would be paid in salaries of the

committee and collectors). It is noticeable too that payments continued

to come in around the turn of the year 1659/60 at a time of great

political turbulence. Although there are increases in payments in

March and February after Monck's arrival in London, it is not necessary

to attribute as a reason for this the changed national political

conditions, or to interpret the relatively lower payments earlier as a

"tax strike"; it is noteworthy that the rate of repayment also fell in

May 1660 after the Restoration.

In addition to the Assessments records for the counties there are

several records relating to the collection of taxation in various towns -

places like Plymouth, Poole, and Exeter accounted separately from the

counties in which they were situated. Most records which survive are

(106) PRO/SP28A94. This was for the £35,000 per month.
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minor assignations from the Assessments. However, in the Receipts of 

Arrears, there are details of significant arrears from Poole. The

earlier arrears are insignificant - ranging from E5-£10 per assessment,

but on the Assessment of March 1651, the Poole Receiver was over £110

in arrear - a quantity equivalent to 5 months' rates; and in the

subsequent assessment commencing in September, the arrears outstanding

in November 1653 were £68 - or about 3 months.(1°7)

Perhaps the most important town in the South-West was Exeter. This

wealthy city - over £50,000 was paid in taxation by it between 1642 and

(108)
1646	 - was a county of itself, and usually had a completely

separate county committee. Exeter, unlike Devon, was administered by

substantially the same officers in the Interregnum as it had been before

it - a fact which sometimes complicated the accounting procedures. In

1652 when the pre-war accountants, Thomas Ford and Samuel Clarke, were

hauled before the Barons of the Exchequer, the former were both still

members of the City Corporation. They were not found to be responsible

for any monies collected before the war (the subsidy rolls had

conveniently been stolen from Clarke during the siege of Exeter by

Prince Maurice), and Ford was allowed to affirm the Engagement to the

Commonwealth in open Court. (109)
 If action had been taken, it would

surely have provoked resentment amongst the sensitive Exeter councillors.

The Receivers of Exeter were, however, no more prompt in forwarding

their accounts than any others. Their arrears on the British Rates

107) PROP28/260.
108) PROP28/153.
109) PRO/E.179/299/17.
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were substantial, £35 of them remaining unpaid until after the

commencement of the Interregnum.
(no)

Of the £994 due on the

Assessment of March to September 1649, £846 was not paid into London

until April 1650, and £124 more remained unpaid until June 1651;

even after these two payments, there was still a small amount due in

Lo
ndon.

(111)
Virtually all of the Assessment of September to December

was paid in arrear,
(112)

 and the city was also in arrear for

considerable sums on the Assessments of 1650 (some of these payments

did not reach London until 1654) (113)
Of £974 collected on the six

months Assessment from 25 December 1652, all but £391 10s. was overdue

when it was receipted in London. 	 of £1090 4s. collected

on the six months Assessment from 24 June 1653, all but £404 4s. was

paid into London in arrears.
(115)

The arrears of the Assessments pose an interesting problem - the

continued authority of local officials during a time of rapidly

changing regimes. By and large, it is true to say that the system

remained reasonably efficient by seventeenth-century standards, and

that the Assessment committees and Receivers co-operated with their

new masters. The committees were kept going by a nucleus of apolitical

administrators. Even after the Restoration, it seems, the accounting

procedure went on as if things had not changed, at the same time as a

list of committeemen and officials to be prosecuted - mostly,

(116)
admittedly, sequestrators - was drawn up.	 This was something of a

break with tradition. Royalist Assessments collectors had been

prosecuted, if at all, for detaining money in their hands. The

(114)

r
5)

116)

PRO/SP28/568.
PRO/SP28/293.
All the money paid into London was in arrear -
E406 14s. 8d.; PROP28/295.
PRO/SP28/208, 296 and 297. £564 of the March
was paid into London on time, but £671 of the
Assessment was paid in arrears.
PRO/sP28/295.
PRO/sP28/295.
PRO/sP26/208.
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Interregnum officials were prosecuted - or at any rate, plans were

prepared to prosecute them, for in the end it seems that the intended

prosecutions were abandoned - for levying money under false authority;

yet at the same time, the government ensured that any money remaining

in their hands was paid into London.

What is our verdict on the administration of the Interregnum

Assessments? They were levied by and large through an old administra-

tive structure, adapted to the increased needs of the time, but

nevertheless still grossly overburdened with work. The continuous - or

almost continuous - levying of taxes during the period must have

produced strains on the system, and yet the officials coped remarkably

well. The taxes were paid - often in arrear, but they were definitely

paid - and the London authorities - notably the committee for Taking

Accounts - kept an eye on the local officials to prevent embezzlement

and corruption. The means used for this - the network of informers

and ad hoc tribunals - were old-fashioned and inefficient, but they seem

to have worked by the standards of their time. Even in the turbulent

conditions of 1659 and 1660, monies, by and large, continued to be paid

in.

IV.ii Sequestration and Decimation

The Assessments and the militia levies formed for the major part of

the population of England the only levies of direct taxation during the

Interregnum. This was not true for the royalists, for they were also

burdened with two extraordinary taxes. One of these - decimation - was

a direct tax levied, like the Assessments on income. The other -

sequestration - was an outright confiscation of property by the State

which used the income, save for a small amount allowed to the royalists'
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families, as it used the revenues of any other tax. It is dealt with

in this section because it was administered in much the same way as

other direct taxes of the Interregnum.

There have been many investigations of the economic effects of the

Civil War and Interregnum on the families of royalists, and many of

them have dealt in depth with Sequestration. (117)
It is not proposed

to cover the same ground here. However, it will be necessary to look

briefly at the administration of sequestration and decimation and its

history.

The sequestration system emerged from the earliest attempts of the

Long Parliament to finance the Civil War by confiscating its enemies'

property. Parliament had proclaimed as early as September 1642 that

it would finance the war out of the property of delinquents, and a

resolution giving practical effect to that declaration had passed the

Houses on 15 October of that year. (118)
The policy was put into

effect more comprehensively on 27 March 1643 in the first ordinance of

sequestration, which formed the basis of all future Acts on this

subject. (119)
This Ordinance declared that all those who were or had

been in arms against the Parliament, or had voluntarily contributed money

towards the King's cause "not being under the power of any part of the

Kings Army at the time", or had plundered loyal Parliamentarians, or

had assessed, levied, or collected any tax on behalf of the King

should forfeit his lands to sequestrators and committees named in the

Act; these men were instructed to seize all the lands, property, and

income held by royalists, and two-thirds of that held by Roman Catholics

(117) See in particular H.E.Chesney 'The Transfer of Lands in England',
TRHS, 1932, p.181ff; G.B.Tatham, 'The Sale of Episcopal Lands during

the Civil Wars and Commonwealth' in EHR 1908 p.91ff; I.J.Thirsk,
'The Restoration Land Settlement' in the Jnl.Mod.Hist., 1954; and
two unpublished theses, I.J.Thirsk The Sale of Delinquents' Estates 
During the Interregnum and the Land Settlement at the Restoration,
London Ph.D., 1950, and I.J.Gentles, The Debentures Market and
Military Purchases of Crown Lands, London Ph.D., 1969.
S.R.Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War, 1886 edn.,I,pp.21,24.

119 Firth and Rait, Acts and Ordinances, I, p.106ff.
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and administer the same so that the profits could be put to

Parliament's service; powers were granted to the committees to

distrain on tenants who refused to accept their authority and to sue

for debts owing to royalists; and the moneys so levied were to be

paid to the Treasurers at Guildhall. The Act named the committees'

members for each county.

(120)
This Act was amplified and extended several times during the War,

and on 1 July 1644, the administration of the sequestration in the West

Country was delegated along with other important administrative

functions by a further Act of Parliament to a group of general County

Committees. (121)
This group of committees controlled sequestration

until the reorganisation of the system in 1650. The Act of that year

centralised the system under the Commissioners for Compounding,

dismissed the existing sequestration committees, and charged the

Commissioners to appoint new ones in each county. In future the receipts

were to be paid in centrally to the Treasurers at Goldsmiths Hall. The

old county committees were to account to the Commissioners for Compounding

and to the new county commissioners and to give them a list of all papists

and delinquents sequestered in their respective counties; they were to

pay in all monies held by them into Goldsmiths Hall by 1 April 1650.

The new commissioners were given similar powers to the old ones - to let

the lands, to farm and improve them, to raise profits by wood sales,

to hold manor courts, to examine all accounts, and to allow the wives

and children of such delinquents and papists as had been sequestered

a fifth part of the revenue of the sequestered estate. Provision was

made in the Act for delinquents to compound - that is to say, to be

restored to their estates in return for payment of a capital sum - and

for sequestered papists to be excused from recusancy fines.
(122)

120 Acts & Ordinances, Ipp.254-60, 437-44 1 , 769, 1179-83, 1186-88.
121 ibid., 1010.459-61.
122 Acts & Ordinances, II,	 pp.329-35. Delinquents wishing to compound

were to prosecute their cases with the Goldsmiths Hall Committee
within 6 weeks of the Act's passage.
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The system was again reorganised at the beginning of 1654 when

six Commissioners for Managing Estates under Sequestration were

appointed. These men were gin authority over the county commissioners

for sequestration, including the power to dismiss them and to appoint

new ones. Largely, the provisions of the new Ordinances were the

same as those of the former Act, though the conditions on which

delinquents might compound were further extended and defined.
(123)

However, gradually the system ran down as more and more delinquents

compounded, and the work of the committees became insignificant.
(124)

But sequestration was briefly, if abortively, revived in 1659-60 after

the overthrow of the Protectorate. On 27 August 1659, Commissioners

were appointed with powers identical to those held by the Sequestration

Commissioners before 20 April 1653 to sequester the estates and

property of any adherents of Sir George Booth, and any royalists plotting

against the Government since 7 May 1659. (125)
This Act was amplified

on 7 February 1660, when the Commissioners were given powers to appoint

county committees who were to be tasked with putting the Act into force

within their respective counties, and to pay in all monies received to

the Treasurers-General for Sequestrations; it is interesting that the

Act specifically denied the Commissioners any power to compound with

delinquents.
(126)

These two Acts were repealed on 2 March of the same

year without, apparently, having had much impact in the counties.(127)

To analyse in detail the sequestration revenues in each of the four

counties with which this thesis is concerned would be an arduous task,

for the documents involved are very large in number. The Committee for

Compounding Papers (PRO/SP23) alone comprise over 250 volumes and boxes

(123)ibid., pP.839-42.
(124)cf CCCI, pp.678-745.
125 Acts & Ordinances II, pp. 1347-9.
126 ibid., pp.1412-5.
(127 ibid., p 1423. CCC I.pp.745-777.
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of manuscripts. Many of these are for trivial amounts, and a detailed

investigation of them all would not necessarily guarantee a comprehensive

picture of sequestration during the period, as it cannot be assumed that

all accounts survived. Even the editor of the Calendar of the Committee

for Compounding jibbed at cataloguing all these documents. However, it

is possible to attempt some partial picture of the revenue so obtained,

and of the effect of the Acts on individual counties.

Sequestration together with composition fines undoubtedly brought

very great revenues to the government during and after the Civil Var.

Very large numbers of men were involved and a considerable amount of

money was exacted from them. Although those who were under

sequestration could not be charged the monthly assessments, those who

compounded and whose estates and revenues were returned to them

obviously were liable to these taxes and the decimation tax of l655_6(128)

was levied over and above more normal forms of taxation.

(128) see below p. 241f.
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Revenue from Sequestration fluctuated with the political climate

in the country.

TABLE I : Annual Value of Estates Under Sequestration

Cornwall Devon Dorset Somerset

pla6t4e9
*

£2038 18s.11d.

1650 £1872 3s. 4d. £5607 10s.10d. £4460 3s. 4d.

1651 £1734 3s. 4d. £5437 4s.10a. +

1652 £2718 17s.4d. E4277 17s. 5d. £2723 Os. Gid. •	 +

1653 £3083 Os. 2d.

1654 £1137 15s.0d. E 383 Os. Od. E 679 5s. 4d. E 416 is. Od.
-)HE -** -X--X- -X-X-

1655 E 106 16s.lId. E1000 Os. Od. E	 20 Os. Od. E	 43 17s.11d.

1656 E 287 Os. 0 2d11 £2388 3s.11d E 599 Os. Odl! E 903 18s. lid!

* Money actually received, in the East and South Divisions of the county
only; there was estimated to be E1071 13s.4d. of lands sequestered
but as yet unlet by the Commissioners.

+ Money actually received by Benjamin Mason amounted to £1260 7s.8d. by
January 1650, and £2310 Os.9d. between July 1650 and July 1653.

** Arrears of Sequestration revenue outstanding.

9( Arrears of composition fines outstanding. For comparison in May 1650,
an account of the county Commissioners reveals that £2902 12s.4d. was
paid in Dartmouth, in composition fines on 19 estates assessed at
between £19 and E600.

Sources:- PRO/SP23/254; PRO/sP23/113 p.627; PRO/SP23/9 p.272f;
PRO/SP23/248 No.65; PRO/SP23/151 pp.403, 407; PRO/SF23/259,
p.22; PRO/SP23/260 p.31; PRO/SP23/261 ; PRO/SP23/8i p.223;
PRO/SP23 102 pp.77-80.

These fluctuations were mainly due to the increases and decreases in

numbers sequestered; for example, there were only 31 delinquents under

sequestration in the South-West by early 1655, but after the Penruddock

rebellion, the number increased to 125. There was an increase in all

(129)
the counties except Cornwall, which had been unaffected by the rising.

(129) The numbers sequestered in earlier periods was much greater of course,
as can be seen by random searches through CCC vol.I; of course, the
body of delinquents sequestered in one county never remained the same,
as new delinquents were always being sequestered and others were
compounding. It would require a long and in-depth study to reveal the
"rate of turnover" and to reach an approximation of how long the
"average" delinquent if there is such a thing, was sequestered for.



After the spring of 1656 the sequestration system fell into

abeyance. Whether this was simply because the Act had expired, or

because the system had fallen into disrepute because it was associated

in the public mind with the Majors-General and the decimation tax (which

also lapsed at about this time), is uncertain. The revival in 1659-60

was at best half-hearted. Many counties' commissioners refused or neglected

to act (the Devon commissioners complained they had insufficient officials)(13

and though some committees, like that of Cornwall, did make some

preliminary investigations,
(131)

most seem to have believed, like Hunt

Greenwood, that in the uncertainty of the times it was best "for the

present to be quiet, and observe the actions of men". (132)
Certainly,

no accounts survive from this period.

The disputes amongst county ommmittees hare been noted in the

previous chapter. Not surprisingly, such disputes affected the

efficiency of those bodies. Several of the new county committees appointed

in 1650 complained that their commencing work was hindered by the failure

of the former committees to co-operate with them. (133)
When a dispute

was lengthy - as in the case of the Somerset dispute between Mason and

Pyne - the effect on sequestration could be quite serious, and indeed

Mason alleged that "the delay of hearing the charge against him is a

meanes to obstruct the whole busines of sequestration in Somersetshire" 134)

his case was said to have cost E1000 in public money. (135) Similar claims

were made by the Devon commissioners Searle and Clapp.
(136)

But such

disputes were among several factors which impeded the commissioners in

their duties: the Cornish sequestrators claimed they had been inhibited

by the lack of JPs in the county before whom they could swear their oaths

of office; (137) the Dorset committee complained that it had insufficient

1

 130) PRO/SP23/264 No.4.
131) PRO/SP23/264 No.3.
132) CCC vol.I p.775.
133) for example, the Cornwall committee on May 15 of that year -

PRO/5P23/251 No.47.
134) PR0/SP23/11 p.80; CCC I, passim.
135) PRO/81°23/102 p.283.
1.31 PROP23/255 No.50.
137 PR0/SP23/251 No.47.
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powers and officers; (138) and several commissioners were hindered in

the performance of their duties by other commitments - Joseph Hunkyn,

a Devon commissioner, for example, was forced to stop sequestration

work since he had to raise a Militia regiment in August 1650.(139)

Indeed, judging by the complaints sprinkled through the Committee for

Compounding proceedinW1° ) it sometimes seems surprising that the

commissioners got any work done at all. However, surprising as it may

seem, much sequestration revenue was raised by the committees. These

funds were supposed to be paid directly into the Treasurers at London.
(141)

However, in practice substantial sums of sequestration money were

retained in the counties in which they were collected and even greater

sums of composition fines. This was for a variety of reasons. A grant

might be made from the sequestration revenue to a person or to a borough

that had suffered in the Parliament's service. (142) Sometimes, the

money was diverted to meet an urgent need for cash in the county where

it had been raised - in 1649, for example, reduced officers from Dorset

were paid directly from sequestration revenue. (143) Sometimes such a

grant would be conditional upon the receiver making new 'discoveries'

of unsequestered sequesterable land; (144) usually, the state would

take half the revenue discovered and the discoverer would be instructed

to recover the money owed to him out of the other half.

Other calls on the sequestration money came within the counties

in which it was raised from the local officials. These could be very

large. James Dewey, one of the commissioners for Dorset/recorded

1
(138 PRO/SP23/249 No.40.
139 PRO/SP23/252 No.89.
140 CCC I, passim.
141 Firth and Rait, Acts and Ordinances, II, p.330.
142 For example, the borough of Taunton was given money from the

composition fine on the Portman estates amounting to £5414 is. -
SRO/DD/PF1/7; James Heane's widow was granted lands forfeited by
the Penruddock rebels worth £150 p.a. - PRO/SP25P7 p.251.

143 CCC I, p.142.
144 For example, PRO/6P23/il p.234. Also PR0/SP25/15 p.624.
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payments of E10,098 15s. 5d. within the county between 1650 and

December 1653 on "annuities, augmentations to ministers, salaries,

and expenses". (145) Benjamin Mason in Somerset claimed 6s. 8d. a day

salary for keeping courts from February 1652 to Ya-rch 1654, in all

amounting to E247 6s. 8d..
(146) Between Ladyday and Michaelmas 1652, the

Devon commissioners spent E64 is. 6d. in commissioners' salary and

E166 Os. 7d. on clerks', agents', and incidental charges.(147)

Payment of augmentations to ministers, purchase of the fee farm rents,

and salaries seem to have been regarded as legitimate expenses from

sequestration; the other important such commitment was the allowance

of money to the family of a sequestered man, which in the Act of

January 1650 was set at one-fifth of the value of the sequestered

estate. (148) Collectively, these payments and allowances must have

been responsible for detaining substantial sums of sequestration money

in the localities; this is impossible to quantify accurately because

of the paucity of central accounts (itself an indication of the

haphazard way in which the centralisation of the system in 1650 was

pursued). This administrative chaos was probably one reason for

the government's ultimate abandonment of the system in 1656.

Such consideration does not apply to the other major levy on

royalists during the Interregnum, the decimation tax, which was

specifically raised to pay the local militia. The government's justifi-

cation for decimation was expressed most concisely by Thurloe in 1655:-

/

(145 CCC I p.711.

r1
46 CCC I p.719.
147 ff5,723/151 p.403.
48 Acts and Ordinances II, PP.132-3.
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Some in the last Parliament did thinke [the royalists]
a very inconsiderable number or company of people,
without armes, that there were scarce need of any army.
It appeared otherwise. His Highness saw a necessity
of raising more force, and in every county, who might
be ready upon all occasions, unlesse he would give up
his cause to the enemy, and leave us all and the whole
kingdom (sic) exposed to their rage and malice.

This additional strength must draw with it an
additional charge. Who must beare this? Must the well
affected? What soe just as to put the charge on them,
who are the occasion of it?l149)

These thoughts were quickly translated into action, and regulations

for the collection of the decimation of tax - literally a tenth of the

income of royalists and other delinquents - were promulgated and

incorporated into the instructions to the Majors-General, who were on

22 August 1655 instructed to aid those appointed to levy a tax for

maintenance of the militia forces. (150)
 On September 21 1655 the

Protector and Council set the tax at 10% on all delinquents who held

E100 in real or personal estate, or £10 per year income. Those with no

real property were to pay at an annual rate of E100 for each £1500

personal property they owned. Non-payers could be sequestered and

county committees were to be appointed to execute the order. The

Majors-General and their assistants, who in effect comprised the county

committees referred to, (151) with the assistance of the militia which

the tax was to finance, were to help enforce its imposition and payment.

In June 1656 the tax was put under the supervision of the Army

Committee, and two Treasurers appointed in London to whom the county

commissioners were to account.
(153)

But of the way it was collected

(149) ibid., pp.132-3.
150 T757SP18/100 No.42.
151 See Chapters III and V, passim.
152 PR0/sP25/76 p.563.
153) PRO/SP25/77 PP . 178-.9, 902-4.
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and assessed we have little information. It seems that the contribution

was assessed by the Major-General and his assistants in committee; the

royalists were summoned to appear before them personally "and bring with

you a true particular in writting of all and everye of your estate and

estates, both reall and personall respectively, that is eyther in your

selves or in any other person or persons in trust for your use or uses

lyin eyther in this countye or else where, and y e true aid reall yearly

value and values thereof and every parte thereof with y e names of ye

severall places and parishes where all your estate or estates doe lye

respectively, and y e true vallues allsoe of all and every ye personall

estate or estates..." (154) However, no records survive of actual

assessments or payments, except for a few wealthy royalists who compounded

with the council for a fixed sum. (155)

The only indication of the amount of tax raised is that the money

was evidently ample to support the local militia. Indeed, in the West

Country, the sums were more than ample as the surplus was occasionally

used to pay the militia of East Anglia.
(156) According to an Establish-

ment made for the militia in June 1656, the annual cost of the militia

forces in the four western counties came to £8757 04s. 00d.,
(157)

 which

supported between 100 and 400 private soldiers in each county, in

addition to a number of officers and the Major-General's clerk and other

staff. Desborough's own annual salary amounted to £666 13s. 4d. p.a.

In June 1656, the establishment was reduced slightly, when the number

of soldiers in each troop was reduced to 80.
(158)

(154) CRO/DDT/1643. This appears to be in response to the instruction of
6 March 1656 instructing the Majors-General to institute such a
survey - PRO/3P25/76 p.280.
eg. Lord Mohun - of PRO/SP25/77 p.207 - who compounded for £500.

156 eg. PRO/SP25/77 P . 359 - a total of £4500 was paid on this occasion.
see also p.221 n.82.

(157)PRO/SP25/77 pp.861-80.
(158) PRO/SP25/77 pp.900-2.
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The decimation tax was a short-lived experiment. Parliament

voted against its continuance in December 1656,(159) and the last of
(16it was paid to the militia forces in March 1657. 0) Its ending

brought about the demise of the Majors-General and their system. Of

all the taxes of the Interregnum it is the one about which least is

known, which is surprising because it was a highly unpopular tax, and

it became a symbol of the country's dislike of the systOm which it

supported.

The remaining taxes - the customs and excise - were indirect

levies on goods, and were administered rather differently from the

direct taxes; rather than being assessed or collected at the behest

of county committees, they were farmed out by the central government

to individuals - the Dorset excise was farmed out for six months for

£900 in 1653, for example. (161)

The taxation system of the Interregnum was the first permanent

direct taxation machinery set up in England. Previous levies of

direct taxation had been levied on a once-and-for-all basis, and

permanent administrative bodies had not been required to administer

them. But in the Interregnum because of the duration and the sheer

scale of the levies, permanent bodies were set up in the counties.

It is surprising, then, that these bodies were closely modelled on

those of earlier times - the subsidy committees. Of course, there

were some innovations; but by and large it is the scale of the

levies, not the system of administration that was new after 1640.

( -151 CJ vii, p.483
(160 CSPD 1656-7 P-304.
(161 PRO/SP18/35 No.28.
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Chapter V: The Military Presence in the West Country

The presence of large numbers of regular soldiers and militia in the

localities during the Interregnum had a considerable impact on the

politics and administration of the period. As the most obtrusive agent

of central government in the county, the presence of the army and its

behaviour and discipline conditioned men's response to political develop-

ments at crucial times during the Interregnum; its very existence

necessitated the establishment of a permanent taxation system to support

it; together with the militia this required a considerable

administrative machinery at national and local levels to service it; and

its existence made demands on local institutions - traditional and novel -

at all levels.

It is therefore crucial to an understanding of the local

administrative machinery to appreciate the scale of the presence of both

regular and militia soldiery.

The regular army was steadily reduced in size between 1647 and 1658,

to the extent that when Oliver negotiated an alliance with France he had

to raise new forces in order to complete his contribution to the combined

forces.
(1) According to Sir Charles Firth there were about 44,000 men in

the army in 1647, but only 34,000 in 1652. By September 1658, there were

only 10,000 in England and a further 10,400 in Scotland. (2)
 Furthermore,

many towns were disgarrisoned and their fortifications dismantled (it is

from this period that the destruction of England's mediaeval castles

dates). It is not clear whether Firth's figures include garrison forces

- as we shall see, such forces were generally calculated separately in

the Establishments of the period - but in any case both garrison and

(1) C.H. Firth, Cromwell's Army, p.175; Firth, Last Years of the 
Protectorate, II, p.272 f.

(2) Firth, Cromwell's Army, PP . 34-5, 184.



regimented troops declined in number until the summer of 1659. This

fact, as will be shown in the next chapter, was an important factor

in the politics of the last two years of the Interregnum.

The main field force in the West throughout the Interregnum was

Desborough's regiment of horse. Desborough had been the major of

Fairfax's horse regiment and was Cromwell's brother-in-law. His regiment

had originally been raised by Vermuyden, but had subsequently been under

the command of Oliver Cromwell. It was placed under Colonel John

Desborough in September 1649 when it was assigned to the guard of the

West Country. It fought at Worcester in 1651, and was active against

Penruddock in 1655. The association between regiment and area was for

long an important factor in the politics of the area, for as Firth and Davies

argue, "Many of the officers of the regiment seem to have been West Country

men, and being quartered so long in their own districts they became persons

of considerable local importance during the Commonwealth". 	 Desborough

and three of his captains sat in Parliament in 1656, and the captains all

voted in favour of the Protector's proposed assumption of the Crown. Sir

John Blackmore, another prominent officer, was appointed High Sheriff of

Devon in 1658, and was knighted during the Protectorate. Desborough

retained his command throughout the Interregnum (apart from a brief

interval in the summer of 1659, when Col. Okey seems to have replaced

him), until his dismissal after mal-ching north in the winter of 1659/60

to aid Lambert against General Monck. (4) His regiment then passed first

to Blackmore and subsequently to Valentine Walton - both supporters of

the Protectorate - until finally Monek appointed Charles Howard to the

command. (5) By this time, however, it is likely that the regiment was

(3) Firth and Davies, Regimental History of Cromwell's Army, p.204-5; in
1657 the regiment was ordered to Scotland, but this seems to have been
countermanded; PRO/SP18/107, p.107.
Regimental History, p.208; Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS, C.179, 181.

5 ibid.
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no longer quartered in the West.

Various other forces spent periods in the West Country during

the late 1640s and the 1650s. During the second Civil War, Thomlinson's

regiment of horse and three troops of Scroope's regiment were sent

there, but were probably ordered away by 1649. Scroope's regiment,

in which the influence of the Levellers was strong, was disbanded

after Burford.
(6)

 By the start of the Interregnum, it was the foot

regiment of Sir Hardress Waller which guarded the South-Western

peninsula. This regiment had been active in the area during the first

Civil War, and was quartered there in 1648 and for some time afterwards.

The major of the regiment, John Clarke, was a New Englander with strong

West Country connections. He subsequently became an Admiralty

Commissioner and chairman of the Committee of the Army in London.

Waller himself was sympathetic to the grievances of the West Country

populace against the army, and published a declaration of the

inhabitants of Devon and Cornwall against freequarter (the practice

of billeting soldiers on the population without payment) in 1648.

However, this was insufficient to persuade the corporation of Exeter

to quarter six companies of his regiment in the city at about that

.	 (7)time.	 Waller temporarily left his regiment in the autumn of 1648

to go to London where he was an active participant in Pride's Purge,

and in 1649 he signed the death warrant of the King there. Meanwhile,

he was anxious to go to Ireland, and was able to secure his transfer

there with reinforcements in December 1649. However, five companies

of his regiment remained in England under Clarke, and these were

recruited to a full regiment with five newly-raised companies

(presumably, these were raised in the West). 	 Clarke led the

(6) Regimental History, pp.107-8, 131.
(7) imental History, pp.443-4.
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attack on Scilly with these troops in 1651, and the next year he followed

(8)

Three other forces were in the West for short periods during the early

1650s. In 1649, the dragoons were ordered to Ireland, apart from five

companies, which remained in England. One of these was quartered briefly

in Cornwall. (9) In 1650, three other full regiments were temporarily

quartered in the West. One of these was raised by Colonel James Heane,

governor of Weymouth, following an order of 22 May 1650 to recruit the

four companies of foot under his command into a full regiment. But on

2 October that year, after Worcester, the House of Commons voted that his

force should again be reduced to four companies, However, Heane shortly

afterwards took part in the attack on Jersey, and it is uncertain whether

his forces had been reduced by that time. In addition to his own regiment

Heane took with him six companies of Waller's old regiment which was 11014

probably under Clarke's command 106resumably, these were the newly-

recruited forces), two troops of horse, and miscellaneous forces from

)Guernsey.(11 Meanwhile, at about the same time the governor of Portland,

Edward Sexby, was commissioned to raise a new regiment which was

originally intended for Ireland. Ultimately, it was ordered to Scotland.

It is likely that in the intervening three months the troops were

quartered in the West.
(12)

The third force was raised by Robert Bennett, who

was ordered (also on 22 May 1650) to raise a regiment of foot consisting

of 1000 men and officers in Devon and Cornwall which was to be added to

the guard of the West. This regiment was kept in being until after the

attack on Scilly, where part of it was employed. It seems to have been

8 See Regimental History, pp .445,	 449.
9 Regimental History, p.296; PRO/8P28/60

(10 PRO/SP25/96 pp.59 -60.
1.1 Regimental History, p.718.
12 Regimental History, P10 .561; CSPD 1649-50, pp.206, 223, 253, 367.

his former commander to Ireland with them.
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disbanded some time in the autumn of 1651.(13)

Pride's regiment of foot was also quartered around Exeter in 1651,

after the battle of Worcester, and it remained there until 1654 when it

was ordered to Scotland. For much of the time it was under strength with

700 men, but it was recruited to its full 1000 before the march north. (14)

In 1655, a troop of Berry's regiment of horse, under the command of

Captain 'Clinton Croke, was quartered around Exeter. Croke l s troop, which

had been reduced to only 60 men was the one that engaged Penruddock at

South Moulton with the help of some local forces; shortly afterwards, it

left the West, although it returned in 1659. Rossiter's regiment of horse

was also active against Penruddock, accompanying Desborough on his pursuit

of the royalists to the West. But these forces were probably not based

regularly in the West Country. (15)
It seems that the Protector's own

regiment of horse was in the West in the summer of 1655 under Packer, (16)

who in 1651 had been appointed commander of a troop of dragoons to be

raised there. But the location of both these bodies is uncertain. 
17

The Protector's regiment was ordered north in 1656.

Between the suppression of the revolt and the death of Oliver, there

were no forces in the West other than Desborough's horse, and those in the

garrisons and the local militia. However, on 16 September 1658, Sir John

Copplestone was given command of a troop of horse, and this may have been

based in the West, as Copplestone was a West Countryman who was currently

High Sheriff of Devon. (18)
It is probably these soldiers which Copplestone

was ordered to take to France from Weymouth in the same month. (19)
The

commander of the regiment from which these men were taken was Edward

Montagu, but on the fall of Richard Cromwell he was deprived of his command

(13) PRO/SP25/10 p.44; PRo/bP25/15 p.16; PRO/SP25/16 p.190; PRO/SP25/23 p.59;
PROP25/64 PP . 352 ,486; PRO/SP25/96 PP . 59-60. Regimental History,
pp.xxv-vi.

14)Regimental History p.368
15) ibid., pp.168, 244.
16 C.H.Firth 'The Later History of the Ironsides' in TEES, 1901, p.15.
17 ibid., p.72; PRO/SP25/20 p.125.
18 Regimental History, pp.192-3.
19 CSPD 1658-9, p.440.
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and the troops passed to Alured, who quartered them in Somerset. Alured

was active in London at this time, and was appointed to command the

troops there on 26 December 1659. It is probable that his forces then

accompanied him to the capital; at any rate, they joined Lambert when

he escaped from the Tower the following spring. (20)

After the overthrow of Richard, the restored Republic raised

considerable numbers of soldiers. As early as July 1659,.the Council of

State ordered troops of horse to be filled to 80 (100 at times of

insurrection), and regiments of foot to 1200. (21) In July 1659, the

government ordered that new forces be raised for the defence of certain

Western towns - three companies of foot at Exeter, four at Plymouth, two

at Taunton, two at Bridgwater, and 180 men at Weymouth.
(22)

Within a

month, at least 100 men had been raised at Plymouth.
(23)

At about the

same time, in Poole where it was decided not to raise more regular

troops, orders were issued to arm the "well-affected" inhabitants of the

town.
(24)

These local forces seem subsequently to have been absorbed into

the militia. (25)

At the beginning of August 1659 Desborough was given formal command

over the forces in the West, with powers somewhat reminiscent of those he

had held as Major-General there. He was given command of all forces in

Hampshire, Berkshire, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Somerset, Dorset,

Cornwall, Worcestershire, Monmouth, Hereford and South Wales which had

been raised or were to be raised; he was given power to grant

commissions, to raise companies and troops of horse, foot, and dragoons;

he was instructed to preserve the peace "and to Guarrison such Towns,

20 Regimental History, PP.94-5.
21 Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS.,	 0.179 p.236.
22 ibid., p.238; CSPD 1659-60 p.52.

r2l

ibid., p.92
24 ibid., p.43; BL Stowe MB 189 p.220.
5) CSPD 1659-60 pp.100-1.
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Castles, Howses, or Forts as you shall thinke necessary"; to fight and

disperse rebels, to disperse gatherings of the disaffected, to hold

courts martial and to try offenders according to the discipline of war,

to impress horses and carriages, and to dispose of arms and ammunition

to the advantage of the Commonwealth. All officials, civil and military,

were instructed to help him.
(26)

On 4 August 1659. the Council of State ordered Anthony Rous and

Colonel Bingham each to raise a regiment of horse in Cornwall and Dorset

respectively, (27)
 and on 6 September orders were issued for the

stationing of three further troops, one each in Exeter, Cornwall and

Dorset.
(28)

Later that month, Berry's regiment was ordered to quarters

in Devon.
(29)

Meanwhile, at the second restoration of the Rump, Unton Croke's

regiment of horse was sent to Exeter to restore order after disturbances

which had been occasioned by the stationing there of three troops of Cochran's

regiment which had recently returned from Flanders in August 1659.

Brocklehurst, the major of these forces, may have marched to Gravesend

with Cochran in January 1660, but Croke remained in Exeter until the

Restoration.
(3o)

As well as these regular forces, considerable numbers

of militia were raised at about this time;
(31)

these are dealt with

separately below. Some towns - for example Bath - were regarrisoned;

Cooper's regiment of horse was posted there in January 1660, and remained

there until after the return to England of Charles Stuart. (32) Other

garrisons whose soldiers were "part of the army" at this time (I take this

to mean made up of regimented forces rather than unregimented troops being

paid separately from the regular establishment) were the Scilly Isles (two

(26) BodItan Library, Rawl.MS.,	 C.179, pp.300-1.

(27) Bodleian Library, Rawl MS., 	 C.179 p.286.
2ICSPD 1659-60 p.176;
29 PRO/SP25/79 p.609.
30) Regimantal History, pp.251, C87-9.
31) See below, pp. 280-7.
32) Regimental History, p.99



companies of foot), St. Michael's Mount (32 soldiers with officers),

Pendennis and St. Mawes (one and a half companies), Plymouth (two companies

of foot), Portland, Weymouth, and Sandsfoot (two companies of foot), and

Brownsea Castle (half a company of foot). (33) The total charge of the

English establishment almost doubled between 1658 and 1659, from E22,879.18s.2d.

in the former year, to C41,822.18s.0d. in the latter; () six additional

regiments of foot were raised in 1659, and two of horse in 1660 (although

one of the foot regiments seems to have been disbanded by then). For a

while in 1660 (in March), the number of foot regiments on the establishment

went up to 17 (compared with 8 regiments and 2 companies in 1658), and the

number of horse 13 (there had been 9 in 1658). However, many of the horse

regiments must have been under strength, since the whole contained only

5460 soldiers. It is likely however, that some of these new regiments were

militia regiments, and like that raised by Bovett in Somerset, only

temporarily considered part of the regular army.

Clearly this dramatic increase in the number of regular soldiers in

the twelve months after the overthrow of Richard must have had a crucial

effect on the relations of the local population with the army -

particularly when garrisons were filled with unruly, unfamiliar regimented

forces rather than the locally-recruited unregimented soldiers of the

Protectorate.

The manning of garrisons during the Protectorate was usually entered

on to the army Establishment separately over and above the cost of the

regimented forces; in such cases the forces there seem to have been

additional to the regular units in the area under the direct command of

Desborough, and were probably under the independent command of the

garrison commander or military governor. On occasion, this was not the

(33) PRO Shaftesbury Papers: PRO/PRO/30/24/33/14 1..34.
(34) ibid., 1.44.
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case. Sometimes in the Establishment, the forces are not charged to

the garrison's account, and are then described as "part of the army".

In this event, it is clear that these troops were part of the regular

regimented force within the area. However, for much of the Interregnum,

it is necessary to bear in mind the fact that some garrison forces were

administered and accounted for separately from the rest of the army, and

their strength should be considered additional to that of the regimented

forces within any county.(35)

The number of garrisons and the strength of the remaining ones were

reduced steadily until the beginning of 1659, parallelling the decline

in the numbers of the regimented army. In 1649, there were garrisons

in Dunster and Taunton in Somerset, Exeter, Plymouth, and Dartmouth in

Devon, Weymouth, Portland, and Poole and Brownsea in Dorset, and

Pendennis and St. Mawes, The Mount, and Falmouth in Cornwall. The Scilly

Isles were still occupied by the royalists, the garrison having

successfully revolted during the Second Civil War. Few ports of any

standing went without garrisons throughout the Interregnum - the only

examples in the South-West seem to have been Minehead and Barnstaple,

which were frequently used for the transport of soldiers to Ireland.

In fact, the majority of West Country garrisons were in ports.

Many garrisons were allowed to fall into a state of decay in the

1650s. Often, when a garrison was abandoned, the fortifications were

demolished. This happened at Poole in 1653, when forced labour was

employed.
(36)

(39 See appendix V/I.
(36 Council of State Minute Book, August 23 1653, PRO/SP/25/70 pp.291 -5.
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Resolved. That the Towne of Poole, Hamm, and all
the works adjoining bee immediately dismantled
and that the Hundred of Cogdean, the Hundred of
Sowsbarrough, and the Hundred of Wimbourne be
assistant to the Towne of Poole in that worke:
That it be done by Personall Service and no tax;
and that a Lettere from the Council [of State]
be written to Capt. Dewey and Capt. Poticary to
take care for the speedy and exact doing of it,
and impowering them to require the service of the
said Towne and Parts adjacent in the worke.

The Council of State made a similar order for the demolition of

Weymouth's fortifications on the same day. The keeping up of garrisons

was expensive work in peacetime, and in many cases their abandonment was

long overdue. Some years later, William Prynne produced a pamphlet

arguing that garrisons were not only expensive and oppressive to the

civilian population, but that they were worse than useless in wartime,

being unable to protect the coast from invasion, and withdrawing valuable

men from service in the mobile field forces. ( 	But their dismantling

by what seems to have been some form of forced labour cannot have been

popular with the locals either. Nevertheless, the maintenance of

garrisons and fortifications was highly expensive, and 'disgarrisoning'

went on apace during the Interregnum. If a castle was decayed, it was

cheaper to demolish it than to repair it, and this became the common

practice.

In May, 1653, it had been reported that there were only 10 men

garrisoning Portland, 12 in Weymouth, and only 3 old men in Sandsfoot

Castle (an outwork of Weymouth). (38) Sandsfoot was disgarrisoned in

1654, and the works, such as they were, turned into a dwelling place

for one William Davis. 39

The surviving Civil War fortifications were by now often decrepit

37) Pendennis Dismantled, B.L. E.896 (3).
38) PRO/SP18/36 p.125.
39) PR0/SP25/P.584.
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and in at least one case they collapsed before the town they

protected had been disgarrisoned. This was at Exeter where a

proposal to disgarrison the castle had been referred to the Ordnance

Committee of the Council of State in May 1652; this was evidently

not acted on, as Desborough had been instructed to garrison the town

when Pride marched north in 1654, and there were still soldiers

there in 1655. (40) Nevertheless, the work of repairing the

fortifications cannot have been properly kept up, for the City Wall

collapsed in the summer of 1654, and the City Council had to pay for

the erection of a mud wall in its place. (41) In September 1655, the

corporation ordered the demolition of a garrett in order to let the

light come in more readily to the hospital chapel, (42) and later

that year part of the wall was actually rented out to dry cloth on. (43)

(44)There were further collapses in March 1656 and February 1657,	 and

later the same year the corporation evidently became concerned about

the state of the town's powder store on the wall, for they ordered it

to be inspected) 	 no action seems to have been taken,

either by the council or the government.

The question of demolishing Dunster was raised as early as 1650, but

the proposal was abandoned when the danger from Charles Stuart in Scotland

became apparent. However, after the battle of Worcester, Dunster was one

of the first castles to go, although there was some delay due to haggling

with the owner, who happened inconveniently to be a royalist who did not

want his home demolished. The problem was ultimately solved by making a

breach in the curtain wall, which is there to this day. There were also

problems finding money to accomplish the task for which a rate had to be

(40 ) PRO/SP25/66 p.8; PR0/sP25/75 PP .246-7; CSPD 1 655, P .2 38-9; in 1655,

1

 41
42
43
44

(45

the upkeep
DevRO/Exeter

of Exeter Castle cost only E1.7.0. per mensem.
C.A.B.	 , X, pp.50

ibid., p.65.
ibid., p.69.
ibid., pp.72,	 83.
ibid., p.99.
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levied on the surrounding districts.
(46) The garrison was transferred

to Taunton, but the fortifications of that town were also demolished shortly

after Worcester. (47) Neither of these towns had a conventional garrison

again during the Interregnum, although troops were quartered in Taunton

in 1660.

In Dorset, too, the story was similar. In August, 1655, the Council

of State ordered the demolition of the garrisons in Poole, Weymouth, and

Melcombe (apart from the "fort on the Peere"). However, in 1655, the

Council ordered that Weymouth should be reduced and left in the care of

the governor of Portland, who was to add a gunner and two matrosses to

his establishment, "for Weymouth". (48) The fortifications of Lyme had

been ordered to be slighted as early as 1648. Portland, although its

garrison was reduced to a single company, was never formally dis-

garrisoned: nevertheless the royalist secretary of state, Nicholas,

believed - evidently erroneously - that there were "no garrisons or

troops" in Somerset or Dorset by 1659.(49)

In Devon, the Dartmouth garrison account book ends in 1649, and

the castle was ordered to be demolished in 1650, although an order in

council suggests that two b -pckhouses remained occupied. (50) As has

been noted earlier, Exeter was ordered to be disgarrisoned at a fairly

early date, but some military presence must have remained, since on the

establishment of 1655, the expenses of Exeter garrison are recorded as

being El 7s. a month. It is possible that this understates the military

presence in the City and that the garrison contained one or more troops

(46) PROAP25/64 pp.120, 426; SP25/9 p . 14; SP25/20 p.159; Lyte, Dunster
and its Lords, p.86ff.

(47) PRO/SP25/96 pp.202-3; SP25/89 p.71; sP25/24 p.31. Taunton, like
Dunster, had been considered for disgarrisoning in 1650. Its arms
were moved to Minehead.
PROP25/70 pp.291-6; SP18/99, p.66, I.

49 G. Roberts, A History of Lyme Regis and Charmouth, 1834, pp.107-8.
CSPD 1659-60 p.18.

(50) PROAP28/128/88; SP25A4/120, 312. However, the order relating to
the blockhouse was made in 1650 when it seemed likely that Charles
Stuart might land in the West. At this time, too, EXmouth was
temporarily regarrisoned.
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or companies of regimented regular soldiers, whose expenses were not

charged to the garrison account. However, it had been ordered that

the arms in the town should be moved to the more secure fortresses

in Plymouth and Pendennis a year earlier, although there seem to have

been a few troops kept there throughout the Interregnum. Spanish

prisoners were kept at the Castle, and in May 1658 the Governor of

the Castle made a claim for E120 expenses he had been put to thereby.

There were considerable movements of soldiers into the area in 1659. (51)

By far the largest garrison in Devon was Plymouth, which was one

of the most important naval bases in England. There are more orders in

the State Papers relating to Plymouth than to any other garrison in the

four counties. The garrison gradually absorbed forces from the smaller

garrisons which had been abandoned, and also arms from Exeter, Lyme,

Totnes, and other places. It remained occupied throughout the

Interregnum. In the 1655 Establishment, its monthly upkeep was set at

£295. 8s., of which two companies of foot took up £251 13s. 4d. In

1659, its charge exclusive of the two foot companies (which were then

on the main army establishment) amounted to £42 9s. 4d. monthly.(52)

In Cornwall, Falmouth seems to have been abandoned by 1655, although

St. Mawes, another minor garrison (usually considered as being of a unit

with Pendennis), was still on the establishment at this time. But the

three biggest fortresses were at Pendennis, St. Michael's Mount (usually

just called "The Mount") and the Scilly Isles. All three were kept up

during the Interregnum (though the garrison of the Mount itself was

reduced in size in 1655), presumably to overawe the royalist-inclined

population of Cornwall.(

They evidently succeeded in their task, for throughout the Interregnum

(51) PRO/SP25/75 P . 584; CSPD 1658-9, p.37 & passim; CSPD 1657-8, p.331
& passim.

(52)PRO/sP18/99/43, 45, 661; PRO/PRO/30/24/33/14 P . 34 . SP25/75 P.584.
(53)PR0/bP18/99, p.66, I.
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there was no serious royalist outbreak in that county, even Penruddock's

rebellion gaining scant support there.

In 1655, Pendennis Castle and St. Mawes were maintained for £297 10s.

monthly, of which two foot companies took £251 is. 4d.; the Scillies cost

£304 Os. 8d., of which two foot companies took £242 13s. 4d.; and the

Mount cost £20 10s. 8d., of which three private soldiers and a serjeant

(54)took £16 6s. 8d.- - By 1659, Pendennis contained a company and a half

of soldiers; the Scillies two full companies; and the Mount, a serjeant

and 32	 In 1659, a company contained 100 soldiers; earlier in

the Interregnum in most parts of the army, it seems that companies had

been reduced to 80 men each.
(56)

The garrison of the Scilly Isles was particularly important. In

1648 during the second civil war, it had revolted against Parliament.

and had been maintained ever since for Charles Stuart by Sir John

Grenvi1e. (57) This was particularly annoying for the government, as the

rebels used the islands as a base for privateers:-

it is very strong with a good harbour, and as it
is reported there, hath a good fleet of ships in
it; some doe call it a second Argiere [Algiers],
for there cannot a ship or vessel passe by it
but they doe make out upon them, whereby they
have great riches, with all necessaries....(58)

Parliament had determined upon its eventual recapture as early as 1649, when

the Generals at sea were ordered to take it, (59) but it was not finally

stormed until 1651.
(60)

It was eventually overcome by means of a combined

naval and army invasion, Blake being in command of the fleet, and Clarke

holding the military command. The attack, in May, was not well managed

on the military side, and inevitably there were arguments about whose

54 PRO/8P27/76A p.78ff.
55 PRO/PRO 30/24/33/14 p.34ff.
56 cf Appendix V/1.
57 Coate, Cornwall  in the Great Civil War, p.241-2; 251-5.
51 B.L. E.573 12 .
59 PR0/bP25/94 P.115.
(60) PRO/81025/96 p.163.
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(61)
fault this wau, 	 even though the royalists did, in the event,

surrender fairly quickly, albeit on favourable terms. It was suggested

that the operation had been successful only because the soldiers had

been assisted by a handful of sailors from Blake's fleet, an accusation

that the soldiers found particularly hurtful. (The royalists estimated

that there were 2500 soldiers carried by the fleet; only 200 sailors

(2)
joined the assault.)

The government forces set out on 12 April, and did not arrive at

Scilly until the 17th. Their target was Trescoe, but due to the length

of the voyage, and possibly some deception by pilots sympathetic to the

rebels, they were guided to the wrong place, and three companies were

landed at Norworthel before the mistake was discovered. This gave the

royalists time to draw up in some force, and sharp musket fire prevented

any further landing; Clarke who commanded the government troops withdrew

his men to Northworthel Island in the harbour mouth, where three companies

were left to engage the enemy on the main1and.
(63) Meanwhile, the main

force landed at Tean - which proved to be a poor choice because of the

lack of fresh water and the difficulty of landing provisions there.

Clarke therefore sent for 200 of Blake's sailors who knew the waters and

conditions better, and on the 18th, partly because of the difficulty of

ensuring supplies in case the weather should deteriorate, it was resolved

to storm the enemy position by night. The bulk of the force on Northworthel

was withdrawn (80 men were left to provide a diversion) to strengthen the

government troops, against whom the royalists had mustered about 400 men.

That night, a calm immobilised the royalist frigates in Trescoe harbour,

so that they could not be further reinforced. Yet the attackers could not

(61) B.L. E.638 (4) A True Accompt of the Late Reducement of the Isles of 
Scilly published in regard of the many false and scandalous reports 
touching that service, by one who took part in the action.

(62) ibid.; also Nicholas Papers, I, Camden Society 1886, p.221.
(63) MY account of the taking of Scilly is based on B.L. E.638 (4), and

Nicholas Papers vol.I, as cited above. The Bishop of Down, writing
toNicholas, estimated the Parliamentarians at 2500, but E.638 (4)
suggests this was a considerable overestimate, the real number being
nearer half that. There were probably over 1000 royalist troops in
the isles altogether.



obtain the advantage of surprise, and on landing were engaged by artillery

fire. Nevertheless, after about a dozen or so royalists had been killed,

and over 150 taken prisoner, the rest (about 120) fled, being taken off

the island by boat. The following day, Blake summoned the island, and after a

stormy council of war, the Royalist commander Grenville agreed to what were

under the circumstances generous terms. Thereafter, the islands were

garrisoned with Joseph Hunkyn as governor.
(64)

A civil government was

established in 1652 by the simple expedient of appointing the principal

military officers JPs of Cornwall.
(65)

Apart from the suppression of the Penruddock rebellion and the

liberation of Scilly, there were no other military campaigns in the West

Country during the Interregnum, though troops under James Heane's

command from Dorset were used in the attack on Jersey.
(66)

As the West

Country proved itself relatively quiet, units were increasingly pulled

out to reinforce English forces in Scotland and Ireland and other trouble

spots. Thus, in "An establishment made and concluded upon by his

Highness the Lord Protector and Council, for the foot forces in field and

garrison in England and Wales, to commence from Monday 23 June inclusive

1655", the monthly costs of the Western garrisons were as follows:-

Scilly Isles
The Mount
Pendennis & Mawes
Plymouth
Exeter Castle
Portland, Weymouth
and Sandfoot

Brownsea

Total Cost
Cost after charge
of troops subtracted

E304-00-08
E 20-10-08
£208-10-00
£295-08-00
E	 1-07-00

E 67-08-08
E 10-14-08

from total

(67)

£61-07-04
E 6-10-08
£46-08-08
£44-06-08
E 1-07-00

£25-08-08
E10-14-08

(At Exeter and at Brownsea Castle, the guards were to be supplied by
the army).

64) The articles of surrender are given in full in PRO/8P18/15 p.80.
65) PR0/5P25/68 p.104. Also SP25/94 P . 334 & SP25/96 pp.163, 169.
66) Regimental History., p.618; PRO/SP25/96 p.322.

(67) PRO/SP18/99 N0.43.
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At this time this garrison and the regular forces in the event cost less

than £1000 monthly. The regular forces now comprised Desborough's horse

- which was distributed through six counties, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,

and Somerset, and also Gloucestershire and Wiltshire - and Unton Croke's

small force; the only other substantial force in the area was Copplestone's

militia, and this was shortly to be disbanded. This was a sharp fall from

the force levels of the earlier years of the Commonwealth . (for which,

however, no complete Establishments survive), during which the costs were

temporarily increased by the substantial sums paid for the disbanding of

supernumeraries and surplus garrisons, when the number of regular forces

in the West was far higher. In 1649, the disbanding of surplus troops

at Plymouth garrison alone had cost £1500. (60
As we have seen,

(69)
 this

was reflected to some extent in the level of Assessments, though the

reductions in home forces were partly balanced by increased expenditure

during the foreign wars of the Protectorate.

The regular forces in the localities were supplemented during the

Interregnum by a substantial and - by the standards of pre-War days -

efficient militia. The problem of defining the militia is difficult.

In theory, militia forces were to be raised and trained by the local

militia committees, who were empowered to raise local rates for their

equipment and upkeep. Since they were not permanently embodied, their

pay was not calculated as part of the regular establishment - indeed,

they had no regular pay normally. However, for specific emergencies

there were frequently raised units of troops by the local militia

committees and militia officers, and often these were subsequently added

to the Establishment of the regular army.

Was the unit raised by John Copplestone in 1655 to fight Penruddock,

for example, a regular regiment of horse, or was it a unit of militia?

(68) PRO/bP25/94 p.146.
(69) Chapter IV above.
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Firth and Davies clearly consider it to be militia, since it is not

included amongst the regular regiments of the Army dealt with by them in

the Regimental History. Furthermore, Copplestone raised the force in his

capacity as sheriff of Devon, and the unit was paid directly by the

Receiver-General of the local Assessment.
(7o) But the Assessments were

raised "for the army" after all; these do not seem to be the sums which

the militia commissioners were empowered to raise by virtue of the

militia acts. And the order to pay the forces off was made in London

by Colonel Desborough, who though commander of the Western Militia was

also leader of the regular forces stationed in the area.
(71)

It seems

possible that the unit was originally raised as militia, and then when

the decision was taken to keep it embodied for a longer period than was

originally intended, it was treated unofficially as part of the army

establishment. Distinctions are similarly blurred when we consider

the 200 men raised by the town of Tiverton, and the action of the Mayor

of Dartmouth who personally and independently financed a naval operation.
(72)

Certainly, the disorganised rabble raised against the Penruddock rebellion

in 1655 can safely be considered as militia; but with some units, there

are clear problems of definition.

However, such problems are esoteric. It is probably safest to

consider all forces raised for a short period to meet a specific

emergency as militia provided the above caveats are borne in mind. We

must now consider the numerical strength of the militia during the

Interregnum.

Before the Civil War, the militia or "Trained Bands" had been the

(70)CSPD 1655, PP . 92 , 209, 342; The troop of horse of which Copplestone
was placed in command in 1655 may have been an entirely separate unit,
or may have signified that his force was absorbed into the regular army.
(Regimental History, p.192f.)

(71) CSPD 1655, pp.98f., 201.
(72) Underdown, Somerset in the Civil War and Interregnum, pp.178-9;

Thurloe III, p.237-8; 306-8, 246. Many of those who turned out were
old soldiers.
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only military force regularly in existence in the country. Their

organisation and training had never been closely supervised by the

central government, and the local militia units were for the most part

useless as fighting'forces. Nevertheless, the vestigial remnants of

the old organisation and the county magazines which the militia controlled

formed the basis in the early stages of the Civil War for the forces of

either side, and the early struggles were often local skirmishes for the

control of the county magazines and the authority over the men who were

supposed to guard them. However, with the growth of a professional army,

the militia became increasingly irrelevant, and when the question of

disbanding the army (or large parts of it), emerged, Parliament was faced

with the problem of erecting an entirely new militia in its place in

order to keep the peace in the counties. Furthermore, it was necessary

now to have a professional, well-organised force because of the danger

of royalist rebellions against the republic.

These tendencies resulted in the abortive Militia Ordinance of 16489

which placed command of the new militia firmly in the hands of Parliament

and established a statutory property qualification for service on the

county committees which were to control the militia. (73) However, a few

days after this Ordinance was passed came Pride's Purge, and the measure

was subsequently repealed. Nevertheless, establishment of a government

sympathetic to the Army did not result in the abandonment of all thought

of re-establishing the militia: as Western argues "It followed that once

a standing army was in being, a militia could be wanted for either of two

purposes: to supplant the army or to assist it by taking over work that

it would otherwise have to leave undone because of its insufficient

numbers." 	 were attempts to establish both types of militia

during the Interregnum.

Schwoerer,"Noe Standing ArmiesP." 9 P.57. Acts and Ordinances 1,pp.1247-51.
74 J.R.Western, The English Militia in the Eighteenth Century, 1965,115.
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On July 17 1649, Parliament resolved that the regiments of foot in

the Western and other garrisons take the field on occasion: "and the

Council of State give commissions for raising volunteers near those

garrisons when necessary, to be paid only when on service, and to join

the marching forces, or be put in garrison as the Lord General shall

direct". (75) A fortnight later, the Council of State wrote of the

proposals to Sir Thomas Wroth, Colonel Alexander Popham,. and Colonel

John Pyne, three important gentlemen of Somerset:

Gentlemen.
Wee have thought necessary for the greater security
of the Commonwealth that some Regiments of voluntary
horse foot and dragoons should be raysed not to
receive pay but when they are drawne out upon actual
service, nor to be employed but when there should be
a special occasion. Wee have received from Sir
Hardresse Waller the lyst whereof wee send the copie
inclosed and as wee doubt not of your owne particulars
soe wee desire you to signify unto us your opinions
whether you doe approve of these whose names are
conteyned in the lyst to serve as officers under you
if you do approve of them and shall signifie the same
unto us wee shall speedily give order for Commissions
to the end there may be no delay in that service wee
desire to r9ceive from you a speedy answer in this
particular. 76)

It seems militia commissions were set up, because on 9 February 1650 the

army was instructed to co-operate with them, (77) although it is

conceivable in the West Country at any rate that this order could have

referred to the old Standing Committees, since the records of the Dorset

Committee for this period contain a few references to military affairs. (78)

On 15 February, the list of officers for Somerset, which Wroth, Popham,

and Pyne had been authorised to approve the previous July, was finalised. (79)

However, it does not seem that any Militia Act had as yet passed: such an

Act was ordered to be presented 27 June 1649,
(so)

 and was indeed read twice

in the Commons and committed in September,
(81)

 but apparently nothing

further was done before the end of that year. Yet lists of officers were

1

75
76

7
77
8

79
80)
(81)

CSPD 1649-50 , P.234;
PRO/SP25/94 p.350.
CSPD 1649-50, p.509.
D.M.B., passim.
TETP25/63, p.615;
CJ VI, p.245.
CJ VI, p.297-9.

PRO/SP25/87, p.77ff.

PRO/SP25/119, p.67.
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prepared for all counties over the winter.
(82) However, on 9 April, the

Cotncil of State was instructed to inform Parliament of its proceedings

in the matter of the Militia and to bring in the "Act" (sic) which was

to give them additional power. (83) On 28 May the bill was committed, (84)

but it remained in committee until 10 July when it was reported and

recommitted.
(85)

However, on the following day the Act was again

reported, again recomritted, and finally passed and ordered to be printed.
(86)

It is difficult to be certain that any forces were actually raised

until February 1650, when the lists of officers were approved, and there

were letters ordered toihe Somerset and Devon Militia Committees. The

Devon commissioners were on 10 February 1650 ordered to turn three

troops of dragoons into horse, which would give them command of 6 troops

of horse in all. (87) On 2 March the Council of State resolved that the

second in command in each militia regiment would be styled Major rather

than Lieutenant Colonel.
(80

 In May the powers to be given to the

commissioners in the subsequent Act were passed by Council in a resolution

whose wording suggests that the Commissioners were already in being. (89)

Meanwhile, sometime in the spring of 1650 (perhaps in April), the Cornish

"honest party" was instructed to arm itself into a militia of horse and

foot under Captain Courtney.
(90) Earlier that year Desborough and

Bennett had corresponded about the possibility of raising a strong

Cornish militia. Desborough had been hopeful ("time and activity may

bringe it heer to som handsome posture"), although he complained that

the gentry showed little enthusiasm for the project.
(91)

82) PRO/8P25/119, passim.
83) CJ la, p.394.
84) ibid., p.417.
(85) CJ VI, p.439.
86) ibid., PP.439-40.
87) TUT7SP25/63 p.619.
(88)PRO/SP25/64 P.55.
(89)PR0/8P25/64 p.311.
91 CROPS/3/47 f.203.
91 ibid., f.191.
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It is clear that the Council of State was busily preparing to

establish a militia organisation well before such a move had parliamentary

approval. As early as September 1649, John Moyle had written to Colonel

Bennett from London that he had "found the Commission (sic) of State there

very busie about nomination of gentlemen in every shire...for

committees for the Militia". (92) However, we cannot know whether the

troops were ever raised (Cornwall where there was an actual crisis would

appear to be an exception) or whether,as seems more likely, commissioners

and officers were simply nominated so that the Act mould be speedily put

into operation after it was passed.

It is furthermore impossible to be certain as to the numbers of

militia soldiers envisaged. Each colonel nominated would, under the

usual command structure of the period, expect to have commanded a

regiment of 1000 private soldiers plus officers. However, particularly

in the 1650s, this system was flexible. Regiments often had less than

10 troops in them, or the troops had less than 100 privates. This

tendency must have been even more prevalent in forces raised for short

periods in time of emergency.

In Cornwall, 23 Captains of Foot were appointed on 14 February 1650,

and a further three on 19 March. On 29 April, Colonel Anthony Rous was

chosen captain of a troop of horse to be raised in East Cornwall, and

subsequently (probably in October) he was appointed captain of horse for

the whole county. On 10 July Captain Philip Lower 	 was appointed

serjeant-major "of all the forces raised and to be raised in the County

of Cornwall".

(92) ibid., f.165.
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On 9 October 4 more captains of foot were chosen. It seems likely that

the commander of the foot was Colonel Bennett.(93)

In Devon, the initial appointments were made on 2 March 1650, when

four colonels were appointed, one for a regiment of horse and dragoons,

two for regiments of foot, and one, Colonel Robert Rowles, to an

unspecified command. A Major of horse, and a Major and Lieutenant Colonel

of each regiment of foot were appointed, and there were, in addition, two

blank commissions issued for the subsequent appointment of Rowles'

subordinate officers. Thereafter, the subordinate commands were filled

as follows: Fry, the Colonel of horse and dragoons received the captaincy

of a troop of horse on 24 May, and his Major received the captaincy of a

troop of horse on 15 July. In addition, on this date, one more captain

of a troop of horse was appointed, and on the 25th of the month, a blank

commission was issued for a further troop captain, which was to be filled

in accordance with the recommendation of Desborough, the commander of the

regular forces in the West. Two captains of dragoons were appointed on

24 May, one on 15 July, and a further blank commission was issued on 25

July. The regiment of horse and dragoons thus consisted of 4 troops of

horse and 4 of dragoons. Twelve captains of foot were appointed on 24

May, 11 more on 15 July, and one on 25 July when two blank commissions

were also issued. There were therefore 26 companies of foot (which

appears to confirm that Rowles was indeed a Colonel of Foot). In

addition, the three colonels, and one of the lieutenant colonels, who

were not named in the lists of captains, may also have commanded their

own companies, filling up the foot regiments to 10 companies each. If

(93) As for the other Western counties, information on the appointment of
of officers is from PRO/bP25/119. Bennett was referred to as the
commander of the foot regiment of militia, in PROP23/252 No.74 (cf CCC
I p.293), and in October 1650 when Desborough left the West, he
instructed Bennett to look after "the whole business of Cornwall",
and give orders to the regular horse and dragoons as to the militia.
(Desborough was commander in chief of the Western Militia; Benpett's
field - i.e. non-militia - regiment was one of foot). CRO/FS/3/47,
f.253.



the forces had ever been fully raised, there would have been the

considerable number of 3000 foot and 800 horse and dragoons in the county (which

in all probability would have considerably outnumbered the regular forces

then stationed in Devon).

The Dorset officers were all appointed on 8 March 1650. There were

to be 5 captains of horse, one of dragoons, and, oddly, 11 captains of

foot. Colonel Heane was appointed on 20 April both colonel of horse and

commander of all horse and foot raised or to be raised for the new militia

in the county.

In Somerset, two colonels of horse and two colonels of foot were

appointed with 6 other field officers (i.e. lieutenant colonels and

majors) on 15 February, and one additional major was appointed in

September. However, no list of captains survives, so it is impossible

to say how many men these field officers were designated to command. It

seems possible that there may have been as many as 4000 militia provided

for, which were to be (unlike the forces in the other counties) reasonably

evenly divided between horse and foot.

What sort of men were the officers appointed? The field officers

seem to have been "new" men or men connected with the military

establishment rather than men from established county families. The

exception was Cornwall where the commanders of the horse and foot, Bennett

and Anthony Rous, were both from prominent local families. However, both

were dedicated republicans, and both held regular military commands,

serving subsequently under Desborough when he was major-general;

Bennett had issued a pamphlet on the legality of the present government

and was to drift into religious radicalism later in the Interregnum, but

Rous, though apparently moving out of county office after the Restoration

was less extreme, and was criticised towards the end of the Interregnum
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for persecuting Quakers. In Devon, it seems that Desborough himself

may have held command, since the list of officers was sent for his

approval in July 1650, and since he was active in Devon at the time in

other fields (he was a JP there). Fry and Saunders were both regular

soldiers and republicans, and Crocker was a minor figure, not active on

the commission of the peace, although he was nominated to several county

committees. Rowles (probably Robert Rolle) was more prominent, less

radical, and an intimate of General Monck in 1660. The Dorset

commander, Heane, was a military person, and later a major-general; he

was prominent, possibly the dominant figure in the local county

committees. He was destined to die a hero's death in the West Indies.

It is interesting to note that one of the captains - Robert Pelham - came

from a prominent local family. In Somerset, Pyne and Popham were the

two dominant figures, both being radical republicans at this time. The

minor officers were of the same stamp, except for the Gorges brothers,

who were pragmatic seekers after power, and who were to become the

leaders of the county under the Protector.

In all probability, the militia was never fully mobilised, but in

December 1650 with the prospect of a Scots invasion, limited numbers of

men were embodied. These amounted to two troops of horse and a limited

number of dragoons in Somerset, and a troop of 100 horse in Dorset.

Colonel Heane was in April 1650 ordered to raise a new regiment of horse

there. (94) There were moves to ascertain how many forces would be

required in Devon, but no order appears to have been made for that

county or for Cornwall)

The militia commissioners threw themselves into the work with diligence

PRo/sP25/5, P . 3; PRo/bP25/64, p.171.
95 PRo/bP25/15, pp. 31, 33.
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and enthusiasm (the Somerset militia volunteered that it was prepared

to serve outside the county,)(96) but it seems likely that at this stage

the militia was envisaged as a substitute for the regular garrison

forces that might have to be withdrawn to swell the army fighting the

Scots: on 25 March, for example, the Somerset commissioners were

instructed to place a militia force in Dunster Castle. (97) This was in

line with the original resolution of Parliament of July 1649/

That to the end the regiments of foot in the
severall Garrisons of Oxford,
Hereford, Yarmouth, in the West and [in] other
places of the Commonwealth may be free and in
readiness to take the field when there is occasion,
that the council of state doe take care according
to their Instructions to give commissions for
raising such Regiments of Volunteers neere the
said Guarrisons and places as they shall finde
necessary, which additional forces are not to
expect pay but when they are employed in service
and are to be in readinesse to joyne with the
marching forces or to put into Glffirsons as the
Lord Generall shall thinke fitt.

Further militia forces were probably raised in August and September 1651;

on 1 September, for example, George Skutt was authorised to raise

volunteers in Dorset J99) However, the full force does not seem to have

been raised even at this time of emergency, for on 8 April, the Council

of State decided to raise a force of 3000 horse and 1000 dragoons in lieu

of the various militias for a period of six months to be paid on the

regular Establishment (i.e., the money would not be raised by the militia

commissioners but would be paid from the regular assessments).
(loo)

As the Scots marched south in 1651, the Militia Commissioners were

instructed to draw together their entire forces into one body in each

county and to furnish them with one month's pay (which was to be

reimbursed by Parliament,) (Ica)
and on August 21, nine days later,

(96) PRO/5P25/49 IDP . 11 -12; PRO/SP25/65, p.28.
(97)PRO/SP25/95 pP . 73 -4.
(98)PRo/SP25/87 p.234.
(99 PRo/SP25/22 p.10.
100 PRO/SP25/89 pp.22 -3.
101 PRO/SP25/21 p.13.



the Commissioners for Dorset, Devon and Cornwall were instructed to

rendezvous their forces "to be readie to suppress any Insurrections or

appearance of any of y
e 
enemies Party" 

(102)
Some of the horse had not

yet been raised, and the Council of State ordered that each horse be

commuted for E9 from the persons who were to have levied them - E117 was

to be levied by the militia commissioners of Dorset, Devon, and Exeter

in this way.
(103)

Meanwhile, the Somerset militia prepared to march to

Worcester, and Alexander Popham raised a troop of dragoons. The Taunton

men took up arms in great numbers and by 1 September about 3000 men had

been raised. In response to an order from Cromwell, most of them shortly

began the march north, initially to Gloucester, but perhaps fortunately

for them, they arrived too late for the battle.
(104)

On 8 September,

the Commissioners were ordered to disband their forces. 
(105)

There was little military activity between the battle of Worcester

and the Penruddock rebellion, although there were several enquiries about

the accounting of the militia assessments - presumably those made in 1651C106)

The Cornish militia money was ordered to be employed against the Scilly

Isles in 1653. (107) And in October 1653, an order was issued for the

raising of a foot company of 100 men in order to defend Weymouth on its

disgarrisoning. (108)
This was to be commanded by George Pley, the naval

agent at that port, who was also to train and exercise other able-bodied

inhabitants to defend the town against foreign and domestic invasion.

The munitions were to be allowed from public stores and the company was

to be maintained by the town.

In 1655, the government feared a royalist rising all over the country.

(109 PROP25/96 p.393.
(103 PRO/SP25/96 p.363.

Uhderdown, Somerset, p.168-9. Bodleian Library, Tanner MB 55.
105) PRO/SP25/96 p.507.
106) PRO/SP25/50 p.53;
107) PRO/8P25/70 p.375.

(108) PRO/8P25/71 pp.40 -2.
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There seems to have been a widespread royalist conspiracy in this year,

and there was considerable unrest in many areas, although only in the

West Country did this flare up into revolt, when a handful of royalist

conspirators seized the Assize judges at Salisbury. On 14 March, the

government issued a new Militia Commission for Dorset and for several

other counties, although not for Cornwall, Devon, or Somerset.
(109)

On

12 April, "those who were Militia Commissioners by nomination of the

former Council of State" - i.e. those of 1651 - were instructed to call

in any officials retaining Militia money. (no) The Devon Commissioners

(111)
were also instructed to audit their accounts.

Meanwhile, on a more practical level, forces were rapidly raised in=

the threatened counties to counter the threat. Nothing is more

remarkable in 1655 than the way the country rallied to the government,

demonstrating the depth of loyalty the Protectorate already received

from the moderate 'pro-stability' gentry. Oliver now seemed the firmer

bulwark against anarchy than Charles Stuart, and his "Tories".

Penruddock's rebellion had begun on 12 March, when the royalists

seized the Assize judges at Salisbury. Moves to raise forces against

them began immediately in the counties threatened, presumably utilising

the machinery of the 1650 Militia Act. As soon as news of the rising

had reached London, Desborough had been instructed to take command of

his regiment, the troops of Colonel Berry "now in the West", and two

troops of Twistleton's horse, as well as all other horse and foot in

the Western Counties to suppress the rising.
(112)

Clearly some of the

authorities in the area were taken by surprise, as Robert Aldworth and

James Powell wrote to Thurloe "Wee are very much discomposed as to the

setlinge of a malitia [in Bristol] in regard wee have noe authoritie or

(109) PRO/sP25/76A pp.26 -7.
111 CSPD 1655 p.123.
111 PR0/SP25/76 p.112.
(112) Thurloe III p.222.
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commission for it...neane while wee arme and list all that wee can for

guards upon all partes of the cittie...
”.(113)

However, the former

Somerset militia commissioners had lees scruple for legal technicalities.

On the morning of the rising, William Gough rode to Taunton "where I mett

col. Ceely, sir Thomas Wroth, c. Georges, major Sampson, C. Barker, and

diverse gentlemen more, with a considerable company such as were formerly

of the militia...with very cheerfull resolutions to engage their all
(114)

against this upstart crew". About 3000 men turned out in all.

Meanwhile, the rebels had raised Blandford and Sherborne, and were

marching through the Dorset-Somerset border country, passing through

Yeovil, Crewkerne, and Chard, where they halted for the night.
(115)

Normally, a royalist rising might be expected to have gained some

support here, "in that disaffected county of Dorset, than which there

is not one greater in England".
(116) However, the royalists were

discouraged by the poor planning and mistiming of the plot, as well as

by the failure of Major Butler to join the rising,
(117)

 and they were

probably further alarmed by the rapidity with which supporters of the

government raised the country against them. At any rate, few joined

their cause. In Dorchester, the rebels freed prisoners from the county

gaol and caused them to join the rising, and a hopeful sally was made to

Weymouth, where aid from the French was apparently expected, but not

forthcoming (118) - Bishop believed they merely hoped to find ammunition

in the port's magazine. However, the port of Poole was prepared for

them when they approached, intelligence having reached the town and

watchmen having been appointed, and the rebels seem to have retreated

(113) ibid., p.223, 246.

1

(114 Thurloe, III p.237.
115 SRS71, No.177.
116 Thurloe III p.242.
117) A.H. Woolrych, Penruddock's Rising, 1955, passim.; Bayley, Dorset
118) Thurloe III p.242.

P.373
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without entering the port, where a watch was nevertheless kept up for

at least five days.
(119)

Other towns also took precautions - Plymouth

corporation paid E11.3s.4d. for "makeing up the Town Dyne", and for

scouting; it also paid for a new pair of pistols and three pairs of

holsters for the town's use. (120)
In Bath, two troops of horse joined

with two of Bristol and marched towards Sa1isbury. (121) Meanwhile,

Colonel Boteler set about the business of pursuit, and the now

desperate plotters turned West.
(122)

Elsewhere, attempts against them continued. Three hundred men

were raised at the little town of Road.
(123)

The efforts to stop them

at Taunton had unfortunately foundered on a quarrel between two rival

commanders. John Pyne who had been the leading figure in the county

when the militia commission was first issued, in 1650 disputed the right

of Colonel John Gorges to lead the forces. Gorges, an ambitious political

trimmer, had taken over Pyne's prominent position in the county in the

more moderate climate of the Protectorate. He seems to have had an

extraordinary talent for annoying people, and he frustrated an attempt

to check the rebels at Chard by refusing to allow Thomas Ceely and his

forces (technically his superior officer) to pass through the sentries

he had posted. He also managed to annoy another officer, Richard Bovett,

who like Ceely had been a close associate of Pyne in earlier days. Ill-

feeling was intensified therefore as the three former radical leaders had

long resented the assumption of a leading position in the county by Gorges

("a man but of yesterday"), but differences seem ultimately to have been at

least partly buried,for it was resolved to march to join the sheriff of

Devon, who was also known to be raising militia against the relCia. Meanwhile,

Poole4vlunicipal Archives, Document 166/A5. Mayor's Account, 1655.
WDevRO, Plymouth Receivers Account 1654-5.
PRO/SP18/95, No. 31.
Thurloe III, pp.242 -3.
ibid.
ibid., p.238.1

119
120
121
122
123
124
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about 35 stragglers were picked up in Somerset as the main force passed

Westward into Devon.
(125)

John Copplestone, the sheriff of Devon, was in the process of

raising a regiment of about 960 men. His efficiency was to cause

difficulties later, for the pay of these men remained in arrears until

September 1656. (126)
Furthermore, no great part of them were destined

to be used in action against Penruddock. Unton Croke, who commanded

a small force (a single troop of horse) that was quartered around

Exeter, had marched out against the royalists on the 14 March; however,

on learning of their numbers, he retreated back into the city. But he

was informed that they were making for Cornwall, which "might be much

prejudicial", and knowing that they must by now be tired after their

long flight, he pursued them through Collompton and Tiverton; he finally

caught them up at South Moulton, 12 miles further on, where he found

they had taken up quarters. Croke beat up their quarters, and after a

brisk exchange during which 7 or 8 government troops were wounded,

accepted their surrender. He reported, "I promised them, I would use my

endeavours to intercede for their lives" - a promise which was to lead

the rebels to claim later that they had surrendered only on condition

that their lives be spared. He also commended Colonel Shapcott of the

county (a quasi-royalist who had attacked Oliver during the first

Protectorate Parliamen-6 127) who "was pleased to march with me on this

Design and was with me on the beating up of their quarters, and hath

shewed himself wonderfull ready, in every respect to preserve the peace

of this County".
(128)

The demoralisation of the royalists must be

(125) ERS71 No.177. It is not clear whether these men were taken before
or after the defeat of the main force at South Moulton.

121 CSPD 1656-7 p.106.
127 B.L. E.816 (1, The Speech of Colonel Robert Shapcott.
128 B.L. E830 (15 , A Letter to His Highness the Lord Protector...



judged by the fact that with only 60 men of his own troop, Croke routed

over 200 royalists, and was able to promise the Protector that "this

party is totally broken, there is not four men in a Company got away".
(129)

Shortly afterwards, Desborough arrived on the scene, and dispersed his

troops widely around the countryside to pick up any fleeing rebels; he

also wrote to the sheriffs of the counties through which the royalists

had passed to arrest any stragglers.
(130)

The emergency had ended.

Really, the story of the two-day Penruddock revolt is one of

remarkable success for the government. The royalists had failed to raise

any widespread support; and the "Tories" (as the Somerset men called

them,
)(131) 

met only hostility in the districts through which they passed;

and against fewer than 400 of them, the local governors raised more than

4000 loyal troops. The rising clearly demonstrated that the majority of

the population was prepared to acquiesce in the rule of the Protector

for the sake of quiet and stability; in some areas, Oliver's rule

already seemed to be receiving enthusiastic support. But there was no

doubt that the government was seriously alarmed at the extent of the

royalist plot that had been uncovered the month before, and of which the

rising was merely the tip of the iceberg.
(132) The outcome of this was

the decision to embark upon the experiment of the Majors-General, who

were based in the locality with a strong local force at their backs in

order to keep a closer eye on disaffection and conspiracy. This new

militia would enable the government to reduce the number of regular

soldiers to a manageable size, and provide a guard against future

revolts. By placing it under the command of full-time professional

129 B.L. E.830 (18), A Second Letter to His Highness the Lord Protector...
130 CSPD 1655 P .84. Thurloe III p.263.
(131 CSPD 1655, P.84
(132) Woolrych, 22.12i-b., passim; Underdown, Royalist Conspiracy, Chapter 7.
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soldiers, it was hoped to place it on a more efficient footing than

the old militia, and it was expected to be more popular with the anti-

military civilians (whose burdens would be eased) whilst not alienating

the veterans. (133) To ease the rate of taxation the funds required to

maintain the force would be raised only on the royalists in the form

of a decimation tax.

The government had good grounds for assuming that the new force

would be popular and had matters ended there, it might well have stood

a good chance of reconciling many neutrals to the Protectorate.

Desborough was appointed to command the 12 militia troops in Cornwall,

Devon, Dorset, and Somerset, with Gloucestershire and Wiltshire on 2

August 1655. (134) One of his first actions was to ensure that the

"former militia commissioners" paid over the outstanding militia money

towards the costs of the suppression of the revolt. (135)
Desborough's

instructions, as far as they related to the Militia, were simply to

enforce his authority over the officers and to use his forces (which

consisted entirely of troops of horse) to quell tumults. (136)
He also

had to ensure the prompt collection of the decimation.

The instructions to the Majors-General were not finalised until

October 1655 (and were indeed supplemented frequently during the

following twelve months). However, Desborough had been appointed earlier

than the others, in the aftermath of the revolt,
(137) and he had, of

course, already been commander of the regular forces in the West for

some time. Presumably his militia command consisted of the 12 troops

mentioned in the order of 2 August 1655, which were reduced in strength

(133) There is a discussion of the conflicting pressures on the government
in "Swordsmen and Decimators" by I.A.Roots, in (ed.) R.H.Parry,
The English Civil War and After, Glasgow 1970, pp.80-1.

(134) CSPD 1655 p.267.
139 CSPD 1655-6 p.29.
136 CSPD 1655 p.296. See also Desborough's instructions to his

subordinates CSPD 1655-6 p.102ff.
(137) He was appointed commander of the Western Militia from 2 August. His

Appointment as Major General dates from March. W. S. Abbott,
Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, vol.iii, p.794.
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from 100 men per troop on 11 April 1656. If these were distributed

evenly amongst the 6 counties which Desborough commanded, there would

have been about 160 militamen in each shire - hardly an excessive

number of soldiers.
(138)

 The Establishment for the Militia of the

Majors-General was agreed upon and confirmed by the Protector and

Council the following June• (139)

The annual cost of the Militia was low; about £80,000 per annum

or the equivalent of about one Month's Assessment. In 1658, its most

economical year, the domestic establishment of the regular English

army cost £22,879 18s. 2d. per month for field forces alone; the

garrisons cost a further £6422 Os. 4d.; and the Scots Establishment

was £20,818 14s. per month - a total of £50,120 12s. 6d. monthly.

Further economies were subsequently made in the Majors-General

Militia - the number of soldiers in a troop was reduced to 80, reducing

the cost of a troop to £640, and the total cost of a troop to £839 13s.

including officers. further, the civil costs in each county were

reduced to £110 per annum by reducing the clerk's pay to £40, having

only one messenger instead of two, and reducing the commissioners'

contingencies to £30 (except in Dorset, where the clerk was to cost £45

,
and	

(140)
the messenger £30, civil costs totalling £120 there). 	 This

reduced the bill for the West Country to:

(138) CSPD 1655-6 p.262. Desborough remained concerned about plots in the
West, both from royalists and Fifth Monarchists, and on 9 September
1656, he advised the Council of State that regiments of 1000 foot
be raised in each of the four Western counties, and a further company
of foot be raised in Dartmouth; however, there is no evidence
that these forces were ever raised. Thurloe V p.396 & passim;
Thurloe VI passim.

(139)The Establishment for Cornwall is given in full,
in Appendix VAL

(140)PRO/81'25/779 pp.861/80; PRO/PRO/30A4/33/14f . 44ff
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Cornwall E1789-06-00
Devon E2678-19-00
Dorset E0959-13-00
Somerset E1789-06-00
Wiltshire E1799-06-00
Gloucestershire £1757-06-00
Desborough's salary E0666-15-04

Total: E11390-09-04

The total cost for the country was then E67,010 5s. 8d.

Nevertheless, the militia was an additional charge oh the country -

albeit only on the delinquents. Although there was an attempt to reduce

the regular establishment in July 1655
(141) - all the indications are

that the greatest reductions in the regular army and garrisons came in

the period 1651-3, well before the establishment of the militia.

Desborough's regiment of horse seems still to have been stationed in

the West at this time, so the imposition of a militia simply meant the

addition of 700-odd extra soldiers plus officers on top of the existing

establishment. The fact that these were all local men with homes in the

area must have alleviated the problem, but troops still had to be

billeted when they were embodied. The Militia of the Majors-General

lasted until the end of 1656 when Parliament refused to renew the Decimation

Tax. The force did not collapse immediately however, for on 19 February

1657, the Protector instructed the Militia officers to be vigilant against

the threat of a royalist-catholic rising, informing them "you will receive

further directions from your Major-General...Assure your troop that care

will be taken for their pay according to the establishment." 	 On

5 March the last of the Decimation Tax was ordered to be distributed

amongst them. 142 )

After this, it is uncertain what happened to the militia. No actual

order for its disbandment seems to exist, but on the other hand, there

(141) cf. Appendix V/1. Troops of horse were reduced to 50; regiments of
foot were reduced from 1000 to 700 or 800. The pay of private
soldiers in garrison was reduced from ls. to 8d. per day.

(142) CSPD 1656-7 pp . 287, 304.
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are few references to it in the State Papers between March 1657 and the

overthrow of the Protectorate. J. P. Kenyon informs us that a deficit

of over E100,000 was outstanding on the militia's pay in September 1658,(143)

a sum which would cover a period of 15 months or more; the existence of

such arrears suggests that the militia - or a large part of it - may

have been kept embodied during 1657 and 1658. Certainly no more regular

troops were recruited to take its place. The London office of the

Majors-General (where the names of the disaffected and reports of their

movements were registered) did not close down until August 1657.
(144)

After the abolition of the system of the Majors-General, the country

was more peaceful and contented than it had been since the early 1630s.

The lack of serious opposition to the government meant that both regular

forces and militia coul d and aid keep a low profile. This situation

continued until the recall of the Long Parliament by the Army in May 1659,

when the Rump ordered the newly set up Committee of Safety to raise

auxiliary forces for a period of not more than a month, and in addition,

to -

take into speedy consideration how there may be a
militia constituted in the respective counties of
the Commonwealth and armes put into the hands of
such as have given testimony of there faithfulnes
to the Parliament and Commonwealth, and that
respect be therein had, how the same may be
raised and managed with least charge to the people. '

The Council of State considered the question on 24 May, 	 and on that

date, instructions were issued to John Gorges in Somerset and Peter Ceely

in Cornwall amongst others, to put the matter in hand in their respective

counties, giving them authority to draw £200 each from the Treasurers at

(146)
War.	 On 28 May, the commanders of the militia in Somerset, Cornwall

and a few other counties were instructed to keep up their militia forces

(143) Kenyon, Stuart England, 1978, p.177. I have been unable to
substantiate this figure

144) B.L. Add.MS 34,015.
145) PRO/SP25/91 p.3.
146) Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS.,	 C179 f.13; PRO/SP25/98 pp.6 -7.
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"some time longer" in order to meet the threat of a royalist rising. (147)

However, on June 6 these forces were dismissed and shortly afterwards

'they were paid off (148) 
although a renewed threat of rebellion led the

Council of State to order their remobilisation in early July. (149) The

county commanders were to be John Bawden and Captain Braddon in Cornwall,

Captain Searle and Captain Hatsell in Devon, Captain Dewey in Dorset, and

Captain Harrington in Somerset.

On 13 July, these men were given instructions to take note of those

attending horse races and cock matches, and to disperse such meetings;

to prevent any assemblies of persons liable to disturb the peace; to

seize all arms held by enemies of the Commonwealth; to seize all surplus

horses of those formerly in arms against the Commonwealth; to take

account of all strangers coming in from beyond the seas; to apprehend

any persons suspected of meeting to further the cause of Charles Stuart;

to "advise with and receive assistance from" local JPs; and to liaise

with other militia commanders for the better carrying out of these

duties.
(150) All in all, these instructions were rather reminiscent of

the instructions to the Majors-General promulgated four years earlier.

The militia in the West was placed under the overall command of

Colonel Okey, the commander of the regular forces in the area at the time,

and a subordinate command in Devon and Cornwall was delegated to Major

Blac1more.
(151) On 23 July Peter Ceely's troop in Cornwall was

transferred to the command of John Bawden, a more enthusiastic supporter

of the regime.
(152) Meanwhile, more forces, both regular and militia,

were raised in the Western ports ;53) and on 26 July, a Militia Act to

was passed by Parliament, appointing militia commissioners in each county

141 PRO/SP25/98 pp.6-7.
1313148 PRo/bP25/98 p.15; Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS.,	 C.179,	 .54, 6 3, 77.

149 PRo/sP25/98 pp.26-31; Bodleian Library, Rawl.MS.,	 C.179 p.162.
(150)Bodleian Library, Rawl.M.S . ,	 C.179 p.162.
(151) ibid., p.181.
(152) ibid., p.214.
(153) cf. p.250 above.
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"prevent all Invasions from abroad, and all Tumults and Insurrections

whatsoever". These Commissioners were given the power to raise and

muster forces which were to be used for the suppression of rebellions;

to recommend officers for the approbation of the Council; to charge

persons with horses and arms; to impose rates; to punish mutineers;

to meet regularly and appoint a treasurer; and to call in the assistance

of subordinate local officials. 	 1 August, the sheriffs were

requested to put the Act into operation and to attempt to arrange an

early meeting of Commissioners, (155)
 and on 3 August, £250 was ordered

to be paid in account to the commanders of the militia regiments in

each county.
(156)

Meanwhile, on 5 August 1659, overall command of the

forces in the West was restored to Desborough; however, Okey evidently

retained a subordinate command over the militia, for along with

Desborough he was added to the militia committees of all the counties

in the Western command on 6 August.
(157)

 On 12 August, Parliament

issued a general order that all volunteers raised were to be absorbed

into the militia forces; (158)
shortly afterwards, Trottle and Pley were

commissioned to raise 300 extra troops in Dorset. (159)

The raising of forces did not go uniformly well, and the supporters

of the government found themselves in two minds. Daniel Child

complained from Exeter that "the Presbeterian partie are strong and

potent here to work enfluence uppon our militia soldiery, they being most

of that Judgement, and to Arnie the Cittie and Country by way of Militia

is to Arnie the enemies which you shall surely finde them to be", and

added gloomily, "I hope God will fight for us.. ,,•60) Richard Lobb, an

154 Acts and Ordinances II, p.1320ff.
155 Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS. 	 C.179, p.261.
156 Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS, 	 C.179, p.276. In the West, the

following were ordered to be paid: Cornwall: William Braddon; Devon:
Francis Rolle, Samuel Serle, Henry Hatsell; Dorset: James Dewey;
Somerset: John Harrington, George Sampson. In addition, in Cornwall,
Peter Ceely received £150.

(157) ibid., pp.288, 303.
(158) CSPD 1659-60, pp.100-1.
(159)ibid., p.565f.
(160)CRO Bennett MSS, PS/3/47 f.555.



ally of Robert Bennett, complained about the turbulence of "our too

much Scottified English", and found himself at odds with some of the

other Cornish militia commissioners.
(161) However, there seems to have

been little trouble in raising volunteers in Dorset, where the

Commissioners quickly set about the business of raising money, horse

and arms. George Pley's troop in Weymouth was only one of a number raised

at this time. Skutt and Upton were given similar commands, and

received helpful support from the Dorset Commissioners.
(162)

Pley

praised "The appearing of the well-affected in arms, and the continual

motion of Major Dewey with the horse" 
163)

The order of 9 July provided for the raising of two troops in the

counties of Cornwall and Devon, and one troop each in Dorset and

Somerset.
(164)

A third troop was ordered to be raised in Cornwall on

29 July.
(165)

However, a letter of Richard Lobb of 29 August referred

to only 2 troops of horse having been raised, but refers to 10 companies

of foot in each division of the county (i.e. 20 companies of foot in all).

He envisaged that "if the Militia were intrusted in faythful hands we

might keepe our county very quiett onely by our Militia and yett spare

3 or 400 dragoones uppon occasion to march out of our cointy"
(166)

 and

believed that Bennett's would be "The best Regiment in the West of

England:
(167)

On 6 August the Militia Commissioners of Dorset agreed to

raise 700 foot, 120 horse in two troops, and 100 dragoons,
(168)

 and on

17 August the Council of State recommended them to take into the county

militia the volunteers raised in Poole by Major Skutt.
(169) A week later

they were also instructed to absorb the forces raised by George Pley, the

p
_
1
61 ibid., f.553, 557.
62 CSPD 1659-60. p.52. DRO/D10/119. Warrant of the Dorset commissioners

reproduced at Appendix V/3.
(163) PROP18/204 No.6.

1

 164 See above p. 281.
165 CSPD 1659-60. p.150.
166 CROAS/3/47, f.557.
167 ibid., f.553.
168 CSPD 1659-60, p.50.
169 ibid., p.119.
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navy agent in Weymouth.
(170)

For Devon, the Council of State on 17

August instructed Hatsell to fill up the "county troop" with 100

volunteers
(171) and Francis Rolle evidently had no difficulty in raising

100 volunteers in Exeter at this time.
(172) This was the horse; foot

was also raised. In Somerset the Council provided for two regiments of

100 foot (under Pyne and Edward Ceely); 50 horse were also raised under

Okey. Whether the foot regiments were recruited to full strength is

uncertain, although the Commissioners placed one month's assessment of

E1361 2s. 3d. on the county, and asked the Council of State for authority

to collect it.(173)

By 30 August, it seems that the danger had passed, and only two of

the Dorset troops were to be kept up. (174) On 6 September, "being...

unwilling to continue any burthen or trouble upon the people beyond what

is absolutely necessary", the Council of State ordered all forces to be

paid and discharged, and all houses bought for billeting the troops were

to be	 The forces were to be kept in constant readiness however.

The government had every cause to feel cheerful. Its first military

"emergency" had gone well. There seemed to be little sign of difficulty

in raising and maintaining the militia forces. But even now there were

signs of tension. Prominent Cromwellian officers, often powerful men

in their own counties, had been replaced as early as the summer of 1659.

John Gorges in Somerset was replaced by the minor gentleman Robert Sansum;
(176)

in Devon, Sir John Copplestone was replaced by the radical republican

Francis Rolle.
(177)

Peter Ceely was only temporarily retained in Cornwall

because of the expected royalist rising. It was originally intended to

(170) ibid., pp.141-2.
(171 ibid., p.119
(172 ibid., pp.100-1.
173 TIT7SP18/220 No.77.I; Bodleian Library, Clarendon MB 63, p.185.
174 CSPD 1659-60 , P.160.
(175)PRO/SP25/98, Pp.193-5.
(176) CSPD 1659-60 , p.24; Underdown, Somerset, p.190.
(177) CSPD 1659-60, p.24.
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give his troop to John Bawden, but in the emergency, Bawden was given

command of an entirely separate troop.
(178)

Soon, Bawden too, fell out

of favour with the government, and in August 1639, Gregory Cloake took

over command of his troop.
(179)

The county commanders - Bawden, Braddon,

Ceely (Cornwall), Serle, Hatsell, Rolle (Devon), Dewey, Pley (Dorset),

Pyne, Ceely, Okey (Somerset) - were all at least lukewarm supporters of

the government and some were enthusiastic republicans. Bqt they were

not all able to fulfil the strict criteria of loyalty demanded by the

Rump. It was only to be expected that the purges of officers would

affect discipline, and that the indisciplined forces should alienate the

local population, and this is indeed what happened.
(180)

Despite the order to disband,militia forces were still in existence

by the Spring of 1660. However, these were probably raised or recalled

to service by the Committee of Safety after the second expulsion of the

Rump in October 1659. At the beginning of January 1660, a letter of

the Council of State referred to forces "raised without the authority of

Parliament" in various counties. There is evidence to suggest that

these forces were not immediately dismissed by the Rump on its second recall,

the index to a missing Council of State order book referring to a letter

to militia commissioners dated 21 January 1660; (181)

However, there is evidence that the political confusion was now

affecting the discipline of the forces and contributing to the general

unpopularity of the military during this period. The Somerset militia

were evidently particularly indisciplined, and at a muster in the New Year,

their officers "would not come near them", and the meeting broke up in

confusion.
(182)

1

 178 ibid., pp.39, 50.
179 ibid., p.564.
180 see below, Chapter VI, p.307.
181 CSPD 1639-60, pp.296, 315.
(182) BR0AC/C64/34.



183 CSPD 1659-60, p.379.
184 ibid.
(185 ibid., p.381.
(186) TE7SP25/99 pp.38-9;
(1873 Regimental History, p
(188 The Weekly Post, 20-7

p.688. CSPD 1659-60,
(189)B.L. E.183 (6).
(190)Bayley, Dorset, p.384.

CSPD 1659-60 passim.
.99, and above, p.286.
December 1659, Quoted in Regimental History,
p.369.
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Subsequently, they arrested William Strode for "high treason"

upon his speaking high words at a meeting of the Commissioners at

Somerton about the making of a rate there.
(183)

The Somerset militia

also caused discontent by va-rtering "to the oppression of the county",
(184)

and Colonel Ceely was accused of using his Militia forces "to purposes

prejudiced to those ends which their duty obliged them to pursue".(185)

He was ordered to disband his forces on 3 March.

In February 1660, militia and army commanders were instructed to

disarm the disaffected. (186)
Soon - during the Winter - there were

reports of disturbances of military and militia powers in Somerset and

Bath and Exeter.
(187)

In Exeter, the soldiers were reported to be "as

bad as.. .the Cavaliers" (a significant phrase), "beating all.. .men,

women, not sparing women great with child", and their major threatened

to stop the city's trade, and even to burn the town down. However, fears

of a rising in the West were still persistent, and Okey was instructed

about this time to forestall a gathering in Somerset.
(188)

After the return of the secluded members to the Rump, Parliament

took measures to curb the rising tide of indiscipline. A new Militia

Act was passed, the militia officers were purged, and the garrisons were

instructed to sign a declaration of the army which promised no military

intervention in affairs of State. Some garrison commanders were replaced -

Bennett in the Mount was replaced by St. Aubyn (189) - and other prominent

republicans were dismissed, the most striking example being Desborough.

Other officers - like Ashley Cooper - were coming round to the general

climate of opinion that was developing in favour of a Restoration.
(190)



But the wholesale purge of militia officers is perhaps the most striking

change. Command was put back into the hands of gentlemen, mainly solid

presbyterians; but one or two royalist names begin to creep back. The

new lists were approved by the Council of State in early April. In

Cornwall, the four colonels were Sir John Carew, Francis Buller junior,

Hugh Boscawen, and John St. Aubyn. Among the captains was an Arundel

(John of Duloe), and several moderate Cromwellians who were later to

become supporters of the restored monarchy - men like John St. Aubyn,

Richard Worthivale, and John Bury. Others were less well known, and

perhaps represent the returning royalists - Samuel Kekewich, Henry Spoore,

Thomas Hawkey.
(191) In Dorset, Edward Butler was captain of horse, Sir

Walter Earle colonel of foot, and Edward Thornhull his lieutenant colonel. (192)

In Devon, three of the four colonels were knights - Sir John Northcott,

Sir Copplestone Bampfield, and Sir William Courtney; the fourth, John

Rolle, was knighted shortly after the Restoration. (193) The Exeter

commands went to three borough councillors and John Mayne, the borough

attorney; two of the councillors were amongst those dismissed in 1662

by the commissioners for remodelling - they were John Pym and Malachi Pyne• (194)

In Somerset, the new colonels were all by now virtually overt royalists -

Alexander Popham, Francis Luttrell, William Strode, and William Wyndham.
(195)

Restoration was now being openly spoken of and there was little

more for the Militia to do, except to help the army maintain order during

the final days before the return of the exiled Stuarts. In Somerset,

there was one brief attempt by the "phanatiques" to wrest the county

1

1911 B.L. E.182 121.
192 B.L. E.182 29 .
193 B.L. E.183
194 B.L. E.183 3 ; DevRO/Exeter C.A.B.ff. 178-80.
195 B.L. E.183 6 .



armoury from the commissioners and arm the republicans, led by John

Chaffin and his son. The Militia Commissioners acted quickly, ordering

their own forces to Sherborne where the radicals had gathered, and

requesting Cooper to send troops from Bristol (they had no arms of their

own). Bampfield and Horner quickly brought up the militia horse and

Colonel Fitzjames "came in freely with a considerable party of gentry". (196)

The radicals fled to Crewkerne, and were arrested there, including one

Ensign Brown "with a declaration in his pocket". (197) In Dorset, too,

there seems to have been trouble. Because of worries about the

fanaticism of the militia, the gentry asked for, and gained in April

1660, permission to arm themselves and their servants for their defence.(198)

The West Country was under continuous military occupation during

the Interregnum, although the number of regular soldiers declined

markedly under the Protectorate (this was a major factor in the

population's willingness to accept the rule of Oliver and Richard). By

and large there is little evidence of widespread anti-military sentiment

in the counties until 1659 when the Commonwealth strengths of regiments

and garrisons were restored and lack of pay (of -which more in the next

Chapter) impaired the discipline of the regular forces. On the whole,

attempts to create an efficient militia capable of replacing the army

were not a success, although the action against Penruddock suggests

that considerable military force could be mustered against rebels, and

very quickly; the government was never short of volunteers for home

service. The militia of the Majors-General was unpopular, and that of

1659-60 was disorderly. The increasing lack of discipline in the army

after May 1659 was a major factor in preparing the climate of opinion

for a Restoration. Nevertheless, despite the running down of the

(196) B.L. E.183 (9).
197) ibid.
198) Bodleian Library, Clar. MS., 71, p.240.
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garrison during the 1650s, the military presence was continuous

throughout the period, and the government was constantly faced

with the problem of victualling, supplying, billeting, and paying

the local forces. Assessments, as discussed in the previous Chapter,

remained at a high level throughout the Interregnum, and the

administrative needs of these and of the forces themselves spawned a

network of commissions and a bureaucracy that provided a source of

power and patronage which was superimposed on the normal society of

the country. The problems arising from these aspects of the military

presence are discussed in rather more detail in the following Chapter.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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CHAPTER VI

The Impact of the Military 1649-60

It is usually assumed that the army was an unpopular body in

the 1650s. Sir Charles Firth has argued that this unpopularity

symbolised the character of the new regime, and was a major factor

in the lattert failure to gain popular support -

"....the vice was in the origin of its power,
not in the manner of its exercise....
However it might be disguised by the forms and
ceremonies of constitutionalism, the
Protectorate rested almost entirely on the
support of the army and represented military
rule. Hence it was never heartily accepted
by more than a section of the nation, although
there was an increasing tendency to acquie9cq
in its authority on the part of the rest."-

- and the era of Cromwell has indeed been regarded as one of military

rule. Possible reasons for the army's unpopularity, therefore,

might be that it was too closely associated with the unpopular

interregnal regimes (assuming that these regimes were in themselves

disliked), that its upkeep was expensive and generally burdensome

on the community, that as a centralised body controlled from

Westminster it was removed from the sphere of influence of ordinary

country gentlemen who therefore disliked its independence (however,

this does not apply to the militia), and that it might, by

unruliness and indiscipline, interfere with the ordinary life of

the shires. It is the purpose of this chapter to question these

assumptions, and to survey more generally the effects and impact

(1) Firth,  Cromwell's Army, p.368 f.
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of the military presence on the West Country in the 1650s.

It can be argued that there were two periods of naked military

rule during the Interregnum, in 1655-6 and 1659-60. The Majors-General

were long disliked, probably for their unwonted interruption of the

gentry's coveted dominance of local affairs,
(2) although to suggest that

"the gentry" disliked "the army" is probably oversimplifying the

situation. Many of the gentry held during the Interregnum commands in

the army or the militia, and many of these men were, like John Gorges,

respectable men of long-established county families. Schwoerer has

argued that "Officers and men of the New Model Army tended to be imbued

with a sense of mission, filled with the godly spirit, and infected .by

radical religious and political opinions". (5) It is arguable that many

army officers were political radicals in the 1640s; but the career

officers of the 1650s - "Grandees" and lesser men alike - were

respectable, solid citizens, often committeemen, sometimes JPs, and such

men frequently became involved in the life of the areas in which they

served.

It is to be expected that the Militia should be officered by men of

local standing. It is perhaps rather more surprising that so many regular

army officers were important local figures. 	 This lent a certain

amount of legitimacy to their interventions in county government. Sir

Eardress Waller during his period as commander in the West Country

actually nominated half a dozen Cornish JPs in l649, 	 of whom were

fairly prominent country gentlemen; (5) and after the conquest of Scilly,

prominent military officers were created JPs of Cornwall in order to

(6)

2) cf Underdown, "Settlement in the Counties", in Aylmer, Interregnum, p.176
L.G.Schwoerer, "No Standing Armies!", p.52.

4 PRO/SP25/62/524.
(5) They were James Erisey, Francis Langdon, John Chattey, Jacob Daniell,

Richard Lobb, and John Jago; all were county committeemen, and
Langden and Erisey were MPs. See Appendix III.

(6) CSPD 1652-3, PP .29-34; PROP25/68/94. These were John Eunkyn, the
governor, and John Bawden.

legitimise the military government set up there.
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The involvement of officers in county government was fairly common.

Desborough sat on several county committees and was on the Commission

of the Peace for Devon well before his appointment as Major-General of

the West; (7) and in 1659, during the disturbances following the overthrow

of the Protectorate, he and John Okey were specifically added to the

militia committees of the counties to which they had been appointed to

(8)

Of course, many JPs during the Interregnum were former soldiers;

perhaps a majority had held commissions during the Civil Wars. Some

retained their links with the military through the militia or the regular

army during the Interregnum - prominent among such men were Sir Rardress

Waller, Harry Eatsell, Sir John Copplestone, John Pyne, the Gorges

brothers, and the Ceelys. Eatsell, the vice-admiral of Devon and naval

agent of Plymouth controlled vital matters like salvage and supply, yet

still found time to attend 11 Devon Quarter Sessions between January 1654

and October 1659. Three captains in Desborough's regiment were both JPs

and MPs during the Interregnum. These were John Jenkins, John Fox and

Sir John Blackmore, JPs in Somerset, Cornwall and Devon respectively.

Officers who were not JPs were often committeemen - like John Pley, deputy

vice-admiral of Devon, and George Pley, the naval agent at Weymouth.

Lieutenant Colonel John Clarke was MP for Dartmouth in 1659. Robert

Bennett and Hardress Waller were both Cornish justices. Most JPs

remained civilian-minded however; and occasionally they were able to

exercise their governing authority over the military. In 1654, for

example, the Somerset JPs were empowered to call out the soldiers

quartering in the county in order to restore order after en enclosure

riot. (9) The involvement of JPs in military affairs was not

(7) Appendix III.
(8) Bodleian Library, Rawl,. MS.,	 0.179, p.303.
(9) PRO/5P25/75 pp.537-8.	 For biographical details of the officers

cited, cf their entries in Appendix III.

command the forces.
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insignificant, and emphasises the government's anxiety to clothe

military rule in civil forms, as in the case of Scilly. Impressment

was also a particularly touchy subject. When the employment of

naval agents to press seamen for service became unpopular, JPs

were instructed to carry out the work so that "such Inconvenience

may for the future be prevented",
(10 and also so that powers over

local Constables and other officials might be more easily enforced.

The presence of the army in the counties throughout the 1650s had

a number of other manifestations which were potential sources of

friction. Apart from the need to billet the troops and garrison the

major forts and strongpoints to guard against Insurrection, there

were the financial consequences - the constant need to levy assessments

"for the army". Generally, however, between soldiers and gentry

relations were cordial until 1659, although freequarter and billeting

occasionally caused some difficulties.

The most important individual officer in the West was, of course,

Desborough, the commander-in-chief of the Western forces. His

involvement in county administration was long, and began in 1650 soon

after his appointment.

(10) PRO/sP18/24 p.19. This state of affairs did not become permanent,
and it seems that ships' captains were expected to press their own
seamen, for in 1656 Captain Willoughby reported that "as soon as any
ship comes into the road, [the seamen] run up the country, and that
when a State's ship comes into one place, intelligence is sent to
the others, and that they believe the mayors and constables have a
hand in the business". Certainly, local officials had conspicuously
failed to co-operate with Press Masters when they were appointed -
if seamen were pressed into the navy, there were not enough sailors
to man merchantmen, and trade suffered. Ultimately, a kind of ad hoc 
quota system seems to have been introduced, with certain masters
being given immunity from the press for a limited number of men.
When Richard Mill was Press Master in the West, he found great
difficulty in obtaining the Justices' support:-

I have done but little [in Devon], and the Justices of
Devon would not come neere me, although I many times invited
them, some of the Gentry in Cornewall are angry with mee,
because I will not looke in there letters when the meetings
are, but put them by till the meetings be done, And being
asked by some why I would not, my Answeare was that the
publicke was to be served first....

This rudeness to the most influential men in the shire was hardly
likely to endear them to the Government. cf CSPD 1655-6 P.446;
PRO/SP25/30 pp.31, 48, 79, etc., PR0/SP18/36 p.79.
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This dates from 15 April 1650; Desborough had in fact unofficially

taken over command rather earlier in the year when Waller left the

(11)
area	 He was a close associate of John Pyne, the prominent

Somerset republican, and he became a Devon JP at a comparatively early

date, appearing at Quarter Sessions in July 1650. He was on commissions

of the peace for Somerset and Cornwall by 1652, and for Dorset by 1656.

He was active on several county committees and intervened in local

affairs, particularly in Somerset, on behalf of the more radical

members of the committee. (12) His official position as commander of "all the

forces in the West, as well those in garrison as those which are to keep

the fie1d" (13) gave him great power and even greater influence. He was

instructed to give advice to the militia commissioners, to control the

garrison forces, and to deal with royalist 	 He was a respected

(15)
man,	 and his subordinates provided him with close links with the

local ruling class. Even his radical associates like Pyne and Bennett

had important friends and connections amongst royalists and Presbyterians.

There is no evidence that Desborough was ever personally unpopular in the

West. He was sufficiently popular in Somerset to be elected MP for the

county twice during the Protectorate.
(16)

In national politics he was

strongly influential on the Council of State, and it is said that his

intervention was an important factor in preventing Cromwell from

accepting the Crown,
(17)

and his influence was crucial at the time of the

overthrow of the Protectorate.

The powers given to Desborough piecemeal during the early 1650s were

codified and expanded after the Penruddock rebellion. Previously, he had

simply been a military commander, and his instructions mainly related to

his authority over the forces he led, and to the keeping of order. True,

(11) CSPD 1649-50 p.439.
(12) Underdown, op.cit., pp.165-8; Acts and Ordinances, passim; see

Appendix III for details of Desborough's appointments as JP and
committeeman.
CSPD 1650, p.105.
CSPD 1649-50 and 1650 passim.
eg. of Thurloe IV, p.462.

16 In 1654 and 1656; in 1654 he elected to serve for Cambridgeshire.
(17) Firth, The Last Years I, p.190.
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he had been given civil authority in the West by his appointment as a

JP and committeeman. But his role in the purely civil field ex officio 

was now more firmly stated. As well as keeping order and watching

royalists, he was instructed to make idlers work, to promote godliness

and discourage blasphemy, to assist in the collection of the 'decimation'

tax on royalists, to send abroad those living loose lives, and to guard

the assize judges.
(18)

The Protector meanwhile issued a proclamation

providing for the banishment and imprisonment of royalists, the

assessment and collection of an extraordinary tax on them to maintain

the militia, a secretariat in London to monitor their movements, and

commissioners in the counties to carry out the provisions of the

Proclamation; and the proclamation also forbade royalists to maintain

ejected clergy or schoolmasters.
(19)

The original instructions were

clarified and refined during the eighteen months or so that followed,

and the Majors-General, along with their county committees, became for

a while the principal channel through which the government's authority

was transmitted to the localities.

The system as fully developed operated only for a few months in

1656 (although the instructions to the Majors-General were never

cancelled). The importance of this period has, perhaps, been

exaggerated, but Desborough certainly became a familiar figure in local

government circules at this time. He attempted to influence the

election of NPs.
)(20 He sat at Quarter Sessions,

(21)
 he travelled around

with the Assize Judges (Dorchester common council voted him a gift of a

gallon of sack, a sugar loaf, and a fat sheep when he visited that town,

(18) CSPD 1655, PP.296, 344, 346-7, 373-5; CSPD 1655-6, p.75, p.175, 201,
213, 262, 367-9.

19) ibid.
20) Thurloe V, pp.302-3.

(21) gRS28, p.278; Devon/QS Records/QSOB II, 10 July 1655 and 8 January 1650.
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and Exeter honoured him similarly). (22)
 He was concerned with the

composition of all local government bodies; he nominated JPs,

postmasters, and even sanctioned the reappointment of a borough

councillor on one occasion. (23)
Desborough was also present at the

Assize held to try Penruddock rebels, (24) and he travelled around the

region, setting up and supervising the machinery for collecting the

decimation tax and the militia command. 25)

At other times of military stress during the Interregnum, the

government found it expedient to confer on local military commanders

similar powers. Desborough received such a grant in 1659, for example.

And in 1650, he had been granted powers to exercise martial law.(27)

Both he and Sir Hardress Waller influenced the appointment of local

officials before and after the period of the Majors-General. (28)
What

was new about the 1655-6 period was the codification of the regulations

and the 'philosophy' behind the Majors-General - the deliberate

division of the country into a number of 'cantons' each with a military

overlord responsible for regulating even details of day-to-day life.

The accumulation of powers in the last quarter of 1655 is likened

by Ivan Roots to the gradual acquisition of powers by the JPs in

Tudor times.
(29)

 The establishment of these "strong men" in the

(22) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B.18 July 1656; DevRO/hxeter C.A.B. X f.53.
He had of course been similarly honoured when visiting various
towns in the West in his capacity as commander of the Western
forces - for example, at Plymouth in 1650 - cf WDevROAlymouth
Receiver's Accounts, p.275.

(23) DRO/Dorchester C.M.B.10 April 1657; Thurloe IV, pp.316-7, 325,
520.

(24) arts71 No.178.

29 Thurloe IV, passim.; this was typical of the other Majors-General.
26 Bodleian Library, Rawl. MS., 	 C.179, p.300f; see also ibid.,

p.173 and Chapter V above.
21 CSPD 1650, P . 471. See also p.250±'. above.
28 In 1650, for example, Desborough was empowered to appoint

commanders of the militia, and also to nominate a governor for
Pendennis Castle; Waller had also appointed Somerset militia
officers: CSPD 1649-50 and 1650, passim.

(29) Roots, 'Swordsmen and Decimators' in Parry, op.cit., p.79.
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localities was a blessing to the government in the period of royalist

unrest. Supporters of the regime had been advocating the appointment

of such officials for some time. Henry Hatsell had written as long

ago as 1652 that

it were to be heartily Desired that some Able
powerfull person were ordered for ye West to be
upon ye place heer to see all things that are
needful to be put in Execution in ye want
thereof the service is Much hindered. Such a
person as Captain Morely joined with Major-
Generall Disbrowe would be of Great Advantage-..

The appointment of Desborough immediately following the royalist

rebellion answered this need. His powers were defined in the autumn

of 1655; but it is doubtful whether the system was working fully until

the spring of the following year, as much of the initial work of

establishing committee machinery and informing royalists of the

establishment of such institutions took time. The registry of

suspected persons was not set up until January 1656;
(31)

 the system

began to collapse after the government was unable to secure a

continuation of the Decimation Tax in the autumn of the same year.(32)

Desborough was a prominent advocate of the system of Majors-General.

He was, like Cromwell, a small country landowner from East Anglia, and

in the 1650s possessed many of the attributes that had been the hall-

marks of Oliver twenty years earlier - a rusticity of speech and

mannerism and a vibrant, simple 'puritan' be1ief. (33) However, the

rough exterior concealed a shrewd and efficient administrator

(Desborough personally exercised tight control over the decimation

process): (34) and the lack of local opposition to him and personal

attack on him perhaps resulted from a feeling that he was so obviously

(30) PR0/SP18/36/7 (this letter is not fully transcribed in CSPD
1652-3 p.15).

(31) B.L. Add. MSS 19,516, 34, 021 , 34, 014 passim.
(32) ibid.; Roots, op.cit., pp.87 and 92 n.88.
(33) e.g. Thurloe IV, p.413; Roots, op.cit., p 86; M. Ashley,

Cromwell's Generals, 1954, P.153f.

(34) Thurloe IV, PP . 336f , 413, 494.
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of the same country stock as the men over whom he presided. He is

not usually thought of as a puritan authoritarian although he once

dismissed a man for wearing gaudy clothes and powdered hair)

However, he was not greatly tolerant of Quakers, and refused to

release a number of them from prison when they declined to take an

oath to keep the peace.
(36)

A letter of the Dorset commissioners illustrates how efficiently

the efforts against royalists were put into execution during this

period:

By the Commissioners for putting into execucon ye orders
of his highness & the Councell for securitye of the
peace of the Commonwealth

Dorsett

In pursuance of orders and instructions from his highness
ye L. Protector and ye Councell dated ye 21 Decemb.1655
unto us and others directed in order to ye securing of ye
peace of this Commonwealth, these are to will and require
you and eaverye of you, whose names are heereunder
specified as persons to be summoned personally to appeare
before us att ye signe of ye Red Lyon in Blanford within
ye County of Dorsett on Wensday the nynth day of this
instant December by 9 of the clock in the foore-noone, and
bring with you a true and particular in writting of all
and everye of your estate and estates, both reall and
personall respectively, that is eyther in your selves or
in any other person or persons in trust for your use or
uses lyin eyther in this countye, or else where, and ye
true and reall yeerly value and values thereof, and every
parte thereof with ye names of ye severall places and
parishes where all your estate or estates doe lye
respectively, and ye true vallues allsoe of all and every
ye personall estate or estates, and allsoe that you bring
in a particular list of all ye names and surnames of all
and everye of your Chaplaines and meniall servants, and
all and singular other persons inhabiting in, or relating
to your severall familyes respectively above ye age of 16
yeeres, and likewise ye nanes and places of abode of all
and every such menister and scholemaster by whome your
children or orphans under your tuition or any or eyther of
them are taught or educated and farther allsoe to answereth
all such questions as are necessary to bee demanded in
reference to our instructions of all which you are not to
fayle, as you and every or you respectively will answere ye
contrary, given under our hands, etc. 1655.

John Dis .49/e Jo.Browne Jo Arthurs Rich: Lawrence Rob:
Telayne.

PRo/bP18/46 p 14.
36 B.L. E.900 (3); Thurloe IV, p 537.
37 cRoADT/1643.
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This interrogation of gentlemen probably formed a basis for the

establishment of the registry of suspected persons in London to compile

its record of royalists, crypto-royalists, and strangers, the movement

of whom it recorded scrupulously, compiling painstakingly an inventory

of their movements from the returns sent in by the Majors-General and

their deputies. Not only gentlemen were interrogated.

Table I,	 compiled from the records of the London registry of

the Major-Generals , office, demonstrates that the scrutiny of

suspected persons investigated by the local committees went down to

the ranks of yeomen and agricultural labourers.

TABTP	 I:

Ranks of Suspected Persons Registered in
London

Devon Dorset Somerset

Peers - - 1
Baronets 2 2 -
Knights 2 1 6
Esquires 26 23 26
Gentlemen 126 107 131
Schoolmasters and Clergymen 1 - 1
Attorneys 2 - -
Merchants 9 5 2
Tradesmen 367 792 817
Yeomen, Agricultural
Labourers and Fishermen 484 629 740

Unknown 9 29 20

Source: B.L. Add.M2 34,012; A Booke Containing the Names of All Such
Persons as are Specified in Severall Lists
received from the Deputies of General (78)
Disbrow, Maior Generall for theEst.(sic)‘-)

Devon, the most populous county, seems on the above evidence to

have been significantly less disaffected than Dorset or Somerset; it is

perhaps no accident that the local administrators there were drawn from

the more established county gentry. One factor standing out clearly is

the tiny number of merchants who came under suspicion (although some of

these may have been registered as tradesmen).

(38) The registry set out the names alphabetically in a single volume.
There is no record for Cornwall, and it is possible that that county
was allotted a volume for itself which has subsequently been lost.
(It is the only county in England for which records do not survive.
It is noteworthy that in the West, the deputies or county commissioners
reported to London, whereas elsewhere, the Majors-General did so
personally.)
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This suggests that the merchant classes of the towns were

more favourably disposed towards the government than the gentry and their

tenants. The registering of labourers and townsmen demonstrates the

extent to which the government was prepared to go to root out

disaffection. Evidently, the Somerset commissioners questioned the

extent of the exercise, for the registrar in London wrote to Colonel

Gorges on 1 April 1656

...As to takeing security of obscure people, I have
lists from other parts of the names of Eusbandmen,
Bakers, weavers, and such like, but how farr it is
prudential to deal soe with such I presume you are
instructed from General Desborow, the Several major
Generals haveing printed g,ructions from his
Highness and Councell.... j

Desborough's instructions to his subordinates were issued on 8 January

1656, and were based on the government's instructions to himself.

The Commissioners were to take security of royalists and dissolute or

indebted persons, to return lists of such persons to London, to

discover breaches of the peace, to suppress alehouses standing outside

towns or villages, to keep an eye on such guests as stayed at Taverns

run by former royalists, to suppress tumults and insurrections, to

disarm disaffected Papists, to secure thieves and highwaymen and bring

such persons before a commissioner or a JP, to suppress sporting and

other meetings at which the disaffected might meet, to set beggars on

work, to promote godliness and enforce the laws against blasphemy and

swearing, and to eject scandalous ministers and schoolmasters.

Separate instructions were given to agents in certain ports, who were

to register all who came in from abroad, and to take security of such

who intended to travel from London, warning them to appear before the

registrar there. (40)

Understandably, some may have been irked by the petty restrictions

(39) B.L. Add. MS 19,516 f.24
(40) CSPD 1655-6, p.102f.
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of the period; however, these fell almost exclusively on the royalist

minority. Desborough himself went about his work with an enthusiasm

which infected his subordinates. Some of these were, of course, country

gentlemen, such as Henry Hatsell, who commented in February 1656 that

Desborough "is as fresh as ever, and has done much good work in the

west". (41) Desborough was anxious to consolidate and expand the system;

he advocated the extension of the sequestration system to those earning

as little as E50 per annum; (42) not surprisingly, he did not always

expect the co-operation of the JPs in his work. (43) However, in Cornwall

he "mett with much cheerfulness and resolution to the worke. The

gentlemen of this county are very harty and cordiall... 11(44) Desborough

was anxious to co-operate with the local men and to appoint men "cloathed

with authority" for subordinates; 	 this impressed the local

gentry is unrecorded.

Despite these apparent manifestations of support locally for the

system, Parliament was not impressed when in late 1656 the government

requested that the decimation tax which financed the work be continued;

the editor of the Old Parliamentary History tells us that the opposition

to this measure was founded on suspicions that it tended to the support

of the Majors-General. (46) Henry Cromwell questioned the assumption

that "it was just that because some of the Cavaliers had done amiss,

therefore all should be punished - By the same argument. .because some of

the Majors-General have acted unjustly and against Law, all of them

deserve to be punished.." (47) The Protector's son-in-law, Claypoole,

conceived it inconsistent with the Laws of England, and the Liberties

of the People, to continue [the Major Generals'] powers any longer".

Such arguments won the day, -and the decimation tax was not approved. (48)

41) CSPD 1655-6 p.413.
42) Thurloe, IV, p.413.
43 ibid., p.501.
44 ibid., P.462.
45 ibid., p.413.
46 Old Parliamentiary History, P 53.
47 ibid., p 54,
48 ibid.
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It is difficult to accuse Desborough and the other Majors-General

of taking over the administrative functions of the local rulers.

Underdown argues that with their county commissioners they "undermined"

the power of the JPs, although in the same breath, he admits them to be

"less severe than their counterparts of the old county committees"; (49)

however, Underdown here contradicts himself, since he seems to be

thinking in terms of the sequestration committees, and the JPs had

never had power over sequestration. He suggests that "the gentry never

forgot the interruption of their accustomed authority", 	 yet

seems to imply that the gentry far more resented the interruption of

'country sports' and the attempts to promote a reformation of manners.

To argue, as Everitt does that "The final stage in the attrition of

local authority...came in 1655 when. .the whole country was divided into

military districts. . " (51) overlooks the fact that many of the tasks

undertaken by the Majors-General (most notably the supervision of

royalists and the reformation of manners) had not previously been

undertaken by JPs, or even in some cases by the county committees. The

passages in Thurloe relating to the Majors-General refer in the vast

majority of cases to the work of setting up the militia organisation

and keeping track of suspected persons, and it seems likely that this

formed the bulk of the work; Desborough did, however, intervene in the

selection of local officials - including JPs - but this had long been a

concern of military commanders. (52)
 Meanwhile, other administrative

bodies continued to function: Quarter Sessions continued to meet,

(49) Underdown, 'The Settlement in the Counties 1653-8', in (ed.) Aylmer,
The Interregnum, p.175.

(50) ibid., p.176.
51) The Community of Kent and the Great Rebellion, p.292.
52) Thurloe, IV, pp.316-7, 353, 501, 520; see above, p.291.
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Assizes were held (the Majors-General forming the escort of honour

with their militia), assessments committees continued to control the

Assessment and collection of taxation; admittedly there was no seques-

tration work, but this was because most delinquents had already compounded.(55)

Notwithstanding the above, it remains true to say that the power of the

local military commander - whether or not dignified with the official

title and powers of a Major-General - is perhaps the most obvious

example of local power and authority being subjected to central control.

Local commanders were appointed on the authority of the Council of

State and were directly responsible to the central government.(54)

Through them this authority extended to their subordinate commanders.

The only devolution of military power from the Council of State to local

administrative bodies was to the militia committees.

Of course, many regular army commanders sat on the militia committees

or held command in one of the local militia regimants. (55) However, such

committees contained a fair sprinkling of local men (including, of

course, some of the military commanders), and represented at any rate in

theory a delegation of power to the localities . Indeed as argued in

Chapter III the Interregnal committee system was but an extension of the

old idea of the local commission which embodied institutions like the

bench of JPs, and the local commissions such as those supervising sewers

and the trial of pirates, as well as more recent bodies which developed

before and during the Civil War.

The powers and responsibilities of the Militia Commissioners were

spelled out in the Militia Act of 11 July 1650. (56) The Commissioners

(53) DevROAS Records/00B Passim.; SRS 28 passim; see above, capsIII-IV,
passim.; CCC I, passim.

(54) e.g. Desborough was appointed commander in the West on the authority
of the Council of State on 15 April 1650 - PRO/SP25A4 p.207.

(55) cf caps III, V above, passim.
(56) Acts and Ordinances II, p.397 ff.
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were to be appointed by the Council of State and were to take the

Engagement to the Commonwealth; they were empowered to appoint

officers and instructed to search out and suppress conspiracies, to

disarm and punish papists and disaffected persons, to charge persons

of sufficient wealth and standing with horse and arms, to raise well-

affected persons to be embodied into militia units to serve the

Commonwealth and to train and muster them, to pay their forces a

prescribed allowance in times of service and to raise a month's rate of

E90,000 to provide any necessary equipment (money was to be

provided from the Treasury in the event of the militia being required on

active service), to imprison and punish mutineers and disorderly soldiers,

to fine defaulters and those refusing to contribute, and to punish local

officials refusing to aid them in carrying out these duties.

The Commissioners, then, were given a considerable amount of

discretion and independence of action, and they carried out their duties

under the authority of Parliament. When the occasion arose, theydid

their tasks on the whole conscientiously. (57) On the other hand they

were - like the JPs and other local bodies - subject to the instructions

of the Council of State or Privy Council. Even before the passage of

the Militia Act, the Council of State had set about naming local

commissioners, granting them powers, giving them instructions, and had

even found time to quarrel with the Devon committee over the choice of

officers. (58) After the passage of the Act, instructions from the

Council of State to local militia committees were given not infrequently

(especially during the insurrection of 1651 and the invasion of Charles

Stnart,)(59) and it was the Council of State which instructed the

Commissioners to dismiss their forces after Worcester. (60) Nevertheless,

(57) See above, cap.V,p.271ff Ibr independent action of militia committees
during Penduddock revolt.

58) CIO/FS/3/47/l65; PRO/5P25/64, p.3119 435, and passim.
59) e.g. PR0/SP25/65, pp.299-303.
60) CSPD 1651, p.415.
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the government took the opportunity at times to remind the local

bodies of their independent powers and discretion, such as in 1651

when the Somerset commissioners were reminded of their powers to

raise money.
(61) By and large, it seems that the Committee could,

and often did, act independently; the Council of State did not

attempt to meddle unduly, and on one occasion when asked for

instructions by the Somerset committee, replied that "the Councell

leave it to them" to take action" as they shall thinke fit".
(62)

The militia committees must be seen as a measure of the

government's intention to place control of local security back into

the hands of the county establishments. Even the committees of the

majors-general were partly staffed by local gentry. A measure of

central control, of course, persisted throughout the Interregnum;

but the local bodies still preserved some independence. Such a

devolution of power could not but help to reconcile the local

communities to the necessity for continued military presence within

their borders.

However, because of the tendency of many of these committees to

contain a substantial number of military men (albeit many of them

locals), it is difficult to assess how real the delegation was, since

there is no way of knowing whether any individual saw his first

loyalty to the county community or to the various central committees

at Westminster.

Regular military commanders were of course as conscious as militia

men of the need to ingratiate themselves with the local populace. A

series of clashes between soldiers and townsmen in 1648-9 in the West

Country, probably arising from the unpopularity of the army before and

61 PRO/SP25/22, p.9.
62 PR0/SP25/65, p.28.
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during the Second Civil War, led commanders to spread their forces

thinly where possible. Some of them seem to have instituted a system

by which soldiers changed quarters repeatedly in order to minimise

the burden on any individual locality. The following letter from Sir

Hardress Waller to the corporation of Exeter sums up the prevailing

mood:-

Mr. Mayor and Gent.
Since my returne into these Westerne parts I have
Indeavoured to put the service of the Commonwealth
into the best posture I may with these Forces under
my Command, and presuming you will hold it your
duties to doe the Like I doe by these advertise you,
that I have sent my Lieut Colonell with three
Companyes of my owne Regiment to quarter for some
tyme within your citty of Exeter; I suppose I neede
not mind you how regardfull I have beene of that
place for bearing soe long tyme Quartering any Men
there, and whilst it was a burthen either in respect
of their quarter or Billett I made hard shift to
dispose otherwise of them, keepinge them abroad in
order to Feild service untill the winter now coming
on tis high tyme to send them where they may have
fitt Accommodation for that season; neither doe I
beleeve you could expect soe small a number by reason
of the capacity of your Citty, and considering how longs
the small Townes have undergone the entertayninge of
them, and that which may yet further prevent any
inconveniences, That they will be put as Freinds and
guests for defence and Benefitt to your Citty, I must
therefore desire and expect from you that you would
afford that Complyance and assistance which the
Parliament have ordered on that behalfe and that there
may be such a mutuall correspondence behind the
officers and your selves, that the Publique may be the
better Carryed on, I having given order to my lieut
Colonell (whom I send to command these men) to bee very
7igilant over the Carriage of the souldier, and to
punish where any Iniury shall bee offered to any Townes
man that soe with the more Justice I may expect th?6z)
like where any Townsman shall Injure a souldier...`

The letter is clearly written in a conciliatory tone. Waller

regretted the need to resort to quartering in a large town, even though

(63) DevRO/Ancient Letters 1640-1700; Corporation of Exeter, f.403.
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by September 1649 when the letter was written there had been no

substantial reduction in the size of the army. Waller, of course,

came from an old Western family, and would have been sensitive to the

feelings of the townsmen, but his attitudes seem to have accorded

with the prevailing mood. When the policy of disgarrisoning got

under way some months later, the sight of soldiers must have become

increasingly rare for most of the urban population.

Because of this 'low-profile' approach, the army was likely to

arouse considerable hostility when it did become more prominent in

local affairs. The periods with which hostility to the army is most

closely associated - 1656 and 1659-60 - are those in which soldiers

temporarily exercised greater powers in county government. In 1659-60,

military rule was paraded more nakedly than at any other time during

the Interregnum, as Some civil institutions effectively ceased to

function. To make matters worse, during this period, discipline in

the army began to break down, and the officers were subjected to a

succession of purges, and the men who remained in command tended to

be those without strong local associations. The republicans who

occupied the local commands in 1659-60 were out of touch with the

prevailing mood, and high handed actions like Bovett's arrest of the

Somerset county committee in the spring of 1660 (64) tended only to

increase their unpopularity, without in the long run benefiting the

cause they were striving for. The inevitable result was alienation.

In December 1659, the burgesses of Exeter were faced by a very different

sort of soldier than Waller:-

(64) Underdown, Somerset, p.192.
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Our condition here is very sad by reason of
the souldiers, as bad as under the Cavaliers;
the souldiers come into honest mens houses and
fetch out their arms, beat their servants, carry
both masters and servants to the guard, and
force them to free quarter, notwithstanding the
grand rate is fully paid; it is a favour if the
souldiers will lye out of our houses, paying
them each five shillings per week; some of them have
been punished by their major for receiving monyes
from those citizens which could not lodge them. On
Thursday evening last, the boyes playing at footfall
in the streets, the souldiers beat up an alarm,.
running thorow all the streets with their swords
drawn, beating all they met, men, women, and
children, not sparing women great with child, put
divers into great frights, some thereby miscarried;
their major is a hasty rash fellow, and beats the
servants as they go up and down the streets, because
they laugh, supposing it to be at him; he gives
out sad threatening speeches, and on Thursday last
in the hearing of divers men of quality, he said he
was resolved to ruine the trade of this city,
shutting the gates at four of the clock in the
afternoon, and keeping them fast before nine in the
morning; and if that would not do, [he] would burn
the city; and on Saturday night, he told our Mayor,
he had tried his grenadoes, and that they were fit
to serve his purpose. Last post he seised on the
paquet, and opened the letters; their insolency is
so great mens spirits cannot bear it, we much fear
blood; opposition will make a wise man mad. I
wish this were communi9a4d to some that are
eminent amongst you...05)

As the phrase "as bad as under the Cavaliers" implies, men still

associated this sort of indiscipline withthe horrors of the Civil War,

and the royalist armies in particular. However, a general breakdown

of order amongst the army appears to have taken place after the fall

of the Protectorate, and attitudes soon began to change.
(66)

It is, however, difficult to find very much conclusive evidence

for antimilitary sentiment before 1659. Garrisons were certainly

unpopular. William Prynne, for example, criticised them because "They

much impoverish, griev, oppress, discontent the people by endless

(65) The Weekly Post, 20-7 December 1659, quoted in Firth and Davies
Regimental History, II, p.688.

(66) See above, cap. V, pp.251, 285-6.
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taxes...to maintain them; by Billetting...Mutinies...Lordly

imperiousness of their Governours and Officers...abusing the Nobility,

Gentry, Ministry, and Civil Magistracy.. ;
H(67) and John Taylor

complained that

"at all places of Garrison, there is a very strict
examinations of persons, and at every Townes end,
in all...of Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, no
traveller could passe without catechizing words:
As what is your name, whence came you, where
dwell you, whither go you, what is your business,
and wherefore came you hither? Now he that
cannot answer these particular demands punctually
is to be had before Governours, Captaines,
Commanders, Mayors, or Constables...at the best
it is a hinderance to a mans journey and a losse
of time..." (68)

Another unpopular feature of the military preserve was free-quarter.

Worries about free quartering may have contributed to the Council of

State's ordering Bennett to ensure that his soldiers lodged within

the garrisons in Cornwall in 1650.
(69)

Free-quarter was indeed a

problem. This was the practice by which a commander would billet

his troops on a locality and give those unfortunate enough to have to

accommodate troops a chit promising payment at some future time for

the food and lodging. The unfortunate thing was that repayment

usually took a very long time. In 1650, the Somerset county committee

was still paying householders of that county for debts incurred in

1645. (70) The supply of the army was always rather haphazard. The

militia were paid locally by the militia committees who were empowered

to raise a month's assessment within their counties to pay any troops

which had to be raised;
(71)

the militia of the Majors-General was

paid from the decimation tax raised locally by the county committees.
(72)

61 B.L. E.896 p).
68 B.L. E.573 12) John Taylor's Wanderings to see the Wonders of the 

West.
(69 C1.707FS/3/47/213.
70 PRO/SP28/242 passim,
71 CSPD 1655, p.347.
72 See above, p.241ff.
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On the other hand, the monthly Assessments (which were raised for

the army) were paid into London and the Establishments by which the

charges for the field forces and garrisons were calculated were

administered centrally, the Committee for the Army authorising

payments to forces in the counties. (73) Sometimes, even troops

raised locally were paid by order of the central government)

was a slow process and non-payment could lead to free-quarter and the

consequent alienation of the population; this happened most frequently

in 1659-60 when the army's pay was always falling into arrears.(

Records of repayment for free-quarter during this period are non-

existent.

Similar problems arose if money was not forthcoming for supplies.

Apart from endangering the fighting ability of the forces, such a

situation could adversely affect the credit of the military commanders

in the localities. This happened to George Pley, the naval agent in

Weymouth, who attempted to persuade the government to purchase sailcloth

there to reduce reliance on the French suppliers. The Government took

up his scheme, and he persuaded the sailcloth makers of Weymouth to alter

their looms to meet forces' requirements. However, the bills of exchange

by which Pley paid the manufacturers were not honoured, and soon he found

himself disbursing £60 per week without return from the government. His

protests elicited little response, although an inspector was sent down

from London to examine the cloth; however, it turned out that the

inspector had a financial interest in ending the trade. Although Pley

was able to enlist the help of Henry Hatsell, in the end, after a year's

73 cf Acts and Ordinances, II, p.51; PR0/SP28/352, passim.
74 PRo/sP25/76 pp.138, 175-9.
75 CSPD 1659-60, pp.503, 528; PRO/PRO/17/33 pp.132, 263.
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pleading, he had to allow the project to drop, having achieved little

more than the ruining of his credit, and detriment to the navy's

reputation.
(76) Hat sell himself a powerful naval agent in Plymouth,

also had difficulty in obtaining funds at this time, and complained in

November 1659 that he was "not only much in debt, but has little credit,

and the stores are quite exhausted." (77) One Captain Heaton, who had

been temporarily left in charge during Hatsell's absence op business,

reported to his master that

...It is strange to me that no provision is made
for money upon the place, or punctual payment of
bills at London, to carry on the State's affairs
in this port.
This day the Victualling Commissioners sent Mr.
Addis a warrant to victual for 3 months all ships
that come in to refit, but said not a word of
money without which the warrant will do the State
but little service. It would pity any man's
heart to hear the cries of poor butchers, bakers,
coopers, pursers, &c. Pork and peas cannot be=
had without ready money. Wood and candles must
be had. We cannot get one bit of harbour victuals
and there are not 2 hogsheads to put beer in. One
cries, "For God's sake spare me 20 11 . to keep me
out of prison," another begs for money to buy his
family meat to eat, and to-day I saw a poor woman
beg of Mr. Addis 10s. of her due to buy her 4 poor
children bread, as for arms (sic). Not long since
a baker with sad complaints prevailed with Mr.
Addis for 2311. and was as glad of it as though
the money had been a free gift.
You know some weeks before you went hence none
would take the State's credit.. .though the poor
men are willing to take our word, but capnot
because their families must have food...l79)

Even sailors on board ship remained unfed, and Heaton feared -pm, if they
remained near the shore they would pillage the city for food.'

Similar complaints were common during the last months of the re public, and

the shortage of money can have done little to improve the discipline of

(76 ) CSPD 1657-8, pp.575, 398, 454, 467, 472, 475, 483, 503, 521; CSPD
ri gg-9151: 06, 5; .n 	 .: 461, 457

78 ibid., p.528.
(79 CSPD 1659-60, P.384.

/(80 ibid., pp.558-9.
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troops or to endear the local traders to the forces.

Whether the army was unpopular of itself is more difficult to say.

The gentry may have resented the intrusion of the military into county

life, but few criticisms on this score survive. The complaints against

the soldiers tended to be against much more concrete things - freequarter,

turbulence. arrogance, unruliness, and expense. And balanced against the

complaints against the soldiers we undoubtedly have a nuMber of statements

in their favour. For example, several royalists commented on the civil

treatment they had received from Robert Bennett, the Cornish baptist. (81)

Desborough had "very harty and cordiall" relations with the Cornish

gentry,	 andand was praised by Hatsell for his good work in the West; (83)

In February 1649, many men in Cornwall and Somerset endorsed a declaration

in favour of Parliament and the Army shortly after the execution of the

King 
(84)

If it can be objected that such declarations and testimonies

were originated from friends of the regime in power, it can usually be

objected that the hostile opinions were from opponents of the regime.

To summarise, the presence of the military was not necessarily a

factor in promoting unpopularity of the governments of the 1650s. It

left largely untouched the traditional prerogatives of the gentry, and

its officers were often drawn from that group. Its unpopularity lay

more in the financial burden it undoubtedly imposed, the burden on the

populace through billeting and free-quarter and the lack of assured

supply from London which led in turn to turbulence and indiscipline.

This reached its height in 1659-60, and was a prominent cause of the

dying of the republic's popularity.

1

 81) e.g. CRO/FS/3/47 p.321.
82) Thurloe IV, p.462.
83) CSPD 1655-6, p.463.
84) B.L. E•542 (4).
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CHAPTER VII

LOCAL GOVERNORS AND THE ELECTION OF MPs,

Earlier Chapters have suggested that the form of Interregnal

government was not unpopular in the localities, that there was no

great popular feeling against the institutions of local administration

during the Commonwealth and Protectorate, that even the presence of

large numbers of soldiers during the Interregnum was not unpopular

so long as it did not interfere with the everyday life and well-

being of individuals (as might happen for example if free-quarter had

to be resorted to). The balance of opinion amongst moderate gentry,

more interested in stability and peace than political principle,

must on this interpretation have been opposed to the Restoration of

the Stuarts as late as the Spring of 1659. Everitt has commented

that

...if the success of the Cromwellian rule was
based on the victory of the nation state over
the county community, it also, in the end,
created a nation-wide craving to return to the
older forms of society and government whose
genius was essentially provincial and local.
In most counties, I believe, this craving was
a far deeper factor in the restoration of the
monarchy #4/1 the sentimental attachment to
the King.(]-)

It is clear that for much of the Interregnum, the central

government attempted to conciliate this feeling by relying on

traditional modes of local administration, where possible, and by

employing representatives of the traditional ruling elites to carry

out the functions of local government. This suggests that, amongst

the causes of the Restoration of the Stuarts, the alienation of the

(1) Everitt, The Community of Kent and the Great Rebellion, p.301.
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ruling class by the imposition of new forms of administrative

machinery was not a factor - certainly not a prominent factor - so

long as Charles Stuart's return seemed to promise greater instability

than the established regime; in other words, so long as the

Commonwealth and Protectorate could offer peaceful, stable,

reasonably familiar administration in the counties. This argues

that the movement for the Restoration was a short-term reaction to

the sudden and unexpected instability of the country after the over-

throw of the Protectorate; that the successive Interregnal regimes

did not necessarily carry within their structure the seeds of their

on destruction.

Unfortunately, such statements can of necessity be only

speculative, since quantification of public opinion was not practised

during the seventeenth century. Statements about political beliefs,

whether in the form of tracts or speeches, tended to be made

(inevitably), by active partisans on either side of the political

spectrum, and such statements cannot be said with any confidence to

be representative of political sentiment in the country as a whole.

The degree of affection in which the ruling class held the various

Interregnal regimes may however to some extent be revealed by their

participation in the various governing institutions, local and

national, during the period under consideration.

Previous chapters have attempted an analysis both of the function

and personnel of local administrative institutions in the four

counties during the Interregnum. This chapter attempts to augment

this analysis by a short survey of the MPs elected in the area during

the period. The appointment of MPs through a process of election may

be considered to reveal more about the political views of the ruling

class than the passive acquiescence of individual gentlemen in their
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appointment to local office by the central government. Although it

may be argued that this subject is strictly speaking beyond the

scope of this thesis, since such an examination may usefully add to

our knowledge of the politics of the gentry during the period, it is

right that a short (albeit not comprehensive) survey should be

attempted here.

It is necessary to open such an analysis with a brief word

about the electorate during the Interregnum, and the extent to which

it represented "public opinion" (if such a term has any validity for

the 1650s). J. H. Plumb has argued that inflation had by the

seventeenth century already made the county electorate large and

growing, and he also discerned in the boroughs a movement to widen

the electorate from the common council to the freemen and freeholders.

He suggests that "the great cities, by and large, acquired their large

and open electorates in the early seventeenth century", and asserts

that the change was of a "widespread nature". 	 Hirst agrees

that in the early seventeenth century the electorate for boroughs and

counties was both large and diverse, and estimates that "those capable

of voting after the franchise decisions of the early months of the

Long Parliament may have formed between 27 per cent and 40 per cent

of the adult male population".

The Instrument of Government limited the county electorate to

those possessing real and personal estate worth E200, not having

served against Parliament since 1 January l642. these

limitations, the county electorate was substantial, and the degree of

(2) J.H.Plumb 'The Growth of the Electorate in England from 1600 to 1715',
in Past and Present XLV (196) pp.96-7.
ibid., p.101.

4 D.Hirst, The Representative of the People?, Cambridge 1975, p.105.

(5) Articles XIV-XVIII: cf Gardiner, Constitutional Documents, pp.400-1.

(2)
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political enthusiasm is reflected by the fact that over 20,000 votes

were cast in the Somerset election of 1656. (6) Eleven members were

chosen and polling took some three hours. It is likely that some form

of multiple voting took place (the leading candidate received 2374

votes): nevertheless the turnout seems impressive.

The size of the borough electorate is less clear. A previous

chapter has suggested that large boroughs such as Plymouth, Dorchester,

and Exeter had substantial electorates by this time. 	 Hirst

agrees that although borough franchises varied greatly, there were a

number of large electorates by the seventeenth century and there was

(8)

It is necessary to qualify such statements, however, by noting that

the views of the borough corporation had a strong, although not

necessarily overriding influence even in towns where the election was

'open'. In Exeter, for example, the tradition had. been for the

corporation to nominate two candidates who were then acclaimed by the

freemen and freeholders of the borough. 	 predominance of the

views of the corporation came under increasing challenge before the

Civil War, the burgesses of the City asserting their right to nominate

their own candidates.
(lo)

In 1654 and 1656, the council temporarily

managed to retain its former position of dominance, but in 1660, the

right of the freemen was again upheld. Oa)

Election disputes often provided the occasion for a widening of

the franchise;	 their number increased during the seventeenth century,

6) SRS 71., Nos,187-191.
7 See above, chapter II, pp.74-5.
(8 Hirst, op.cit., Chapters 3 and 5 and Appendix V, passim.
(9 W.T.MacCaffrey, Exeter 1540-1640, p.222.
(10) J.J.Alexander, 'Exeter Members of Parliament, pt.III', in T.D.A.,

LXI, pp.194-6.
(11) ibid.

intermittent pressure to widen the electorate of boroughs further.
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and it may be argued that this was a symptom of political ferment.
(12)

In 1654, for example, such a dispute occurred at Tiverton when a group

of "malignants" refused to accept the election of Major Blackmore, and

sent in a separate return, despite the fact that many of them were

excluded from voting as former royalists.
(13) In 1660, a time of great

political excitement, there were so many double returns that the House

of Commons had to rule which MPs should sit for the disputed

constituencies pending the examination of their cases by the Committee

of Privileges.
(14) It is interesting to note, however, that when there

was a franchise dispute at Plymouth in 1654, because the corporation

had attempted to exclude the freemen from voting, although it was

reported that many inhabitants complained "that they were debarred of

having their voices in Election;....most of them are reasonably well

satisfied in the persons elected".
(15) In 1660, however, there was a

second dispute at the borough, and on this occasion, the freemen and

freeholders did not acquiesce in the corporation's choice of members,

and the Commons ruled in favour of the wider franchise.
(16)

These

episodes suggest that although political confrontations have been the

occasion of the disputes which led to a widening of the electorate in

particular boroughs, a further factor was the desire to participate

in the electoral process - as a matter of principle - by groups who

were excluded from the franchise.

Four elections were held during the Interregnum - in 1654, 1656,

1659 and 1660. The first two were held under the Instrument of

Government, the last two under what is usually known as the "ancient

constitution". The main difference was that under the Instrument,

many old boroughs lost their right of electing members; only the

(12) See for example, Hirst, op.cit., p.45.
(13) PRo/sP18/74 p.l.

B.L. E.183(10).
15 B.L. E.805(5).
16) PRO/5P18/220 p.63; Official Returns, p.669.



Cornwall
Devon
-Dorset
Somerset (excluding
Bristol)

TOTAL:
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county towns and larger market towns and seaports returned MPs.

Meanwhile the number of county MPs was correspondingly increased.

TABLE I:	 MPs RETURNED FROM THE WEST COUNTRY DURING THE
INTERREGNUM

1654 and 1656 1659 and 1660
Borough
Seats

County
Seats

Borough
Seats

County
Seats

4 8 44 ,	 2
9 11 22 2
4 6 16 2
5 11 14 2

22 36 96 8

This was important, for whereas the republicans always had high

hopes from the puritan boroughs in the West - the baptist, John Clark,

for example, hoped that the corporations would return "many fre

publick and righteous spirited men" in 1659 (17) - the counties tended

to return much more substantial, moderate country gentlemen: in 1660,

a correspondent reported from the West Country that "The Counties are

generally very carefull in all places to elect sober honest men". (10

The process of election seems to have altered little in the county

seats during the Interregnum. The Somerset election of 1656, reported

in the sheriff's memorandum book, illustrates well the procedure. The

writ, delivered to Robert Hunt the county sheriff, desired him to

return 11 members "to serve as knights with their swords girte for the

said county of Somerset"; he also had to ensure that members were

returned for the enfranchised boroughs within the county. The election

was to be proclaimed in each market town beforehand, and the writ and

indenture of election were to be returned to Chancery. (19)
Hunt

CRO/FS/3 f.942.
18 Bodleian Library, Clarendon MS 71, f.240.
19 SRS 71, No.183.
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accordingly sent warrants to the borough mayors instructing them to

return members "whoe may have full power for himself and the people

of your citty", covered by a note exhorting them to elect "pious,

sober, prudent" representatives. The borough members when chosen

were specifically precluded from attempting to alter the constitution. (20)

The towns duly chose their representatives. Hunt noted that at

Bridgwater the MP was chosen by the "Mayor, aldermen, aria, Capitall

burgesses according to the ancient custome of choosinge in the said

burrough"
(21)A second election was necessary here because Desborough,

who had previously been chosen, decided to sit for the county for which

he had also been elected; the corporation tried without success to

persuade Hunt himself to accept election for the borough. 
22

The county election was fixed for 20 August 1656 for between nine

and ten in the morning at Wells, and notices to this effect were to be

posted at every market town.
(23)

The persons to be chosen were to be

sober and honest men "such as are the guides and lights of your countrey";

bankrupts, discontented persons those unsound in religion, or

disaffected to the regime were not to be chosen.
(24) Before the

election, Hunt expanded on this theme in a speech before the electors,

telling them that Parliament was crucial for the

welfayre or ruine of this poore Church and
State...Doe nott crye up any man that cryes
down [the] Government unless you are
contented to have your peace and quiett cryed
down. Methinkes I heare your liberties, your
lawes, your peace, your religion all callinge
upon you and beseechinge you to lay your hands
on your harts and elect non9 b\lt pious, sober,
prudent, and peaceable men. ¼25)

(20) ibid., No.186. This restriction was contained in Article XII of the
Instrument of Government.

23rl
ibid., Nos.184, 194.

22 ibid., Nos.192-4, 185.
 ibid., No.187.

(24) ibid., No.188.

(25) SRS71 No.189.
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This, he hoped, would lead to "a happy and blessed settlement". (26)

In the event, so many persons turned up for the election that

Hunt was unable to ascertain from their acclamations whom they

favoured; he therefore decided to hold a formal poll, and gave them

an hour to consider their choices.
(27)

The election took place in

front of Hunt himself, the undersheriff, and a number of county JPs

and prominent gentlemen between midday and 3 p.m. the same afternoon. (28)

There were over two dozen candidates, and when the votes were counted,

John Buckland led the poll with 2374 votes; all 11 MPs returned had

over 1500 votes.
(29)

Th e writ of return was sent back to Chancery

20 days later.

Over 20,000 votes were cast at this election. However, it is

likely that there were fewer than 20,000 electors, and that some form

of multiple voting was permitted. But Buckland's poll of 2374 votes

makes it not unreasonable to assume that something in excess of 3000

men may have voted. This ties in well with Plumb's assertion that as

many as 4000 voters turned up to county elections in the early

seventeenth century.
(30)

It is unfortunate that we do not have any evidence of the issues

which swayed the minds of the voters at this particular poll, for Plumb

asserts that during the 1650s, "the old nexuses of families and

interests, if not entirely destroyed, were fractured and broken...to

weave in some boroughs and some counties a new pattern of obligation...

founded on common political attitudes...; the struggles began that were

to lead to the great conflict between Whig and Tory for the rest of

the century".
(31)

29 ibid.
27 ibid.

(28)	 No.191.

rl31

ibid. Nos. 190-1.
30 Plumb, op.cit., p.97.
 Plumb, bp.cit., p.107.
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This seems to have continued a tendency that had been detected before

the Civil War, by Hirst, in the counties and the larger borough

constituencies for election campaigns to involve "explicit agitation

of national political or religious issues",
(32) and suggests that

"Gentry readiness to campaign on matters of religion or state indicates

a belief that a sizeable number of people were concerned with those

matters".(33)

The evidence that does exist of the intrusion of political issues

into election campaigns, although scanty, is yet tantalising. It has

been noted how Hunt, the sheriff of Somerset, urged the county's

electors in the election of 1656 not to elect any man who "cryes down

Government". (34) There are other examples of attempts by officials to

have pro-Government candidates elected, most notably by the Majors-

General in 1656. In the West, for example, Desborough reported to

London that he had "consulted with the honest people of every county

as I came along, and with them agreed upon names, and sett them at

worke for the improvement of their interest to elect sober and good

men"; yet, he commented soberly, "I must confess in every county I

yet came in, I heare of their making parties; and undoubtedly their

designes are to overthrow all...".(35) It is not surprising to hear

that the success of Desborough and his allies was limited. For

example, when "Col. Bennett and his whole company" descended on Looe,

in an attempt to have "one of their own" elected, they found the local

populace resolved instead for Colonel John Buller.
(36)

In the 1658 election, John Clark welcomed the return of the old

electoral system, with the large increase in the number of borough

(32) Hirst, on.cit. ., p.138.

1

 33) ibid., p.139.
34 see above, p.319.
35 Thurloe V, pp.302-3.
36 B.L. E.497(4).
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seats that this entailed. He believed that "The Presbiters [would]

have heerby far less advantage than they had before...; bestir your

selves that out of your corporations which as I hear are many, you

may send us many fre publick and righteous spirited men..." (37) This

Clark was a London baptist, and his interest in the Cornish elections

demonstrates the extent to which the election of MPs was a matter of

more than merely local concern, and suggests that party feeling,

although not yet party organisation, on a national scale was beginning

to evolve.

Similarly, in 1660, Henry Eatsell complained of "Much sticklinge

amongst and by the Cavaliere party in Cornwa11". (38) However, another

correspondent, while noting that "few if any else of that fagg end of

the Parliament men" were elected, observed that "they have much

laboured for itt".(39)

This intrusion of a more overtly political atmosphere into

election campaigns suggests that the MPs chosen must have represented

to some degree the political sympathies of the voters. It is of

course true that there were rules in the 1650s which restricted the

extent to which former royalists could participate in elections.

Before 1659, former active royalists were not permitted to vote; in

the 1660 election, they were allowed to vote, but not to be elected

MPs. (4o) It is difficult to estimate the effect such restrictions

may have had on voting; the numbers voting in the Somerset county

election of 1656 suggest that only a small minority of active royalists

were excluded. The unsympathetic attitude of large numbers of MPs

returned in 1656 necessitated a purge of Parliament by the government -

in accordance with article XX of the Instrument of Government (41)

which suggests that the government was unwilling or unable to ensure

1

 31 cRoAsN47/492.
38 PR0/SP18/220 p.63.
31 Bodleian/Clarendon MS 71 f.240.
40 Abernathy argues that the restrictions imposed - but often not enforced -

for the 1660 elections were a result of a personal initiative by
Monck: op.cit. p.50.

(41 ) Gardiner, Constitutional DonumRnts, p.412. PRO/SP18/130 p.29.
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that the electoral process worked to its advantage. This failure to

influence the election (and the presence of significant numbers of

opponents of the Protectorate in the Parliaments of 1654 and 1659)

argues that the MPs, - if not strictly speaking freely chosen -

represented currents of opinion other than those of the central

government. In view of the failure of outside agencies such as the

army (as noted above) to influence voting, this suggests ,- but does

no more than suggest - that the MPs elected may have broadly reflected

the climate of political opinion within their constituencies.

The MPs elected for county seats in the 1650s were for the most

part representative of the influential class of gentry who dominated

the local administrative institutions during the 1650s. Certainly

there were some military men, and representatives of the new class of

dynamic lesser gentry who had risen to the magisterial class after

the Civil War. For example, amongst MPs elected from Somerset were

men like John Desborough, Charles Steynings, John Gregory, and Samuel

Penny; but there were also representatives of older families, such

as Sir John Horner, John Ache, John Harrington, and Thomas Hippesley

who were all elected in 1654, and Alexander Popham, Robert Longe,

Lislebone Longe, William Wyndham, and Francis Rolle who were elected

in 1656. In the 1659 election two moderate JPs - Robert Hunt the

former sheriff and John Buckland - were elected. Buckland, Luttrell,

Ashe, Harrington, Longe, Wyndham, Popham and Rolle were all from the

ranks of old established county families. Although Buckland, Popham,

and Longe were secluded from sitting in the 1656 Parliament because

of their suspected disaffection from the regime, it is noteworthy that
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none of the others (who all represented Somerset county in that

election), were. (38) . In 1656 - during an election campaign that

was marked by fierce criticism of the system of administration super-

vised by the Majors-General - support for the established government

was sufficiently strong in the county that a majority of the MPs

elected (eight out of eleven) proved acceptable to a government that

was more than usually anxious to secure a docile House of Commons.

In Devon the situation is similar. Men like Henry Hatsell, John

Quick, Thomas Saunders, and William Fry, rubbed shoulders with Uptons,

Reynells, Fowells, Rolles, the future royalist William Morrice, and

the baronet Sir John Nbrthcott, who also sat for the county in the

ConventionJ 39) Five of the eleven ET's for the county were secluded

in 1656 including Sir John Northcott, Sir John Younge, and William

Morrice. (40) In Dorset, if anything, more of the old gentry were elected

in 1654 and 1656 than for the other counties. It is true that some

soldiers were elected, such as William Sydenham, who sat for the

county in both Parliaments. But other MPs included John Bingham, Sir

Walter Erle, John Fitzjames, and John Trenchard. Some of those

elected, like Colonel Robert Coker who sat in 1656, had royalist

connections. (41) It is worth noting, however, that none of the

county's representatives were secluded in 1656. In Cornwall, again,

many prominent gentry were chosen, including men like Charles Boscawen,

Thomas Ceely, John and Walter Moyle, Anthony and Francis Rous, and

John St. Aubyn. Significantly, the radical baptist Robert Bennett

was not chosen either in 1654 or 1656, although his close associate

William Brad-don was elected in the latter year. Only one county MP -

(38) Official Returns, passim.; B.L. E.805(6); B.. E.1836(4); PROP18/130
p.29; PROP18/200 p.66.

(39) Official Returns, PP . 499, 504, 508, 513; B.L. E.1836(4).

(40) PROAP18/130 p.29.

(41) Official Returns, PP.500, 504, 5 08 , 514; B.L. E.1836(4); PRO/SP18/200
p.66. CSPD 1655-6 p.318.
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Walter Moyle - was secluded in 1656.(42)

Bearing in mind the franchise operating during the Protectorate,

it is not surprising that prominent country gentlemen of moderate

persuasion predominated amongst the MPs elected for county seats in

1654 and 1656. Indeed, it would be surprising if it were not the case.

There may have been some small reduction in the status of the MPs

compared with those chosen for earlier Parliaments - only four knights

or baronets were elected throughout the area during the Protectorate.

And of course there were no active royalists chosen, although there

were men with royalist sympathies who were to be found half a decade

later working for the Restoration. It is significant, however, that

these leaders of county society - those prominent JPs and active

committeemen - were amongst those for whom the government relied on for

its support in the Parliament of 1656.

The elections of 1659 and 1660 were auspicious for men of

conservative persuasion. In the first, Richard Cromwell had just

become Protector, and the mood of the government and the country

(although not, as events were to prove, the army) was for a settlement

and reconciliation. MPs were elected on the old constitution - that is

to say that each county returned just two members, and the old borough

constituencies were restored. As in the 1654 and 1656 elections, the

county seats were taken by moderate country gentlemen - Hugh Boscawen

and Francis Buller in Cornwall, Sir John Northcott and Robert Rolle in

Devon, Sir Walter Erle and John Bingham in Dorset, and Robert Hunt and

John Buckland in Somerset. (43) All these men but for the Cornish

members, (of whom one had been a secluded member in the Long Parliament,

(42) CROADR(S)1/1030; B.L. E.805(5); B.L. E.805(6); B.L. 669 f.19(8);
B.L. E.1836(4); PRO/018/130 p.29.

(43) Official Returns, pp.512, 513, 515; PRO/SP18/200 p.66.
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and the second was the son of another)and Robert Hunt (who had been

disqualified as sheriff) had sat in Parliament during the Protectorate.

They were probably amongst the 172 "court politicians", moderate

politicians of a predominantly Presbyterian persuasion, who formed a

majority in the Parliament of Richard Cromwell.

It is perhaps significant then that in the 1660 elections where

the tide was running strongly against the supporters of the governments

of the Interregnum, and particularly strongly against the Presbyterians

who wished for a conditional Restoration of Charles II, (45) in the

West Country county seats, the majority of MPs were men who had been

MPs or who had held county office during the Interregnum. In Cornwall,

Hugh Boscawen was returned, and this time was joined by the venerable

JP Sir John Carew; Northcott in Devon was joined by Monck; and in

Dorset, John Fitzjames and Robert Coker were elected, both of whom had

sat for the county in the 1656 Parliament. (46) In all these counties,

the striking break in continuity came in 1661, when none of these men

retained their seats. In Somerset, however, it was a rather different

story. Neither of the two representatives of that county in the

Convention - George Horner and Hugh Smyth - had been MPs during the

1650s. Hugh Smyth came from a royalist family, although he had served

as a county JP since 1657; the Homers, although predominantly

Parliamentarian, came from that group of gentry who had bitterly

opposed John Pyne and his radical clique in the old days of the county

committee, and had not played a prominent part in county administration

during the 1650s. The political change which the election of men like

Horner and Smyth represented may be illustrated by the fact that

(44) Abernathy, The English Presbyterians and the Stuart Restoration,
p.23.

(45) ibid., p.52.
(46) Official Returns, pp.507-514.
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although some 42 of the MPs elected for West Country constituencies

during the Interregnum were also elected to Parliament in 1661, some

26 of these men were elected for the first time in 1660, and a further

nine in 1659.(47)

The borough elections were rather different. Here, electorates

were smaller and rather more self-willed, and the connection between

a particular seat and a family or interest was more frequently

maintained than in the counties, where pre-war patterns of political

dominance had proved more susceptible to interruption through civil

strife.

An earlier chapter noted that a number of boroughs continued

during the Interregnym he tradition of electing MPs from the ranks of the
borough councillors. 48)

(47) These 42 men were - from Cornwall; Edward Boscawen, Hugh Boscawen,
Francis Buller, John Buller, Sir John Carew, John Coryton, Sir
Francis Drake, John Elliott, Thomas Herle, Sir Peter Killigrew,
Hender Roberts, Henry Seymour, John Tanner, William Tredenham,
Jonathan Trelawney, Sir John Trelawney; from Devon: Thomas
Carew, Thomas Clifford, Elisha Crymes, Nicholas Dennis, John Fowel,
George Howard, Sir John Maynard, Sir William Morrice, Samuel
Trelawney, Edward Wise; from Dorset: Ralph Banks, Robert
Culliford, James Gould, Henry Henley, Denzil Holles, Sir William
Penn, George Pitt, Bullen Rymes, Henry Whittaker; and from
Somerset: Henry Dunster, Francis,Luttrell, Michael Mallett,
Alexander Popham, William Prynne, Francis Wyndham, Sir William
Wyndham. In addition, of the MPs elected in 1661, Sir John
Fitzjames, MP for Poole, may perhaps be identical with Colonel
John Fitzjames of Lewston; and Sir John Rolle, MP for Devon, may
be identical with John Rolle, the Interregnal JP and committeeman,
who was MP for Barnstaple in 1660. Sir Edward Seymour, MP for
Totnes, was elected MP for Devon to the Convention, but only after
the Restoration had actually occurred. Additionally, James Praed's
election for St. Ives in 1660 was declared void; he was elected
for the same constituency, and his return although again
contested, was this time upheld. Of the 35 men elected for the
first time in 1659 or 1660, some eight had served as JPs or
committeemen in 1657 or earlier. It may be worth noting that six
more MPs elected in 1661 had served as JPs or members of county
committees during the Interregnum. These were Edward Eliot, James
Praed, Robert Roberts from Cornwall; Thomas Southcott from Devon;
John Strode from Dorset;	 and Sir Maurice Berkely from Somerset.

(48) Chap.II, pp.70-5.
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Interestingly, this tradition seems to have been confined not merely

to boroughs whose MPs were chosen by the corporation alone, but also

to towns like Dorchester where the franchise was open to the freemen.

Most instances, however, seem to have been from large towns with

wealthy and powerful corporations. It is not possible to state

definitively how many corporation-men became MPs for their boroughs

during the 1650s, since corporation records for the period do not

survive in all cases, but I have identified 11 boroughs which returned

one or more members of the corporation to Parliament in the four

general elections held during the Interregnum. (49) The political

effect of this tendency is not altogether clear. An earlier chapter

has suggested that the influence of borough corporations - which

underwent comparatively few changes of personnel after the Civil War -

may well have proved a stabilising influence, and certainly, although

the councillor-MPs elected include radicals such as Robert Bennett,

MP and Alderman of Launceston in 1654, they also include a number of

solid moderates, such as John Gorges, MP for Taunton in 1654. It has

been noted earlier that it was felt the corporations were more

inclined to return radicals - or at any rate opponents of royalism and

the Protectorate. It is interesting to note that several of these

eleven boroughs continued to return in 1660 and 1661 men who had been

chosen MPs in earlier elections during the Interregnum.
(50)

In several boroughs, there was a tendency for the same family to

provide the MP in successive elections. This could occur in the case

of a local family prominent in borough affairs, with a strong

influence in the borough corporation; or in the case of the smaller

boroughs it might arise through the richer country gentry being able to

(49) Launceston, Liskeard, Exeter, Plymouth, Totnes, Bridport, Dorchester,
Poole, Shaftesbury, Weymouth and Melcombe, and Taunton. In
addition Bath was represented in 1660 by its Recorder, William Prynne.

(50) This occurred in the cases of Launceston, Exeter, Dorchester,
Shaftesbury, Melcombe, and Taunton.
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exert influence on the borough voters - so-called "pocket" boroughs.

Several examples occur of families whose members represented

boroughs in 1640 continuing to provide MPs in the 1650s.

In Bath, for example, Alexander Popham who had been elected in

1640 was also chosen for the City in 1654, and 1660, and again after

the Restoration in 1661. (51) Similarly, at Bridgwater, the connection

with the Wroth family was maintained. When Sir Peter Wroth, who had

been elected MP in 1640, was disabled for royalism, his kinsman Sir

Thomas Wroth was elected in his place. This Sir Thomas Wroth was

re-elected in 1656, 1659 and 1660, and in 1659 a second Wroth, John,

was also chosen.
(52)

Lislebone Long, MP for Wells in 1640, was re-

elected in 1656 and again in 1659. (55) There were similar stories in

other counties. In Shaftesbury, the recorder William Whittacker was

elected in 1640. He died in 1646, but his son Henry was elected in

1659 and again in 1661, by which time he in his turn had become the

borough's recorder. (54) Edmund Prideaux, MP for Lyme in 1640, was

re-elected in 1654, 1656, and again just before his death in 1659. (55)

Robert Shapcote, a recruiter for Tiverton, also represented the

borough in 1654, 1656, and 1660 (he was elected in 1659, but his

\return was overturned.) (56)
 Walter Young was elected for Honiton in

1640 and 1659, and another Young, Sir John, represented the borough

in 1654 and 1660. (57) Sir Edmund Powell represented Ashburton in 1640;
(58)

John Powell did so in 1659, 1660 and 1661.	 Francis  Thfller sat

for East Looe in 1640; John Buller for East and West Looe combined in

1656 and 1659. (59) The same John Buller sat for West Looe in 1660.(60)

Edmund Prideaux sat for Saltash in 1640 and 1659. (61) Francis Rous sat

51 Official Returns, PP . 49 2 , 501, 515.
52 ibid., pp.492-3, 501, 505, 509 515, 527.
(53) ibid . , PP.492-3, 505, 509.
(54) ibid., pp.488, 522; PRO/SP18/200 p.66.
(55) Official Returns, P13. 488 , 500; PRO/SP18/200 p.66.
(56) Official Returns, PP.488, 500, 508 , 5 14; B.L. E.1836(4).
(57 Official Returns, PP.487, 500, 508, 513.
5E3 ibid., pp.487, 508 9 513, 521.
59 NO-7DDR (S) 1/1030.
(60) Official Returns, p.513.
(61) CRO/DDR (S) 1/1030.
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for Truro in 1640 and 1654. (62)
Anthony Nicholls represented Bodmin

in 1640 and 1659.
(65)

Thomas Gewen was elected for Launceston in

1640, 1656, 1659 and 1660.(64)

This is not to say, of course, that some family connections with

boroughs were not broken during the 1650s. On the contrary, this

undoubtedly did happen on occasions, but on the whole there was

sufficient continuity for it to be apparent that it was by no means

unusual for family influence to remain strong unless a member was

actually disabled for royalism. Even then, it was not impossible for

a younger member of his family not so tainted to be elected, as in the

case of the Wroths at Bridgwater.
(65)

This continuity should not surprise us. We know that only 53 of

the 105 MPs originally elected to the Long Parliament from the West

Country in 1640 were disabled as royalists, (66)
 and an earlier chapter

has demonstrated that there was a high degree of continuity in the

administration and government of the Western boroughs during the 1650s. (67)

It is not, then, surprising that many continued to return MPs drawn

from the same group of men as before the War.

The borough MPs of the 1650s were a large and diverse group of

men. Many - particularly in the smaller boroughs - were prominent

(62) ibid.
(63) ibid.
64) ibid. Official Returns, p.513.
65) See above, p.329.
66) Brunton and Pennington, Appendix V. The fates of the MPs elected

in 1640 as as follows:

(67

Cornwall Devon	 . Dorset Somerset

Disabled 24 10 8 11
Died 8 5 1 3
Peers - 1 1 -
Secluded 9 8 5 -
Independents 2 2 5 2
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country gentlemen; frequently JPs who had been unable to obtain a

county seat. For example, Sir Thomas Wroth, MP for Bridgwater in

1656 was amongst the unsuccessful candidates in the Somerset county

election.
(68)

 Frequently, a candidate would be elected in two seats -

a county and a borough. Thus, John Desborough was elected for

Bridgwater and Somerset in 1656, Alexander Popham for Bath and

Wiltshire in 1654, and Anthony Ashley Cooper for Poole and Wiltshire

in the same year.
(69)

The impression that country gentlemen dominated the Parliamentary

representation of boroughs is confirmed if we examine the number of

MPs who were also JPs for their county. In Somerset, for example, all

the borough MPs elected in 1654 and 1656 were also county JPs; even

in 1659 when the representation of the smaller boroughs Ilchester,

Milborne Port, and Minehead was restored, all the MPs elected were

also Somerset JPs except for Richard Hutchinson (who in the event

chose to sit for Rochester in Kent which had also elected him), an&

Thomas White (who was made a JP after the Restoration). (7o)
Many

borough MPs were amongst the most prominent county JPs, and were

often from the group of justices who attended their county Quarter

Sessions most frequently. In Devon, for example, Edmund Powell was

MP for Tavistock in the Long Parliament, and in 1659; John Blackmore

represented Tiverton in 1654; Sir John Copplestone was MP for

Barnstaple in 1656 and 1659; Thomas Bampfield sat for Exeter in 1654,

1656, 1659 and 1660; Henry Hatsell was elected for Plympton Earl in

1659 and Tavistock in 1660; and Thomas Boone sat in Dartmouth in

1654. (71) Of course, borough seats did not go solely to those whose

roots were exclusively in the country; as we have seen, there were a

number of MPs with roots mainly in the boroughs; seats also went to a

(68 MS 71 No.191; Official Returns, p.505.
(69 Official Returns, pp.505, 5o1 ,500.
(70 cf Appendix III.
(71) ibid., see also chapter I above, p.57.
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number of prominent outsiders - national politicians, military men,

or men, often with local roots, who had made good in the legal

profession, and who turned back to the West in order to secure

themselves a Parliamentary seat. Amongst the outsiders, Desborough,

the military supremo, whose allies in the local military hierarchy

and the county committees gave him a solid political base, is the

obvious example of a new man whose position derived exclusively from

the new regime. Other prominent outsiders elected included Sir Edmund

Prideaux, the Attorney-General, and Lislebone Long, the Recorder of

London. These two did at least have local roots. But there were a

number of lesser men, who had little or no connection with the area.

Amongst these was John Frederick, an Alderman of London. It is

tempting to speculate that he was a man of royalist sentiments who

was able to secure his election for Dartmouth in 1660 because of his

political sympathies. (72)

Politically, the group of MPs is somewhat amorphous.

Categorisation of its politics is made more difficult by the changes

in the political sentiment of individuals during the Interregnum.

Alexander Popham, for example, began the Interregnum as a republican

and a close ally of the radical John Pyne; but by 1660 he had become

a royalist. 	 fair number of MPs in the Convention who voted to

restore King Charles II had been acquiescent Commonwealthsmen or

Cromwellians years - in some cases months - earlier.

One statement that can be made with some certainty is that the MPs

came from a group somewhat wider than those who had supported the

execution of the King and the establishment of the Commonwealth.

Throughout the Interregnum, a sprinkling of the secluded members of 1648

(71 For details, see Appendix III.
(73 Underdown, Somerset, P.164.
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were able to secure themselves parliamentary seats. Perhaps

surprisingly, these men outnumbered the Rumpers who managed to get

themselves elected. The exception to this tendency is the election

of 1656, where Rumpers exceeded Secluded Members by 11 to 5. This

may reflect the effort that the Majors-General (usually felt to

represent the more radical face of the Protectorate) put into the

election campaign.

TABLE II:	 LONG PARLIAMENT MPs ELECTED DURING THE INTERREGNUM

Cornwall Devon Dorset Somerset Totals
Secluded
Members 9 10 3 2 24

Rumpers 3 '2 5 8 18

TABLE III:	 LONG PARLIAMENT MPs ELECTED YEAR BY YEAR

Cornwall Devon Dorset Somerset Totals

1654 Secluded 1 5 2 1 9
Rumpers 3 1 4 1 9

1656 Secluded 2 1 1 1 5
Rumpers 1 0 5 5 11

1659 Secluded 7 5 2 1 15
Rumpers 1 2 3 4 10

1660 Secluded 4(1) 8 1 1 14
Rumpers 0 1 0 2 3

(1) Includes William Prynne, Recruiter for Cornwall, elected for Bath
in 1660.

The increased success of the Secluded Members in 1659 may be taken to

illustrate the rise in the fortunes of the Presbyterians under Richard

Cromwell; 	 the sharp fall in the number of Rumpers chosen

was a result of the unpopularity of radicals policies by that time.

(74) Abernathy, op.cit., p.23.
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Equally noteworthy is the large number of MPs elected in 1654

who were not members of the Long Parliament - some 40 out of 58.

This cannot simply be accounted for by the ineligibility of the

former royalist members, and may denote a sea-change in political

feeling. But if this is so, it is certainly not an indication of a

growth of political radicalism. It has been noted above that the

majority of MPs for both county and borough seats were country

gentlemen from solid county families, prominent men in the admini-

strative institutions in both counties and boroughs. And as Abernathy

has commented there is clear evidence that the Presbyterians and

moderates "took a marked and successful interest in the elections of

1654" and were equally prominent in the election of 	 . It may

be that the large number of "new" men may indicate a distaste amongst

the electorate for those politicians who had been involved in the

debilitating political va-rrels of the past; this is a speculation

deserving of more space than this thesis can give it.

Following the 1656 election, a number of MPs were secluded from

Parliament.
(76)

The composition of this group does not suggest that

the government was striking out in any particularly coherent direction.

From Cornwall, for example, a Rumper, a secluded member of the Long

Parliament and a man who had not been a member of the Long Parliament

at all were expelled. 	 In Somerset, a Rumper who later became a

Royalist, the son of another Rumper, and a moderate JP who had not been

an MP in the Long Parliament, were secluded. (78) And in Devon, five

secluded members from the Long Parliament and one man who had not been

an MP in the Long Parliament were expelled. 	 some of

these men were otherwise known as supporters of the Protectorate, such

(79 ibid., p.21.
76 Their names are given in CJ vii p.425.
77 Walter Moyle, Thomas Gewen, and Walter Vincent.
78 John Buckland, Alexander Popham and Robert Longe.
79 Sir John Northcott, William Morice, John Hale, Sir John Yonge,

John Doddridge, and Sergeant Maynard.
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as Sir John Yonge, the prominent Devon JP and committeeman; Sir

William Morice, Monck's agent in Devon and a future royalist; and

John Maynard, the sergeant-at-law.
(80)

The 1659 and 1660 elections again saw an influx of new MPs in

sufficient numbers to suggest that the two elections both marked a

significant change in the political climate. However, the two groups

of 'new' men display rather different characteristics. In the 1659

election, some 58 of the 96 MPs elected for the area had not sat in

the 1654 or 1656 Parliaments, although seven of these men had sat in

the Long Parliament.
(81)

Of the 58, 31 - over half - had been JPs

(80) See Appendix III.
(81) The 58 were Hugh Boscawen (Cornwall), who had sat in the Long

Parliament, Francis Buller (Cornwall), Thomas Noell (Liskeard),
Hunt Greenwood (Liskeard), John Clayton (Lostwithiel), Edward
Boscawen (Tregony), John Silley (Bodmin), Robert Rouse (Helston),
Thomas Juxon (Helston), Anthony Buller (Callington), Thomas
Herle (Grampound), Richard Lobb (Michel), Thomas Carew (Callington,
Robert Scawen (Grampound)„John Grenvile (Newport), Samuel
Trelawney (Bossiney), Thomas Povey (Bossiney), who had served in
the Long Parliament, William Whitelocke (West Looe), William Petty
(West Looe), John Kendall (East Looe), William Braddon (Camelford),
Peter Ceely (St. Ives), Sir John Glanvile (St. Albans), whose
election was subsequently declared void, John Lampen (St. Mawes),
John Tredenham (St. Mawes), John Thomas (Helston), who had sat
in the Long Parliament, Edward Herle (Fowey), John Barton (Fowey),
John Carew (Callington), John Powell (Ashburton), George Walters
(Barnstaple), Elisha Crymes (Beeralston), who had served in the
Long Parliament, Walter Younge (Honiton), who had served in the
Long Parliament, Robert Everard (Okehampton), Edward Wise
(Okehampton), Christopher Martin (Plympton Earl),who had served
in the Long Parliament, Sir Copplestone Bampfield (Tiverton),
Francis Warner (Tiverton), John Pley (Totnes), Gilbert Eveleigh
(Totnes), Edward Cheek (Bridport), John Lea the elder (Bridport),
Ralph Banks (Corfe Castle), John Tregonwell (Corfe Castle), James
Gould (Dorchester), John Bushrod (Dorchester), Henry Whittaker

6
(Shaftesbury), who had served in the Long Parliament, James Baker
haftesbury , Elias Bond (Wareham), Walter Lagoe (Weymouth),

John Clarke (Melcombe), Peter Middleton (Melcombe), Robert Hunt
(Somerset), John Wroth (Bridgwater), William Carent (Milborne Port),
who had served in the Long Parliament, Richard Hutchinson (Minehead),
Thomas White (Wells) .
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or county committeemen during or before 1659. (82) A number of those

who had not served in either of those capacities had participated in

other local administrative institutions during the Interregnum, or

had served in the army.
(83)

This suggests that these men, even where

they possessed royalist sympathies or were connected to royalist

families - and those elected, according to the Venetian Ambassador,

did include a number who "have always shown a greater leaning for

(84)
the royal party than for the present" 	 - had become reconciled to

the Protectorate, and were prepared to participate in both local and

national governing institutions. They might prefer the King over the

water, but whilst there seemed a genuine chance of reconciliation and

settlement they were prepared to serve the new government, many of

them must have preferred the continued calm of the Protectorate to

the turbulence and violence they believed would accompany any concerted

effort to engineer a Restoration.

In the 1660 election even more new MPs - 60 had not been elected

(82) Hugh Boscawen, Francis Buller, Hunt Greenwood, John Silley, Robert
Rouse, Richard Lobb, Robert Scawen, John Kendall, William Braddon,
Peter Ceely, John Lampen, John Thomas, Edward Herle, John Barton,
John Powell, Walter Younge, Edward Wise, Christopher Martin, Sir
Copplestone Bampfield, John Pley, Gilbert EVeleigh, Edward Cheek,
John Lea, John Tregonwell, James Gould, John Bushrod, James Baker,
Elias Bond, Robert Hunt, John Wroth, William Carent.

(83) For example, William Petty had been private secretary to Henry
Cromwell, John Clarke was in the army, as was Walter Lagoe. A
number of others, such as John Grenvile of London and Thomas
Povey, who was a Middle Temple barrister, came from outside the
South-West, and would therefore not be expected to be closely
associated with local administration.

(84) CSPV xxxI, pp.254-5.
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to Parliament in 1654, 1656 or 1659 - were chosen. (85)
Of these,

however, only 13 or 14 had served as JPs or committeemen before

1660, although a further five began to serve as committeemen just

before the Restoration.
(86)

 The inference is that men who had shunned

serving in local administration in any form during the Interregnum -

out and out royalists who could not be reconciled even to the

tolerant climate of the Protectorate - were being chosen,.as public

opinion began for the first time to swing in favour of a return to

kingship.

The MPs elected during the Interregnum were a diverse group of

men not representative of any one political strand. The great majority

were active in local administrative institutions of one type or another,

and this alone suggests that they were close to the political sentiments

of their electors; furthermore, the fact that many MPs were also

(85) Sir John Carew (Cornwall), John Clobery (Launceston), John Connock
(Liskeard), John Robinson (Liskeard), James Wild (Lostwithiel),
Hender Roberts (Bodmin), Sir Peter Killigrew (Helston), Heneage
Finch (Michel), John Aley (Michel), John Tanner (Grampound), Samuel
Enys (Penryn), James Venn (Penryn), Sir Francis Drake (Newport),
Lawrence Hyde (Newport), Francis Gerard (Bossiney), William
Bruerton (Bossiney), William Cotton (Camelford), Thomas Vivian
(Camelford), Edward Nosworthy (St. Ives), John Eliot (St. Germans),
Richard Knightly (St. Germans), Arthur Spry (St. Mawes), Henry
Semore or Seymour (East Looe), Jonathan Trelawny (East Looe), Sir
John Temple (Tregony), Sir Peter Courtney (Tregony), John Coryton
(Callington), Sir Hugh Pollard (Callington), George Monck (Devon),
Sir William Courtney (Ashburton), John Rolle (Barnstaple) Nicholas
Dennis (Barnstaple), John Frederick (Dartmough), Josias Calmady
(akehampton), Robert Reynolds (Okehampton), whose result was 'suspended',
William Strode (Plympton FArl), George Howard (Tavistock), William
Russell (Tavistock), Roger Coleman (Tiverton), Henry Newte (Tiverton),
Thomas Chafe (Totnes), Thomas Clifford (Totnes , John Drake pridport),
Denzil Holles (Dorchester), Thomas Moore (Lyme , Henry Hyde Lyme),
John Grove (Shaftesbury), George Pitt (Wareham , Robert Culliford
(Wareham), Edward Montagu (Melcombe),Sir William Penn (Melcombe),
Hehry Waltham (Melcombe), George Horner (Somerset), Hugh Smyth
(Somerset), William Prynne (Bath), Henry Dunster (Ilchester), William
Milborne (Milborne Port), Michael Mallett (Milborne Port), Francis
Wyndham (Milborne Port), Charles Pym (Minehead).

(86) Sir John Carew, Sir Peter Killigrew, John Tanner, Sir Francis Drake,
Edward Nosworthy, John Elliott, George Monck, John Rolle, Josias Calmady,
Thomas More (who "elected to serve elsewhere"), Edward Montagu, Henry
Waltham, Hugh Smyth were the 13; in addition, John Drake "of Trill"
may possibly be identical with the Devon JP John Drake de Ash. He was
MP for Bridport. Those who became committeemen during the course of
1660 were John Clobery, Sir William Courtney, Thomas Clifford, George
Horner, and Charles Pym.
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amongst the most active county administrators argues that the men

who were working for stability and an ordered life at a local level

might also be expected to be anxious for a reconciliation and

settlement in the State.. The presence in significant numbers of

Commonwealthsmen and republicans is noteworthy and suggests that these

views must have commanded some popular support during the Interregnum.

The myth of the military's unpopularity in the 1650s may.to some

extent be dispelled by the election of men like Desborough, Henry

Hatsell, and Robert Blake as MPs then, although anti-military

sentiment was present also, particularly in the election of 1656.

It was only in the 1660 election, when radicalism had lost its

credibility, that the number of former Rumpers elected dropped sharply,

and a new generation of MPs - the generation which was to guide the

country through the Restoration - took its place.

* * * * * * * * * *
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CONCLUDING CHAPTER

The Impact of the New Order: the local communities and local

administration 1649-60

Any event, once it has happened,
can be made to seem inevitable
by a competent historian

Lee Simonson

One view of local history during the Interregnum, argued

forcefully by Paul Christianson in the Journal of British Studies in

June 1976, (1) places changes in local administration and society in

the forefront of historical development for the mid-seventeenth

century. This view, shared by other prominent historians,
(2)

 sees the

turbulence of the period, and the constitutional and political changes

it spawned, predominantly as a reaction to the centralising tendencies

of Charles I (subsequently continued by the Long Parliament and the

Protector) by a jealous local magistracy, resentful of the increasing

intrusion of central government into its traditional field of

authority and influence. The Restoration is seen here as a consequence

of a confused and divided governing class's reaction to these changes,

interacting at local and national level to produce in the confusion

following the abdication of Richard a groundswell of opinion in

favour of a return to old and understood ways.

The problem with this view of the Restoration is that it must rely

on an assumption that during the Interregnum the structure of local

administration was markedly different from what had gone before, and

in particular that local institutions were markedly more susceptible

to outside interference from central government than they had been

(1) Journal of British Studies t 1976, p.40ff: 'The Causes of the English
Revolution, a reappraisal', by Paul Christianson.

(2) J. S. Morril, The Revolt of the Provinces,1976. See also Everitt, 'The
County Community' in The English Revolution 1600-1660, ed. E.W.Ives;
Roots 'The Central Government and the Local Community' in Ives,
op.cit.; and D.Eirst, 'Court, Country, and Politics before 1629', in
Faction and Parliament, ed. K. Sharpe.
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before the war. If this were not so - that is to say, if significant

structural changes are not perceived - then the thesis can only be

sustained if it can be shown that there was a cataclysmic replacement

of the ruling class in the counties by a new group of men whose

careers were forged during the Civil War, sufficient to provide a

degree of resentment during the critical months before Charles II's

return to undermine the authority of the central government in the

counties. This would clearly need to involve a change in personnel on

a grand scale, since, as Barnes and others have indicated, (3) changes

of patterns of influence within counties, and of personnel in the

local institutions was part of the normal process of life before the

Civil Wars.

This thesis has attempted an examination of both these factors,

in an effort- to assess whether the changes that undoubtedly did take

place in local institutions marked a sufficiently sharp break with

the past to threaten the stability of the relationship between county

and government during the Interregnum.

By and large, changes in the local administrative structures

during the Interregnum have been exaggerated by historians. Changes

did take place, certainly, and these may be ascribed to the

centralising tendencies of mid-seventeenth century regimes from Charles

I onwards. (4) Such changes, as indicated in Chapters Three and Four,

involved during the Civil War and Interregnum the imposition of new

governing institutions on the counties from above. But on closer

examination, most innovations of the late 1640s and the 1650s were

solidly founded on pre-war roots, and generally speaking the local

governors who controlled them continued to be drawn from established

magisterial families.

Barnes, Somerset, cap.II, passim.
4 Morrill, The Revolt of the Provinces, passim.
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There were, as previous chapters have shown, newcomers.

Sometimes, these were prominent outsiders - the military overlords are

the best-known examples of these. Other newcomers were minor gentry

catapulted into office by a patron as a result of shifts in influence

arising from changes in the wider political field. Such men aroused

resentment from individuals on either side of the political spectrum.

But even greater men were prone to suffer jibes about their quality,

and such jibes seem to have been a part of the common political

rhetoric of the day. In Somerset, John Pyne sneered at John Gorges

as "a man but of yesterday"; but Pyne himself, along with his

confederates, had been alleged to have been "of meane quality" by an

anonymous Somerset tract writer who accused them of unjustly usurping

arbitrary power in the county. 	 accusations were common from

men who had lost power and influence. But despite a certain amount

of social and political mobility during and after the Civil War, in

the main, as preceding chapters have shown, a tenacious hold was

maintained on local office by a group of gentry drawn from the county

"Establishment". Everitt's remark about the county of Suffolk that

"Throughout all these changes of outlook and fortune the county

continued [in the 1650s] to be guided by the same group of families

as in 1640" (6) probably held true for most counties during the

Interregnum.

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that some "new" men did rise

into prominent positions, some to stay there, others to return to

obscurity after the Restoration. Pyne himself had only been a second

Thurloe III, pp .237, 248; B.L.669 r.13(92).
6 Everitt, Suffolk and the Great Rebellion, Ipswich, 1961, p.36.
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rank gentleman before the Civil Wars, and many of those he promoted

had been on the very lower edges of the 'gentry' class; in Cornwall,

Robert Bennett achieved during the Interregnum a political prominence

he had never known before, despite his religious and political

radicalism which must have alienated him from many of his neighbours.

Many writers have suggested that the county committees were a forum

in which minor men rose to positions of local prominence as factions

of gentry increasingly boycotted the new regime's local institutions.(7)

Similarly, the army was frequently used by gentlemen as a springboard

to greater things - Hatsell and Blackmore in Devon, Pyne and Gorges

in Somerset, Bennett in Cornwall, and Ashley Cooper in Dorset all

rose to positions of considerable local influence in their counties

after Civil War careers in the army.

But these minor changes in the pattern of influence within the

counties during and after the Civil War have assumed an undue

importance in writings about the period. The retention of power by

local elites and the traditional nature of patronage during the period

tends to be overlooked; furthermore, these changes are viewed as if

they were something new and unusual - yet this is clearly not the case.

Doubtless the rumblings of the gentry controversy will be with us for

a long time, and the only safe thing to say about the many works

published on the question is that it is too early to assume that any

one of them will ultimately be accepted as the authoritative

interpretation of the social and economic movements within the

English ruling class between the dissolution of the monasteries and

the outbreak of the Great Civil War. All, however, seem agreed that

during the period some families became richer and more powerful, while

others became poorer and less influential. Although most works on the

(7) cf IInderdown, Somerset, passim.; Everitt, The Community of Kent,
passim.
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subject deal with events on a national scale (albeit using local

evidence), there can be little doubt there were parallel movements

at local level, and that throughout the century before the Civil War,

some county families fell and others were rising. (8) T. G. Barnes

remarks of Somerset that "the majority of the families who furnished

the local governors of Charles' era would have found it difficult to

find a wealthy and well-established ancestor in their county before

1539". (9)

The shifts in the pattern of local influence resulting from the

Civil War, then, were essentially a continuation of these earlier

changes. However, that is not to say that such changes were the

dominant feature of political life within the shires. In the end,

Stone considers that "the tensions within society are seen to take

the traditional forms of a political conflict between local power

elites and the central government" (1° ) with no one class

disproportionately benefiting or suffering. This is perhaps an over-

simplification. Derek Hirst has shown that in the earlier part of

the century neither the "court" nor the "country" interest was a

monolithic bloc, and it is more realistic to think in terms of men

in shire and centre seeking advancement by securing contacts and

harnessing influence in both blocs.
(11)

This seems to have held good

(8) Unfortunately the controversy has tended recently to centre on the
decline of the aristocracy and the greater gentry, but R.H. Tawney,
in The Rise of the Gentry (1941), forcefully argued that the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw the rise of a new and
vigorous class of new men who displaced or reduced the influence of
the aristocracy and great gentry of earlier times. The controversy
is well summed up in Stone, The Causes of the English Revolution,
cap.2, passim., and R.C. Richardson, The Debate on the English 
Revolution, 1977, cap.6, passim., the notes for which provide a fairly
full bibliography for this controversy.

(9 Somerset, p.19.
]_(:) Op.cit., p.30 (my emphasis).
11 Op.cit., passim.
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in the Interregnum with local magnates like Pyne, Bennett, and others

utilising their friends in the national institutions - army, 'courtt,

and council - to promote their interests in the shire, in the

traditional way. But the important point surely, is that the

'system', by which county politics was carried out, was an old and

recognisable one; and the ruling class - although like all ruling

classes, fluid in structure - remained essentially firm.

The Christianson thesis, then, is at first sight attractive.

The increasing centralisation of power at Westminster did undoubtedly

cause resentment in the provinces in the pre-War years, (12)
 and

post-War developments, notably the imposition of a more effective

county committee system and a centralised military administration,

may have increased such resentment. But it is possible to exaggerate

the changes and the reaction they caused. As a basis - or rather, as

a fundamental basis - for dissatisfaction with the republican regimes

it is surely rather tenuous. For what is the substance of such

developments during the 1650s?

It has been shown that the function of the local JPs changed

little, if at all, during the Interregnum, and that the changeover

of personnel on the justices' bench was considerably less than might

have been expected given the rapid changes of regime between the early

1640s and the Restoration. It is perhaps for this reason that JPs and

QpArter Sessions have received little attention even from local

historians dealing with the period. Where mentioned, it is usually in

a statement to the effect that "The old structure of county government

by JPs and quarter sessions was largely superseded by the soon

notorious county committees". (13) Such unsupported assertions suggest

that historians have given the matter little thought.

Morrill, op.cit., introduction, passim.
13 Underdown,'The Settlement in the Counties 1653-8% in Aylmer (ed.)

op.cit., p.168.
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Of course, all this is not to say that the JPs remained quite

unaffected by the turbulence of national events - JPs certainly were

occasionally subject to interference from the central government.

Military commanders, for example, interfered in their nomination, and

the Majors-General were instructed to encourage them to collaborate

in the movement for a reformation of manners and morals in the

mid-1650s. (14) But in the main such interference had little effect.

Quarter Sessions carried out their business in the same old way, and

largely performed the same functions as they had before the war.

There was at best a desultory attempt to "reform manners" - a handful

of orders appear in the Devon Quarter Sessions Order Book covering

convictions for drinking, Sabbath breaking, and swearing of oaths in

1655 and 1656, but not in large enough numbers to suggest a major

effort was being undertaken to suppress such practices. The same

applies to Somerset during the same period. This is despite the

personal appearance of Desborough himself at the Sessions of both

counties at this time. 
15

Quarter Sessions did, like the other administrative bodies of

the period, receive instructions from the Council of State, who

occasionally used them - particularly towards the end of the Interregnum

as ready-made county committees.
(16)

But far from justices' functions

being usurped by county committees, JPs were sometimes instructed to

take on matters which might normally have been expected to be referred

to ad hoc county committees.	 Furthermore, JPs were often called

upon to take the oaths of witnesses who were being questioned on

sequestration matters and other concerns of the county committees.
(18)

1

 14 ibid., p.176.
15 DevRO/QS RecordyQSOB II, -passim.; 5RS28, p.264ff.
16 e.g. PRO/PRO/51 17/33 p.92ff.
17 On 4 January 1659, for example, four Somerset JPs were requested to

examine certain injuries done by the Earl of Stirling to the
Quarter-Master of the Somerset militia. PRO/PRO/31/17/33 p.377.

(18) PRO/SP28/255a, pp. 87, 167.
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In August, 1653, the Council of State instructed that royalist

plotters in Dorset be brought before the county's JP5C 19) after the

Penruddock rebellion, it was the JPs who were instructed to look out for

royalist stragglers.
(20)

JPs might be involved in anything from the

administration of the excise (21) to. enclosure riots.(22)

There is, it is true, little enough evidence to assess the

popularity or respect that JPs commanded. Men like John Taylor could

make references to "a worthy Justice of the Peace"; and tracts

complaining of turbulent times and bad government could appear for

local affairs to be placed in the hands of"the sheriff, conservators

of the peace, and other antient officers". (23) But there was little

comment other than such isolated statements; there was little enough

reason to.	 The Justices had retained their old functions virtually

intact; they were well-respected as they always had been;

countrymen felt confident enough in their justice and power to bring

their petitions to quarter sessions. Things were, in other words,

so normal that comment was not called for.

A similar problem faces us when looking for statements about the

municipalities .There was a sharp break in personnel in the borough

corporations; but it did not come before 1662, and during the

Interregnum, as Chapter II has demonstrated, the boroughs continued

to be ruled much as they had been before the War. Few men commented on

this fact; about the only reference we have is to a number of borough

elections held "according to ancient custom". The boroughs were

probably left undisturbed because, in the south-west at any rate, they

favoured the republican regime; Everitt goes so far as to suggest

19 PR0/SP25/70, p.293f.
20 PRO/SP25/76A, P.34ff.
21 CSPD 1657-8, pp.321-2.
22 CSPD 1654, p.326.
23 B.L. E.575 (12); B.L. 669 f.22 (11).
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that some boroughs did not even share in the otherwise universal

euphoria which greeted the Restoration of the Monarchy.

This is perhaps a concealed tragedy in the way [Ipswich]
turns from its high hopes in the 'restoringe of the
Parliament' [in February 1660] to its formal presentation
of 'twoe hundred pownds of gold and a copy of gold' to
his Majesty. The keynote on that occasion was not
spontaneous joy; but t dutie and allegiance' to 'our
Soverraigne Lord the Kinge's Maiestiet...t.
For the dreams of a godly commonwealth with which
Ipswich and Suffolk h4d one to the pols in 1640 had
not been realized....l24)

Whether this attitude was shared by the Western corporations is

not clear. Certainly most boroughs celebrated the return of Charles

in some way, and it is perhaps a little fanciful to assert that the

entries in the borough archives did not muster the correct degree

of enthusiasm. Totnes rang bells, paid trumpeters to make the

proclamation, paid for ribbons for the officers, and paid £9. 5s.

for wine (the mayor disbursing another £3 on wine and beer at his

home).
(25)

 Exeter corporation did not take the decision to proclaim

King Charles II until 11 May 1660 (despite having met on 1, 3 and

5 May). Wine (three hogsheads) was poured into the city conduits,

but there is no mention in the corporation records of trumpeters, guns

saluting, or any other celebrations.
(26)

By contrast, Plymouth spent

MOO on silver plate, bought from Alderman Viner of London, to present

"to the King's most excellent Majesty upon his happy Restoration", (27)

and £49 15s. 9d. was spent on proclaiming hinCr ) Similar celebrations
(29)

had earlier greeted the accession of Richard, however. 	 Meanwhile,

several boroughs had returned former Parliamentarians as MPs to the

Convention, and others would do so to the Cavalier Parliament. This

lukewarmness to the royalist cause may account for the savagery with

which the Commissioners for Remodelling the Coporations carried out

(24) Suffolk and the Great Rebellion, p.125.

(25) Windeatt 'Totnes its Mayors and Mayoralties 1627-76' in T.D.A.
xxxii, p.130.

(26) DevRO/Exeter C.A.B. X f.133.

(27) WDevRO/Plymouth Receiver's Accounts, bk. IV, f.53.

(28) ibid.,
(29) See B.L. E 999 (12).
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their work in 1662.

It is the county committees which are usually cited as the great

administrative innovation of the Civil War period; but it has been

shown that these bodies had strong pre-War roots, and that at any

rate the ad hoc  bodies of the Interregnum (in particular those

appointed to administer the militia and the assessment and collection

of taxation) were little different from their pre-War counterparts.

The commissions were not themselves disliked, indeed they were an old-

established and easily-understood institution. They were, however,

sometimes mistrusted by the traditional rulers of the Shires if the

latter felt they had been used to deprive them of their proper influence.

It is no accident, for example, that in the same breath, Everitt refers

to "the lack of support for the Cromwellian regime amongst the

Kentish gentry as a whole", and "The abdication or ejection of the

greater gentry from the eeats of local government". (30) However,

discontent was more likely if a faction of a committee "acted in an

arbitrary and oppressing way", as the supporters of John Pyne were

said to have done on the Somerset committee.
(31)

This was a possible

danger in the case of the wartime Standing Committees (which continued

in being until 1650), as the powers accumulated by them over the

militia, taxation, sequestration, and a handful of other jurisdictions

gave them considerable local authority. (32) It was less likely after

1650, although the powers of the Majors-General carried similar

dangers.

The personnel of the committees tended to comprise the lesser

and middling gentry headed by a number of JPs; naturally there were

some prominent men amongst them. There seems to have been little

30 The Community of Kent and the Great Rebellion, p.295f.
31 B.L. E.669 f.13 (92).
32 cf Mayo and Gould, The Minute Books of the Dorset Standing Committee 

pp.ix-xxiv; Pennington and Roots, The Committee at Stafford, pp.xvi.
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reluctance to serve on the committees by local gentlemen, except

perhaps in the sequestration committees, where the work could involve

acting against a neighbour or relative or friend. Some Somerset

commissioners refused to act in 1654, for example

Underdown has argued that during and after the war, the task of

local administration caUed for "ruthlessness in overcoming local

vested interests, offending men who might be moderates, neutrals or

Royalists, but were also often friends and kinsmen. The new men were

capable of such single-mindedness: the old gentry leaders were not,

and they were thrust aside". ( 	This to some extent had to be true

of sequestration commissioners, although it has been shown

there were prominent county leaders - like Gorges and Pyne in Somerset,

and Dewey in Dorset - involved in the work. However, similar qualities

were not required in the more important committees set up to run the

militia and administer the monthly assessment, for which there was no

difficulty in securing men of all ranks to serve, at any rate until the

political turbulence following the overthrow of the Protectorate, when

it was apparently necessary to promote a number of minor gentlemen to

the committees for the first time.

If the committees drew their men both from the traditional elites

of the counties, and from a group of lesser men not previously involved

with the higher levels of county administration, then their work was

similarly a blend of old and new. Committees had solid pre-War roots;

the appointment of a local commission was one of the commonest, and

easiest, ways for central government to implement its policies in the

localities. The relevant Interregnal committees carried on these

tasks according to pre-War precedent. Assessments committees assessed

and levied taxes on their localities, and accounted for the sums levied

PROP23/167, p.213.
34 Underdown, 'The Settlement in the Counties 1653-8', in (ed.) Aylmer,

op.cit., p.168.
(35) cf cap. III above.
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to Westminster; similar committees had done similar work in pre-War

years. Militia committees raised, trained, paid and equipped the

local forces in the counties as had the deputy lieutenants' committees

before the Civil War. But they also acquired some new powers - notably

those to enquire into conspiracies and to maintain public order. Other

committees were quite new - sequestration was a means of raising money

which had been spawned by the circumstances of civil strife; the

procedure for ejection of unsuitable clergy and schoolmasters by county

committees was newly formalised in the 1650s (previously, where such

supervision had been carried on at all, it had been the task of the - by

now defunct - diocese).

So the committees were predominantly traditional bodies in function

and personnel; they were not unpopular except insofar as they abused

their powers; and they performed their functions, so far as can be

told, reasonably efficiently, without an undue amount of interference

from the central government. The keynote - as with the JPs and the

corporations - is continuity and localism.

The one substantial difference between the 1650s and the pre-Civil

War days was the presence of large numbers of regular soldiers in the

localities. Such a presence was an unfortunate reminder of the origins

of the various regimes, and their continued reliance on force to maintain

authority. No doubt also it was associated with the unprecedentedly

high level of normal peacetime taxation.

As well as the financial drain, the presence of the militia and

military officers had an important administrative spin-off. Such bodies

represented an alternative centre of power to the traditional county

institutions. Military and militia officers served in committees and

on the commissions of the peace. On such bodies they might form the

most active and committed supporters of the region. Underdown suggests

that

...the Protectorate did.. .rely on the services
of a few key men in the counties. Sometimes
....they were members of old families. But more
were military men, often from outside the county, or
men recently sprung up from relative obscurity because
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of their loyalty to the regime.(36)

Furthermore,

Some counties, before and after the major-
generals, were...controlled by military bosses
assisted by a few minor men. (37)

Chapter Five has shown that local military commanders did play an

important part in local affairs. They nominated JPs, provided some of

their number themselves, and occasionally, as in the case of Scilly,

formed the basis of a local administration, where a suitable

alternative had not previously existed. But to suggest that a few

colonels 'controlled' the counties overstates the case, ignores the

large number of country gentry still serving in local institutions,

and the fact that much of the local administration survived barely

altered from pre-Civil War days. When the military did attempt to

interfere with the work of traditional authorities, as in the case

of ,Rede in Poole, it provoked a furious reaction.

There was also the other side of the story. Prominent army

officers were often local men from prominent families; and there was a

serious (if ultimately unsuccessful) attempt to reduce the burden of

the military presence by reducing its scale, disgarrisoning a large

number of towns, and transferring the army's role in keeping order to

a militia manned and run by local gentlemen.

At two periods however the military commanders were given substantial

powers in the civil field to keep order, supervise dissidents, and

reform the manners of the populace. Such powers, although they

might obtrude more than usually on the day-to-day lives of ordinary

people, were directed primarily against men who were already inclined

to oppose the current regime. Furthermore, they did not to any

significant degree intrude on the role of established institutions

(36) Underdown, 'Settlement in the Counties' in (ed.) Aylmer, op.cit.,
p.179f.

(37) ibid., p.197.
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controlled by the gentry. A more probable source of the army's

unpopularity was the lack of an assured supply which - particularly

after the fall of the Protectorate and the growing acuteness of the

financial crisis - caused burdens on the populace through freequarter

and non-payment for victuals, and led to turbulence and indiscipline

amongst the soldiery, who suddenly became "as bad as the Cavaliers".(38)

* * * * * * * * *

During the 1650s, the radical changes in national government -

the change from Kingdom to Commonwealth to Protectorate, back to

Commonwealth and then to Kingdom once more, all in the span of eleven

years - could not but have an effect on local government. The

increasing requirements of central government - regular taxation, an

efficient militia, supervision of delinquents - placed new demands on

the localities. But as Everitt says, "Most counties were far more

interested in living a life of their own, in which politics played

merely an intermittent part, than in supporting either Roundheads of

Cavaliers". 39

This inertia could not but have its effect on the ambitions of

central government. Successive regimes,although they might

periodically (and usually unsuccessfully) attempt to assert more

strongly the authority of central government in the shires, made no

fundamental changes to the structure of county administration. JPs,

committees, militia - all were solidly based on pre-War roots. There

were changes in emphasis, certainly, and one or two abortive

experiments, but no lasting radical innovations. This was even more

(38) The Weekly Post, 20-7 December 1659, quoted in Firth & Davies
Regimental History, II, p.688.

(39) Everitt, 'The County Community' in Ives,- op.cit., P.49.
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true in the borough corporations. Bearing in mind the fundamental

political changes at the centre, the English Revolution had remarkably

little impact on the counties.

* * * * * * * * *
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